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Last Wednesday a Freeman High School 
student brought a rifle and a handgun to 
school, killing one student and injuring 
three others shortly after 10 a.m., according 
to a Sept. 13 report from the The Spokesman-
Review. 
In response to the event a series of 
Whitworth Advisory emails were sent to 
students. The first advisory assured there was 
"no threat to Whitworth" and that further 
information would follow. 
The second advisory notified students of a 
gathering to take place that afternoon in the 
Seeley G. Mudd Chapel consisting of a time 
for guided prayer those affected, personal 
prayer and conversation with campus 
ministry, counseling center and student life 
representatives, according to the Whitworth 
Advisory email. 
Around 45 students attended the 4 p.m. 
gathering, in addition to resident directors, 
professors and other faculty and staff. Some 
professors ended class early to give students 
the opportunity to attend. The gathering 
was a collaborative effort between campus 
ministries and the counseling center staff. 
Forrest Buckner, dean of spiritual life and 
campus pastor, was eating lunch in Sodexo 
when he heard about the shooting, he said. 
He happened to be near some students who 
previously attended Freeman High School, 
and was able to pray with those students. 
"I thought 'let's do something today in the 
chapel,"' Buckner said. 
Monica Whitlock, director of the 
counseling center, said that shortly after 
the shooting she received a call from Craig 
Chatriand, associate dean of community 
standards and compliance, saying he wanted 
the counseling center and campus ministries 
to organize the gathering. 
"When something goes on we want to 
be there," Whitlock said. "A good strategy 
when responding [to a crisis] is to create a 
gathering place." 
Last Wednesday's gathering was not the 
first time the counseling center and campus 
ministries have collaborated on an event like 
this, Whitlock said. 
The first time the two departments 
collaborated during Whitlock's time at 
Whitworth was after the death of a student 
during the fall of the 2014 school year, she 
said. Although Whitlock was out of town 
at the time, she was able to help plan a 
gathering with campus ministries over the 
phone. 
Because of Whitworth's Christian mission, 
the "natural place for [gatherings] to occur is 
in the chapel," Whitlock said. 
Buckner facilitated the guided prayer 
portion of the event. He chose to lead the 
gathering of students, staff and faculty in 
prayer through Psalm 13 and Psalm 27. 
"The Psalms give us [a resource] for 
praying when we don't know how to pray," 
Buckner said. 
After an initial prayer, Whitlock informed 
the gathering about how students looking to 
talk to a counselor about the shooting can get 
in contact with the counseling center, even if 
they do not wish to sign up for a traditional 
therapy session. 
Campus ministries and the counseling 
center both attempt to prepare their staff 
to respond to unpredictable events like the 
Freeman shooting in different ways. 
< 
continued on pg. 2/ 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
Dr. Lorna Hernandez Jarvis, the new chief diversity officer and associate and vice president of diversity, equity and inclusion is a "bridge 
between students and administrators" She hopes to initiate conversations about equity between students and faculty of all backgrounds. 
Spokane Dream Project hosts 
"Community response" meeting 
after DACA legislation 
Abebayc Bekele 
News Editor 
continued on pg. 2 
and talk about what DACA is and why it got revoked, and how it 
got revoked and what are the implications now for undocumented 
students nationwide and at Whitworth," Nguyen said. "How the 
community can respond in order to support undocumented students 
and undocumented people in general." 
The attendees included students and faculty from Whitworth 
University, Gonzaga University and Eastern Washington University, 
people from churches around the area and other allies of the cause. 
ASWU Cultural Events Coordinator and former President of 
Spokane Dream Project Senior Kamau Chege, helped lead the event 
with the Spokane Dream Project officers. 
"I have DACA and I feel that president Trump phasing out the 
program was outrageous but also un-American," Chege said. "We all 
consider ourselves to be American I can't imagine anything more 
offensive than to strip protections for your fellow Americans and to put 
them in danger of being deported." 
"If you are undocumented in the age of the Trump administration 
the best way to keep yourself and your family safe is to join an 
organization to be in community with people who are ready to defend 
you who will defend you maybe when you get detained who are ready 
to give you resources you may need," Chege said. 
Undocumented Whitworth University students should go to the 
campus Intercultural Student Center for resources or talk to the officers 
of Spokane Dream Project, Nguyen said. 
Senior Carlo Juntilla, student body President at Gonzaga University 
attended the event. 
"I came today because I am passionate about the issue," Juntilla 
said. "Also because of my position in leadership I am in a place where I 
can advocate on a greater scale for our fellow students." 
The event organizers expected a few people to attend the event but 
there were more than 50 people in the room, Chege said. 
"There are so many people who are ready to defend their immigrant 
neighbors," Chege said. 
Sam Abbott, resident director in Arend Hall at Whitworth University 
was also in attendance. 
"Whitworth has a voice in the Spokane community and I think if 
we use that well we can invite people into this work we are trying to be 
about," Abbott said. 
The Whitworth community should listen to undocumented 
students and also do the work that is necessary to better the situation, 
said Nguyen. 
"You can't just be a social media ally, you have to show up and do 
the work you have to be there at the protests and making the phone 
calls," Nguyen said. "We want to pressure legislators to support a Clean 
Dream Act Bill. We want people to write emails, text messages and 
make phone calls." 
In an announcement from President Trump last week, the Deferred 
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) protection will be phased out. 
A community response meeting was held on Sunday, September 10 in 
the intercultural student center in response to the announcement. 
The event was organized by the Spokane Dream Project, a club that 
advocates for undocumented students on campus. The meeting was 
focused on informing people about DACA and threats to DACA. 
Sophomore Lacy Nguyen, a co-leader of the Spokane Dream 
Project, was an organizer of the event. 
"This event was basically a way for the community to come together 
Photos courtesy of Cata Corvalan 
Kamau Chege and Sara Trujillo speak at the event. 
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ABOUTUS 
VOLUME 108, ISSUE 01 
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of 
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth 
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an 
organization composed entirely of students which 
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper and 
thewhitworthian.news. 
OUR MISSION 
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting 
accurate and relevant information in an innovative 
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while 
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for 
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published 
weekly, except during January and student vacations. 
The content is generated entirely by students. 
The college administration does not review the 
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed 
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual 
artists, writers and student editors, and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the Associated 
Students of Whitworth University (ASWU), the 
university, its administration, faculty/staff or 
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through 
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by 
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU. 
OPINIONS POLICY 
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the 
opinions of their individual creators and not 
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its 
editors or its staff. 
PUBLIC FORUM 
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in 
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed 
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States. 
CORRECTIONS 
If you have a comment or question about the fairness 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses 
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth 
community. Send letters to cmurphyl8@ 
my.whitworth.edu. 
Limit to 250 words. 
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continued from pg. 1 
The opportunity to learn from these student 
leaders and seeing what steps are being taken 
in the community was good, Abbott said. 
"Stay educated. Once you know more about 
issue, the more you care about it," Juntilla said. 
"Stay alert and [don't] be complacent because 
being complacent is just being compliant with 
injustice." 
"Some of the best things we can do at a 
higher profile level is advocating for good 
legislation that creates an actual solution to a 
really complex problem," Abbott said. "Many 
of us at Whitworth are working together to 
provide support and care for undocumented 
students in every way that we can." 
The Spokane Dream Project has more 
events planned this semester to deal with 
the uncertainty of DACA. A rally will be held 
on September 20. For more information on 
this and other events contact Lacy Nguyen at 
lnguyen20@my.whitworth.edu. 
Contact Abebaye Bekele at 
abekele20@my. whitworth. edu 
Freeman: 
continued from pg- 1 
Each of the counseling center's licensed staff 
members goes through a basic mental health 
response training on how to react and 
support students during "critical incidents,' 
such as a death, shooting or other traumatic 
situation, Whitlock said. In the case of the 
Freeman High School shooting, this included 
identifying and reaching out to students who 
previously attended Freeman. 
Even if a student is not directly affected 
by a "critical incident," the student could 
still have a grief response. 
Sometimes in the case 
of students with busy 
schedules, this response 
could be delayed from 
days to even months, 
Whitlock said. 
"Trauma starts 
accumulating in our 
lives," Whitlock said. "It 
[can be] rattling to one's sense of safety." 
A campus emergency drill was planned 
for the week of the shooting, but according to 
a campus-wide email from Larry Probus, vice 
president for finance & administration, the 
drill was rescheduled to a later date. 
For campus ministries, preparation for 
these sort of events includes "being present 
on campus and in relationship with students 
and staff," Buckner said. This creates trust 
between students and campus ministries 
staff, so staff can better support the students 
and form meaningful relationships, he said. 
BucknersaidthatchurchesmtheFreeman 
area have been supportive to the school The 
school's community has also honored the 
victims of the shooting. According to reports 
bv The Spokesman-Review, a memorial was 
set up Sept. 14, the day after the shooting, 
and flowers were placed around the fence 
during a Sept. 15 football game against 
Medical Lake. 
While the gathering did not directly help 
or affect Freeman High School, Buckner said 
he feels Whitworth's coming together and 
praying together was a gift, and it affected 
students involved by showing them that 
critical incidents like these should not change 
how people act in community. 
"We can't live and love well when we're 
worrying about elsewhere," Buckner said. 
Fears students may feel after these types 
of critical incidents are valid, Whitlock said, 
but students should not allow these fears to 
keep them from 
going out into 
public. 
"Honor the 
fear, honor the 
feelings, but get 
back out there," 
Whitlock said. 
Students 
that would like 
to talk to a counselor about the Freeman 
High School shooting or related issues can 
visit the counseling center in Schumacher 
Hall or email them at counselingcenter@ 
whitworth.edu, and either schedule a therapy 
appointment or ask for a consultation with 
a counselor. For students who would like 
pastoral counseling, visit the chapel or email 
them at cmcknight@whitworth.edu. 
Contact Courtney Murphy at 
cmurphyl 8@my. whitworth. edu 
"Trauma starts accumulating in 
our lives...it [can be] ratting to 
our sense of safety. 
MONICA WHITLOCK 
director of counseling 
ASWU executive vice president works 
to make ASWU more inclusive 
Aware of the under-
representation of 
some groups Reyes 
is working on 




Senior Dylan Reyes is the executive vice 
president of ASWU. Reyes ran unopposed in 
last year's election. He campaigned to make 
ASWU more inclusive and to give voice to 
students that don't feel like they have a voice, 
Reyes said in an interview he gave to The 
Whitworthian on April 26. 
"Last year was a strange year," Reyes said. 
We were coming from a team of two female 
execs and one male exec to all male execs," 
Reyes said. 
Reyes understands that the gender de­
mographics of this year's executives could be 
disheartening to students, he said. 
In response to the gender imbalance 
some issues may be overlooked but Reyes has 
vowed to give such issues due attention, he 
said. 
"[With] my focus on running as a first-gen­
eration college student, as a mixed-race 
individual, I came into that candidacy with a 
promise that I would be living into that part 
of who I am," Reyes said. "And then advocat­
ing for the voices that are underrepresented, 
underprivileged, and underexposed to the 
realities of ASWU." 
As part of that commitment Reyes has 
made a point of trying to reach out to "groups 
on campus that totally go unrepresented, 
[like] international students, first generation 
college students who don't fit the typical 
Whitworth mold, I guess you could say," 
Reyes said. 
Conversely, if those resources are not 
being taken advantage of, it is important to re­
structure the systems in place to make access 
more equitable for all students, Reyes said. 
Photo courtesy of Kelly Logie 
Senior Dylan Reyes (right) with fellow ASWU executives junior Shaun Fisher and senior Jeff 
Debray last spring after the ASWU elections. 
Among the fledgling EVP's immediate 
priorities are navigating new administrative 
responsibilities and staff, and being intentional 
about asking important questions. 
"Questions any student would ask if they 
walked in the door," Reyes said. 
This inquisitive persistence has already 
helped ASWU confront some basic issues, 
such as outdated language in certain docu­
ments, as well as the organization's physical 
accessibility to students, Reyes said. 
It has also helped to move this year's 
ASWU in more active directions, Reyes said. 
"When ASWU functions at its worst, it's 
reactive; when ASWU functions at its best, it's 
proactive," Reyes said. In spite of the many 
demands of the new position he does his best 
to mentally frame the work he does as service 
Reyes said. 
The less I look at my work like work, the 
more I actually enjoy it, and get life from 
it,"Reyes said. 
"If I were to just see my job as my job, that 
would be doing a disservice, not only to th 
student body, but to my student leaders, ai 
then to myself." 
That mindset doesn t keep Reyes from 
taking time to wind down. 
Reyes lives off-campus and enjoys his ( 
ly walks to and from work, as well as a goo 
cup of coffee. 
"The 'doppio' is my remedy for sleep 
deprivation," Reyes said. 
The goal is to make sure that those stu­
dents know about the resources available, 
hem, like being able to run for Zone Reps, 
requisitioning funds for club activities, Re> 
It s a simple change, that 1 think can gc 
iong way if it s utilized well," Reyes said. 
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All wrapped up 
An end to tradition? 
Chris Reichert 
Staff Writer 
"You may ask" muses Tevye 
from Fiddler on the Roof, "how did 
this tradition start? I'll tell you, I 
don't know. But it's a tradition!" 
Many of us can recognize our own 
lives in this tongue-in-cheek line, 
and it is perhaps nowhere better 
exemplified than here at Whitworth, 
the only university in the country 
where one is expected to catch a 
pine cone, but drop their plate. 
Indeed, Whitworth traditions are so 
prized that students have scarcely 
unpacked before Traditiation begins. 
This year, seven of the 10 residence 
halls around campus are opting out 
of All Tied Up. Often the last event in 
Traditiation, All Tied Up has residents 
from each hall dressing up and 
driving to Coeur d'Alene to indulge 
in "gooeys," ice 




director for Duvall 
Hall, said RD's are 
working to, "provide 
alternative opportunities for students 
to create meaningful relationships" 
without the need to leave campus. 
Some at the school have objected 
to this decision, claiming that it robs 
students, particularly freshmen, of vital 
opportunities to make connections 
and build community. Others argue 
that driving 80 miles round trip, in the 
dark, with complete strangers is not the 
most practical way to accomplish this. 
"I don't even remember who was 
in the car with me," one sophomore 
from Warren Hall recalled. So 
much for community. Others have 
suggested that students might get 
more out of a trip to Coeur d' Alene 
during the day, instead of in the dark, 
which masks the natural beauty of 
Lake Coeur d'Alene and results in 
a relatively quiet downtown scene. 
Nevertheless, those students 
who do enjoy the event are out of 
luck, with only three halls even 
considering traveling to Idaho this fall. 
"I got out of the university, and 
Spokane...It was a nice time. [The 
Coeur rf'Afewe Resort] was really 
nice," sophomore Quinn Tommasino 
remembers. "It makes you want 
to leave campus, and go explore, 
and be out in the community." 
Herein is the problem: shouldn't 
the option be left open to residents 
themselves? All Tied Up has never 
been mandatory; instead of a 
directive from hall government, 
the decision should come from the 
students. This could come in the 
form of an official vote, or a simple 
vote by participation. If insufficient 
numbers from one hall sign up, those 
remaining could always join another. 
That being said, resident directors 
have already signaled their willingness 
to provide slightly less exotic 
alternatives, a move that seems to 
meet with approval from students. 
"I think it'd be better to do 
something on campus," sophomore 
Kirsten Speer told me, "for people 
that don't want 
"Shouldn't the option 
be left to residents 
themselves?" 
to go in a large 






"With All Tied Up, you're dependent 
on the driver," she said. While she 
agreed that All Tied Up may not 
have fulfilled its goals in terms of 
community building, she believes 
that Traditiation as a whole is a 
boon to Whitworth, saying, "I think 
it's really important for freshmen." 
In all probability, incoming 
freshmen will suffer no long-lasting 
disappointments should All Tied 
Up be replaced, and residence halls 
may actually observe an increase 
in participation. Even with general 
approval for the plan however, one 
still wonders whether the ultimate 
decision is representative of the 
entire student population. Still, 
by all appearances, the tradition 
of traveling to Coeur d'Alene for 
frozen desserts may be at an end. 
Contact Chris Reichert at 
creichert20@my. whitworth. edu 
r 1IUIU tuuiltsj VI t/uiwuvj 
All Tied Up involves driving to Coeur d' Alene with fellow residents and indulging in gooeys, decadent 
ice cream sundaes. Here, some Oliver Hall residents are depicted at the Coeur d Alene Resort m 2016. 
Age language barrier 
Margo Jensen 
Contributing Writer 
As an early education major, 
I was taught that learning 
languages is something that does 
not come easily for many adults, 
as stated in Krashen's Theory of 
Second Language Acquisition. 
I have noticed that there are 
a lot of people at Whitworth 
that are struggling to grasp the 
concepts that are presented 
in their Spanish or French 
classes. As a future educators, 
my classmates and I talk a lot 
in class about how adaptive the 
brain is from birth to age six. 
That being said, language 
is cognitively more difficult to 
comprehend the older that one 
gets. I want to draw attention to 
the importance of younger people 
beginning the process of learning 
languages earlier on in their K-12 
career. I remember when I was 
in high school, it was challenging 
"Language is something 
that does not come easily 
for many adults. 
for me to learn the various 
verb conjugations in Spanish 
because they differed from the 
ones that we have in English. 
My younger siblings had the 
opportunity to learn Spanish 
since the beginning of their 
school career. This made their 
ability to speak and read Spanish 
equivalent to their ability to speak 
and read in English. I've noticed 
that my siblings have maintained 
their second language remarkably 
well and attribute their early 
learning of a second language. 
Whitworth places an^ 
importance on learning a second 
language, but it should be noted 
that it is likely ineffective to do 
so at this point in our cognitive 
development. So if you are in 
a language class for the first 
time here at Whitworth and you 
find yourself struggling, don't 
fret! It is probably because you 
did not get strong foundational 
skills early on in life. Learning 
languages is hard and something 
that many people are challenged 
with, so do not give up! 
Contact Margo Jensen at 
mjensenl8@my.whitworth.edu 
. tin. tiiiow iUivf.vm 











With the beginning of the academic year 
off to a seemingly abrupt start, I don't think 
I'm alone in being completely overwhelmed. 
Syllabi pile up to create a storm of doubt, fear 
and desperation, and we are soon lost to the 
abyss of impossible expectations. It leaves 
me to wonder if this is due to the popular 
Adlerian approach to higher education. 
Alfred Adler is a significant contributor 
to the growth of psychology today. His work 
focuses on the individual abilities of a human, 
and what they could achieve by goal setting. 
One concept he constructed was the "fictional 
final goal," the idea that we can achieve great 
things by setting one goal and aiming to reach 
it. He would claim that we have the will insidd 
of us to pursue perfection, and that could 
be applied to many, if not all aspects to life. 
In higher education, we are experiencing 
more pressure to do better, and be the 
best. In high school, we are reassured 
that colleges are looking for well-
rounded students who will succeed in 
life" and not just in school. However, 
I've found the reality is quite different. 
In classes, we are persistently encouraged 
to achieve an "A" grade, as professors highlight 
the "A" requirements. We must read 30 pages, 
solve 15 problems, and turn in three papers 
a week. It's overwhelming to say the least. 
I believe that to be successful in life, you 
need to be successful outside of academics. 
While school provides some outside 
resources, it is still limiting in what it offers 
us as future professionals. Developing social 
skills and job training should be a key part 
of our education. Experiencing the different 
options in our field would be far more 
beneficial than simply learning about them. 
Putting extreme pressures on students 
in undergraduate programs can hinder 
our abilities to freely explore outside and 
realistic future opportunities. If colleges 
and universities allow time for students, and 
encouraged them to do individual research 
within their desired field, there would be 
a load taken off from schoolwork and a 
diminished pressure to achieve higher on 
an academic level. We're told that building 
connections and knowing more people in 
your field are what will land you a job, and 
yet we don't have the time or the resources. 
Instead of taking on a "fictional final 
goal" of success, meaning all A's at school, 
we should be encouraged to figure out 
more of where we want to be and what 
our target goal in life is. When it comes to 
the workforce, grades will only matter so 
much. We should be encouraged to pursue 
relationships with professionals and getting 
real world experience in our fields, instead 
of being confined to our rooms or a book. 
Contact Abby Nye at 





EVENTS: get out and about! 
WEDNESAY.SEPT.20 
Film: E.T. The Extra Terrestrial 35th 
Anniversary Screening 
2:00 and 7:00p.m. 
Regal Cinemas North Spokane 
A full screening of the film in celebration of 
its 35th anniversary. Admission $13. 
THURS0AY.SEPT.21 
Community: International Day Of Peace 
Celebration 
12:05 p.m. 
Cheney Congregational Church 
This community celebration includes a 
presentation by Congressional candidate 
Lisa Brown. Admission and lunch are free. 
Dance: Thursday Evening Swing 
6:30 p.m. 
Woman's Club of Spokane 
Weekly Swing Dance event including 
intermediate lesson at 6:30, beginner lesson 
at 7:15, and social dance from 8-10 p.m. 
Admission $8. 
DAY.SEPT.22 
Theatre: Once More With Feeling 
8 p.m. 
Blue Door Theatre 
To celebrate Blue Door Theatre's 20th 
anniversary, the Blue Door players are 
presenting "snack sized" versions of comedy 
favorites. Admission $7. 
Music: Carmen 
Fri and Sat 8 p.m. 
Martin Woldson Theater at the Fox 
Opera Couer d'Alene and Spokane 
Symphony present the classic opera at The 
Fox. Admission $25-$ 104. 
Theatre: West Side Story 
Thurs-Sat 7:30 p.m. and Sun 2:30 pm 
Spokane Civic Theatre 
Spokane Civic Theatre presents the classic 
musical retelling of Romeo & Juliet. Sept 22-
Oct 15. Admission $30-32. 
Community: The Mad Hatter Vintage Flea 
Market 
Fri 4:00-9:00 p.m. and Sat 10:00 am-4:00 
p.m. 
Five Mile Grange 
A two-day event boasting over 30 vendors of 
vintage, antique, and handmade goods. Also 
includes live music, food, art, and more. 
Lecture: The Great Gatsby: A Presentation 
on F. Scott Fitzgerald's Masterpiece 
3 p.m. 
Shadle Library 
Film and literature scholar Lance Rhodes 
shares the history and legacy of F. Scott 
Fitzgerald and his classic portrait of the 
Swing Era. Admission is free. 
Film: Studio Ghibli Fest: Nausicaa of the 
Valley of the Wind 
English: Sun 12:55 p.m. 
Japanese with English Subtitles: Mon 
7:00p.m. 
Regal Cinemas North Spokane 
The debut film by Hayao Miyazaki tells the 
story of a young princess in a dystopian 
future. Admission $13. 
Community: City of Spokane Forum on 
Homelessness 
6:00 p.m. 
Spokane City Hall f 
A public forum hosted by the Spokane City 
Council. Admission is free. 
Community: Fairwood Farmers' Market 
3-7 p.m. 
Fairwood Shopping Center 
A farmer's market occurring every Tuesday 
through Oct 10. 
The Whitworthian 
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ARTS&CULTURE 
Meisel discussed his 
artistic processes at 
his lecture on Sept. 12, 
2017 in the Lied Center 
for the Visual Arts. The 
lecture was attended 





Whitworth's diversity, equity and inclusion 
department is experiencing a shift in direction, 
as there is a new faculty addition on campus, 
Dr. Lorna Hernandez Jarvis. Jarvis joined 
the Pirafe team this fall to engage in difficult 
conversations with training from workshops, 
conferences, and self-teachings. 
Jarvis said she intends to increase the 
conversation regarding cultural diversity, 
equity and inclusion throughout several 
departments at the institution so that each 
sector develops an understanding of how 
to contribute to the production of a more 
inclusive community. 
She said she wants Whitworth to be a place 
"where everyone feels, not just welcome, but 
where they can learn and flourish." 
Jarvis is responsible for coordinating 
programs and addressing issues relating 
to diversity, she said. She advises the 
upper administration, the seniors' senior 
administrators, the vice presidents and 
President Beck regarding specific issues of 
diversity. 
"I try to connect all of the efforts of the 
university dealing with diversity, equity and 
inclusion," she said. 
Some students at Whitworth voice their 
expectations and high hopes for Jarvis as she 
starts to make her impression on campus. 
"I think she provides a role that is a bridge 
between students and administrators when 
the depth and the beauty of God's 
kingdom." 
Some of the students who are involved 
in leadership and with cultural diversity 
are excited for what Jarvis is bringing to the 
Pirate community, and what she is already 
accomplishing. 
"I think it's good to see that Lorna is not 
wasting any time in laying the groundwork for 
real change on our campus," cultural events 
coordinator Kamau Chege, a senior, said. "And 
it's also good to see the support it has among 
the administration and President Beck Taylor." 
With Jarvis joining the team, faculty and 
students who are in the midst of the changes 
a 
For me, diversity, equity, 
and inclusion is 
not work or a M 
program, it's my life. 
DR. LORNA HERNANDEZ JARVIS 
on campus are interested to see how campus 
will be affected and become more culturally 
driven and aware. 
"I'm hoping that we improve our abilities 
, . . £ , , to navigate difficult issues/'vice president for it comes to students from underrepresented^qfud^nt life -> "• 1 " ' — 
backgrounds," senior class coordinator Sarah j 
Dixit said. "She is able to have their voices 
and perspectives heard in a more influential 
position because she gets to interact with 
administration in a way that your average 
student doesn't get to." 
Jarvis said she also intends to provide 
the understanding that diversity, equity and 
inclusion are based on and interconnected 
with the institution's Christian mission. 
"We can't say as a university that we are 
producing excellent quality students unless 
they understand the complexity, 
Rhodes said. "Lorna brings significant 
experience in intergroup dialogue which I 
hope will be adopted by students, faculty and 
staff to help increase understanding." 
Although Jarvis oversees the issues and 
programs dealing with diversity, some 
students who are familiar with aspects of 
cultural awareness want others to understand 
that there are different perspectives and 
contexts when it comes to the meaning of 
diversity. 
"I think that a lot of students have different 
opinions about what diversity means 
especially when we talk about it on campus," 
Dixit said. "I think that a lot of students tend 
to think of diversity as someone s race or 
ethnicity and don't necessarily realize how 
many forms it comes in." 
Jarvis has suggestions for the Pirate 
community in regards to producing cultural 
awareness and increasing diversity. She hopes 
people will fully engage in the present issues 
of diversity and participate in the programs 
that are initiated. 
"Whenever we talk about diversity, 
equity and inclusion, it's for everybody in 
the community," Jarvis said. "The tendency 
is for people to think that it's for the 
underrepresented community, but it's not 
just for them, it's for all of us. We all need to 
understand and engage in the complexity of 
differences and how to live in a community 
that can be flourishing." 
Jarvis' new position requires conversation 
to be initiated, yet she said she is worried 
about the negative response students may 
display. 
"I am always afraid of apathy and 
indifference," she said. "I worry that this is 
my life and I'm putting everything into this, 
experiencing issues of indifference, and apathy 
can be very devastating and frustrating." 
Others are more worried about a lack of 
action and a decrease in cultural awareness 
and respect. 
"I think I'm worried about a sense of 
complacency taking place or a dissociating of 
the growing white nationalists politics inoiu 
and discrimination that are still present at 
Whitworth," Chege said. 
Jarvis' life background revolves around 
cultural engagement, causing her to be 
devoted in the position and issues. 
"For me, diversity, equity, and inclusion is 
not work or a program, it's my life," Jarvis said. 
Contact Jordan Coleman at 
jcoleman20@my. whitworth. edu 
Photos: Gallery Opening 
Squeak Meisel's "The 
Immortals' Exhibition" 
is on display in the 
Bryan Oliver Gallery in 
the Lied Center for the 
Visual Arts 
until Nov. 3. 
Visit our updated website 
for stories throughout the 
week, exclusive photos and 
archived issues of 
The Whitworthian. 
The Whitworthian. news 
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More than just a job 
Emma Phillips ^ ** 
Copy Chief 
Dornsife Center offers opportunities 
for student involvement 
Senior Trinity Torres works as a program 
manager for Reinforcinglmportance of Support 
in Education, (RISE) but "work" isn't what 
Torres would use to describe what she does. 
RISE is a student mentor and tutoring 
program run through the Dornsife Center 
for Community Engagement, located in 
Weyerhauser Hall. "The program partners 
with area schools and 
equips Whitworth students 
to serve as mentors 
and tutors," Torres said. 
"It just started out as 
a job application and it 
ended up being something 
so life-giving," Torres said. 
Torres said the program 
allows her to follow her 
passion for working 
with disadvantaged and 
developing communities. 
RISE partners with schools 
specifically in Spokane's 
West Central neighborhood and seeks to 
address needs of students and meet people 
where they are, according to the Dornsife 
Center webpage. 
"We want to go into the community and put 
in the effort so that it can be self sustaining," 
Torres said. 
Over the last year RISE was able to provide 
more than 379 students with positive role 
models, support and encouragement which 
totaled 734 service hours according to last 
year's statistics from the Dornsife Center. 
With a large amount of positive feedback from 
its partners, RISE will start again in the first 
week of October. 
Torres is also a community engagement 
advocate on campus and is gearing up 
with the Dornsife Center for Whitworth's 
Community Building Day Wednesday, Sept. 
20. Community engagement advocates work 
with the Dornsife Center to assess the needs in 
Spokane and work with the Dornsife Center's 
partners to address those needs. Last year, 
Whitworth sent more than 1,000 students to 54 
service sites around Spokane, 
according to school records. 
After Community Building 
Day, Torres and other student 
leaders will be launching 
an initiative called "Ask 
Big Questions" which will 
seek to foster conversations 
during Prime Times next 
month. During these special 
Prime Times, community 
engagement advocates will 
lead conversations to help 
Community Building Day 
participants process their 
experience. 
"We're really trying to tie in what we did for 
Community Building Day with reflection and 
actually understanding what we did, while 
also sharing our experiences and bringing 
light to what our communities mean to one 
another," Torres said. 
If students want to get involved with RISE 
or other service opportunities on campus, 
they can visit the Whitworth Serves site under 
the opportunities tab. The application to be a 
tutor or mentoris now live, and will be open 
until Oct 13. Any questions can be directed to 
Trinity Torres at ttorresl8@my.whitworth.edu 
contact Emma Phillips at 
ephillipsl 9@my. whitworth.edu 
It just started out 
as a job application 
and 





Whitworth joins in discussing the importance of acceptance of diversity at the Unity 
Rally on September 11,2017 in the loop. 
Students gathered around the Campanile in the Loop for a time of dedication and prayer. 
PHOTOS: UNITY RALLY 
President Beck Taylor held a Unity Rally at 4 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 11. 
The event was intended to "elevate Whitworth's values and commitments 
as we navigate differences and complex issues on our campus and in our 
community" according to Taylor in a campus-wide email the morning of 
the event. ^Whitworth can stand as a light in the darkness..." 




Men's soccer splits the weekend 
after slow start Saturday 
Kara Need 
Sports Editor 
The Pirates split the weekend 
losing to Pacific 2-3 on Satur­
day and then bpunced back to 
beat George Fox 4-0 on Sunday 
afternoon. 
Despite a rough start by both 
teams with little clean possession 
play on either side, the Pirates 
found the back of the net in the 
23rd when Eric Espinoza, '18, 
made space out wide on the left to 
find a cross into Kyle Cacoyannis, 
'18. Cacoyannis found the ball 
with his head and placed it in the 
back of the net past the keeper. 
Although predicted to place 
fifth in the NWC this season, 
Pacific fought hard against 
the defending conference 
champions and took advantage 
of the Pirate's slower pace in 
the first half to put them on the 
heels. Just ten minutes after 
Cacoyannis' goal, the Boxer's 
James Curro took advantage of a 
mistake by the Pirates back line 
and touched the ball around 
Whitworth keeper Jesus Nunez, 
'20, to finish on the open net. 
In the second half, Pacific 
forward Matt Kimball scored two 
consecutive goals to up the score 
to 3-1. Kimball's first goal came 
in the 56th minute from an assist 
from his teammate Diego Lopes. 
He quickly tallied a second 
goal in the 59th minute with an 
unassisted goal slotted on the 
ground past Nunez. 
Late in the second half, the 
Pirates found more of their 
rhythm and mounted a number 
of attacks on the Boxer defense. 
The Pirates found the back of the 
net in the 74th minute. Jonah 
Snyder, '18, was fouled in the box 
while trying to receive a cross 
from Micah Weller, '18. A penalty 
kick was called and Snyder 
stepped up and easily slotted it 
past Pacific's keeper. 
The Pirates continued to 
generate opportunities late in 
the game but were unable to 
match Pacific's score. Moi Diaz, 
'18, created space on the left side, 
generating crosses and other 
opportunities on goal, including 
a cross that found Haas on the 
back side with six minutes left; 
Haas' header flew just wide. 
At the end of the game, 
Whitworth had 15 shots while 
Pacific tallied 11. 
On Sunday, the Pirates came 
out strong to best the George Fox 
Bruins with Drew Williams, '19, 
tallying two goals to propel the 
Pirates to a 4-0 win. 
In contrast to Saturday, the 
Pirates started out quickly with 
strong possession and goal 
scoring opportunities against the 
Bruins' disorganized back line. 
Snyder hit a shot off the crossbar 
in the 2nd minute and an attempt 
in the 10th minute found the back 
of the net but was called offsides. 
The Pirates found the back of 
the net in the 13th minute when 
Austin Cassity, '18, slipped the 
ball into Williams who easily 
placed the ball past the keeper. 
Just four minutes later Weller 
scored with a long shot out from 
the left side. In the 26th minute 
the Pirates tallied yet another 
goal when Snyder beat the 
defender on the right wing and 
slipped it to Williams with his 
back to the goal. Williams tipped 
it to freshman Ethan Kem, who 
scored for the first goal of his 
career. 
Williams finished his second 
goal and the fourth goal of the 
match just one minute after 
Kem when a cross came in and 
Williams finished it with a bicycle 
kick. 
Despite a few more frantic 
moments to finish the half, the 
Pirates held on through the rest 
of the game to finish the Bruins 
4-0. 
The Pirates travel to Tacoma 
next weekend to take on Pacific 
Lutheran on Saturday and 
University of Puget Sound on 
Sunday. Both games are at 
12p.m.. 
s 
Contact Kara Need at 
kneedl 8@my. whitworth. edu. 
Sundodger Invitational: 
Women: 6th of 20 
Men: 12th of 19 
Win vs La Verne: 53-0 
Next Week: Bye 
Lutes Invitational: 
4th of 14 through Day 1 
Day 2 continues on Sept 18 
Next Week: Puget Sound 
Invitational (Sat-Sun). 
PLU Invitational: 
2nd of 10 
Next Week: Puget Sound 
Invitational (Sat-Sun) 
Loss vs Pacific 1-3 
Win vs George Fox 4-0 
Next Week: 
Away at PLU (Sat 12p.m.) 
Away at UPS (Sun 12p.m.) 
Win vs Willamette 2-1 
Win vs Lewis and Clark 3-0 
Next Week: 
Away at George Fox (11a.m.) 
Away at Pacific (12p.m.) 
Loss vs PLU 0-3 
Win vs Puget Sound 3-0 
Next Week: 
Home vs Whitman (Wed 6p.m.) 
Home vs Willamette (Fri 7p.m.) 
Pre-Season Recap 
2-0 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Coaches Poll: 




NWC 118, West Region 14th 
Key Returners: Grant Bingham '18 finsihed 5th in NWC in 
2016 and 31st in the West Region 
MEN'S GOLF 
Coaches Poll: 
Pacic Lutheran (NWC Champs 2016) 
Willamette 
2016 Season 
3rd in NWC; 5th at Fall Classic, 7th at Spring Classic 
Key Returners: Sam Stiles '20 was named 2016-17 Freshman 
of the Year 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Coaches Poll: 
Whitworth (NWC Champs 2015-16) 
Linfield tied with Willamette 
2016 Scores: 
NWC Score 42; West Region 1st; NCAA 17th 
Key Returners: Kayla Leland '18 and Bailey Scott '1§ placed 
2nd and 5th respectively in the NWC Championships. 




George Fox (NWC Champs 2009-16) 
Whitman 
Whitworth 
2016 Season: 4th in NWC overall; 5th Fall Classic; 3rd Spring 
Classic; 4th NWC Conference Championship 
Key Returners: Maggie Peters '20 recieved 2nd Team All-
NWC honors in 2016-17 
2016 Record 
21-6(15-1) 
Lost in First Round NCAA Dili National Tournament 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Coach's Poll: 
Pacific Lutheran (NWC Champs 2016) 













Lost in First Round of NCAA Dili National Tournament 




Whitworth (NWC Champs 2014-16) 
Pacific Lutheran 
Puget Sound 










2017 Non-Conference Record: 
Photo courtesy of Kelly Logie Hannah Brekke | Photographer 





Garrett McKay '18 
both recieved First 






last season) and 
Kathryn Bischoff 
'18 both recieved 
First Team All-
NWC honors in 













'20 was named 
2016 NWC 
Freshman of the 
Year 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
The Pirates 
recorded the 2nd 
best passing offence 
in the nation in 
2016. Photo courtesy of Kelly Logie 
SEPT. 20,2017 SPORTS THE WHITWORTHIAN 
Defenders propel women's 
soccer to a dominating win 
Hannah Brekke | Photographer 
0 
Outside back Jadyn Baumgartner, '21, scored on a long volley in 
the 7th minute to put the Pirates up 1-0 on Sunday. 
: Pirates pounce Leopards 




The women s soccer team cruised to second 
place in the Northwest Conference after a 
confident display saw them beat Lewis & Clark 
3-0 at the Whitworth soccer field, securing back to 
back wins, and their third overall win this season. 
A vivacious start by the Pirates led to a 
brilliant long range strike from right-back Jadyn 
Baumgartner, '21, putting the Pirates 1-0 up in the 
7th minute. Baumgartner's offensive play inspired 
fluency down both flanks. Expansive wing play 
characterized the game. 
Fellow defender Sydney Weiller, ;19, scored 
a superlative goal after darting past several 
midfielders and striking the ball into the top 
corner from long-range to double the score. Less 
than four minutes later, Leah Corra, '18, thumped 
a rebound shot into the net from inside the penalty 
area to make it 3-0, five minutes before half-time. 
Despite relentless pressure from the Pirate 
attack, the score remained 3-0 at full-time. 
Firm fists from goalkeeper Sienna Tanner, '18, 
and disciplined defending helped the Pirates 
secure their second clean sheet this season. 
Possession also proved pivotal in the Pirates win. 
"We want to dictate the game always, through 
our thought process, making great decisions and 
really valuing the ball," coach Brian Olson said. 
Coach Olson also acknowledged the role the 
fans played in securing this back to back win. 
"We love playing at home, we love our field, we 
love our fans, the atmosphere; it's a great place to 
play," Olson said. "The road is something that we 
will be ready for also." 
Confidence on the ball was epitomized by 
Baumgartner and Kelly Wucherer, '19, who 
exploited gaps and quickened the pace when 
necessary. They were integral to the powerful 
display of possession. 
"We really pride ourselves in selfless work to 
get open for teammates," Wucherer said. Whilst 
she dominated the center of the field, she credited 
the flank play by saying, "Our wingers are amazing, 
they work super hard, and we like to exploit the 
wide space because we have really good players 
out there." 
The Pirates will be looking to build on this solid 
performance as they go on the road next week. 
They face George Fox University on Saturday at 11 
a.m. and Pacific University on Sunday at 12 p.m. 
These games could secure an impressive four 
back-to-back wins for the Pirates and propel them 
to the summit of the Northwestern conference if 
they keep up the inspired form. 
Contact Anesu Mujenge at 
amujenge20@my. whitworth. edu. 
Michelle Whan, '18, tallied her first goal for Whitworth to push 
the Pirates to a 2-1 win over Willamette Saturday 
Hannah Brekke | Photographer 
Henry Miller 
StaffWriter 
Pirate football moves to 3-0 in non-
conference after defeating La Verne by 
a staggering 53-0. The Pirates displayed 
dominance on both sides of the ball after 
shutting out the Leopards and executing 
multiple 20-point quarters. The Pirates 
benefitted from a stellar performance from 
senior quarterback Ian Kolste, who threw for 
291 yards with an 80% completion rate. Kolste 
set a Whitworth record for career passing yards 
during the game. Kolste handled his record 
breaking accomplishment very humbly. 
"The record will be great to look back at 20 or 
30 years from now, but for now I m just happy 
with the direction the team is headed and 
happy to be 3-0 headed into Linfield, Kolste 
said. He was pleased with his receiver core and 
can rely on all his starters and receiver off the 
bench to get the job done, he said. 
The Pirate's offense also got a boost from 
sophomore running backTariq Ellis, who took a 
handoff 72 yards for a touchdown. Whitworth s 
wide receiver corps also showed up in force 
with Garrett McKay, Kevin Thomas and Nick 
Kiourkas each contributing more ^ar s 
receiving and a collective three touch owns. 
Coach Rod Sandberg raved about his offense s 
effectiveness saying they were "really patient in 
what the defense gave them" 
Coach Sandberg credited offensive architec 
Alan Stanfield and a great performance from 
Kolste in today's win. Sandberg expressed 
his satisfaction with the run game and how 
explosive his backs were, he said. Coach 
Sandberg also stated he was happy with the 
offenses efficiency as the pirates held the 
ball for only three minutes longer than La 
Verne. Coach Sandberg attributed this to great 
decision making by the quarterback. 
The Pirates defense shut out the Leopards 
and only allowing 224 yards of total offense 
and 22 fewer plays than Whitworth. Notable 
defensive performances include senior 
linebacker Patch Kulp who contributed 10 
tackles, and defensive back Jarin Manuel who 
intercepted two passes for a total of 34 yards. 
"[It was] disciplined football...everyone 
had an assignment and everyone did their 
job," defensive coordinator Adam Richbart 
said. Coach Richbart stressed the strength of 
La Verne's run game and that the defense was 
prepared and executed. The La Verne offense 
did surprise Whitworth with a few formations, 
but the Buc's defensive adjusted well and was 
able to stop La Verne. The Pirates have a bye 
week and then head to rival Linfield on Sept. 
30 to kick off conference play. 
Contact Henry Miller at 
henrymiller21 @my. whitworth. edu. 






Sept. 9. They 
defeated the 
Poets 49-10. 
Hannah Brekke | Photographer 
1. Former BMac residents Dom Cruz-Reyes and Raymond Dokupil waltz at Ballard Tea. 
2. BMac residents learn to waltz. Each year after the performance and tea, attendants 
are taught several versions of the waltz. 
3. Sophomore Micah Huie waltzes with a Ballard resident after teaching the waltz. 
4. Seniors Josh Miller and Cynthia Hernandez enjoy a snack break during the dance. 
5. Junior Sarah Bruns dances during Ballard Tea. 
6. Sophomore Bakari Green, who served as the emcee for the night, dances. 
7. Former Baftard senators senior Rachel Henson (left) and junior Maddie Gregory 
(right) pose with current Ballard senator sophomore Savannah Heath. 
ft. Ballard Tea attendees dance to the Cha Cha Slide. Photos courtesy of Andy Weeks. 
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Faith Kahulamu | Photographer 
The Whitworth football team runs onto the field at the beginning the Homecoming game, Saturday Oct 7. Despite drawing a large crowd 
of current students, alumni and other supporters, the Pirates lost to the George Fox Bruins. Read more about football on pages 6 and 7. 
ASWU approves proposed changes 
to club chartering policy 
Abebaye Bekele 
News Editor 
Proposed changes to club 
chartering policy were approved 
by ASWU on Sept. 13. 
The changes focus on four 
areas of the club chartering policy. 
Faculty and staff are reviewing 
the proposed changes now then 
their feedback will be reviewed by 
« 
The proposed changes will 
allow clubs to have national 
affiliations. These affiliations have 
to be approved by ASWU. 
"As far as national affiliations go, 
I think as a university, if Whitworth 
wants to be a university and not 
a college being involved with 
n a t i o n a l  
The recommendations we are 
pushing forward meet a certain 
amount of accountability that we are 
trying to create in ASWU. 
JEFF DEBRAY 
ASWU president 
ASWU and students again, ASWU 
President Jeff DeBray said. 
"Last year President Beck 
called us to put together a task 
force regarding club policy and 
club chartering that is what has 
begun in the fall," DeBray said. 
"Rhosetta Rhodes and I are the 
co-chairs of that task force with 
faculty and students at large, there 
were more students there than any 
other group that is represented." 
The changes will be on the rules 
about national affiliation of clubs 
and the role of club advisors. They 
will also discuss changing the 
person who approves club from 
director of student activities to 
vice president of student life. The 
c o m m i t t e e  
associations regardless of what 
they are is something we should 
be doing," Oliver senator Hannah 
Underwood said. 
Underwood voted against the 
proposed changes. 
I voted to oppose because 
we shouldn't have the power to 
have people come on to campus 
or not and I think that director 
of activities decide, Underwood 
said, according to the Sept. 13 
ASWU meeting. 
"I think there should probably 
be some changes," Underwood 
said. "I don't think the ones 
people have proposed are the 
right ones." 
These affiliations should not 
be with hate 
"It does bring a lot of non-
Whitworth influence into 
our student clubs." 
EUGENE BELL 
president of Swing and Ballroom 
Dance Club 





s p e a k e r s  
to campus, 
DeBray said, 
a c c o r d i n g  
to the Sept. 
13 ASWU 
m e e t i n g  
minutes. 
" T h e  
mission statement of the national 
affiliate will be submitted to 
ASWU and it will be checked 
if it is aligned with the school's 
and ASWU's mission and if it is 
in the best interest of students 
to be aligned with the national 





" T h e  
p r o p o s e d  
change is 
to allow all 
clubs to have 
n a t i o n a l  
affiliation, if 
they choose 
to do so. A lot 
of our clubs 
already do have that," Bell said. 
The clubs have to inform the 
Financial Vice President of any 
financial contribution they gain 
from their national affiliates so 
that ASWU funds are divided 
among clubs fairly, DeBray said. 
"It does bring a lot of non-
PROPOSED CHANGES 
I N C R E A S I N G  
T H E  R O L E  O F  
A D V I S E R S  I N  
C L U B S  
•  ALLOWING CLUBS TO 
HAVE 
NATIONAL AFFILIATES 
APPROVAL FOR CLUB 
CHARTERING WILL COME 
FROM THE DIRECTOR OF 
STUDENT ACT IVIES AS 
WELL AS A VOTE FROM 
ASWU 
ASWU WILL APPROVE 
SPEAKERS THAT CLUBS BRIM 
TO CAMPUS 
CLUBS WILL NEED TO MEET 
AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH 
Whitworth influence into our 
student clubs. It really brings the 
student-ness out of the Associated 
Students of Whitworth University.' 
It turns it into 'associated 
students and affiliated parties 
of Whitworth,"' Eugene Bell, the 
president of Swing and Ballroom 
dance club and the secretary of 
Pep Band ,said. 
"It kind of takes away from our 
individuality and Whitworth's 
mission to encourage good 
dialogue between students," Bell 
said. "When you bring in outside 
parties they don't know the 
Whitworth mission. While you 
can educate their liaison, it is not 
going to be the same as Whitworth 
faculty being an advisor. It is not 
going to be of students by students 
it's going to be an extension of 
someone else." 
Advisers are expected to be 
more engaged with their clubs 











Whitworth's weightlifting Club 
changed its name to the "Fitness Club" 
in order to better reflect the diverse 
exercise preferences of its members. 
The Fitness Club is among 
Whitworth's newest clubs, having 
been chartered just last spring as the 
Weightlifting Club. 
"My friends and I, we had an idea 
to start a fitness based club, and we 
were surprised [that] Whitworth didn't 
[already] have something like this," 
Fitness Club president Jacob Sokol 
said. 
"We met people who we had known 
for a long time at the gym, and then we 
used that to create other relationships 
to people,"club's vice-president Alamin 
Yusuf, said. 
Once the club began operating, they 
quickly discovered that their members 
had interests in different kinds of 
exercise, which sparked the change in 
name to the Fitness Club. 
"This year we transitioned to the 
Fitness Club because we found out 
that most people coming in, there were 
different likes and different wants from 
different people," Yusuf said."That's all 
fitness, that's all integrated together." 
By expanding the club's scope, 
they hope to build a stronger fitness 
community at Whitworth, Yusuf said. 
This semester he Fitness Club 
is beginning to organize groups for 
running, swimming and Olympic 
lifting, and is working on affiliating 
with the independent pilates program, 
Yusuf said. 
Several of the club's members 
have experience in fitness training.. 
"Those who come and want some 
supplemental instruction on form and 
whatnot, we're there to help," Sokol 
said. 
"Especially with compound 
movements and technical lifts, for a 
beginner, if you're not doing it right, it's 
not good, the person could get injured," 
Sokol said. "Hands-on instruction is 
completely different from watching 
YouTube videos," 
Members also meet one-on-one 
with the club's leadership to talk about 
their fitness goals, and to receive 
guidance in choosing exercises that 
will suit those goals, Sokol said. 
The freshly renamed Fitness Club 
meets from 7 - 8 p.m. on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays in Scotford 
Strength and Conditioning Center next 
to the Aquatic Center. Pilates meets in 
the U-Rec at 6:30 p.m. on Sundays. 
Contact Joshua Worden at 
Jworden21 @my. whitworth. edu 
PLEASE 




Gain practical experience that will appeal to 
future employers and start your portfolio of clip: 
photographs or graphics! 
All majors welcome! 
SATURDAY, NOV. 4 | 8 P.M 
COWLES AUDITORIUM 
TICKETS: $20; $15 STUDENT/SENIOR; $10 WHITWORTH 
STUDENT WITH I.D. - SEE HUB INFO DESK 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW THROUGH TICKETSWEST 
AND WHITWORTH.EDU/MUSICTICKETS 
Produce online and print 
content on topics that 
interest you! 
Meetings 5:40 p.m. ABC 
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source of 
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth 
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an 
organization composed entirely of students which 
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper and 
thewhitworthian.news. 
OUR MISSION 
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting 
accurate and relevant information in an innovative 
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while 
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for 
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published 
weekly, except during January and student vacations. 
The content is generated entirely by students. 
The college administration does not review the 
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed 
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual 
artists, writers and student editors, and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the Associated 
Students of Whitworth University (ASWU), the 
university, its administration, faculty/staff or 
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through 
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by 
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU. 
OPINIONS POLICY 
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the 
opinions of their individual creators and not 
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its 
editors or its staff. 
PUBLIC FORUM 
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in 
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed 
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States. 
CORRECTIONS 
If you have a comment or question about the fairness 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses 
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth 
community. Send letters to cmurphyl8@ 
my.whitworth.edu. 
Limit to 250 words. 























The Wenatchee World 
ASWU approves; 
continued 
from pg. 1 
according to the proposed changes. 
"An adviser is going to be more 
knowledgeable about things like liability and 
signing contracts just so a club is able to do that 
well and responsibly and timely and maximize 
their capacity," DeBray said. "Advisors are 
going to be attending club meetings they will 
hopefully be submitting reports on what's 
going on with their club to the financial vice 
president and more involved." 
Increasing the role of advisers helps 
students get connected to more resources 
and it also helps to make sure a club is active, 
DeBray said. 
"I don't think it is our position at 
all to decide as students who can 
come and who can go. " 
HANNAH UNDERWOOD 
Oliver Hall senator 
"I think [increasing an adviser's role] is a 
good idea for 
many clubs because student-faculty relations 
is a big part of this campus. I mean, with 'Dine 
with a Mind,' it just seems fitting that even in 
our clubs it will be nice to have a little bit of 
faculty involvement," Bell said. 
Advisers will be a real source of support for 
clubs not just people on paper as a requirement 
for a club to exist, Bell said. 
"Right now what they have decided is that 
the voting members of ASWU have to vote 
on when a club wants to bring a speaker or 
an artist to campus. We have to vote whether 
they can come or not," Underwood said. I 
don't think it is our position at all to decide as 
students who can come and who can go. 
If funds are to be requisitioned from ASWU 
the Finance Committee must approve, if 
the requested funds are greater than $ 300, 
then the assembly votes on 
it, according to the ASWU 
website. 
If you need to requisition 
funds to bring a speaker to 
campus, 
ASWU has to approve 
them. So in a way, they 
already approve the 
speakers that come to 
campus, Bell said. 
"I am of the opinion 
that our director of 
student activities, Celisse, 
should be in charge 
of giving a yes or no," 
Underwood said. 
Asking the right questions before a club 
brings a speaker to campus is important. 
We will be considering if the speaker rep­
resents the interests of students, if the speaker 
meets the mission of the university and ASWU, 
DeBray said. 
"It is an interesting proposal. I can see 
where it could get iffy in terms of with more 
social justice clubs although I have faith in our 
student government that they would be more 
uplifting and encouraging about bringing 
good diverse dialogue onto campus," Bell said. 
Bell suggested changes to be considered 
with regards to the current ASWU financial 
meeting rules. 
"At the end of the year there is a Budget 
Committee [meeting!- Clubs 
CpenS how much they n«d next yea,. 
^ i ^ M ^ a y e a t t o  
discuS where a club is at with regards to the,, 
finances, Bell said. ^ are 
making it a 
requirement to 
have each club 
meet at least 
once per month 
to be chartered, 
DeBray said, 
according to 
the Sept. 20 
ASWU meeting 
minutes. 
" T h e  
"I have faith in our student 
government that they would be 
more uplifting and encouraging 
about bringing—diverse 
dialogue onto campus. 
EUGENE BELL 
president of Swing and Ballroom Dance 
Club 
recommendations we are pushing forward 
meet a certain amount of accountability that 
we are trying to create in ASWU by making 
it mpre specific and providing process and 
steps that clubs and club speakers need to go 
through while at the same time increasing the 
student engagement piece," DeBray said. 
Students who want to be a part of this 
ongoing discussion can talk to their senators 
for more information and also come to ASWU 
meetings every Wednesday at 5 p.m. 
Contact Abebaye Bekele at 
abekele20@my. whitworth. edu 
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Diverse representation lacking at Whitworth 
People of color seek representation in student life 
Ike Emeche 
Columnist 
Whitworth continues to become more diverse 
every year. According to the Whitworth website, the 
domestic underrepresented racial/ethnic enrollment 
of undergraduate students in the class of 2020 was 23.6 
percent, and 29.7 percent in the class of 2021. In two 
years, the number of diverse students from a racial/ 
ethnic perspective has grown 6.1 percent. 
People of color (POC) have many negative experiences 
at historically white institutions like Whitworth. It's hard 
to fit into a system that wasn't made for them. Those 
negative experiences stem from the fact that there is 
a majority white culture at Whitworth. It fills every 
room, expanding to the farthest corners of the Back 40, 
asserting its primacy in every moment. Those who don't 
fit into that feel as if they don't belong, and many POC 
feel that way. 
Cultural events coordinator Kamau Chege said he 
believes that minority students are disadvantaged in 
the way the curriculum in various 
departments is constructed, 
for instance, following a white 
majority history, and the lack of 
diversity among the faculty and 
administration. 
Frankly, there's a lot of things 
on campus that I can't relate 
to as a person of color such as 
many professors' and students' 
backgrounds and experiences. 
Those who don't fit into typical 
white experiences are marginalized. I believe this is 
evident in the ways that POC seem to be more separated 
from their white peers. 
Academically, students of color have to deal with 
the truth of a curriculum that doesn't represent them 
very well. Sophomore, Lacy Nguyen highlighted 
the dominating white Anglo-Saxon Protestant male 
perspective that is often taught. 
"There are also not a lot of professors who are people 
of color, so it can sometimes make you feel like 'can I get 
to that next level? Can I get a Master's? Can I get a PhD?' 
Because no one here in this network of academia looks 
like me. It makes you second guess yourself," Nguyen 
said. 
Executive vice president Dylan Reyes said the ethnic 
part of his identity hasn't been highlighted as much in 
and out of the classroom as he would prefer. Reyes says 
his experiences at Whitworth have been limited, and 
he always questioned who he was and if it mattered to 
anyone since no one asked questions. 
"I have to remind people, this is a part of my identity, 
this is who I am, and I'm not going to shy away from that 
Those who don't 
fit into typical white 
experiences feel 
marginalized. 
and I'm not going to shy away from telling people who I 
am anymore," Reyes said 
There needs to be a change to help POC during their 
time here at Whitworth. But what could possible solutions 
be? Chege is working to have student government— 
visually and conceptually—in terms of action reflect the 
wide range of lived experiences in the student body. 
"If you go through four years of Whitworth, you should 
have a good understanding of what the structures of 
power of the country you live in when it comes to class 
and race and gender and all the rest [are]," Chege said. 
There are still systems that benefit white students, who 
are the majority culture here on campus. This can be seen 
in leadership positions like ASWU. For example, before 
the representative elections, there were no students 
of color on the voting assembly. Implementing a new 
zone representative application included advertising 
in the International Student Center and not requiring a 
resume for an elected position. This change contributed 
to the addition of four new zone representatives who are 
students of color on the voting assembly. 
Nguyen suggested to hire more professors 
and faculty of color in every single 
department, not just in diversity, equity and 
inclusion work. 
"It's so crucial for students of color to see 
other people of color in professional positions 
in higher education to make us feel like we 
can do it," Nguyen said. She also suggested 
a required cultural competency class for all 
students to take, aiming to teach students 
how to talk to people who are different than 
them. 
Although long-term goals are daunting, we must start 
looking for solutions now. Everyone has identities based 
on race, ethnicity and other variables, and we should be 
proud to show it off. 
Reyes said his identity as a person of color shapes 
everything he knows: his view of God, of the church, of 
work, of inclusivity and what the word actually means. 
"I don't think it means what people want it to mean at 
Whitworth, especially those of the majority culture. They 
don't really get what inclusivity looks like because they 
are not on the side of being excluded." Reyes said. 
In short, the answers are not going to be an easy fix, 
but Reyes offered a starting point: "You won't find the 
solution from someone of the majority culture, it will 
come with working with people from the minority and 
actually learning from them and being led by them." 
It is important to change the system so that future 
generations of POC can feel like they belong and 
contribute to Whitworth in a system that accommodates 
all voices. 
Contact Ike Emeche at 
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You know it's true. You don't want 
to admit it openly so you hide behind 
a fake smile and your third mug of 
morning coffee. You fall asleep two 
hours past your "bedtime" just to wake 
up an hour early to keep studying for 
that chemistry exam or write that eight-
page theology paper. On top of your 
classes, you have your job that takes 
between ten to 20 hours out of your 
week. You have your intramural sports 
team that plays games twice a week. 
You have clubs that 
you are involved in 
that send you emails ** 
weekly wondering 
where you are. 
In looking at the 
events i just listed, badge of honor called 
what is missing? » 
Your week is already Stress, 
jam packed and you 
haven't given yourself time to see your 
friends across campus or off-campus. 
You haven't accounted for your "much 
needed" Atilanos' or Taco Bell run. You 
This is because many 
of us chase after the 
so much that I have to do this week..." 
or "I had to miss lunch again because I 
had to go to chapel today..." or "I wish 
I could go to Scarywood this weekend, 
but I have more homework and En 
Christo instead..." Although you may 
enjoy your various commitments 
week by week, it doesn't make sense 
to keep chasing more activities. 
Stress is not a finish line and there 
is no reward for achieving the highest 
level. So many of us can fall prey to the 
trap of out-stressing the other. As college 
students, it is one of our jobs to learn 
to balance schoolwork, athletics, jobs 
and social life. After we think we have a 
grip on all four of those commitments, 
we begin to commit to one event after 
another until we are so deep that we 
struggle to see the light at the end of the 
tunnel. Many of us retreat to solitude 
and attempt to tackle the monster of 
extreme stress we once saw as a shiny 
gold medal at the end of the race. 
Now I understand that many people 
are clinically diagnosed with stress 
and/or anxiety disorders, but this 
is a message for those of us who are 
creating the stress for ourselves. It is 
not necessary, and if you feel you are 
over your head, then it may be time to 
start saying "no" to things. Being a "yes-
man" is fun in the right time and place, 
but exponentially raising your stress 
levels is not something 
anyone needs in their 
lives if it can be stopped. 
You can prevent 
stress in your own life. 
See a counselor at the 
counseling center. Talk 
to your parents or closest 
friends about how you 
are actually doing. Learn 
to say "no" to some of 
your extracurricular commitments 
and take time for you. Self-care is an 
easy word to throw around, but let's 
haven't added in your time at the gym 
or your weekly jogs or walks through 
the Back 40. What about your weekend 
adventures to Green Bluff or Manito 
Park to get a breath of fresh air? And yet, 
even after all these time commitments 
are scrambled together in your just-too-
small day planner, you can still have the 
feeling that you are not doing enough 
or fully living the college experience. 
This is because many of us chase after 
the badge of honor called Stress. When 
you are talking about your schedule, it 
seems like a competition to be the 
busiest. You say things like "I just have 
actually execute it and seek out the 
best for ourselves and each other. 
Go to bed at the right time, spend 
less on coffee and enjoy the day that 
has been created for us without the 
stress that we create for ourselves. 
Contact Ein Huie at 
dhuiel 9@my. whitworth. edu 
Arts funding 
surprisingly adequate 




With Gonzaga University's famous same time. Was Gonzaga showing yet 
basketball teams in the spotlight every again that sports took a priority? But our 
school year, we often overlook the doubts are now assuaged and we can 
school's phenomenal arts programs, see clearly the answer is no. Looking 
Sometimes I think the university does at the artist renderings, I'm forced to 
as well. As a musician growing up in admit that Gonzaga's new music center 
Spokane, I've always thought Gonzaga's is probably going to be spectacular, 
priorities were a little...misguided. To I'd like to think that Whitworth's own 
put it lightly, the university seems to Cowles Music Center renovation may 
place a far greater emphasis on sports have spurred Gonzaga on a bit, prompting 
than on the arts, especially compared to them to plan and dream even bigger in 
Whitworth. Exactly how much higher is their never-ending quest to outdo us, 
hard to say - Gonzaga lists athletics on but...I rather doubt it. Hey, let me dream 
its budget while Whitworth does not, at least. Either way, with The Spokesman -
and neither university considers music Review reporting Gonzaga's project to 
or the arts separate from academics, cost $23 million more than Whitworth's, 
While it was amusing to note that it promises to be quite an addition 
Gonzaga's annual to their campus, 
athletics expenditure _ Both Whitworth's 
million"8^ nSv "1>d like to think &**• an<L newly million is nearly reaffirmed commitment 
1/5 of Whitworth's Whitworth's Own Cowles t0 superlative music 
entire spending # # education is a refreshing 
budget, according Music Center renovation gesture amidst the 
to the schools' , , tides of a STEM 
websites this didn't may have spurred (science, technology, 
really help, since Gonzaea On a bit... engineering, and math) 
there's nothing to 5 oriented culture, and 
compare it to. But may reflect a changing 
my own feelings on trend in our society. As 
Gonzaga's spending of 2014, National Public 
aside, great things are happening amidst Radio reported that the number of art and 
our lesuit neighbors, and I think we must performance majors steadily rose 2% from 
commend the university's new efforts to 1985 to 2005. More good news for music 
improve music education in Spokane, students comes from the Georgetown 
Last spring, work started on the brand Center on Education and the Workforce, 
new Myrtle Woldson Performing Arts which reports that experienced graduates 
Center. In 2014, Spokane philanthropist with a bachelor's in music actually show 
Myrtle Woldson bequeathed $55 million below average unemployment at 4.5%. 
to the university for the long-awaited Perhaps music is finally being 
construction of a new (or some would given the academic credit it deserves, 
say "real") music building, but after Either way, this could well be the 
years of seeming inaction many in the first rumblings that Gonzaga is ready 
community, myself included, wondered to rise off of its athletic laurels, and 
if the project would ever see fruition, demonstrate once and for all that it takes 
Indeed, the more cynical amongst music as seriously as its students do. 
Spokane musicians noted with keen 
interest that construction on the new 
Volkar Center for Athletic Achievement Contact Chris Reichert at 
had conveniently begun around that creichertl9@my.whitworth.edu 
A 
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EVENTS: get out and about! 
ARTS&CULTURE 
WEDNESDAY, 0CT.11 
Music: Emily Derby and Maura Schaefer 
voice recital 
8:00 p.m. 
Music Building Recital Hall 
Recital featuring music education majors 
senior Emily Derby and junior Maura 
Schaefer. Admission is free. 
Photography: Adobe Creative Cloud: 
Photoshop and Lightroom 
7:00 p.m. 
Spokane Valley Library 
Learn the ins and outs of Photoshop and 
Lightroom so you can edit photos you've 
taken. Admission is free. 
THURSDAY,0CT.12 
Dance: Thursday Evening Swing 
6:30 p.m. 
Woman's Club of Spokane 
Swing dance held every Thursday night. 
Intermediate lesson at 6:30, beginner 
lesson at 7:15, and social dancing from 8-10. 
No prior experience or partner necessary. 
Admission $8 at the door or $50 for a ten 
week punch card. 
Community: Dedication of Nelson Garden 
3:15 p.m. 
Across the street form Whitworth Church 
Dedication ceremony for the Nelson 
Phenology Garden, located in the median 
between Hawthorne Road, Whitworth 
Drive, and College Road. 
SATURDAY, OCT. 14 
Community: Apple Fest 2017 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Green Bluff United Methodist Church 
Community Harvest Celebration offering 
baked goods, arts and crafts, vendors, 
entertainment and more. Admission is free. 
Community: Reforest Spokane Day 
lOa.m.-l p.m. 
Olmsted Brothers Green 
Sixth annual event promoting community, 
stewardship, and dedication to preserving 
the forests of the Inland Northwest. 
Art: Beginning Watercolor 
10 a.m.-12p.m. 
Madelia Makers' Market 
Learn color theory and the basics of 
watercolor paining, as well as receiving 
a take home kit of supplies to get started. 
Admission $65, includes supplies. 
Writing: Spokane Writer's Conference 
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
North Spokane Library 
Eventt offering fellowship with local authors 
and writers, workshops, panels and more. 
Admission is free. 
SUNDAY, OCT. 15 
Music: Women Composers Concert 
8 p.m. 
Music Building Recital Hall 
An evening of music from a variety of women 
composers. Admission is free. 
Music: Wind Symphony Concert 
8:30 and 10 a.m. 
St. Luke Lutheran Church 
The wind symphony will be performing 
during St. Luke Lutheran Church's two 
Sunday morning services. Admission is free. 
0N60IN6EVENTS 
Theatre: The Elephant Man 
Oct. 13-14 and 20 at 7:30 p.m. 
Oct. 15-16 and 22 at 2 p.m. 
Cowles Auditorium 
The Main Stage production is based on the 
life of lohn Merrick, who lived in London 
during the late 19th century and gained 
fame due to his rare skin and bone disease. 
Admission $10-12, free to students with ID. 
Seasonal: Scarywood 
7-11 p.m. 
Silverwood Theme Park 
The theme park's annual haunted attraction 
includes themed areas like Blood Bayou and 
Planet Zombie. Admission $26-45. 
Art: A Catholic Modernist in the Age of 
Vatican II 
Mon-Sat 10 am-4 pm 
Jundt Art Museum 
Late artist Karen Laub-Novak explored 
questions of faith and meaning in her works. 
This display encompasses works from the 
postwar era, through Vatican II, and into 
1990s post-modernism. Admission is free. 
Poetry: Individual World Poetry Slam 
Oct. 11-14 
http://iwps.poetryslam. com 
This international poetry event features 96 
of the world's top poets competing for the 
world championship title. Venues include 
Auntie's Bookstore, The Bartlett, Spokane 
Public Library, and the Bing Crosby 
Theatre, among other downtown locations. 
Admission $0-60, depending on event. 
Theatre: West Side Story 
Thurs-Sat 7:30 p.m., Sun 2:00 p.m. 
Spokane Civic Theatre 
Shakespeare's Romeo and luliet gets 
transported to 1950s New York in this 
musical classic. Admission $30-32. 
Art: The Immortals' Exhibition 
Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Bryan Oliver Gallery 
Artist Squeak Miesel's works invite viewers 
to partake in their own 'inner spelunking! 
Admission is free. 




As they waited for the refugees to come 
around the corner, the families stood in a line 
in front of the gate holding colorful bouquets 
of flowers. They looked at the banners and 
large groups of people with smiles on their 
faces as everyone waited to welcome their 
loved ones for their long-awaited reunion. 
Sixty-five people including Whitworth and 
Gonzaga students, World Relief employees 
and volunteers and family members of 
incoming refugees stood in front of the 
terminal gates at the Spokane International 
Airport on Thursday, Sept. 28 as Spokane 
welcomed four refugees from Moldova into 
the community. 
Bringing and resettling refugees is a 
rigorous process said digital communications 
assistant for World Relief Spokane Andrew 
Goodwin. The resettlement process is over 
an 18 month to three year time span and is 
broken up into two parts: before coming to 
America and the arrival. Goodwin provides 
» information on the pre-arrival of the refugees 
into the United States and the post-arrival 
process. 
The refugees are required to prove that 
they were forced to leave their home country 
for a fear of persecution, as well as prove 
they are the people they claim to represent. 
They will then be evaluated by eight federal 
governments, go through five background 
checks, have three face-face interviews and 
be entered into six security databases. Once 
these procedures are completed, the refugees 
are cleared to be resettled and are given the 
necessary resources to come to the United 
States. 
Once they are approved to travel, they 
enroll in English classes, look for jobs, find 
apartments and are assimilated into the 
community within 30 to 90 days. 
The event was seen as a milestone 
for Spokane, showing the empathy and 
compassion that the city has for people 
of different backgrounds and cultures, 
sophomore Aubrey Miles said. 
"International students in general and 
refugees enhance diversity and the student 
body becomes more diverse through different 
backgrounds, ethnicities and orientations 
which affects the overall campus community 
and welcoming atmosphere" sophomore 
Bryn Redal said before the event. 
The students of different schools huddled 
in a circle talking with each other about their 
excitement and intentions for being there. 
"I think that being a part of this event 
promotes the Christian identity and inclusion 
that Whitworth provides," sophomore Abby 
Muelheim said. 
Some students were there for support as 
they had similar experiences with traveling 
from other countries as well. 
"I'm excited to see and. help [the refugees] 
feel welcome because as an international 
student myself, I know how hard it is to come 
to a new place," freshman Sine Tenza said. 
Although World Relief has hosted several 
welcoming events for refugees coming to 
It's a chance for us to 
receive 
the gift of us as a 
community receiving 
them as a family. 
It was stirring for 
my soul to see this 
family's 
life change and to be a 
part of it, even just by .. » witnessing it. 
DYLAN REYES 
senior 
Spokane, each refugee arrival is different in 
some way, Goodwin said. 
"Each refugee is unique in the way that 
they express what it's like to be here," he said. 
"Each family is different in the way that they 
greet their refugees and I think that having a 
big group of people there who are Americans 
to greet them, really makes it special for 
them because it lets them know that they are 
welcome and valued in a community which 
had not met them until tonight." 
The event has a strong impact on the 
refugees as life is hard in Moldova and they 
are hoping to start over and experience a 
better life by reuniting with their families, 
executive director Mark Finney said. Yet, 
many of the attendants said the event was 
meaningful for them as well. 
"It's a chance for us to receive the gift of us 
as a community receiving them as a family," 
senior Dylan Reyes said. "It was stirring for 
my soul to see this family's life change and to 
be a part of it, even just by witnessing it." 
Although the World Relief program 
viewed the event as a success, after the event 
executive director Mark Finney shared some 
concerns with the welcome crowd that he has 
for the future. 
"There are a lot of things going on right now 
that are discouraging refugees from coming 
to the United States," he said. "Your presence 
here means the world. It makes a statement of 
Spokane and the state of Washington. 
Goodwin is familiar with working with 
refugees as during his internship he shared 
an office with the resettlement staff who 
personally worked with refugees intensely 
over the first 90 days when they arrive to 
Spokane. 
"I would see people in my office, get to 
know who they were," he said. Sometimes we 
would communicate with English, and some 
didn't, and we would communicate with hugs 
and high fives." 
The World Relief employees and volunteers 
have several duties when it comes to the 
refugee process. However, welcoming the 
refugees at the airport is Goodwin's favorite 
part of what he does. 
"What makes the arrival so special is 
seeing the way that the Christian faith of 
myself and my coworkers in World Relief 
makes a difference," he said. "We are not able 
to resettle every refugee but I think it reminds 
me what it looks like to see God at work." 
Through the World Relief Spokane 
organization, the city has helped to receive 
and resettle 10,000 refugees over the past 25 
years. 
There are many stigmas that accompany 
refugees, yet being a part of this interaction 
will destroy those stigmas said Reyes. 
"Once you get to know refugees, it's hard 
not to love them," Goodwin said. "They are an 
incredibly selfless, loving group of people." 
Contact Jordan Coleman at 




Oliver Hall hosted 'Unplugged,' a talent show 
featuring Whitworth student performers this past 
weekend, as a part of homecoming. A crowd of about 
100 students attended the event. Twelve different 
.performances included singing and poetry. With a 
cozy ambiance of twinkling lights and bonfires, the 
crowd listened to and judged each performance, 
voting in the end for who they liked most. The top 
three performances were freshman Kristopher 
Seumanutafa-Noa, a duo of sophomore Madison 
Oliver and senior Gabriella Pastor, and the trio 
of seniors Hannah Palmer, Stuart Beeksma and 
Benjamin Olsen. 
"All of the performances were good, but the one that 
stood out to me the most was Kristopher, because he 
played the ukulele which was different from everyone 
else, and he sang songs I had never heard. They were 
really goodf sophomore Lauren Clark said. 
contact Meredith VandeBunte at 
mvandebunte20@my. whitworth. edu 
OCT. 11,2017 ARTS & CULTURE THEWHITWORTHIAN 
President Beck Taylor invites civil discussion 
through three-night colloquy on tough issues 
Jordan Coleman 
Staff Writer 
Controversies regarding civil 
discourse between groups of 
difference has been and will 
continue to be relevant within the 
community until efforts are taken to 
produce effective communication. 
Oct. 19 is the first discussion 
of a three-evening series of the 
President's Colloquy. The colloquy 
will provide an outlet for students 
and faculty to discuss prevalent 
issues in society in order to create 
a healthier way of conversing about 
important topics. 
"One of the things that 
our campus seems to be 
interested in talking about 
are the challenges and 
opportunities we face when 
having dialogues on issues 
about which we disagree," 
President Beck Taylor said. 
Taylor has specific goals in 
mind regarding the outcomes 
of the discussions during the 
colloquy and what it will do 
for the identity of Whitworth. 
"The inability of our 
campus to have discussions 
of these issues cuts into who 
we are," he said. "Rather than 
having these forces continually 
affecting our campus, I hope that 
this colloquy is a way to chase this 
problem, name it and talk about its 
causes, and a way for our campus 
to have constructive conversation 
around how we can create a place 
with more constructive discourse." 
The overall production includes 
12 speakers from different 
disciplines and fields to bring 
together the idea that Whitworth is 
united and needs to talk about the 
pressing issues of differences and 
current events. 
"No discipline is equipped 
to figure out all the answers on 
its own," philosophy professor 
Nathan King said. "That's why I'm 
especially grateful that colleagues 
from many different departments 
have agreed to speak." 
Each session covers a topic 
relating to the way individuals 
communicate about differences. 
The first evening regards to how 
Christians reflect on civil discourse. 
The second evening approaches 
the question of whether or not 
people can disagree without being 
disagreeable. Finally, the third 
evening surrounds the idea of free 
speech and the degree of freedom it 
implies when looking at protesting 
and discussion. 
"I'm excited about these 
topics," King said. "As a nation, our 
discourse is broken and graceless. 
« 
As a nation, our discourse is 
broken and graceless. [...] we need 
to think hard about the purposes of 
speech, and to master the skills and 
virtues needed to disagree without 
demonizing our opponents. 
NATHAN KING 
professor of philosophy 
I think a lot of people are looking 
for a better way to engage each 
other over difficult topics. To find 
a different approach, we need to 
think hard about the purposes of 
speech, and to master the skills and 
virtues needed to disagree without 
demonizing our opponents. I am 
glad that we will get to spend some 
time thinking about these issues as 
a community." 
Along with the importance of 
the discussions, organizers of the 
events are also worried about how 
the information and discussions 
are perceived by the students. 
"First of all, I would hope that 
in our very manner of engaging 
in these colloquies, we would 
model the sort of discourse we 
hope to cultivate," visiting assistant 
professor of theology Joshua Leim 
said. "That is to say, it's not just 
the content itself, but our mode of 
engagement at the actual colloquy 
that is so important; in the very 
things we say we need to model 
what we hope to cultivate across 
our campus. Second, one never 
wants to falsify, but simply to tell 
the truth. As simple as that sounds, 
learning to tell the truth in just the 
right way and just the right time is 
a Christian discipline that takes a 
lifetime to cultivate." 
Through these gatherings, there 
is a common goal among those 
who have put time and effort into 
producing these discussions for the 
campus. 
"I think we'll exit the 
discussions with a better 
understanding of good 
rules of engagement 
for talking about tense 
topics, along with some 
models of what good 
engagement looks like 
in action," King said. 
"I hope that it will 
provide some resources 
to our campifs that 
might enable us to 
have a healthier level 
of discourse about 
issues that we disagree on," Taylor 
said. "This isn't about creating 
agreement out of disagreement, 
the level of disagreement on 
issues is an asset to the mission of 
the university. It's about how we 
handle the disagreements." 
With the planning and effort 
that is being put into this campus-
wide event, those involved are 
hoping for a strong turnout by the 
student body. 
"I really hope people will take 
time out of their busy schedules to 
come to these events," President 
Taylor said. "I think they have the 
opportunity to shape our campus." 
Contact Jordan Coleman at 





EVENING ONE I OCT. 19,2017 I 7 P.M. 
SEELEYG.MUDD CHAPEL 
Can we still speak the truth in love? 
Christian reflections on civil discourse. 
Join us as we unpack the "we," the "speak," the "truth" and the "love" in this 
question. Speakers will address the interaction of such topics as community 
("we"), the theological purposes of speech ("speak"), the interface between 
community, speech and Christian doctrine ("truth"), and the difference 
Christianity makes to all of this ("love"). This session will set the tone for 
the colloquy series by making it clear at the outset that the whole 
discussion will be driven by our Christian commitments. 
Plenary speaker: Joshua Leim (Theology) 
Discussants: Kamesh Sankaran (Engineering & Physics), Karen Petersen 
Finch (Theology), Lorna Hernandez Jarvis (Psychology) 
EVENING TWO | FEB. 19, 2018 | 7 P.M. 
SEELEYG. MUDD CHAPEL 
Can we disagree without being 
disagreeable? 
Plenary speaker: Nathan King (Philosophy) 
Discussants: Nicole Sheets (English), Patty Bruininks (Psychology), 
Fred Johnson (English) 
EVENING THREE | APRIL 16, 2018 | 7 P.M. 
SEELEYG. MUDD CHAPEL 
How free should free speech be? 
Plenary speaker: Erica Salkin (Communication Studies) 
Discussants: Kathy Lee (Political Science), 
Mike Ingram (Communication Studies), Will Kynes (Theology) 
AS WU hopes new app will be more user-friendly 
Improvements include events calendar and special offers for users 
Meredith VandeBunte 
Staff Writer 
app did too much. It was hard to find the 
information I needed." 
The purpose of this new app is simplicity, 
Smit said. It has 
everything to know 
The new app gives every student*™ 
to provide easy 
access to events 
The Associated Students of Whitworth 
Jniversity (ASWU) developed a new phone 
pp called "ASWU Events" over the summer 
o replace last year's 
pp. Junior Hunter 
rnit, one of the 
levelopers for the 
Lpp, contacted 
Vhitworth alumnus 
dichael Lindahl, '15, 
0 begin the process 
ast spring. Last year, 
lot many students 
lsed the old ASWU 
ipp because it was 
lifficult to navigate, 
vhich is why Smit 
lecided to embark 
in the journey to 
ind something more user friendly, he said. 
The problem with the old app was that 
here were "too many features' to it, and no 
ivents were listed on it, he said. 
Sophomore Alex Mowery, a member of 
VSWU as the Baldwin-Jenkins senator and 
1 user of last year's app said "it felt like the 
one place to find details about 
all of those events, 
instead of having to consult 
different posters, newsletters 










hopes by creating 
app they can 
sending out 
weekly emails with 
information and 
reminders about 
their events, he said. 
"I feel like Whitworth, especially for a 
school this size, has a large amount of events 
going on on any given day," Mowery said. 
"The new app gives every student one place 
to find details about all of those events, 
instead of having to consult different posters, 
newsletters or emails. The app would ideally 
« 
consolidate all that information." 
In the future, events will be organized by 
building, and will have two options of maps 
(Google or Apple) to use as direction to the 
necessary area, Smit said. This particular 
addition to the app is aimed 
toward new and prospective 
students as an easy way of 
navigation. 
"We're going to try to add 
extra credit opportunities 
for Core too in the future, 
and try to have a way you 
can easily, while scrolling, 
see if it's an extra credit for a 
class," Smit said. 
In addition to events, the 
new app also features deals. There is a colorful 
banner at the bottom of the application to 
enter in on the new deals. This can be done 
simply by enabling push notifications. Smit 
hopes to offer deals including cash, free 
coffee, etc., therefore increasing use of the 
app, he said. 
The app will include push notifications 
that will open the opportunity for the different 
winnings. "It's a win-win for students',' Smit 
said, as it includes free prizes and provides 
navigation to sort through the many daily 
events that Whitworth has. 
While the app has found some success 
already, given its increase 
of weekly users, it still is not 
available to non-iPhone 
users. Smit said that he and 
Lindahl are working on that, 
and hope to solve that issue 
soon. In the meantime, 
the web app mobile. 
whitworthaswu.com can be 
visited to access almost all of 
the same elements that the 
regular app has, but is not 
enabled to enroll the user to utilize the offers. 




contact Meredith VandeBunte at 
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Football theme designed 
team grounded and unified 
Henry Miller 
Staff Writer 
The 2017 theme for the Pirate football 
program is "Free to soar" Head coach Rod 
Sandberg described this year's theme as one 
of the hardest he's had to create. Past themes 
were obvious connections of where the team 
needed to go, but this year was different. 
The first year Sandberg was head coach 
the theme was "We Believe." The pirates had 
a new coaching staff and didn't have any of 
the connections the old staff had with the 
players. 
"We had to put belief and trust in each 
other," Sandberg said. The goal of the theme 
"Free to Soar" is to separate the players' 
mindset from any distractions that are 
pushed towards the them. 
Sandberg said he was very impressed by 
the team's talent and leadership, but the key 
was to be "free" of pressure put on the team. 
The theme isn't revealed to the team 
until after training camp. Sandberg analyzes 
everything from winter workouts to new 
recruits to get a feel for what will best 
translate to the team. Coach and parent 
input is a huge factor in creating these 
themes, but Sandberg creates the theme 
knowing that it will be something that is 
articulated on a daily basis. 
Freshman guard Neil Slotvig described a 
"next play mentality, and playing with a clear 
mind," as his takeaways from Sandberg's 
theme. I 
One of the goals of the theme is to affect 
the team's mindset and to keep the team 
thinking about a common, important idea. 
With such a large team and so many factors 
such as family, school, health, etc. Coach 
Sandberg wanted the theme to convey to 
the team that once they were able to let go 
of these bothering issues they would be able 
to soar. 
"I work really hard on trying to have it be 
something they embrace," he said. 
The theme is constantly reminded to the 
team with anything from wristbands and 
t-shirts, to posters and pamphlets. The goal is 
for the theme to be a constant reminder and 
to be lived out through the whole season. 
The theme focuses on something to 
believe in, a "next step," Sandberg said. It 
is an abstract idea that the players may not 
think about, but is still vital to their success. 
Sandberg described an exercise he put 
the seniors and his coaching staff through. 
He asked them to take a rock and write on it 
one thing they need to be free of this season. 
It proved easy for some and quite difficult for 
others. He then instructed them to throw the 
rock into the river to be "free" of that burden. 
"Free to Soar" became not only a theme for 
the team, but a theme for each player. 
Freshman offensive lineman layden 
Tupuola described Sandberg's theme as a 
way to "play freely and fearlessly." 
"If you mess up in a game, don't think 
about it too much. Move on the next play,"he 
said. 
Sandberg said he wants each player's 
experience to be life-changing. He described 
this as a metamorphosis into more mature 
and capable men. 
challenges 
together 
men. In a letter to the team 
theme Sandberg said "when we are free, 
we can soar and reach our full God-given 
potential." 
Contact Henry Miller at 
henrymiller21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Faith Kahulamu | Photographer 
Faith Kahulamu | Photographer 




Oct. 7 - Win vs Whitman 3-2 
Oct. 14 - 2:30 p.m. Away vs Linfield 
Oct. 15 - 2:30 p.m. Away vs 
Willamette 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone I Photo Editor 
my Wagner 
Freshman golfer seeks to leave 
her mark on the NWC 
Oct. 14 - Lewis & Clark Invitational 
Oct. 7 - Loss vs George Fox 23-43 
Sat. Oct. 14-1 p.m. Away vs PLU 
Oct. 7-8 - Culturame Classic: 
3rd of 9 
Oct. 14-15 - NWC Fall Classic 
Men's 
soccer pulls 




The Whitworth Pirates 
beat the Whitman Blues 3-2 
this weekend. The match 
puts their record to 3-3-1 
in the conference and 5-6-1 
overall. 
Early on Whitman took 
the lead. Only seven minutes 
in, the Blue's CI Fritz scored a 
goal with an assist from Ben 
Freedman. Freedman took 
the ball on Whitworth's side 
of the field and managed to 
pass it off to Fritz, deep in 
the corner. Fritz penetrated 
almost all the way to the 
goal line where he launched 
a shot into the corner of the 
net making the score 1-0. 
Whitworth then was able 
to score two goals before the 
half. Right after Whitman's 
goal, lonah Snyder, '18, made 
a pass to Eric Espinoza, '18, 
who sent the ball right into 
the bottom left of the goal. A 
while after, Colman French, 
'21, dribbled down the right 
and crossed it to Ethan Kem, 
'21. Kem beamed in a header, 
bringing the score to 2-1. 
The second half saw 
no scores until the last 
eight minutes of the game. 
Whitworth had the majority 
of the possession, until 
Whitman's Noah Cavenaugh, 
dribbled all the way down 
field and scored to bring 
the game back to a tie. Less 
than two minutes later, 
Snyder secured the win for 
Whitworth. Espinoza passed 
to Snyder, who volleyed in 
the winning shot. 
Next week the Pirates 
are away again facing 
McMinnville Saturday, Oct. 
14 and Willamette Sunday, 
Oct. 15. 
Contact Craig Russell at 
crussell21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Oct. 14-15 - NWC Fall Classic 
Oct. 7 - Wih vs Linfield 3-2 
Oct. 14 - noon Away vs Willamette 
Oct. 15 - noon Away vs Lewis & 
Clark 
Oct. 6 - Win vs Pacific 3-1 
Oct. 7 - Win vs Linfield 3-0 
Oct. 13 - 7 p.m. Home vs PLU 
Oct. 14 - 5 p.m. Home vs UPS 
Nicole Oh 
Staff Writer 
One of Whitworth's golf players this year is freshman 
Amy Wagner from Portland, Oregon. Wagner attended 
lesuit High School and previous achievements prior to 
coming in Whitworth include earning First Team All-State 
after finishing in 8th place at the 6A state tournament. In 
addition, she was named to the First Team All-Metro league 
her senior year, making her one of the best golfers in her 
school's league. In Wagner's most recent tournament, the 
Whitman Invitational, she individually came in 3rd place 
in a field of five schools from the Northwest conference. 
When Wagner was a kid, her parents played golf. Soon 
she found herself falling in love with the sport as well. 
Wagner has played her entire life, however she didn't 
get serious until her freshman year of high school. Back 
home you can find her at the Portland Golf Club, one of 
her favorite places to play in addition to it being her home 
club. One of her favorite memories in her career so far 
is shooting a hole-in-one her sophomore year of high 
school. 
"Staying focused and being in the moment is one of 
the hardest parts, and depending on the round, it can 
take up to five to six hours," Wagner said. However one 
of the greatest parts of golf is "getting the opportunity to 
know everyone in your group. Walking from hole to hole in 
the fairways is a time where you get to be social," she said. 
Being part of the Whitworth golf team is a chance 
where everyone pushes each other to be the best they can 
be, Wagner said. On top of that you get to travel with good 
friends making great memories along the way. 
Some personal goals of Wagner's this season are to 
make first team all conference and advance to nationals, 
she said. One thing Wagner would want Whitworth 
students to know about golf, is that "In the spring we are 
going to host the conference championships, and things 
are looking really good for us this year." 
You can catch Wagner and the rest of the Pirates 
playing Oct.14 and 15 at Quail Valley Golf 
Course in Banks, Oregon at the NWC fall 
classic. 
Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth. edu 
OCT. 112017 SPORTS THEWHITWORTHIAN 
President Beck Taylor honors Pirate alumni at the homecoming football game. Ian Busik | Photographer 
Bruins spoil Whitworth Homecoming 
Ian Busik | Photographer 
Henry Miller 
Staff Writer 
The Pirates moved to 3-2 overall and 0-2 in conference 
play after Saturday's loss to George Fox. The Pirates were held 
scoreless by the Bruins in the first half to compliment the 
Bruins 20-point first half. 
The Whitworth defense struggled to contain a talented run 
game and extremely mobile quarterback. The Bruins rushed 
for almost 300 yards, and three touchdowns. The Bruin's 
passing game proved difficult to contain as well, as the Pirates 
allowed an average of 12.4 yards per pass. George Fox receiver 
Brad Lander had a field day with the Pirate defense catching 
two touchdowns and collecting 163 yards receiving. 
"We knew one of the keys to the game for us was, we needed 
to contain that quarterback, and we needed to not give up 
those big pass plays," said Whitworth defensive coordinator 
Adam Richbart. For the most part the Bruins were able to do 
both of those. 
After the half, the Pirates emerged with a new energy. They 
scored 17 points in the third quarter and forced several three 
and outs on defense. Coach Rod Sandberg attributed this 
"spark" to running back Mason Elms,' 19. A comeback seemed 
imminent. 
Unfortunately, George Fox brought the same energy they 
had used to dominate the last half. 
"There were a lot of plays that we did not make and I need 
to focus on that and get my players to play better and execute 
better," Sandberg said. "I really like our team coming out of 
halftime, but unfortunately we fumbled the kickoff." 
The officials drew fan disapproval after they called a blocked 
field goal back for an illegal forward pass, and then again in the 
third quarter after a pass interference was left uncalled. "We 
can't control that, they're trying to do the best job they can," 
Coach Sandberg said. 
Midway through the third quarter, quarterback Ian Kolstee, 
'18, was replaced by Leif Erickson, '19, after an apparent leg 
injury. Kolstee didn't appear to be in serious condition, but 
will see an athletic trainer for further evaluation. 
The Pirates travel to Tacoma to face off against Pacific 
Lutheran University (1-1 in conference play) this coming 
S a t u r d a y ,  
Contact Henry Miller at Oct 14. 
henrymiller21 @my. whitworth. edu 
T h e  
second set 
started off more 
competitively for the Boxers, 
taking the 14-13 lead after a kill from 
Morgan Mendicino. But the Pirates came 
back aggressively, going on a 12-1 run to close the 
set. The Pirates put up an impressive .344 hitting percentage 
on 32 attacks in the second set. 
Pacific fought back in the third set, rallying behind 
Mendicino's five kills, and showing effectiveness with a .462 
hitting percentage. The Pirates fought hard, tying it 17-17, but 
the Boxers shut the set down with an 8-1 run. 
Whitworth was able to finalize the match, adjusting well to 
the Boxer's attackers. Madison Douglas, '20, had two of her five 
blocks and four of her eight kills in the fourth set, and hitting 
with a percentage of .389 through the match. Defensively, the 
Pirates were led by Taylor Wicht, '18, with 22 digs, followed by 
Kahler with 15. 
On Saturday, the Pirates shut out the Linfield Wildcats, 3-0. 
"We did a good job defensively, we tried to make an adjustment 
on their middles, blocking, and I think we did that in the third 
set" said Whitworth head coach Kati Bodecker. 
Whitworth started off strong, with an 8-0 run, including 
three straight service aces from Kahler. 
In the second set, the Wildcats took an early 5-4 lead, but the 
Pirates returned with a 10-0 run. The Linfield offense started 
to shake, leading to four attack errors. Senior Lauren Budde 
showed her hitting strength in the second and third sets, 
tooling many of her kills off of Wildcat players who were unable 
to react to the ball speed. 
The Pirates took the third set steadily, with 
Bodecker utilizing many players deeper 
the roster. The final set 








Whitworth Pirates volleyball took both of their matches on 
homecoming weekend. 
On Friday, the Pirates toppled the Pacific Boxers 3-1, taking 
the number two spot in the NWC. 
The following day, the Pirates defeated the 2-5 Linfield 
Wildcats, 3-0, tying themselves for the number one spot in the 
conference at 7-1. 
Against the Boxers, the Pirates took the match over four sets, 
winning 25-17 in the first, 25-15 in the second, dropping the 
third 25-18, but recovering in the fourth to win 25-19. 
Whitworth opened the first set with a 10-5 lead, and 
continued to remain in the lead for the whole 
set. Sophomore Emiko Kahler led 
the first set with six of her 
17 kills of the 
match. 
W h i t w o r t h  Caitlyn Johnson | Photographer 
boasted a season-high 
hitting percentage of .402, with 
senior Gracie Meiners directing the attacks 
with 41 assists and two kills of her own. Wicht and 
Kahler did good work defensively, with 15 and 13 digs, 
respectively. 
"We need to continue to work on our middles and their 
offensive production. PLU's middles are really strong and do 
a good job of blocking, so we need to make sure offensively we 
are executing and connecting, and on our end, defensively, 
to prepare ourselves for their tough offense" Bodecker said 
concerning preparation for one of their biggest matches this 
season. 
Whitworth will take on the number one team in the 
conference, Pacific Lutheran, on Friday, Oct. 13. 
Contact Jackson Bell at 
jacksonbell20@my. whitworth. edu 
Budde. 




1. Community member Jake Wise recites a poem for the audience. The event was a 
precursor to the Individual World Poetry Slam (iWPS) this Oct. 11-14. 
2. PoetMisty Shipman-Ellingburg reads a poem she wrote to kick off the night. As 
part ofiWPS, poetry events will be held at venues all over Spokane. 
3. Sophomore Amanda Keaty reads one of her own poems. Keaty was the MC for 
Whitworth's Poetry Slam. Visit spokanepoetryslam.org for information on iWPS. 
4. Senior Michele Whan (#16) pushes the offense forward late in the second half. 
Whan was the sole goal -scorer in the 1-0 soccer game against Whitman, Oct. 4. 
5. Junior Tatem Fredrickson (#9) holds back an opposing Whitman player while 
clearing the ball from the Pirate's side of the field during the Oct. 4 game. 
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Temporary 
changes 




Whitworth has adopted the changes 
in Title IX guidelines put into effect by the 
Trump administration. 
"My perspective is they were not a lot of 
real sweeping over turning changes," Craig 
Chatriand associate dean for community 
standards and compliance said. "It is 
important to note they are interim changes 
so they are temporary until more permanent 
changes could be put in place." 
In an interview with CBS News Education 
Secretary Betsy DeVos said the changes are 
a process and not an event. 
The changes mainly focus on methods of 
resolution and standards of proof. 
"The two biggest changes are that we are 
allowed to do what we would call informal 
resolution and included in that is meditation 
between two parties for resolution. The 
former guidelines said we were not allowed 
to do mediation and so the new guidance 
says we can," Chatriand said. 
Mediation occurs only if both parties 
agree it, they will not be forced to do 
mediation. If both parties agree then the 
process will be conducted by a trained 
mediator, Chatriand said. 
"We would never do mediation for 
instances of sexual violence and sexual 
assault, rape but I am happy that there is a 
mediation tool for the times where students 
will want to resolve it between themselves," 
Chatriand said. 
Mediation is used only in the case of 
sexual harassment not in the cases of sexual 
violence, Chatriand said. 
The second change is on evidentiary 
standard used by institutions. Institutions 
now have a choice between using the 
preponderance or clear and convincing 
standard. 
"Previous guidance said all institutions 
are supposed to use a preponderance of 
the evidence, that is more likely than not. 
The new guidance says we can use the 
preponderance standard or we can use what 
is called clear and convincing," Chatriand 
said. 
Preponderance of evidence is like 50 
percent plus one while clear and convincing 
is more like a 75 percent, this is an easy way 
to explain it, Chatriand said. 
"That change I don't think is going to 
impact Whitworth. To my knowledge, we 
have always used preponderance of the 
evidence standard," Chatriand said. 
Title IX is important because it helps 
protect against sexual assault which happens 
and which cannot simply be ignored, senior 
Austriauna Brooks said. 
"I think they are interim and temporary 
and I am interested to see what the more 
permanent regulations would say. There is 
some more clear guidance which is helpful 
as somebody who is trying to practically put 
this in place than what we had before. Our 
practice has already met these regulations 
so we are in the right spot as an institution 
in how to meet compliance," Chatriand said. 
Whitworth also works on prevention and 
education about sexual assault, harassment 
and violence in cooperation with Green Dot. 
"Green Dot is the program on campus 
that trains people to be active bystanders to 
prevent red dot situations where there could 
be violence. It is just training people to be 
more open minded," said Rhiana Everest, 
Green Dot program specialist. 
"I think it is important for schools to be 
active with Tide IX because I am sure there 
a lot of cases that go through but how many 
are reported into the stats?" Brooks said. 
Conversations about sexual assault and 
violence are important to have because that 
is how awareness is raised, Brooks said. 
"I feel like we should not pretend like 
these things don't happen because they 
most certainly do," Brooks said. 
The difference between sexual violence 
and 
continued on pg. 2 
^ Photo courtsey of Nicole Oh 
Cross country team members Sara Dowes, Bailey Scott, Thais Pedro-TrujiUo, Kayla Leland, Hailey Cleavenger, Madeline Cook and Marissa 
Mount won second at Regionals last weekend, earning them a spot at Nationals on Nov. 8. Read more about women's cross country on page 6. 
Whitworth educates the student 
body about core values 
Chris Reichert 
Staff Writer 
Whitworth is partnering with Beyond 
the Pines, a student-run public relations 
agency at Whitworth, to inform students 
next accreditation review. 
To prepare for the visit in the spring, 
Ojennus is trying to re-familiarize students 
and faculty with some of the university's 
objectives. 
"Most people are familiar with Whitworth's 
mission, but the three core themes are not as 
accessible...and fun, and beautiful?" 
The Beyond the Pines team is developing 
various techniques to best spread their 
message. "We're trying to take the focus away 
from accreditation, and put more focus on 
this is what Whitworth is, and we should be 
proud of that," Broussard said. 
Overall, Broussard is 
excited about the project. 
"This job incorporates design, 
it incorporates working with 
a lot of clients hands on, with 
the university, and it's [a] big 
budget. Those are things that 
you wouldn't normally see." 
Despite these advantages, 
she admits that Whitworth 
isn't typical of Beyond the 
Pines' usual non-profit 
clients. 
"I could see how it's like, 
'Oh, you're working for 
Whitworth - for free!'" She 
said, "I think Whitworth 
was really smart by going 
through Beyond the Pines, 
since the team of people that 
is working on this is students 
I think it's bringing in a new 
level of creativity...if you see 
something that's student 
made, student designed, and 
is appealing to the eye, that's 
going to stick, and you might 
actually read it." 
This is not the first time 
Beyond the Pines completed 
projects for Whitworth. 
"We have worked with 
the university in the past on 
specific outreach projects when it was an 
entity or a part of the university that really 
needed to better connect with the university 
community," said Erica Salkin, advisor for 
Beyond the Pines, adding that the group 
had assisted Student Life informing students 
about changes to Title IX. 
"Sometimes, if you're trying to connect 
with students, having a student team create 
those messages gives you a leg up. It's an 
opportunity to work with people who speak 
the language," Salkin said. 
Ultimately Broussard hopes her team's 
message goes beyond accreditation. 
"It's really easy to ignore the foundation 
of what Whitworth is...I would challenge 
students to actually care and be interested in 
what their university stands for and be proud 
of it," Broussard said. 
Further information concerning 
accreditation and Whitworth's themes and 
values can be found on the university's 
website. Those interested in becoming 
involved with Beyond the Pines can contact 
Erica Salkin or Izzy Broussard. 
Contact Chris Reichert at 
creichert20@my. whitworth. edu 
and faculty about the university's upcoming 
accreditation review. 
"It's a seven year cycle where we have 
to basically address our mission and core 
themes and show that we are meeting 
those and that we are sustainable." Said 
Deanna Ojennus, director of assessment and 
accreditation. 
This coming April, faculty from other 
Northwest universities will tour the campus 
and review the university's prepared 
report in an attempt to ascertain whether 
or not Whitworth is accomplishing its 
goals. Afterwards, the 
group will present 
their findings to • the 
university along with 
their recommendations. 
The process will start 
over with next year, 
year one, seeing the 
university reevaluate 
its mission based yon 
feedback received this 
year. Two years later, 
in year three, a deeper 
financial evaluation will be completed to 
eventually be compiled into a report for the 
familiar," she said. 
The University mission, as stated on the 
Whitworth 2021 web page is, "to provide its 
diverse student body an education of the 
mind and the heart, equipping its graduates 
to honor God, follow Christ and serve 
humanity." 
According to that same page, these values 
include promoting the development of 
students' worldviews, academics rooted in 
liberal arts and sciences and an inclusive and 
multicultural campus. 
Beyond the Pines has begun work on 
the campaign and 
c< students may soon 
notice these core 
values popping up 
around the campus 
on posters and 
stickers. 
"We analyze 
what is going to 
be the best way 
for students to 
naturally pick up 
these themes," 
Said Izzy Broussard, account manager with 
Beyond the Pines. "How do we make it 
Most people are familiar with 
Whitworth's mission but the 
three core themes^re not as 
familiar. 
DEANNA OJENNUS 
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Maria Alvarez uses her 
10 years of beekeeping 







Led by freshman Maria Alvarez, the APIS 
Bee Clubs officially chartered, the new club 
focuses on pollinating insects and looking af­
ter the campus honeybee hives, 'APIS' stands 
for 'Association of Pollinating Insect Support­
ers,' and is also a play on the scientific name 
for the Western honeybee, Apis mellifera. 
Alvarez, the club's president, began bee­
keeping with her family shortly after moving 
to Spokane from Argentina, she said. Bee­
keeping had been a lifelong interest of her 
father's, but they did not the necessary land 
until they moved to Spokane. 
"We began taking classes, and it was 
fascinating," Alvarez said. "They're so smart. 
There's just a lot more to bees than what 
people know." 
For example, bees can use body language 
to precisely direct other hive members to 
flowers located miles away by using the posi­
tion of the sun, Alvarez said. 
"I'm always learning. It never gets 
boring, there's always something new and 
mind-blowing about them," Alvarez said. 
By the age of ten, she had received her 
"apprentice" certification through the Wash­
ington State Beekeeping Association (WAS-
BA). Alvarez then took on the challenge of 
receiving her journeyman certification, a rig­
orous process that took several years. Among 
other things, this required her to do bee-re­
lated public service, and to keep a year-long 
journal of her beekeeping activities. 
Today, her family runs a beekeeping 
business called Bee Maniacs. 
"As we got more hives, we had more 
honey, too much for us to eat and use and 
give away, so we started selling at a farm­
ers' market," Alvarez said. 
At first, the family only planned on 
running a small shop (which they remod­
eled from an old barn), but their business 
quickly grew. 
"People started visiting, and they'd 
remember us from school or from farm­
ers' markets. [Then] beekeepers would 
start coming and saying, 'Oh, do you sell 
this equipment or this tool?"' Alvarez 
said. Their business now sells beekeep­
ing equipment in addition to honey, and 
services customers nationwide, but their 
operation is still managed and employed 
entirely by Alvarez and her family. 
Alvarez had been in her family's store 
when some KIPOS club members stopped 
by her family's business, asking for some 
tips about how to look after a hive, Alvarez 
said. 
"I could tell that they had not taken 
any classes or anything, but they really 
truly wanted help, and so I asked if there 
were bees at Whitworth and they said yes," 
Alvarez said. 
Alvarez was already planning to attend 
Whitworth. When she discovered that 
Changes: 
Continued from pg. 1 
Harassment should be taught, 
Brooks said. 
"People should take more Women 
and Gender Studies classes because 
that is where we learned about 
the differences in sexual assault, 
harassment and violence," Brooks said. 
There is a need to raise awareness 
because people live behind "the 
pinecone curtain" here, Everest said. 
"I would also encourage to confront 
sexist remarks when they hear them 
and learn about rape culture and how 
to work against that," Chatriand said. 
Students should attend Green Dot's 
bystander training so that they know 
what to do when the situation arises, 
Chatriand said. 
"When you are reacting to a situation 
that is happening we have what we call 
the 3 Ds. You can directly get involved, 
you can distract the people who are 
in the situation or you can delegate," 
Everest said. 
"Work to make the conversation 
around sexual assault more positive, 
making it so that people are not afraid to 
talk about it, encouraging people to talk 
about it in a way that is not triggering," 
Everest said. 
Contact Abebaye Bekele at 
abekele20@my. whitworth. edu 
there was no dedicated beekeeping club, she 
decided that she would fill that niche. 
"I told myself that as soon as I came to 
campus, I would make it happen," Alvarez 
said. 
The greatest challenge the club has faced 
thus far has been the lack of publicity, but the 
response by students that have found out has 
been overwhelmingly positive, Alvarez said. 
"Pretty much everyone's like, 'No way, 
that's so awesome!' It's just cool to have that 
feedback," Alvarez said. 
The two hives at Whitworth are relatively 
new installations, one placed by an inde­
pendent beekeeper, and the purchased by 
KIPOS, both in the past two or three years, 
Alvarez said. 
Much of the club's activity is focused on 
caring for the fledgling hives, hives in their 
first season, said freshman Damian Sanchez, 
APIS's vice-president. Most recently, the club 
has been working to prepare the hives for 
winter. "We checked [their hives] for mites, 
we put them into warm conditions so they 
could survive the winter, we reduced the size 
[of their hives] so that the heat is concentrat­
ed just where they are," Sanchez said. 
While the bees are hibernating, the APIS 
bee club will shift its focus towards collabo­
rative activities with the KIPOS garden club, 
with which APIS is partnered, as well as on 
educating members about bees. 
Sanchez, who admits he was a novice at 
the beginning of the year, has already gained 
new expertise under Alvarez's tutelage. 
"Bees have five eyes. They re brown and 
black instead of yellow and black, l-.j the 
contrast with the black and the brown makes 
the brown look a bit lighter," Sanchez said 
The worldwide, mass-decline of honeybee 
populations has been widely publicized in 
recent years. This poses serious concerns to 
the agricultural industry 
"I have heard that one out of every four 
products that a human eats could be directly 
or indirectly associated with bee pollinators," 
said Craig Tsuchida, professor of biology. 
While small groups may not be able to 
reverse that damage, even grassroots efforts 
like APIS can play a major role in local polli­
nation. Shortly after Alvarez's family began 
beekeeping, trees in her neighborhood began 
bearing fruit for the first time; many of her 
neighbors hadn't even known what sorts 
of trees were growing on their properties, 
Alvarez said. Tsuchida agreed that every little 
bit helps. "Anything that smaller groups can 
do to help the bees will have a positive effect," 
Tsuchida said. 
Contact Joshua Worden at 
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Did you hear the latest news? 
Gossip gets the better of the Whitworth dating 
community 
D A T I N G  
A T  W H I T W O R T H  
Do you think gossip is an issue 
that is present at Whitworth? 






Whitworth's campus has a small­
town feel. I know it, you know it, your 
friends know it, and those who don't 
know it will find out soon enough. Why? 
Because word gets 
around far too easily 
here. This campus 
seeks to bring people 




It is easy to see 
the campus as 
one big body of 
people that are 
interconnected through a variety of 
crossing paths such as classes, majors 
and faith. They may cross through the 
residence life program, intramurals, 
U-Rec trips and the list goes on. 
With such interconnectedness, 
word can spread fast between one 
group to another regardless if the 
person wanted that inforwmation to 
be spread in the first place. In short, 
gossip controls the interactions 
between Whitworth students. 
"Because we are such a small school, 
so much is known by a larger percentage 
of the people," sophomore Becca Hruska 
said. She sees gossip spreading group 
to group as an overall detrimental 
phenomena for relationships on 
campus because "we tend to seek out 
the questionable and take the positive 
[gossip] for granted. We also overthink 
and overanalyze the negative..." If 
you are interested in dating someone, 
but you have only heard negative or 
questionable details about said person 
then, in Hruska's opinion, the person 
is likely to do one of two things: either 
believe it and let the love interest pass, or 
confront it out of curiosity. 
According to the 
Merriam Webster 
Dictionary definition, 
gossip is not confirmed 
as being true. Yet many 
people choose to go 
along with gossip and 
allow rumors (however 
true or false they may be) 
dictate the perception of 
the person 
they have never actually 
had a conversation with 
or gotten to know. Our 
campus is so small that if 
you really want someone 
in a completely different 
friend group than your 
own to know you were 
interested in them, you 
could easily do so by 
letting gossip do its work. 
Gossip controls our 
conscious and unconscious interactions. 
In looking at the effects of dating 
on a small campus, off-campus junior, 
Ty Wallin said that one of the hardest 
parts about it is that everyone becomes 
involved. As gossip and rumors spread 
from one friend group to another, dating 
becomes a group activity rather than 
something that is just between the two of 
you. "Whitworth dating is riskier because 
more people are relationally involved," 
Wallin said. He believes that the close 
proximity everyone has on campus 
increases the level of interconnectedness 
that people have with each other. 
This in turn, makes it easy for people 
to be emotionally and relationally 
connected to others' relationships. Wallin 
stated that dating is much easier with a 
blank slate and void of pre-conceived 
judgments. Overall, he believes that 
gossip has a negative effect on the dating 
culture here, and you should not date 
someone because they just show up 
in your life or due to the presence of 
gossip that is spread about that person. 
The dating culture of Whitworth is 
a collectivist culture that often involves 
more people than 
just the couple. In 
all relationships, 
there should be 
a close circle of 
friends ' involved 
in the relationship 
to a certain extent. 
However, it would 
seem that Whitworth 
students invest in 
others' relationships 
so those who 
are dating feel the pressure to stay 
together and those who are single can 
live vicariously through the gossip. 
Do you believe dating culture at 
Whitworth is affected by gossip? 
"As gossip and 
rumors spread from 
one friend group 
to another, dating 
becomes a group 
. . » activity. 
is gossip a positive thing or a negative 
thing for dating? 
Positive 
Contact Ein Huie at 
dhuiel 9@my. whitworth. edu 
Negative 
93% 
Information based on a survey of 102 
Whitworth University students 
AbbyNye | Opinions Editor 
Deconstructing your 
American heroes 
The Founding Fathers' impact on slavery 
is more disappointing than heroic 
« As I grew up and 
learned more about 
the complexities 




George Washington. Benjamin Franklin. 
Thomas lefferson. lohn Hancock. lames 
Madison. lohn Adams. Abraham Lincoln. 
These men are regarded as the foundation 
of America and those who helped shape 
this country into what it is today. We 
respect these men because as leaders they 
fought for truth, justice and freedom for all 
Americans, which are values we admire. 
Learning about US history as a kid, I read 
textbooks and watched movies that portrayed 
these men as the best of American ideals, 
even like deities in some media. I thought 
these people were heroes... my heroes. 
When talking about Abraham Lincoln and 
George Washington growing up, I held 
them up and had a sense of ownership as 
an American citizen that they were mine. 
As I grew up and learned 
more about the complexities 
of history along with my 
own understanding of how 
the world works, I saw a 
different story. What if I 
told you that the men I've 
listed, a mix of founding 
fathers and presidents 
aren't as heroic or as just 
as we perceive them to be? 
These men had their faults 
and have histories that 
go against the ideals they 
stood for. We don't see a 
their lives, especially in 
"All men are created equal" according 
to The Declaration of Independence, hut 
that didn't stop Benjamin Franklin, Thomas 
Jefferson, George Washington, lohn Hancock 
and lames Madison from owning slaves. 
Though the word "slavery" was not explicitly 
written in the Constitution, they included 
key parts protecting slavery. Those parts 
included a fugitive slave clause and the 
Three-Fifths Clause, which allowed southern 
states to count slaves for the purposes of 
representation in the federal government. 
We credit Lincoln for being a big part in 
freeing the slaves, which he was to some 
extent, but he wasn't the abolitionist our 
history books and culture seem to portray 
him as. Read Lincoln's letter to Horace 
Greeley. Greeley was the editor of the New 
York Tribune, who wrote an editorial to 
Lincoln called "The Prayer of Twenty Millions," 
making demands and implying that Lincoln's 
administration lacked direction and resolve. 
Greeley wanted action for emancipation. 
In the letter to Greeley, Lincoln writes "My 
paramount object in this struggle is to save the 
Union, and is not either to save or to destroy 
slavery. " This was more of a political decision 
than a human one. Lincoln said th^t he wanted 
to save the Union as his number one priority, 
full picture of 
history books. 
which is admirable. However, he completely 
overlooked any effort to repeal a system that 
oversaw humans owning other humans. 
Lincoln believed that slavery was morally 
wrong, but there was one big problem: It was 
allowed by the Constitution. Lincoln claimed 
to agree with the phrase "all men are created 
equal." However, without an absolute stance 
on abolition of slavery, Lincoln makes his 
own beliefs clear through his passive actions. 
Some of the notable Founding Fathers, 
like Benjamin Franklin, stopped owning 
slaves at 1781, and later became head of the 
Pennsylvania Abolition Society. Lincoln's 
views regarding African-Americans slightly 
changed in the last years of his life. Though 
Franklin and Lincoln's views changed, most of 
the other "heroes" views remained the same. 
We lift these men up to such high standards 
because it seems to be inferred that everything 
about America is good. 
Though people like Benjamin 
Franklin eventually saw the 
error of their ways and fought 
against slavery, it seems that 
focusing on only the good is 
another way of trying to forget 
how our country didn't always 
live up to those proclaimed 
ideals. It seems there is a 
concerted effort to forget 
inequality has been a staple of 
our country since its inception. 
At one point in time, I 
blindly thought these men were my heroes 
because I was an American. As I learn about 
history I can't help but think that if I were 
in the 18th and 19th centuries, I would 
not be treated the way I am today. Those 
heroes of mine could just see me as another 
black man, a slave and less than human. 
I wonder how a conversation with the 
Founding Fathers would go. Would I have a seat 
at the table? If we could bring these people here 
to modern day, would they be mad I am getting 
an education? Or that I have more freedoms? 
Do we really want these people to be our heroes 
and placed on a pedestal, when a lot of them 
didn't really believe everyone is created equal? 
These American heroes need to be 
portrayed in an authentic way with the good 
and the bad for Americans to truly understand 
what really has made this country what it is 
today. We will be able to see these people 
weren't perfect. Although they gave us some 
great guidelines to follow, there are things we 
can do today to improve what they started, to 
really have a land where "all men are created 
equal," and "with liberty and justice for all." 














Poetry: Kathryn Smith Poetry Reading 
7:00 p.m. 
Cowles Auditorium Stage II 
Reading featuring Spokane poet and 
English department writer in-residence 
Kathryn Smith, '99. Admission is free. 
THURSDAY,N0V.16 
Iheatre: Heathers: The Musical 
Nov. 16 at 5:00 p.m., Nov. 17-18 at 7:30 
p.m. 
Eastern Washington University 
Based on the 1989 film, this musical 
follows high school misfit Veronica 
and her boyfriend J.D. as they attempt 
to topple the regime of the popular 
Heathers... in a rather violent manner. 
Admission $10 (cash only). 




The 10th annual forum seeks to 
encourage conversations surrounding 
this year's theme, "Diversity in the Face 
of Adversity." Keynote speaker is Come 
Nzibarega. The forum will also include 
smaller workshops for attendees. 
Music: Jazz Combo Concert 
8 p.m. 
Music Building Recital Hall 
Student . concert featuring jazz 
ensembles of 5-8 people. Admission is 
free. 
Dance: Thursday Evening Swing 
6:30 p.m. 
Woman's Club of Spokane 
Swing dance held every Thursday night. 
Intermediate lesson at 6:30, beginner 
lesson at 7:15, and social dance from 
8-10 p.m. Admission $8/night or 
$50/10-week punch card. 
Music: Music Composition Forum 
3 p.m. 
Music Building Recital Hall 
Opportunity for students composers to 
share their work and hear their pieces 
performed live by student musicians. 
Open to the public. Admission is free. 
Dance: Third Friday Swing Dance 
7 p.m. 
Woman's Club of Spokane 
Come dance to live music by Atomic 
Jive, playing a mix of swing, rockabilly, 
and R&B. Beginner lesson at 7 followed 
by social dance. Admission $10-15. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 18 
Music: Whitworth Symphony Orchestra 
Fall Concert 
3 p.m. 
Cowles Auditorium Main Stage 
Our symphony orchestra presents 
their fall concert. Admission is free for 
students and $5 for non-student adults. 
Dance: Swing and Ballroom Dance 
7:30 p.m. 
Graves Gymnasium 
Lesson and social dance held weekly. 
Beginner lesson at 7:30 followed 
by intermediate lesson, one-on 
one instruction, and social dance. 
SUNDAY,N0V.19 
Music: Spokane Youth Symphony: Joy 
That Inspires 
4 p.m. 
Martin Woldson Theatre at The Fox 
The first concert of the Youth 
Symphony's 2017-18 season, themed 
"Inspired by Youth" 
Music: Madison Artis Senior Trombone 
Recital 
6 p.m. 
Music Building Recital Hall 
Student Madison Artis performs in his 
senior trombone recital. 
Admission is free. 
MONDAY, NOV. 20 
Music: EWU String Orchestra Concert 
7:30 p.m. 
Easter Washington University Music 
Building Recital Hall 
The EWU String Orchestra presents 
Tangos, a Vivaldi Double Concerto 
with the "Seeing Double Duo" and 
Tchaikovsky's magnificent Serenade for 
Strings. Admission $5. 
L to R: sophomores Cat Corvalan, Morgan McKeague, Sara Trujillo and Lacy Nguyen speak at the Invisible Neighbors Conference S 
Voices of the undocumented 
Jordan Coleman 
Staff Writer 
The student diversity, equity and inclusion 
department is taking matters into their 
own hands, hosting events like the Invisible 
Neighbors Conference to provide outlets and 
resources for undocumented students during 
these times of change within the community. 
The Invisible Neighbors Conference was 
an opportunity offered for undocumented 
high school and college students, intended 
to connect them with resources to access 
scholarships, teach them how to work without 
DACA because it was recently revoked and 
how to apply for grad school, sophomore Lacy 
Nguyen co-president of the Spokane Dream 
Project said. 
The conference included workshops ^ 
regarding how to be an undocumented jj-
ally, organizing events at local high 
schools or campuses and also how 
teachers or educators can support their 
undocumented students, Nguyen said. 
Several Whitworth students are 
working to educate the community about the 
process of immigration and how students are 
directly affected without the DACA program. 
"It was more about creating a change 
because it directly affects me and other people," 
freshman Abranna Romero-Rocha said. "I 
know that a lot of people don't have a lot of 
empathy toward it and that people should know 
what's happening in people's lives. It's about 
educating people who are not aware of it." 
Some students struggle with removing 
themselves from their own bubble and taking 
the perspectives of others, Nguyen said. 
With the controversial topic of the 
conference, there is opportunity for 
conversation, but sometimes people treat it like 
a competition, Romero-Rocha said. 
"I hope that people will come learn what it's 
really like to be undocumented," sophomore 
Sara Trujillo said. "There are so many myths 
out there about our situations and the way we 
live and apply for citizenship. This process is a 
lot more complicated and intricate than people 
could expect." 
Although the conference was an outlet to 
learn more about undocumented students and 
how to get involved, many students are involved 
in supporting this movement in other ways on 
and off campus. 
"I do my best to show up to rallies, to call my 
local legislators and articulate what I've heard 
from the Spokane Dream Project about policy 
changes that need to be made," senior Hannah 
Howell said. "I am there to listen and stand with 
them when they are sharing their story, which is 
a pretty scary thing for them. This is something 
that matters to me as an ally." 
The Spokane Dream Project is working 
within the Spokane community to bring a sense 
desire for others to take the time to listen and 
understand their situation through the dynamic 
of the conference and the information that was 
shared. 
"I hope that people will approach this issue 
with open minds," Trujillo said. "People should 
try their best to grasp this concept from the 
voice of undocumented people." 
At this time, no new DACA applications 
are being accepted. However, current DACA 
permits remain valid until their expiration 
dates. According to President Trump's 
movement to rescind the program protecting 
young undocumented immigrants, the last 
authorization will end on March 5 in 2020. 
As of now, "the crisis of over 11 million 
undocumented Americans not having access 
to a path to citizenship isn't going to be 
was more about creating a change, because solved anytime soon, said senior Kamau 
it directly affects me and other people 
ABRANNA ROMERO-ROCHA 
freshman 
of security among the students, Romero-Rocha 
said. 
"Currently, the Spokane Dream Project has 
been going to middle schools and speaking to 
them about what it means to be undocumented, 
sharing our stories," she said. "This would make 
them aware about what is happening and 
talking about things that some people may not 
be comfortable talking about." 
It was previously not as easy or safe for many 
students to express their opinions and stories 
about being undocumented, said Trujillo. 
Now, they are taking the chance to share their 
experiences and unite the community through 
education and awareness. 
Trujillo said. "In the past, it was hard to be 
involved for fear of being seen," Trujillo said. 
"My voice could never be counted. Now that I 
have residency and I am able to step out and 
have credibility. I push myself to advocate." 
Those who are experiencing the process of 
being undocumented students express their 
yy Chege, founder of Spokane Dream Project. 
"Passing the Dream Act this year would, at 
best, only provide citizenship to about a 
million." 
If students want to help and support the 
students who are experiencing the struggle of 
losing DACA, there are opportunities for them 
to get involved. 
"They can contact Spokane Dream Project and 
start organizing their own phone-banks and 
office visits to Congresswoman McMorris-
Rodgers to urge her to co-sponsor a clean 
Dream Act," Chege said. 
Although Chege is graduating this year and 
passing the club onto other students to 
coordinate, he has no hard feelings as he feels 
secure in the leadership team. 
"I feel great, because it's never been about me -
it's always been about the work," he said. "And, 
at this point, Spokane Dream Project is probably 
the most politically powerful on campus, led by 
kick-ass freshman and sophomore women like 
Abranna, Lacy, Sara, Cat, Morgan, and so many 
others." 
Contact lordan Coleman at 
jcoleman20@my. whitworth.edu 




Spokane poet Kathryn Smith is the English 
department's writer-in-residence this semester. 
English Professor Thorn Caraway and other 
professors selected Smith because she is a 
local poet, recently published her first book, 
called "Book of Exodus," and has strong ties to 
Whitworth. 
A Northwest native from Port Angeles, Smith 
graduated from Whitworth in 1999 and shares 
some of the experiences of current students. 
"I was an English major, I did the writing 
track, and Laurie Lamon was my first poetry 
teacher," Smith said. 
Smith said she knew she wanted to write 
poetry upon entering college, but Lamon 
helped her realize poetry was her vocation. 
"Seeing someone who was crafting a life for 
herself where she could have a job and nurture 
students and be important, but I could see it 
was very important for her to have her own time 
arid work on her own poetry...it helped me see 
that was possible," Smith said. 
After graduating from Whitworth in 1999, 
Smith participated in an Americorps program 
setting up a recycling center and sustainability 
initiatives in Berkeley, California. After a few 
years she decided she wanted to get back into 
writing, so she moved back to Spokane and 
pursued a Masters of Fine Arts in Poetry at 
Eastern Washington University, in the same 
cohort as Caraway. 
Upon graduating with her MFA in 2004, 
Smith got a job as a copy editor for the 
Spokesman-Review, and barely wrote poetry 
for a while. 
"It was hard enough to do one thing at a 
time, and I had a job, so that was the one thing 
I had to do," Smith said. "Some people finish 
grad school and they're like, 'and now I wrote 
this book and I'm ready to go,' but for me I was 
still kind of figuring out who I was and what I 
wanted to say and I wasn't totally confident in 
that yet. It just kind of took a while." 
After a few years, Smith recommitted to 
writing poetry and started devoting more time 
to the craft. She started working part time 
instead of full time so she could have more 
time to write, and got involved with the poetry 
community in Spokane. 
As a poet, Smith says she feels like she 
is always changing. Her poetry is rooted 
in her own experiences, but she also uses 
narrative and persona to tell stories. "Book of 
Exodus" revolves around one family that has 
experienced hardship and isolation, living 
alone in the wilderness. 
"I write a lot about the natural world too 
and just especially like small details, looking 
at relationships between humans and other 
species or between species, how humans 
are and are not animals, how we exhibit the 
same instincts, how we try and pretend we 
don't have the same instincts, how the natural 
world is often kinda brutal and dangerous" 
Smith said. A lot of people have nature poem's 
• ' "L 
and they think...everything is glorious, but i 
also bloody and there's a lot of death and tl 
universe depends on that. I like to look at tb 
side of it." 
This view of nature is related to Smitl 
understanding of what poetry is about. Poet 
and art are vital, and the job of the poet is 
serve as a voice of protest when necessai 
Smith said. 
Before Smith's book was published, "Ro 
& Sling" published some of the earlier poen 
in "Book of Exodus" as a chapbook. But, wi 
encouragement from Caraway and oth 
friends, Smith challenged herself to expar 
the collection. She sent the manuscript to a fe 
publishers and ended up working with loc 
novelist and proprietor of Scablands Bool 
Sharma Shields. 
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Contest winner: 
by Devon Clements 
Hhllarv^H Set 1°ngfag0 and the city now stirred as a dark 
and bleary shadow of its former self. The roads were empty, save 
for the occasional passing car on some journey of their own, 
and the two men glided through the intersections, guided by 
the green lights and a mixture equal parts fear and adrenaline. 
Inside the cab of the 98' Ford F-150 the tinkling sounds of broken 
glass rattling against a metallic baseball bat emanated from the 
floorboard,filling the air with the auditory notion of violence. The 
driver was focused but looked shaken, his eyes pointed straight 
ahead never once leaving the road, but perspiration stood out 
on his forehead magnifying each passing street light. His hands 
gripped the steering wheel causing his knuckles to stand out, 
white as marble in the dark space of the truck. Between him and 
the passenger sat a faded and worn green Jansport backpack, 
its irregular bumps and angles suggesting its contents had been 
haphazardly shoved inside. The two didn't talk, nothing could 
be heard except the steady and repeated rhythm of tire on wet 
pavement, the gentle whish whish creating a soundtrack to each 
of their racing thoughts.' 
A light ahead caused the driver to start and he motioned to 
the passenger with a quick nod as he flicked on the turn signal 
and began to decrease in speed. The gas station and liquor 
mart parking lot was empty except for a single beat-up Dodge 
Neon and this satisfied the anxiety of the men as they slid into a 
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parking spot and cut the engine. 
The break in constant movement gave them a reassuring and 
removed sensation which neither could pinpoint. The passenger 
opened the truck door and nimbly hopped out, turning around 
to make eye contact with the driver before firmly closing it 
behind him. The driver saw him disappear into the sickeningly 
illuminated store and then lost sight of him amidst racks of cheap 
packaged food and oil cans. He now sat alone in the cab, his 
hands still unconsciously on the wheel and absently staring at 
the reflection of bottles caught in the large plexi-glass windows in 
front of him. After a few minutes the passenger reemerged from 
inside and jumped back in the cab, a single plastic bag clutched 
in his left hand. He pulled out a bottle and handed it to the driver 
as he took one for himself. The iconic gold and maroon lettering 
sent a wave of nostalgic energy through them both, as they 
twisted the lids off the triangular glass cylinders of Olde English. 
The driver took a large swig, the tang of malt liquor coating his 
mouth, as he started the engine and pulled back onto the street. 
He glanced to the passenger and breaking their long held silence 
asked, "Are we gonna make it?" The passenger's lips curled into 
a sardonic smile as he turned, a glint of some forgotten youth 
in his eye, and he answered, "Does anyone?" The road stretched 
out wide and free before them and the night promised shelter, at 
least for a few more hours. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: DEVON CLEMENTS 
Devon Clements, a senior studying 
English and philosophy, pursues both 
academic and creative writing with an 
emphasis on philosophical rhetorical 
poetics. He is from Warrensburg, 
Missouri, and spends his time reading, 
writing and embodying the identity of 
a cliche English major huddled in the 
corner of a bar with a book and a pint. 
Contact Devon at 
dclementsl8@my.whitworth.edu 
First runner-up: "Raving 
by Chloe Taton 
I have been toying lately with the idea 
of quitting writing, retiring from humanity, 
and trying to become an ivory-tower 
mathematician or something. Numbers, I am 
told, are predictable, constant. The idea is 
tempting, except that I can no more find the 
value of x than I can carve an elegant wood 
sculpture while blindfolded. I used to like to 
tell my algebra teachers that man, vivacious, 
messy creature that he is, was never meant to 
be conjoined with such a rigid number system. 
They had a good laugh over that, some of 
them. 
So I am not a great mathematician, living 
out my days in unconfusing separation from 
the world. I am a grill boy at a small, struggling 
burger joint in an unknown town between 
the Cascades and the Pacific. It's mostly okay; 
the boss, Mr. Ramsey, lets me take my breaks 
at the somewhat more successful coffee shop 
across the strip mall, where I pound away on 
their free typewriter without buying anything 
until the barista hates that I exist. 
My writing is like a rave dance, quick, half-
blinding flashes of erratic human behavior 
that punctuate nearly-solid darkness. I've 
been told some find it disorienting. Life is 
disorienting, I want to tell them. 
I am not discouraged about my current lack 
of success. Dr. Seuss was rejected more than 
twenty times. Steven King became famous for 
a story he tried to throw away. The list goes on. 
In the meantime, I still have my job with Mr. 
Ramsey, who is a decent guy, in case I didn't 
say so before. 
It's like when you're at a rave, and there's 
this one girl—a stranger—you keep trying to 
catch and strike up a conversation with, only 
she disappears every time the strobe light goes 
off, but you keep pushing through the crowd 
of people to where you saw her last. Because 
if you keep it up, eventually it's going to work, 
right? 
Today I have the day off, because the fryer 
is smoking and thumping like a remix and Mr. 
Ramsey shut everything down until repairs 
can be made. I've been here two and a half 
hours, but Snooty Barista is just going to have 
to deal with it, because I'm not going back to 
my cheap apartment. I'm staying right here. If 
I type hard enough, if I turn up the volume on 
my headphones, maybe I won't hear the voice 
in my head telling me to get a new job before 
this one implodes. 
Mr. Ramsey needs me, I tell it. Besides, who 
else is going to hire a random lowlife with no 
hirable skills beyond burger preparation? 
It's basic ethics. If somebody hired you, a 
college dropout off the sidewalk, over a bunch 
of much-more well-qualified 
applicants, wouldn't you feel obligated 
to stand by him through thick and thin?. It s 
as basic as seeing a girl at a rave about to get 
trampled, and going over and helping her to 
her feet. 
My phone—the cheap flip variety rings 
and vibrates in my pocket. It's Mr. Ramsey. 
When I answer, he doesn't sound relaxed. 
"Hey there, serf," he says. "I've got good 
news and bad news." "Serf" is his nickname 
for me, and I typically retaliate by calling im 
O-Noble-Lord-And-Master. Usually, it's a joke, 
but today is not a day for joking aroun 
"What's wrong, Mr. Ramsey? 
"Well, the good news is, you can take 
reSThafis neverfpod news. "What's the bad 
""I'eTad news is, I talked .0 the guy from 
Megafryer, and they can t he p us ^ 
Friday, maybe Thursday if we re lucky-
price tag on that isn't looking good. Frankly, 
we may be sunk." Mr Ramsey;< I 
I'm really sorry to hear - ^ gigns my 
say. Not just because he s the g^ something 
checks. He doesn t deserve 
like this happen to him. ted 
"It's notyour fault, serf. I Ukeepy v 
call you if I get any luck" He ha g^e ^ 
Snooty Barista is gi pm thinking 
Death, but I dont raa Y hebuiltthat 
r * about Mr. Ramsey and how ft 
burger stand from two hundred dollars 
and a dream. True, that was back when two 
hundred dollars would go a lot farther, but 
what counts, in my opinion, is the dream. 
Dreams don't get a lot of respect, but that's 
because they don't always work out. Mr. 
Ramsey's dream of making people happy with 
good food went pretty well for awhile, now not 
so much. 
In my life, I've accumulated three dreams: 
to have a rich person owe me a life debt, to 
marry a beautiful girl, and to write a Great 
Novel. We'll see where that goes. 
Sometimes, when I can't make the premise 
of a story go anywhere, I sell it to a friend, to 
turn into an unfunny joke in his stand-up 
comedy routine. I'm thinking this one I've 
been working on might wind up like that. 
Here it is: a guy walks into a rave and strikes 
up a conversation with a girl, but she's too 
stoned out of her mind for it to go anywhere. 
The End. Where I get stuck is trying to find a 
meaning for it, even though I hear that 
part's optional these days. 
In anticipation of the sale, I decide to 
pacify Snooty Barista and buy a coffee. I 
order their smallest size; it's not like I have 
that much financial leeway here. Snooty 
Barista, for some reason, seems even 
more irritated with me than before. Life 
does not always repay according to one's 
expenditures. 
For example, let's say you save a girl 
from being trampled in a rave, and pull 
her off to the side, and you realize she's the 
most beautiful human being you've ever 
seen. You try to start up a conversation 
with her, hoping even if she isn't that into 
you, she'll at least be grateful for your life-
saving skills. 
"Hi, I'm Alex," you say. 
"Wow, that's my name, too!" she yells 
over the music. 
"Are you okay?" you ask. 
"I am amazing!" she says. You think 
about agreeing, but then you realize you 
can't tell what color her eyes are because 
they're so dilated. 
This strikes you as cause for concern, 
but then something's on you, all over you, 
and it's mostly on your mouth, and you 
realize she's started kissingyou, and a little 
voice in your head points out that that's 
not right. You think about arguing with 
it, but then she's pulled away and started 
vomiting on her tall silver boots, and you 
start to think that voice might have a point. 
"I think maybe you should go home 
and rest," you say. She tries to move in 
again, but you take the opportunity to 
grab the cell phone sticking out of her 
pocket—not the cheap flip variety—and 
let her drape herself over your shoulder 
while you scroll through the contacts. The 
one labeled 'Home Not Sweet Home' with 
a photo of a middle-aged couple looks 
about right. You punch the warehouse 
address and 'Help' into a text and hit send, 
while simultaneously trying to maneuver 
the girl outside. 
It's all you can do for the next ten 
minutes to keep her from turning you 
inside out, and to keep you from wanting 
her to, but finally a car comes in sight with 
the middle-aged couple driving. You look 
at the girl, and you have to work hard to 
not to break down, because this is the 
most chivalrous thing you've ever done, 
and she's too loony to realize it, and you 
probably don't know her real name. But 
you hand her the phone, pry yourself 
loose, and walk away, never to see her 
again. 
Someday, a great philosopher will 
write a fifty thousand page treatise on why 
people do things like that with no hope of 
reward, and nobody will read it because 
it'll be fifty thousand pages. If somebody 
could write a parable that explained it, that 
person would probably make a million 
bucks. It'd be nice work if you could get it. 
I finish the coffee, throw away the cup, 
grab my pages out of the typewriter, and stuff 
them into my backpack without really thinking 
about what I'm doing. As I walk out the door, 
my phone vibrates again. I'm so busy trying 
to answer it that I only see a glimpse of silver 
footwear before I slam into a girl rushing past 
me into the coffee shop. I'm about to apologize, 
but then the phone picks up, and Mr. Ramsey 
is on the other end. 
"Hey, serf," he says. "I've got bad news and 
good news." 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: CHLOE TATON 
Chloe is an English major from Oak Harbor, Wash. It's her first 
year at Whitworth, but she is a transfer student with junior 
standing. When she's not writing, she enjoys crochet, hot cocoa and 
thoughtful, interesting reads. 
Contact Chloe at 
ctaton21@my.whitworth.edu 
PREPARE FOR MINISTRY 
IN THE WAY OF JESUS 
Students at Pittsburgh Seminary prepare for ministry 
in the way of Jesus. Together we welcome neighbors. 
We share meals, differences, and experiences. We 
expand our minds. And we are challenged and 
enriched as we explore the broad range of beliefs we 
bring to the table. Join us! 
Graduates of Whitworth University may receive the 
PTS Partner Grant. 
Degree programs: 
• Master of Divinity (including emphasis in church 
planting) 
• Master of Divinity with joint degrees (Including 
law, social work, and public policy) 
• Master of Divinity or Master of Arts with 
concentration in urban ministry 
• Master of Arts 
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Last weekend the Whitworth women's 
cross country team earned themselves a spot 
in the Division III national cross country 
championship meet. The Pirates took second 
place at the regional meet in Claremont, 
California running the six-kilometer race 
against all schools in the West region including 
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps, who won the meet 
with 58 points. The Pirates came in second with 
109 points, with Linfield close behind in third 
with 129 points. 
Senior Kayla Leland finished in third place 
with a time of 21:41. Senior Bailey Scott was 
second for the Pirates, finishing in 20th place 
with a time of 22:42. Freshman Krystal Roberts 
finished in 22:54 with senior Thais Pedro-
Trujillo finishing in 23:00, and junior Marissa 
Mount rounded out the scoring for the team in 
23:08. Senior Sara Dawes and freshman Hailey 
Cleavenger also competed for the team as well. 
"We got off to a conservative start that forced 
to work hard in the middle of the race and pick 
people off, but our girls are really good at that 
and thrive on competition," Mount, a NWC 
honors recipient, said. The Pirates had all five 
scorers cross the line in the top 33 out of 138 
competitors in the race. With the second place 
finish "the course played a huge factor in the 
race there were lots of turns and elevation 
change, something our team has been working 
on all season to dominate any course," Mount 
said. 
Looking ahead the team will travel to Elsah, 
Illinois on Nov. 18 to get the chance to compete 
at the national level. The Pirates have a goal 
of placing in the top 15 schools and represent 
Whitworth the best of their ability. The meet 
will start at noon Eastern time at North Farms 
Facility. Fans can watch the championship 
race online by live stream with a Flotrack Pro 
subscription. 
Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Craig Russell 
Staff Writer 
The team's primary core value, 
"ubuntu," is printed on the backs 
of the team members their jerseys. 
Traditionally, this is where the last 
name of each player would go. But 
for this team, everyone has the same 
word—ubuntu. 
"Ubuntu" is a central focus for the 
men's soccer team this year. Coach 
Morgan Cathey established "six core 
values" for the team. They include: 
positive, industrious, friendship, free, 
discipline, and ubuntu. 
As freshmen, the players are 
required to memorize ubuntu and its 
meaning even before the players get 
to enjoy this experience. The players 
describe the word as the "I am, 
because we are" mentality. 
In Ian. 2016, Cathey took the men's 
soccer team to Nyanga, a township in 
Cape Town, South Africa. The purpose 
was to serve the community in a lesser 
developed area, and to expose the 
players to this different culture. 
"The boys got to see soccer as more 
than just a sport, but as a tool to build 
relationships,"Cathey said. 
The team played multiple soccer 
games against local academies, and 
hosted a free clinic in the township. 
The team was able to go into a 
prison to play one of their games. "It 
was a unique experience for our guys 
to experience this, but also for the 
prisoners to see these American men 
wanting to come and befriend them. I 
don't think the players will ever forget 
that," Cathey said. 
Ubuntu is the name of the academy 
in Africa that assisted Cathey in 
organizing this trip, and one of the 
teams the boys got to play against. 
Ubuntu is a South African word that 
means to have compassion and 
humanity, but to the soccer team, 
ubuntu is more than just that. 
The team was able to not only 
learn about this word, but see it for 
themselves. Cathey explained that 
even though it was January here, it 
was summer in South Africa and was 
at least 100 degrees. Since most of the 
kids did not have soccer cleats, their 
Fall Season 
Results: 
Women's cross country team on their 
way to Nationals 
Contact Craig Russell at 
crussell21 @my. whitworth. edu 
+ 
feet were starting to burn on the hot 
astroturf. 
"What we started to see was the kids 
with cleats started taking them off and 
sharing with those who didn't," Cathey 
said, "or we'd give one kid a bottle of 
water and he'd run over to ten others 
would surround him, and the first 
would make sure everyone got some 
of the water." Cathey explained that 
the selflessness that the kids showed 
naturally is what ubuntu is all about. 
"It was never just one kid for 
himself," Cathey said, "That really is 
what ubuntu embodies." 
"I remember in particular, one 
of the kids camps there were two 
brothers. They wore the same pair of 
shoes, but one wore the right because 
he was right footed and one wore the 
left because he was left footed," senior 
Austin Cassity said. Each of these 
brothers make sacrifices to ultimately 
benefit them both. 
"Only 11 players get to shine at a 
time, but really the performance those 
players are showing is from all 33 of 
our guys working in different ways," 
Austin adds. 
The team puts "ubuntu" on their 
jerseys to establish equality between 
the players, and shift away from the 
thinking of themselves as individuals, 
but as a single team. 
"In world soccer, they have their 
names printed on the back of the 
jerseys. Then when they have a big 
goal they usually point to their name, 
but we point to ubuntu," senior Eric 
Espinoza said. 
These are just a few examples of 
what ubuntu really means to the team. 
Ubuntu means to take care of the 
community around you, because that 
comes back to support yourself. 
Cathey plans to return to South 
Africa every four years, so that every 
class gets this experience. This allows 
the team to embody this idea together. 
Senior Austin Cassity in the team's final game Nov. 11. The 
Pirates lost to Whitman 1-2. 
NOV. 15,2017 SPORTS THE WHITWORTHIAN 
Corinne Bell 
Senior volleyball player reflects on her season 
Nicole Oh 
Staff Writer 
One of Whitworth's star volleyball players this season was senior Corinne Bell. Bell 
is from La Habra, California and attended La Habra High School, where she served 
as team captain and earned First Team All-Freeway league as a senior. She was also 
named "most improved" on her high school team. Bell has been playing volleyball 
competitively since eighth grade. Her mom played volleyball, exposing Bell to the game 
from a very young age. Bell first played softball, but in junior high her mom suggested 
she join a volleyball team. She played on a coed team, and then moved to a club team. 
The highlight of the season was the winning streak the team experienced at the 
beginning of the season, Bell said. 
"We were all playing our best and had the same goal in mind. We had good flow and 
were just working to together which helped us be so successful" Bell said. 
Bell's goal for the season was to make the best out of each match, she said. Bell stated 
the importance of playing with passion and having strong energy, especially having 
a big group of seniors this year and just wanting to enjoy the final moments together 
before you can't play as a team anymore. 
For Bell, playing on the Whitworth volleyball team was fun and challenging, she said. 
Everyone is constantly surrounded by a positive culture where everyone is encouraging 
and supportive of each other, something Bell has never experienced before. 
"Whenever someone does something good everyone gets super excited and pumped 
up" Bell said. 
One thing Bell wants students to know about Whitworth volleyball is how much they 
love home games. 
"We love having people come out and be apart of the culture, it makes it even more 
fun," Bell said. 
Bell and the women's volleyball team ended the season in second place with 
a record of 12-4. 
Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Football defeated Willamette 57-24 in the last game of 
the season. The Pirates honored 20 seniors including 
record-setting quarterback Ian Kolste. 
Read the full story at www.thewhitworthian.news Ian Busik | Photographer 
ifia 
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Seniors say farewell to 
a successful season 
Anesu Mujenge 
Staff Writer 
The Whitworth women's soccer team 
capped the season off with an impressive 
12-6-2 record. The Pirates enjoyed a 
consistent season, once going eight games 
unbeaten. The Pirates finished in joint 
second with Puget Sound on 35 points, as 
Pacific Lutheran University advanced to 
the playoffs and won the conference with 
40 points. Key to the stability displayed 
this season was the leadership of the 
seniors. Jenna Rogers, Sienna Tanner, 
Diana DeWald, Kara Need, Michelle Whan, 
McKenzie Hemp, Courtney Potter, Kathryn 
Bischoff and Leah Corra all played in their 
final season for the Pirates. 
In the defensive third, goalkeeper Sienna 
« Tanner was integral to 
the defensive discipline 
that characterized the 
Pirate's season. The 
Pirates achieved eight 




addition to her 
outstanding saves, 
Tanner was courageous, composed, and 
had the ball control of a midfield player. 
Despite Tanner's pivotal role in this year's 
season, she admits that it has not always 
been easy to get game time in such a 
competitive environment. In between the 
2014 and 2015 seasons, Tanner played just 
seven games. 
"That humbled me and make me work 
harder," Tanner said. 
Her hard work proved fruitful. In her 
junior year, Tanner played 1,448 minutes 
of play and made 63 saves. Tanner gave 
athletes struggling to get game time some 
advice, saying, "You will play, you will get 
through it, and then you're going to look 
back and think, 'wow, I am totally different 
now. I am a better person.'" 
Tanner's favorite memories on the 
team, varied from joking and bonding on 
the bench with fellow substitutes, to taking 
part in freshman traditions that involved 
walking around in giant Tetris costumes. 
"It's more than just soccer. It's 
relationships, it's growing as a person," 
Tanner said. 
Leading the attack was Leah Corra, who 
was NCAA Northwest Conference third 
leading goal scorer, and named to the 2017 
All-Northwest Conference second team 
Corra enjoyed an active start to her Pirates 
career, playing 31 games between the 2014 
and 2015 seasons. Corra was undoubtedly 
promising, and in her junior year, she 
played 20 games and finished as the second 
top goal scorer for the Pirates. Corra is a 
technically gifted poacher who makes little 
waste of the goal scoring opportunities 
at her disposal. 
She consistently 
punishes defenses 
in the conference 
for any lapse of 
concentration or 
apathetic defending. 
One of Corra's 
favorite memories 
this season was 
fellow senior 
McKenzie Hemp's reaction to Corra's goal 
in a crucial game against Pacific Lutheran 
College. "I remember her looking me in 
the eye, and just screaming as loud as she 
could," Corra said. "To just celebrate in 
those few short moments with the entire 
team is what it's all about. I love them so 
much." 
Team chemistry and morale among the 
Pirates were on display this season. The 
Pirate seniors have harnessed a sense of 
comradery, and welcomed new additions 
to the team with a seamless transition. The 
service the seniors have offered to the team 
is appreciated by fellow Pirates who look 
forward to seeing what the future holds for 
these individuals. 
Contact Anesu Mujenge at 
amujenge20@my. whitworth.edu 
It's more than just soccer. It's 
relationships. It's growing as a 
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Soccer's 10 seniors at Whitman College, Nov. 1, their last away game for Whitworth. 
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Concerto for Cello in B minor, Op. 104 
Roberta Bottelli, cello 
FELIX MENDELSSOHN 
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Mania 
'11**15 
' I 4 UtATU 
1. Seniors Joel Gabriele and Jared Christy and juniors Garrett Hull 
and Brandon Kohler enjoy pizza while on the bench basking in the 
fun of Monday Mania. 
2. Junior Kyle Roach gears up to throw a Monday Mania t-shirt into 
the crowd. 
3. Junior Sierra Jackson scans the crowd for a lucky student to throw 
a Monday Mania t-shirt to. 
4. Freshmen James Harland and Kea Vargas, sophomore Isaiah 
Hernandez, juniors Garrett Hull and Kevin Crosno and senior Jared 
Christy cheer for their teammates while on the sideline. 
5. President Beck Taylor gets ready to assist sophomore Ben College 
for an alley-oop. 
Ian Busik| Photographer 
Tickets available at the door. For more information, pi ease contact the Whitworth Music Office 
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Earlier this November, the Whitworth 
University Forensics team, "The Arguing 
Bucs" placed 4th out of 32 at the 87th annual 
Mahaffey Tournament at Linfield College, with 
all attending team members making it to finals 
in at least one event. 
"Every Pirate brought home an award from 
the tournament," said Mike Ingram, professor 
of communication studies and the team's 
coach. 
This success continues the team's trend of 
strong showings this year. 
"Whitworth is consistently competing well 
academically against our peers from across 
the region," Ingram said. 
The Forensic Team participates in eight or 
nine tournaments over the course of a school 
year, with students competing in 11 speaking 
events ranging from pre-prepared informative 
speeches about gravitational waves to 
impromptu debates on postmodernism and 
its relation to President Trump. 
"Forensics means a search for the truth...so 
as a team, we try to learn the skills helpful in 
doing that," junior Sara Muscente said. 
These skills are far-reaching in both their 
scope and their impact. 
"No matter what you're going to do, you're 
probably going to need to talk to people, you're 
probably going to need to communicate ideas, 
you're probably going to need to be able to 
understand new information, and that's kind of 
what's at the core of forensics you understand 
information, you synthesize it whatever 
way you need to, and you are then able to 
communicate it to someone else," sophomore 
Tucker Wilson said, tournament champion 
amongst novfce and junior varsity students fn 
the team's most recent competition. 
"I don't think that you can be an effective 
really anything without an at least somewhat 
rounded repertoire of knowledge," Muscente 
said. 
The team attributes this year's success 
to many factors, including Whitworth's 
commitment to the liberal arts. 
"It's the breadth of the liberal arts that's a 
real strength...we can help each other in really 
thoughtful and intelligent ways based on our 
knowledge base...If we were all comm, or all 
poli-sci, or all French majors, it would be less 
interesting," Ingram said. 
The forensics team is comprised of students 
of nine majors. The team members see this as 
an advantage. 
"That's something that our team in 
particular has always had as a really great 
strength, not just in our ability to help each 
other prepare for things like debates...but in 
addition, to just the actual action, we have a 
huge knowledge base," Wilson said. Knowing 
how to learn is as important as what you learn, 
Ingram said. 
UVery quickly, everyone on 
the team gets very, very close 
to each other...Because we all 
become such good friends, 





"At Whitworth we've talked about the 
liberal arts teaching you how tolearn, and how 
to continue being a lifelong learner. I think in a 
30-minute contest we're better equipped than 
students who are in a more narrow academic 
program at some larger universities. That 
speaks again to the power of the liberal arts," 
Ingram said. 
Continued on pg. 2 
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Since Star Wars Episode VI: "The Force Awakens" came out in 2015, the series has become a Christmas tradition. Check out pages 4 and 5 
to read fan theories, catch up on your Star Wars knowledge before you see Episode VII and learn how to make Rey*s portion bread. 
Second annual Yule Ball ushers 
in the Christmas season 
Jordan Coleman 
Staff Writer 
The second annual Yule Ball was combined 
with,the Deck the HaJlj event hosted by Arend 
Hall. The connected event is one of the first to 
kick off the winter holidays. 
The Yule Ball, on Saturday, Dec. 2, was 
created last year by senior Eugene Bell who 
is the swing and ballroom dance club (SBDC) 
president. 
"I had a dream of it happening and so I 
made it happen," Bell said. 
The ball was created to add another dance 
to the event calendar. Bell originally promised 
prospective freshman, while he worked for 
the admissions office, that the dance existed 
before it was officially established. 
Last year the Yule Ball and Deck the 
Halls were on the same day, but were not 
associated, causing students to have to choose 
which event they would attend. This year, the 
organizers of the two events decided to work 
together to promote each other's event. 
"We are basically working together so that 
it can be on the same night," Arend senator 
junior Amber Van Brunt said. "Since Deck the 
Halls is a short event, only being a 15-minute 
experience, and the Yule Ball is a long event, we 
thought it would be better to work together to 
do it on the same night instead of competing." 
Both functions are Christmas-themed, yet 
they created different experiences. The Yule 
Ball was Harry Potter themed, providing a 
semi-formal holiday dance. 
"We have a house cup competition where 
each guest drops a colored marble into their 
Hogwart house," Bell said. "We also have 
Harry Potter themed refreshments like butter 
beer which is cream soda with butterscotch 
syrup and marshmallow cream on top." 
Compared to the ball, Deck the Halls was 
"an interactive Christmas experience," Van 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
Sophomore Collette Campbell, event organizer Eugene and others dance at the Yule Ball, 
Saturday Dec. 2. Butterbeer, a Harry Potter-themed soda drink, was served at the dance. 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
A group of students pose for a photo at the Yule Ball, Dec. 2. 
Brunt said. It involved recreations of scenes 
from the movies "Home Alone" and "How the 
Grinch Stole Christmas The Grinch. Arend's 
hallways reflected special scenes using 
decorations and student actors. 
The Yule Ball is special to Whitworth's 
campus as Bell believes that one cannot find 
anything else like it. 
"It's a Christmas party unlike other 
Christmas parties on campus because you 
won't have the same feel like you will have at 
a social dance with swing dancing and live 
music with special refreshments," Bell said. 
"There's nothing like the Yule Ball." 
Some people think the theme of Harry 
Potter brings people together through the love 
for the story. 
"I had a good time 
because it created 
a community that I 
wouldn't necessarily 
be exposed to at 
Whitworth," junior 
Gina Marzo said. 
The ball 
incorporated student 
musicians, to promote 
student talents. Last 
year, the musicians 
were from lazz I and 
II. lunior Shaun Fisher 
and senior Melia 
Deters sang a variety 
of Christmas tunes 
at the event such as 
classics like the "Most 
Wonderful Time of 
the Year," "Blue Christmas" and "Let it Snow." 
Along with Fisher and Deters, a Whitworth 
jazz combo of five men called Puddle of Blorp 
performed instrumental jazz music. With the 
music, Bell offered swing dance lessons before 
.the event for students who wanted to learn. 
"I loved the live jazz music and the 
ambiance of the dance," junior Bordeaux 
Milette said. "It was a great way to start 
celebrating the holidays." 
Fisher performed at the Yule Ball the 
previous year with the vocal jazz club. From 
his experience with the dance, he felt like this 
year's combination with Deck the Halls was a 
good idea and the event is always a good time. 
"I really enjoyed that they [did] a 
collaboration with Arend with Deck the Hall,s" 
Fisher said. "I think that is a great idea and will 
draw more people to both events. I like how it 
is Harry Potter Themed.. .and the SBDC always 
puts on fantastic events and are very educated 
about swing and ballroom dancing." 
The Yule Ball and Deck the Halls event was 
a way to connect the Whitworth community 
during the holidays. 
"It [was] a really great way to get excited 
about the holiday season and see other 
students demonstrate what they are good 
at and care about," Van Brunt said. "A lot of 
people get really into it. It's just fun." 
This year's event brought in 175 people 
dancing and enjoying the music provided by 
their peers, while also participating in some of 
Harry Potter's favorites. 
Contact Jordan Coleman at 
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The Whit worthian .news 
Senator Mike Padden discusses the 
legality and morality of abortion 
Joshua Worden 
Staff Writer 
Washington state senator Mike Padden, 
a strong proponent of pro-life policy, spoke 
at Whitworth in an event organized by 
Students for Life. 
At the event, which 
featured a lengthy 
Q&A session, the 
senator faced 
tough questions 
about the legality 
and morality of 
abortion in the 
United States, and 
the event's overall 
tone underscored 
the divisive nature 
of the conversation 
s u r r o u n d i n g  
reproductive rights. 
Senator Padden 
opened the event 
o p t i m i s t i c a l l y ,  
stating his sense 
that the battle for 
reproductive rights 
is leaning towards 
a pro-life victory. 
At one point 
during the event, 
suggested "divine Senator Padden gives 
intervention" had 
prevented the 
passage of certain pro-choice legislation. He 
echoed the common pro-choice legislative 
sentiment that the federal government does 
not have the constitutional authority to 
regulate reproductive rights, but also stated 
his belief that mothers who choose abortion 
should never face legal consequences. Padden 
suggested Planned Parenthood's increased 
presence in black neighborhoods indicates 
the organization's targeting of African-
Americans for abortions. 
Asked about abortion in the case of rape, 
Padden said that he recognized the difficulty 
of the issue, but still argued that abortion in 
the case of rape punishes the unborn child for 
the misdeeds of the rapist. 
"If not here, then where?" Wilkinson said. 
"The university is definitely the platform 
for people from both ends of the [political] 
spectrum to be probing each other." 
In accordance with that belief, Students for 
Ian Busik | Photographer 
a speech about the legality and morality of abortion. 
Life recently launched a program called "Life 
Dialogues" in which students with differing 
views on abortion can sit down and have a 
civil discussion about those issues. 
While the event was accompanied by a 
distinct and noticeable tension, senior Sarah 
Dixit, who attended the event and serves as 
Treasurer of the Pro-choice student group 
Generation Action, remembered a similar 
event last year which she said was far less 
peaceful. 
"It got really heated, just between the 
speaker herself and different individuals 
asking questions in the room," Dixit said. 
Memory of that event provided the impetus 
for several members of Generation Action to 
attend Padden's Q&A. 
''Must thought it was important to go to 
these events to make sure that the people 
we're bringing onto campus are respectful to 
students, because I think that was lacking 
in the event of last 
year," Dixit said. 
Padden fared 
better than last year's 
speaker according to 
Dixit. 
"Senator Padden 
was much more 
respectful when 
students were asking 
questions," Dixit 
said. Both Dixit 
and Celia Larson, 
also a member of 
Generation Action, 
expressed some 
concern that not 
all questions were 
answered fully. 




in wanting to ask 
difficult questions 
of people who are 
supposed to be 
representing you," 
Larson said. 
Dixit and Larson, as well as Ella Wilkinson, 
the President of Students for Life, all agree that 
university campuses are exactly the places to 
be having difficult conversations; including, 
if not especially, the debate over reproductive 
rights. 
"What is the purpose of education at a 
university, what does that look like? A lot of it 
looks like having conversations with people 
who you don't agree with and learning from 
each other," Wilkinson said. 
Contact Joshua Worden at 
jworden21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Continued from pg. 1 
Photo courtesy of Rylee Walter 
Forensics team members sophomore 
Tucker Wilson and junior Sara 
Muscente perform while volunteering 
with the North Central High school 
team, where team member Rylee Walter 
coaches. This is one way the team serves 
the Spokane community. 
"Very quickly, everyone on the team 
gets very, very close to each other... 
Because we all become such good friends, 
it's a better environment for us to grow," 
Wilson said. 
In such an environment, team 
members are better able to discuss ideas 
amongst themselves, which improves 
their performance on the debate floor and 
in their own lives in general, Wilson said. 
Wilson considers this close bond of 
trust and support to be essential for a 
forensics team. 
"A good teammate is someone who is, 
one, willing to give criticism, and two, can 
take criticism, and three, someone who's 
very supportive," Wilson said. 
Wilson sees this mutual support and 
growth as the foundation of everything 
forensics stands for. 
Contact Chris Reichert at 
creichert20@my. whitworth. edu 
Apply now to 
the MA or PhD 
programs in Industrial 
Organizational Psychology 
at Seattle Pacific University 
mmmcombines both 
business and psychology to prepare you for leadership positions in a wide 
variety of organizations. At SPU, world-class instructors and recognized 
leaders will empower you to change the world of work - like our alumni 
are doing now in companies such as the Gates Foundation Amazon 
Starbucks, Microsoft, T-Mobile, Seattle Children's Hospital, and more. 
Whether in a business, a church, or a not-for-profit, you can be cart of 
transforming the workplace with an MA or a PhD in l-O psychology. 
Become a scholar, practitioner, and leader in l-O psychology at SPU The 
world of work is waiting• for you. 
Application deadline 
is December 15, 
2017! 
spu.edu/iop Engaging th, cultur.. changing th« wortd* 
Seattle Pacific 
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Donor money needed to support diversity 




From a students' perspective, it seems as though Whitworth 
isn't putting money toward resources concerning diversity. 
Diversity is something Whitworth has put a bigger priority on 
in recent years. In this increasingly diverse world, businesses 
must bring in non-white students into the fold in order to 
thrive. 
Whitworth is a private Christian institution, which means 
it relies on private contributions. Here at Whitworth, we know 
contributors as donors. Donors give money for projects they 
want the university to complete. It's how Whitworth receives 
money for new buildings, scholarships, etc. 
The money donors put toward Whitworth 
recently has been given to the music 
department, athletics department and 
chapel remodel. The Harriet Cheney Cowles 
Foundation pledged $2 million and Walt 
and Kay Oliver pledged a gift of $3.75 million 
to support completion of the new music 
building. For the athletics department, we 
have seen the $1 million-dollar turf project, 
the new Pine Bowl press box and centralized 
athletics building. Together, these projects 
will add up to about $13 million. Walter 
Oliver and his wife Kay donated $3.1 million 
to the athletic department to help fund 
these proposed plans. 
Most of the money that donors are giving Whitworth is spent 
on athletics. If Whitworth University truly stands for diversity, 
equity and inclusion, whyjsn't the money being put toward 
enhancing international programs? In Core 250, students learn 
if you follow the money, you know where one's priority lies. 
For example, in all the projects stated above there is nothing 
that specifically helps foster diversity, equity and inclusion, 
like updating Hendrick Hall, which houses the Intercultural 
Student Center. 
Sarah Dixit, senior class coordinator said "Whitworth is not 
« 
'putting money where their mouth is' so to speak. As a student 
of color on this campus, I find it extremely frustrating that 
Whitworth espouses these desires for increased diversity, and 
yet they haven't made any effort into financially supporting this 
claim" Sarah Dixit said. Dixit says that Whitworth could easily 
make'a case for the importance of creating an actual building 
for Hendrick Hall. Instead they chooses to focus on other areas, 
like athletics. 
"Ihe fact that the departments/people who focus on 
diversity are housed in a portable home is telling 
as to what/who Whitworth really cares about, Dixit 
said. I agree with this statement, because it gives 
insight into what donors' care about. 
Why can't the wheels be swiftly put in motion to 
update buildings like Hendrick Hall or other places 
that can help our ever-growing diverse student 
body? Some students don't even know that Hendrick 
Hall houses the International Student Center. It s 
clear that the athletics department and music 
buildings were in need of an update, and upgrades 
like those help with recruitment and make our 
campus look better. However, 
more of a priority should be put 
toward renovating buildings 
like Hendrick Hall and spending money to 
help our diverse student body. Donors are 
able to give money to whatever project they 
choose. Universities are businesses, and 
it wouldn't be smart to turn away money 
from someone that an outside source that 
has been connected to Whitworth for years 
wants. 
"Although some may claim that the 
issue is with the donors and not with 
Whitworth because the donors are giving 
to specific departments (i.e. athletics, 
chapel, etc.), they aren't giving Whitworth enough credit," 
Dixit said. Whitworth has been adhering to a Whitworth 2021 
Vision and Strategic Plan that was put in place by President 
Beck Taylor during his first year as president in 2010. Matters 
related to diversity are stated under goal four: Diverse World. 
According to Whitworth's 2021 plan: "Whitworth values the 
role a welcoming and diverse community plays in fulfilling the 
university's mission to "honor God, follow Christ and serve 
humanity." 
"Grounded in a biblical understanding of God s character, 
the university will cultivate in students, faculty, staff and 
If Whitworth 
University truly stands 
for diversity, equity and 
inclusion, why isn't the 
money beng put toward 
enhancing international 
programs? 
trustees the capacity to relate effectively across multiple 
dimensions of human diversity in learning, working and living 
environments. During the next decade, Whitworth will focus 
on issues of intercultural competency and equity related to 
gender, race and ethnicity," the 2021 plan states. Reading over 
it, I saw nothing that states money is needed to support this. 
The 2021 plan is something that Whitworth should push more 
to its donors, to show that Whitworth values diversity. 
The Campaign for Whitworth was very important to 
the university because in October it 
surpassed the original $100 million 
goal, making it the largest fundraising 
effort in the university's history. 
Something caught my eye in the press 
release: I noticed that the campaign 
began in 2010 and was endorsed by 
key campus stakeholders, including 
the board of trustees, in an effort to 
support Whitworth's 2021 strategic 
plan. Most importantly, I saw that since 
its inception the campaign has funded 
institutional financial aid/scholarships, 
endowments and facilities, and none of 
them have anything to do with diversity, 
equity, and inclusion. 
Though donors can give what they want, this campaign 
was made With the intention of funding various Whitworth 
programs. ... 
"As we continue to seek to fund the highest priorities of our 
Whitworth 2021 strategic plan, we hope all Whitworthians 
will join us in this inspired calling," assistant vice president for 
institutional advancement, Tad Wisenor, '89 said. The question 
here is why haven't any donors given money to update 
Hendrick Hall or toward programs benefiting diversity, equity 
and inclusion? If donors care about diversity and inclusion, 
where is the money for it? 
The 2021 plan 
is something that 
Whitworth should 
push more to its 
donors, to show that 
Whitworth values » 
diversity. 
Contact Ike Emeche at 
Pro-choice 
does not mean 
pro-abortion 
Senator Mike Padden 





Two weeks ago, Whitworth Students for Life hosted 
Washington State, dist. 4 senator Mike Padden, who includes a 
pro-life.stap.ce iphjs politicaj^lffform. During the event, Padden 
discussed his beliefs on abortion and specifically how poor 
Washington state is doing in its efforts for pro-life legislation and 
awareness. It became clear as Padden spoke that he believes 
the pro-choice movement is made up of those who are eager 
to kill unborn children. However, people who advocate for a 
pro-life position, or "abortionists" as Padden 
so affectionately called us, are not advocating 
for the death of unborn infants. Pro-choice is 
simply advocating for women to have a right 
over their own bodies. 
Based on the views that Padden holds, it is 
clear that he has no understanding or regard 
for the history or current state of women's lives 
in America. From a young age, girls are told to 
cover up, to be aware of our body s effect on 
boys, to play nice and fair and to simply take 
what we are given. Girls are shamed into believing that they are 
at fault for what others may feel about them. Denying women a 
choice, and allowing men to make decisions about a woman s 
body reinforces this gross stereotype, and it needs to end. 
Padden has no way of understanding that for women, it is 
an uphill battle of fighting sexism and moving past the guilt that 
comes with being the "cause" of sexual immorality. Padden was 
quick to call out women for wanting to terminate a pregnancy 
that was caused by rape, and yet he dismisses sexual harassment 
committed by men. "Look at all the sex harassment stuff 
happening today, and some of what, mainly men, are doing is 
wrong, but sometimes they don't really know what is right and 
wrong," Padden said. The authority on which Padden says this 
comes from a strictly white, heterosexual, male background. 
aPro-Choice is 
simply advocating 
for women to have 
a right over their 
own bodies. 
When asked if there is any daycare, health care for children, 
or other services that are available to mothers who are 
unexpectedly pregnant for both prenatal and postnatal carfe, 
Padden listed a few non-profits, like Catholic Charities that can 
help with those services. He confirmed that the government was 
not very involved in the funding of these organizations. "Yes, the 
government funds a few of those/' he said before quickly moving 
onto another question. Despite him feeling so strongly against 
abortion, Padden has no system in place to help the 
mother. Until you have a plan in place to provide 
all services that would help the mother, you cannot 
take away the right to abortion. 
It is unacceptable and inappropriate to have 
Padden in a position where he is making decisions 
on behalf of women. Without any lived experience, 
Padden is not able to know what a woman is going 
through when she finds herself with unwanted 
pregnancy. He has no authority to say what is right 
or wrong without experience as a woman. Ihe 
pro-choice movement works to prevent men like Padden from 
being able to make decisions based on an ignorant mindset. 
This movement is not "pro-abortion," it s simply advocating for 
women to be in charge of their own decisions on reproductive 
health care. 
Contact Abby Nye at 
any el 9@my. whitworth. edu 
Off-campus students need a place on campus 
More inclusivity desired for off-campus students 
Ein Huie 
Columnist 
Living off-campus is a crucial part of the college experience. 
There is a lot for you to learn about yourself, about living 
with others, and about organization in cleaning, planning 
and trying to map out exactly how many minutes you have 
to wake up before your 8 a.m. class to get there on time. 
At Whitworth, most juniors and seniors live off campus in 
either a university-monitored Theme House or a leased house 
neartheuniversity.Studentswholiveoff-campusfbesidestheme 
houses) are not expected to follow the same rules they did when 
they were in the residence halls. Having an off-campus living 
experience can be a great chance to decide what your individual 
values are and what values you want to carry into the future. 
However, there seems to be a consensus that on-campus life 
is not easy to jump back into. Once you move off campus, many 
of the programs on campus are designed, purposefully, for 
those who live in the residence halls. A few times a year, ASWU 
puts on campus-wide events that are for all undergraduate 
students, but for the most part it seems to stop there. When 
off-campus students go to campus, there are a few places 
- to spend their 
U-Rec to work 
i n t r a m u r a l s ,  
to . study, or 
Hearth to study 
with other 
students that 
there. But what 
beyond that? 
& Hearth is 
o f f - c a m p u s  
go between 
hang out and 
they choose 
time: the 
out or play 
the library 
the Mind & 
and socialize 
o f f - c a m p u s  
c o n g r e g a t e  
else is there 
If the Mind 
full, where can 
s t u d e n t s  
classes to just 
4 However, there 
seems to be a 
consensus that on-
campus life is not 
easy to jump back 
into. 
or use the space for whatever they need at that time. Since on-
campus students have the residence halls to go to for these fun 
activities, I believe Whitworth should create a space equally 
interactive and enjoyable for off-campus students. In short, 
off-campus students would benefit from having an interactive 
space where they can go to meet up with friends on campus and 
use in between classes that doesn't have studying associated to 
it. This way, they won't have to go back to their houses to fill the 
short time between classes. Also, they won't have to squeeze 
into a table in the Mind & Hearth to socialize only to bother 
the people next to them who are trying to seriously study. 
x IUSI „„ 
lounge around? Whitworth should offer another location on 
campus for students who want to spend time on campus that 
doesn'thaveanacademictietoitlbelievethatitcouldbehelpful 
to have a spot on campus, whether that be a new building or re-
purposing some space in the HUB, where students can lounge 
around, play ping-pong, pool, video-games, study if they want 
Contact Ein Huie at 
dhuiel 9(g) my. whitworth. edu 
r 
New to the galaxy far, far away? Start here 
Joshua Worden 
Staff Writer 
Star Wars is a franchise that needs 
no introduction, and yet ironically, a 
surprising number of people have never 
ventured out into a galaxy far, far away. To 
the uninitiated viewer, there is a single, 
all important question to be answered: 
Where, oh, where to begin? There are 
three competing schools of thought, 
which I will present in ascending order of 
correctness. 
The first is to follow the in-universe 
chronology, that is, to watch Episodes 
I-VII in numerical order, with "Rogue 
One: A Star Wars Story" falling between 
Episodes III and IV. The folly of this 
school is apparent to anyone familiar 
with Episodes I-III: those three films 
are really, really bad. Episode I: 
"The Phantom Menace" features a 
maximally dull premise about galactic 
trade disputes, a premise that could still 
have been made interesting if George 
Lucas had not chosen to target the film 
at young children. Since kids aged 5-10 
have little interest in politics and the 
implications of macroeconomic systems 
on a galactic scale, we hear nothing 
about those things, and instead have to 
deal with legendarily unfunny comic 
relief character far-far Binks stepping in 
IV: "A New Hope" which upon release 
was simply titled "Star Wars" is arguably 
the best possible representation of what 
Star Wars is. It's a classic 'hero's journey,' 
it's fun and charming, the characters 
are likable. Most importantly, though, 
Episode IV literally defined the Star 
Wars universe, setting the rules that all 
subsequent films would follow. Episode 
IV (unlike Episode I) also had a fantastic 
sequel; in fact, Episode V: "The Empire 
Strikes Back" is widely considered to be 
among the best sequel films ever made, 
not to mention the best Star Wars film 
to date. Another benefit of watching in 
release order is that a new viewer would 
have no need to watch through Episode 
That investment is also by far the 
best way to turn a new Star Wars 
viewer into a long-term fan." 
JOSHUA WORDEN 
sophomore 
IV's prequels; if they wanted to, it would 
be up to them, but they would arguably 
lose very little in opting out. Furthermore 
if a viewer didn't like Episode IV, thev 
could even stop there and still be said to 
have a proper understanding of what Star 
Wars is. The argument for this school of 
a 
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cannot be the first film a new viewer is 
sent to watch. 
The next school of thought advocates 
viewing the films in chronological 
order of . Thi  h
Episode; VII can do this better for one 
simple reason: it copies all of the general 
elements of Episode IV's plot. In doing so, 
Episode VII becomes a naturally fantastic 
representation of the Star Wars universe. 
What little ground Episode VII loses as 
a conceptual icon, it easily makes up in 
its presentation and modernity. Episode 
IV was and is a great movie, but it was 
made on a budget of only $13 million 
(which was low even in 1977), and in 
some ways, it shows its age to modern 
eyes. Compare that with the $300 million 
budget of Episode VII, and it should be no 
surprise that every part of Episode VII's 
presentation is more appealing. While 
this is of no consequence to purists, it 
often will be to the uninitiated viewer, 
and the most important thing is to draw 
that viewer into Star Wars' world as 
much as possible. 
While Episode IV-VI have aged well 
enough (Lucas' later 'adjustments' 
notwithstanding), Episode VII was 
oudly and proudly made as a modern 
lm. The humor and the language are 
contemporary, as is the cast, and this 
matters when trying to get a modern 
viewer to connect with the Star Wars 
universe. By far the most important 
|?atur® ,of Episode VII's modernity, 
°ug , is that two sequels are soon to be 
re eased. There is an undeniable magic to 
experience of following a series in the 
present moment, to the long buildup of 
anticipation before a movie you've been 
waiting for is finally released. This sort 
o investment in a series, engendered by 
ese ong periods of expectation, cannot 
e emulated. That investment is also by 
ar the best way to turn a new Star Wars 
ewer into a long-term fan, and that is 
e iggest advantage this method has 
er watching in release order. Episode 
Star??? 6 better representation of 
far nTarS«S 3 Wh0le' but EP^ode VII is 
carp ahC ?Ctive at making a new viewer oare about the series itself. 
Contact Joshua Worden at 
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It's a good time to be a Star Wars fan. A new 
trilogy of films was announced, and it's said to 
be set in a previously unexplored corner of the 
galaxy. There will be a Han Solo film out next 
year. Most importantly however, "The Last 
Jedi" arrives in theaters on Dec. 15! This article 
will tell you what you need to know heading 
into this highly anticipated film. First things 
first: if you haven't already, watch Episode VII: 
"The Force Awakens"! 
What about Leia ? 
Carrie Fisher, who plays General Leia 
Organa, died last December. Lucasfilm has 
decided against using CGI for Fisher, so this 
will be a send-off for the character as well 
as a swan song for the beloved actress. In an 
interview with ABC, lohn Boyega, who plays 
Finn, said the film sends her off in "an amazing, 
amazing way," and that through these films 
"she lives forever in a sense." 
Will Episode VIII mirror the story 
of Episode V: "The Empire Strikes 
Back"? 
As one who was disappointed that Episode 
VII was unoriginal and took no risks, I was glad 
director Rian lohnson confirmed via Twitter 
this film will not be a remake of Episode V. 
Who is Supreme Leader Snoke? 
In an interview with Empire magazine, 
Snoke actor Andy Serkis said Snoke is 
"definitely not a Sith, but he's certainly at 
the darker end of the Force." Also, director 
Johnson warned that we shouldn't expect any 
big reveals in the sequel with Snoke, but we'll 
learn more about the villain. 
Will Rey turn toward the dark side? 
On "Good Morning America'; Daisy Ridley, 
who plays Rey, said "I think the thing about 
this film is it's not so... the lines are less clear 
as to, like, good and bad.... Rey's trying to find 
out about herself and about the universe, and 
those questions don't entirely fall to the good, 
nor do they entirely fall to the bad." 
What about Luke Skywalker? 
"I only know one truth. It's time for the Jedi 
to end." 
These are the words Luke says in the teaser 
trailer for Episode VTII. Where does Luke stand? 
Mark Hamill, who plays Skywalker, reportedly 
didn't agree with lohnson's direction of his 
character when he first read the script. 
What are porgs? 
Yes, porgs are a thing. They are native to 
the islands of Ahch-To, the planet that Rey 
finds Luke on at the end of Episode VII. They 
are bird-like creatures that have been featured 
heavily in the movie's marketing. The question 
is: Will porgs be the new ewoks? 
Who is the last ledi? 
In an interview with "The New York Times',' 
lohnson cleared this up once and for all by 
saying the title referred to Skywalker, but said 
that there might be "wiggle room" for other 
ihfof^tatidns. 
Will it start right where The Force 
Awakens left off? 
Yes. This is a major change from Star Wars 
tradition, where the time between films in 
the main series has always been measured in 
years rather than seconds. 
Who are Rey's parents? 
There have been many theories, from Luke 
Skywalker, to Han and Leia, to even Admiral 
Ackbar. What if Obi-Wan's the grandfather? 
That question will be answered in this movie, 
though maybe the answers might not matter 
as much as fans hope. 
Did Captain Phasma die in the 
trash compactor? 
No. The trailer reveals she will actually have 
a bigger role in this movie, rather than just 
standing around looking cool. 
Are there new characters? 
Yes, quite a few. Laura Dern plays Vice 
Admiral Holdo, an officer in the Resistance, 
and Benicio del Toro plays a "shady character" 
named DJ. Kelly Marie Tran plays a Resistance 
mechanic named Rose, who interacts with 
Finn a lot during this film. 
Will I get all my questions from 
Episode VII answered? 
Too bad! Episode VIII won't answer them 
all, even though this is the longest Star Wars 
movie to date, at 2 hours and 33 minutes! 
Contact Ike Emeche at 
iemechel 7@my.whitworth.edu 
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Colleen Bell 
Arts and Culture Editor 
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Who are Key s relatives? 
Colleen Bell | Arts and Culture Editor : 
The question of Rey's origins is ong of the majst mysteries in "The Force'Awakens". It's also one with a lot" 
of fan theories surrounding it. in 'a survey oft31 students,'here are the more popular speculations. 
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The current "Star Wars" films are 
the third trilogy of the franchise, 
following three originals and three 
prequels. The original and prequel 
trilogies followed a formula in the 
organization of each film. Both 
Episode I: "The Phantom Menace" 
and Episode IV: "A New Hope" 
start with an introduction to the 
cast of the trilogy and it's world, 
providing straightforward films 
that tend to function the most as 
standalone in the trilogy. Episode 
VII: "The Force Awakens" followed 
the format of the series' original 
director George Lucas, setting up a 
very familiar Star Wars story while 
introducing the audience to the 
new cast of key players and laying 
down the foundation for future story 
developments. 
Many audience members 
found the familiarity overbearing, 
pointing out numerous homages 
and themes from previous films. 
With Episode VIII: "The Last Jedi" 
set to be released, fans are left 
wondering whether or not the latest 
installment will provide a new story 
or simply a rehash of the old. The 
film's director, Rian Johnson, has 
clarified on Twitter that he has had 
"as much creative ownership as on 
any film" he has done, but the trailer 
of the film still shows signs of heavy 
structural homages to to the original 
trilogy's second film, Episode V: 
"The Empire Strikes Back." 
At the conclusion of Episode VII, 
the First Order's Starkiller Base was 
left destroyed by the Resistance. The 
final act of the film borrowed heavily 
from the structure of Episode 
III, with a beloved character's 
sacrifice, an epic space battle, and 
the destruction of the antagonists 
super-weapon at the hands of heroes 
being repeated. It also stepped a 
little bit into the territory of Episode 
V with Rey splitting off from the rest 
of the cast in order to pursue her 
training. 
Fans of the original trilogy will 
remember Luke leaving Han, Leia, 
and other principle characters as 
he traveled to Dagobah to train with 
Yoda. In the trailer for Episode VIII, 
we see the process being repeated 
with Luke now being the master 
and Rey his apprentice. Another 
key plot point of Episode V is the 
eponymous revenge of the defeated 
Empire, resulting in a tragic ending 
for many of the film's heroes. In 
the trailer for "The Last Jedi, we 
see villains Snoke and Kylo Ren 
mounting large scale and damaging 
A assaults against the film's heroes. 
We see Chewbacca flying the 
Millennium Falcon through a large 
cave structure, another callback to 
Episode V. We see a snow-covered 
planet and Rey in a mist-filled cave, 
possibly hallucinating a figure, both 
also borrowed from older film. 
Snoke urges her to fulfill her destiny, 
mimicking Darth Vader's words 
to Luke. These homages are so 
consistent that they practically make 
up the entirety of the trailer. It is 
understandable that fans who were 
left jaded by Episode VII would be 
skeptical of these clear similarities. 
Do these movies have anything new 
to offer at all? 
While this lack of originality in 
plot may be disappointing to fans, 
the trailer also hints at an overlooked 
point in Episode VII. Luke Skywalker 
at a states in the trailer that "This is 
not going to go the way you think," 
words that are every bit directed at 
Rey as they are the audience. 
A defensive argument for the 
homages in Episode VII rests in their 
ability to create intentional contrast 
through their implementation. 
Luke and Rey, for example, are on a 
surface level very similar characters 
in their first films. Both are orphans 
on a desert planet, both are 
mentored by an older hero from the 
previous trilogy, and both discover 
that they are destined to be Jedi. The 
key difference, however, is in the 
details of these situations and how 
the characters react to them. Luke 
may be an orphan, but he lives with 
his aunt and uncle who take care of 
him. Rey is completely alone, forced 
to scavenge supplies and live in the 
husk of a destroyed Imperial vehicle 
in order to survive. Luke wants to be 
a Jedi, but Rey initially has no interest 
in such a life. Both characters are 
gifted with an almost supernatural 
understanding of technology, but 
Rey's piloting skills are questionable. 
On the other side of the fence, Luke's 
mastery of the force is shown to be 
far more gradual than Rey, who was 
capable of defeating Kylo Ren in her 
first lightsaber battle. 
By putting these characters in 
similar situations but letting those 
situations play out differently, 
Episode VII accomplished 
something a bit special. It managed 
to give fans of the originals a sense of 
familiarity lost in the prequels while 
developing a distinctly different 
protagonist. Several cases of this 
sort of intentional contrast can be 
found throughout the film, leaving 
viewers with a familiar, yet distinctly 
different cast of heroes than previous 
{ i 
entries in the franchise. While some 
viewers may criticize the overt 
sense of sameness, others would 
jump to defend it as an intentional 
choice done for the sake of character 
development. 
The challenge Episode VIII faces 
is arguably far greater than what 
Episode VII faced in that it is now 
at a place where it needs to push 
the new trilogy in a fresh direction. 
Whether or not Episode VII lived up 
to the hype may be debatable, but it 
did succeed as an establishing point 
for the next two films. While it does 
carry a lot of homages to Episode V, 
the trailer also shows signs of new 
directions for the franchise. 
Perhaps the most intriguing 
point of the trailer occurs in ts final 
moments, where Rey states that 
she needs "someone" to show her 
where her place is in the universe. 
It is revealed that she is speaking 
to Kylo Ren, who then extends to 
her his hand. The possibility of the 
of fun. 
If Episode VII worked because it 
understood why Episode IV was a 
success, then the success or failure 
of Episode VIII will hinge on whether 
or not it understands why Episode 
V is the franchise's high point. The 
homages are necessary for the sake 
of contrast, but this is the point in 
the trilogy where the story needs to 
forge new ground. While the film 
may end up falling short of this goal, * 
there are indicators in the trailer that 
director Rian lohnson is up to the 
challenge. In any case, Episode VIII 
should prove to be an interesting 
watch when it arrives on Dec. 15. 
Contact Will Carsh at 
hcarshl 8@my. whitworth. edu 
Place oil in a mug and swirl around to coat the inside. Add flour, sugar, matcha, baking powder, 
and salt. Mix. Pour in milk and vanilla. Microwave on high for 45 seconds. Let cool before serving. 
Recipe from StarWars.com 
In The Force Awakens, Rey pours a little water on a substance contained in her ration packet, 
and immediately has a steaming loaf of green bread. This recipe is a little less instantaneous, but 
you can whip up this sweet bread in just under a minute. 
Contact Colleen Bell at 
cbell20@my. whitworth. edu 
foes joining forces is tantalizing 
tease, as it leaves plenty ofroom for 
speculation. Has Kylo Ren turned 
good? Has Rey turned bad? Have 
both been left disillusioned with 
their respective factions? What 
sort of events have pushed these 
characters to this point? 
While it is possible that Episode 
VIII may end up being an uninspired 
rehash of Episode V, the trailer 
almost seems constructed to play off 
of this expectation in order to defy 
it in its final moments. Episode V is 
often considered the greatest of the 
"Star Wars" films by fans and critics 
because of the way it served as a 
turning point for the franchise. Gone 
was the black and white morality, the 
straightforward narrative, and the 
sense of a film aspiring only to be an 
escapist piece. These elements were 
replaced instead with ambiguous 
heroes and villains, an experimental 
story structure, and film designed to 
provoke thought as much as a sense 
1/2 teaspoon vegetable oil 
4 tablespoon cake flour 
1V2 tablespoon sugar 
V2 teaspoon matcha powder 
^ teaspoon baking powder 
Pinch of salt 
2 tablespoon whole milk 
Vi teaspoon vanilla extract 
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Graduates of Whitworth University may receive the 
PTS Partner Grant. 
Degree programs: 
Master of Divinity (including emphasis in church 
planting) 
Master of Divinity with joint degrees (Including 
law, social work, and public policy) 
Master of Divinity or Master of Arts with 
concentration in urban ministry 
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Intramural sports: an inside look 
Students at Pittsburgh Seminary prepare for ministry 
in the way of Jesus. Together we welcome neighbors. 
We share meals, differences, and experiences. We 
expand our minds. And we are challenged and 
enriched as we explore the broad range of beliefs we 
bring to the table. Join us! 
Participants First Time Participants 
This week: 
Loss 58-67 vs UPS 
Win 76-54 vsPLU 
Next week: 
Holiday Classic (HOME) 
Fri. 6 p.m. vs Colorado College 
Sat. 4 p.m. vs Carroll College 
This week: 
Win 95-84 vs UPS 
Win 88-70 vsPLU 
Kara Need 
Sports Editor 
Men's Basketball went 2-0 this weekend in their 
first conference games of the season. 
Check out www.thewhitworthian.news for player 
profiles. 
Caitlyn Johnson| Photographer 
This weekend: 
Logger Open 
Men 1st of 8 
Women 4th of 8 
This year, Whitworth's intramural sports program has struggled 
to get a large number of participants. In the fall especially, numbers 
were significantly lower than they have been. Senior Ethan Pribilsky, 
intramural sports coordinator, said that there was some concern at 
first that intramurals were dropping in popularity. However, it seems 
that Whitworth's intramural trend this year is not drastically different 
than intramurals at other schools. 
"I would say that definitely on a national scale, intramurals 
aren't becoming as popular," Pribilsky said. "Everywhere is seeing 
decreased numbers, especially in the traditional sports that we offer. 
We aren't an outlier in that way." 
Pribilsky explained that WSU was hosting a flag football 
tournament for intramural teams from a variety of schools, and they 
were not able to get enough teams. WSU asked Whitworth if they 
could send a team to fill out the tournament, but Whitworth's 
flag football league did not even have enough teams to 
run in the fall. 
"Pribilsky cannot pinpoint one specific cause 
of the decrease, but has seen a variety of 
reasons participation is low, he said. 
"Intramurals hasn't become an integral 
part of tradition or the beginning of the 
school year," Pribilsky said. He explained 
that while other schools have a week of 
orientation with opportunities to sign 
up for activities like intramural sports, 
Whitworth's orientation weekend has very 
few opportunities to sign up for intramurals. 
Pribilsky also noted that Whitworth students 
take academics seriously, and often are less 
inclined to sign up for extracurricular activities 
at the beginning of the semester. 
But intramural numbers increased 
significantly when winter sports started. 
"In the winter, everyone is in a grove. I think 
people are more comfortable towards the end of the 
semester, which is why we see more participation" 
Pribilsky said. 
At this point, 479 students are signed up for 
intramurals, whereas last year there were 512. 
The intramural leadership team used several 
advertising strategies to try to increase participation from the fall to 
the winter. 
"We pushed a lot of stuff on social media," Pribilsky said. He also 
worked hard to encourage the existing team captains to sign up for 
winter sports as well. Intramurals is an interesting environment 
because they rely on the team captains to bring in most of the 
participation, he said. 
"I rely on the people who I know are going to sign up. No one is 
going to sign up if no one else is signed up. So it always takes the first 
person or the first group of people to get it going," Pribilsky said. 
Sophomore Utsal Shrestha said that although he has seen 
advertising for 
intramurals, 
were making a team, so I just joined them," Shrestha said. 
This is a consistent trend for intramurals. Team captains initiate 
starting teams and then bring their friends along with them, 
however, it can be difficult to recruit new groups of people to be 
team captains. 
"Specifically with competitive basketball, these captains have 
been the same captains since I was a freshman," Pribilsky said. 
Next semester, the intramural team is hoping to expand that pool 
of captains. 
"We need to be a little more present on campus" Pribilsky said 
"we have a bunch of different ideas on how to make that work." One 
thing they are going to try to do is head into the dorms for prime 
times to advertise and give people an opportunity to sign up. 
The Intramural team is constantly looking for ways to get more 
people involved. People often have great ideas for new sports to 
add, but then don't sign up for them when they are offered, 
Pribilsky said. For instance, in a recent survey, a few 
people requested that Softball be offered as a sport. 
However, Pribilsky said that although Softball was 
offered this Fall, not enough people signed up for 
it. 
In many ways, that it just the nature of 
intramurals. They have tried a variety of sports 
such as spikeball, three-on-three basketball, 
inner tube water polo, dodgeball and many 
more. 
"There's stuff like that that we try to implement 
to mix things up" Pribilsky said. "I'm always open 
for ideas. I always test ideas out and ask people 
what they think." 
Shrestha said that the variety of sports that are 
Fall 2017: Breakdown by Sport offered intramurals has been a fun experience 
for him. 
"I grew up playing soccer. I'm really into it. But I 
had never played floor hockey before, I just decided to try 
it because a bunch of people of my dorm were playing. 
And turns out I like it! I might join a basketball intramural 
team soon just to try it out," Shrestha said. 
Part of the reason that some of these sports don't get 
enough sign ups is just the nature of Whitworth's small 
student body population. Pribilsky said that at WSU, 
about 20 percent of their student body participates in intramurals. 
But 20 percent of Whitworth's student population is pretty small. 
"We have to be smart about who we target and what we offer. That's 
definitely the biggest hurdle for us as a small school." 
Pribilsky plans to continue experimenting with different types 
of intramural opportunities. While finances are a hurdle with some 
suggestions that people have made, such as paintball and lacrosse, 
there are many different options that could be tried. Over Ian Term, 
the intramural coordinators are hoping to run an intramural esports 
tournament in addition to their regular sports. The NCAA is talking 
about adopting esports as a varsity sport and while it's nowhere near 
as popular as regular sports, it does have some benefits such as the 
significantly lower cost. "It's just another way to reach Whitworth 
students" Pribilsky said. He hopes that it will attract people who are 







signed up for fhe| 
because of word of 
mouth. 
"I play pick­
up soccer every 
Friday and some 
of them were 
telling me about 
intramurals. They 
Contact Kara Need 
kneedl8@my. whitworth.edu 
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Ihe Whitworth swim team took 1st place for men's and 4th 
place for women's this weekend in a three-day meet at University 
of Puget Sound. 
The men started this meet off in the lead, winning the 200-yard 
medley relay and placing third in the 800-yard freestyle relay. The 
200-yard medley was swam by Jake Davies, '21, Owen Lempert, 
'20, Eben Schumann, '19 and Patrick Wilber, '18. They won by 
under a second. Though Puget Sound won the 800 freestyle relay, 
the Whitworth team of Jacob Butler, '20, Davies, Ryan Grady, '21 
and Byron Rossmiller, '20 took third, gaining the pirates 32 points. 
Whitworth score at the close of Day 1 was 124, 10 points over the 
second place team of Pacific Lutheran with a score of 114. 
The women's team ended day one in 6th place. They placed 
5th in the 200-yard medley relay and placed 3rd in the 800-yard 
freestyle relay. The 200-yard medley was swam by Olivia Cox, '20, 
Marissa Gibson, '20, Jane Holmes, '19 and Molly Vagt, '21. The 800-
yard freestyle was swam by Emma Boles, '20, Elizabeth Dressel, '20, 
Hannah Galbraith, '20, and Jamie Siegler, '21. The women's team 
ended with 68 points. 
Day two ended with the men increasing their lead and the 
women moving up to 5th. The men's team placed 2nd in the 200-
yard free and 1st in the 400-yard medley. The women's team placed 
8th in the 200-free and 5th in the 400-medley. Rossmiller and 
Wilber took 1st and 2nd in the men's 200-yard backstroke, while 
Grady and Davies took first and fifth in the 200-yard breaststroke. 
Whitworth men ended the day at 486, now 57 points ahead of 
Pacific Lutheran. For the women's team, Galbraith took 1st in the 
200-yard backstroke and Vagt took 1st in the 500-yard freestyle. 
The women ended day two with a score of 272, 34 points behind 
Whittier College. Puget Sound ended in first with 418 points. 
Whitworth men pushed their lead all the way to 155 points 
on the final day. Wilber, Schumann and Rossmiller swept the 
400-yard individual medley taking first, second and third place. 
Whitworth also swept the men's 50-yard freestyle with swimmers 
Lempert, Wilber and Schumann taking all top three places. Vagt 
won the 1650-yard free, raising her personal record by nearly thirty 
seconds. The women finished the meet with a total of 461 points, 
moving them up to fourth place. 
The next swim meet will be held at Seattle University on 
Saturday Jan. 6. The next home meet is Friday Dec.l9th, against 
Pacific Lutheran. 
Contact Craig Russell at 
crussell21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Recruiting the perfect Pirate 
Henry Miller 
Staff Writer 
The University of Louisville 
faced scrutiny after it was revealed 
that coaches had bribed parents of 
recruits with money in exchange for 
attendance at their school. It was also 
revealed that apparel giant Adidas 
had advertised their brand to future 
NBA players as potential sponsored 
athletes. Both of these acts are banned 
by the NCAA and an FBI investigation 
has been launched. This according to 
USA Today's Courier Journal. 
From Germany to Australia, Hawaii 
to the heart of Washington, Whitworth 
athletics have recruited from a wide 
pool of athletes. The Whitworth 
basketball team alone has four players 
from the either New Zealand or 
Australia. 
"There aren't as many opportunities 
for international athletes to continue 
playing in their home countries. We 
have extended our reach to countries 
like Belgium, Spain and Turkey to 
look for talented recruits that don t 
have the chance to play at home, said 
head men's basketball coach Matt 
Logie. The Pirates basketball program 
recently graduated an All-American 
Center hailing from Germany. "We 
extend our reach to increase the 
chances of finding a player that truly 
fits our program," Logie said. 
As expected,a high academic bar 
is set for Whitworth's student athletes. 
Recruits must meet academic 
enrollment requirements before talks 
about athletics begin. Many Division 
I schools, such as Stanford and UCLA, 
both very highly respected colleges 
when academics are concerned, 
also hold athletes to admission 
requirements before accepting them 
to their respective teams. However, 
some Division I schools take a business 
approach to recruiting and will adjust 
enrollment requirements to better 
their academic programs. 
When a Whitworth sport looks to 
expand their roster, there are multiple 
factors they consider when evaluating 
recruits. 
"Talent is easiest to identify, but 
one of the other things we look for is 
character. We learn a lot about that 
through campus visits, phone calls, 
social media," Logie said. Coaches 
consider the decision-making 
process of an athlete to be critical in 
evaluating recruits. Other important 
factors are passion and work ethic. 
Similarly, Whitworth football looks 
OC We extend our reach to 
increase the chances of 
finding a player that truely 
fits our program 
MATT LOGIE 
mens basketball head coach 
at how students can better our 
campus. Recruits have an advantage 
in admissions because of the athletic 
prowess they bring to Whitworth. Now, 
this is not to say only athletes have an 
advantage. The same holds true to the 
fact that a talented musician would 
bring their talents to Whitworth. 
The football recruitment process 
takes place over during most of the 
year. Most recruiting takes place 
during a recruit's junior year in high 
school. This is important because a 
school does not want to interfere with 
a student's senior season of football, 
as that is a very special time for a 
student athlete. 
"Our recruiting season starts in May 
by finding recruits in our areas, then 
we can go to showcases and summer 
camps to build a relationship with the 
players. We then watch the players 
senior season and when it is over 
contact them and start organizing visits 
and bringing recruits to games," said 
head football coach Rod Sandberg. 
Whitworth football has a wide 
radius of recruiting areas extending 
north to Alaska, west to Hawaii, east 
to Colorado and south to Arizona. 
Most recruits come from Washington, 
with the second most coming from 
California and Hawaii. Many of the 
Hawaiian recruits do not have many 
opportunities to play on the islands, 
similar to international players, so 
Whitworth looks to give them their 
opportunity. 
With all that Whitworth athletics 
has accomplished over the past years 
it is evident our recruiting process is 
cutting edge. With many more recruits 
coming in with the class of 2021, 
Whitworth Athletics has a bright future 
ahead of it. 
As for the situation at Louisville, two 
basketball coaches and the athletic 
director have been given paid leave 
while the scandal is dealt with. With 
this new information on a program that 
has seen great success in the NCAA 
men's basketball tournament, it will 
be crucial to make sure that other high 
caliber teams are not implementing 
similar strategies. 
Contact Henry Miller at 





This weekend the Whitworth 
women's basketball team traveled to 
Tacoma to take on University of Puget 
Sound and Parkland to take on Pacific 
Lutheran University. The Pirates fell to 
the Puget Sound Loggers on Friday, 
Dec. 1 with a final score of 67-58 and 
won 76-54 on Saturday against Pacific 
Lutheran University. 
This year the Pirates are lead by 
head coach Helen Higgs, assistant 
coach Alecia Wilson and graduate 
assistant Jessica Kramer. This will be 
Higgs' 24th season at Whitworth, the 
university's longest serving women's 
basketball coach. Throughout 
her coaching career Higgs has 
been recognized as Northwest 
Conference Coach of the Year three 
times after winning two conference 
championships and three conference 
tournaments. Higgs loves coaching 
because of "The relationships and 
being able to watch the athletes grow 
and mature in various aspects of life is 
one of the reasons I love coaching." 
After a overall record last season 
of 10-15, this year the team is off to 
a 3-2 start with the goal of "winning 
conference as jalways, also for the 
girls the culture and team aspect is 
important while still working hard, 
enjoying the ride and not having 
the losses overshadow the overall 
journey," Higgs said. 
Players to look out for this season 
are junior Madison Moffat and senior 
Grace Douglas, two players who were 
Basketball season 
Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth. edu 
All-Conference last year. Returning 
seniors Chloe Quinnett and Erika 
Kuehn also look to make an impact 
this season. 
Higgs said the team is "fun to watch 
go up and down the court, we have lots 
of styles and they shoot the ball well." 
Another standout is Camy 
Aguinaldo, a freshman point 
guard from Hawaii who has played 
basketball since she was three years 
old. So far this season Aguinaldo leads 
the Northwest Conference with 7.7 
assists, currently averaging 14 points 
and 6.5 rebounds per game. 
"My favorite memory is our team 
retreat to Deer Park, it was nice to 
everyone connect as a family. Every 
night we would watch the sunset, sit 
on the dock and bond," Aguinaldo 
said. Her goals for the season include 
the team "doing better than last year, 
we are off to a good start and we would 
like to make a postseason game such 
as March Madness." 
"Basketball is a very intense fast 
paced game and we would love to 
students come and watch" Aguinaldo 
said. 
You can see the team in action 
8 and 9 at the Holiday Classic in the 
fieldhouse. Conference games will 
also continue throughout the months 
of January and February. 
* DEC. 6,2017 WHITPICS 08 
EMMANUEL 
GOD WITH US 
SAT., DEC. 2, AT 7:30 P.M. I SUN., DEC. 3, AT 2 P.M. 
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF SEATTLE 
Tickets at whrtworth.edu/musictkksts or at the door 
SAT., DEC. 9, AT 8 P.M. f SUN., DEC. 10, AT 3 P.M. 
MARTIN WOLDSON THEATER AT THE FOX 
Tickets at foxtheaterspoterte.org, 509.624.1200 
or Martin Woidson Theater box office 
$20 regular I $15 sUdeat/smm 
WHiTWORTH 1̂ 
(MttVERSTTY 
For mom MormMmn,.. please contact the Whitworth Music 
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Yule Ball 
The Yule Ball and Deck 
the Halls took place on 
Saturday, Dec. 2. About 
150 people attended 
the combined events. 
Domeniea Cooke-Tassone | 
Photo Editor 
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Photo courtesy of Tserenlkham Tsogbadrakh 
Ihe Whitworth Investment Group with their award from the CFA tournament. Pictured left to right, the team consists of senior Nathan­
iel Segarra, Zane Coble, 17, senior Marika Witt, senior Tserenlkham Tsogbadrakh and junior Tanner Stepp. Read their story on page 2. 
Senator advocates for windows 
in Stewart to be replaced 
Cambria Pilger 
Staff Writer 
Stewart (often called 
Stewville in collaboration 
with the Village) is 
a small, tight-knit 
community, Stewville 
senator Shelby Krug said. 
Krug has noticed issues 
such as items coming 
in and falling out, the 
lack of locks, and other 
safety matters due to 
the age of the windows 
and hopes to change 
the situation, she said. 
Krug has lived in 
Stewart which is one 
of the two all-first-
year residence halls on 
campus, for two years. 
As part of her 
principles of service and 
leadership class, in which 
the students were asked 
to create proposals for Photo courtesy of Cambria Pilger 
problems on campus that 
Krmr HraftpH '^n nntl.Vip Stewart HaJ1 was built in 1963- h>s named after Whitworth's second presdient Rev. Calvin W. Stewart, Whitworth 
focused on the problems Presi^ent from l89°-98. Stewart is one of the two all-first-year residence halls on campus. 
she was experiencing. Facilities Service's to-do list, Eichorst said. 
cc 
was experiencing. 
Ihe proposal is an attempt to update the old-
fashioned windows and, as a result, fix multiple 
issues: pillows falling out, bugs flying in, lack of 
insulation, no locks on the windows, students 
throwing objects through the open windows 
and overall safety concerns, Krug said. 
"People enjoy being able to throw things 
out when [they] forget it or people have 
enjoyed the snowball fights in and out, but 
then we have to stop those because it's a 
safety concern," Krug said. 
One of the biggest 
concerns is that the 
windows downstairs 
are held shut by a wood 
plank, and if removed, 
the window can be slid 
open to allow someone 
to climb in, Krug said. 
Chris Eichorst, director 
of Facilities Services, 
was informed about the 
window situation at the 
ASWU meeting in Jan. 2018. 
"There's a lot of 
factors with windows: energy, aesthetics, 
maintenance issues. Typically what we 
try to spec for window replacement is 
something that's going to be energy-efficient 
and low-maintenance," Eichorst said. 
The windows in Stewart are old and single-
pane, and window replacement for Stewart 
has been on the radar for years. However, 
because of the large cost estimate of the 
project and need to complete more time-
sensitive tasks, it is a lower priority on the 
"Generally a lot of our projects are 
focused on HVAC systems, which are 
quite complicated. That directly affects the 
comfort of classrooms, residence halls, and 
those would be the biggest things that you 
would notice as a student," Eichorst said. 
There are certain issues (like a leak in the 
TTeldhouse, for example) that fall higher up on 
the list due to their "deferred maintenance" 
status, Eichorst said. These tasks are ones 
Stewart is just overlooked a lot. It's one 




in which something has failed or is not 
performing the way it needs to and in which 
the problem should have already been fixed; it 
is easier to give these projects more attention 
because they are critical and immediate. 
"I would put the windows at Stewart on that 
list as deferred. It's overdue to replace them. 
I don't argue with that. It's just the funding 
and the priority compared to other projects. 
That's been the biggest issue," Eichorst said. 
The project is estimated to cost 
over $400,000 to replace all the 
windows in Stewart, Sommerville said. 
"You can kind of see why this would drop 
down on the list when competing with the 
Fieldhouse where a leak is causing direct 
damage to the building. It needs to be 
fixed right away, whereas this is causing an 
inconvenience to the occupants, but it's not 
causing damage," said Aaron Sommerville, 
manager of facilities maintenance. 
"If the windows in Stewart were 
to be replaced, it would most likely 
be for aesthetic purposes more than 
anything else," Sommerville said. "They 
present an inconvenience to students 
rather than a safety threat," he said. 
"The window sill is tall enough that 
it is unlikely a student will fall out, and 
in order for that to happen, they would 
need to intentionally move themselves 
out the window," Sommerville said. 
Since Sommerville began working at 
Whitworth, Stewart has not had screens in the 
rooms. Itispossible thatinthefuture, temporary 
screens could be implemented to relieve the 
issue with bugs and other objects flying in 
and out, but Facilities Services would need to 
look at the "big picture" (how many days there 
are where a window needs to be opened for 
cooling, how much it costs, etc.), Eichorst said. 







Tuition will increase for the 2018-2019 
academic year by 3.5 percent in response 
to rising operating costs. The decision was 
made by the board of trustees, advised by 
an administrative cabinet. Greg Orwig, 
Whitworth's vice-president for admissions 
and financial aid, sat on the cabinet. 
"There are lots of different lenses and 
voices at the table. Mine is probably most 
directly related to trying to represent the 
student voice, because they're the ones 
that I'm responsible to recruit," Orwig said. 
While the costs of running a 
university rise every year, the cabinet's 
recommendation to the board was focused 
on making the least possible tuition 
increase in order to maintain Whitworth's 
quality of education, Orwig said. 
"We were able to, this year, absorb 
that enrollment shortfall without any 
layoffs or limiting departments, and 
it really did not influence the tuition 
increase decision for this year," Orwig said. 
Rather than below-expectations 
enrollment, this tuition increase is 
largely the result of inflating costs. 
The tuition increase has been a 
source of bafflement for students, many 
of whom are unclear about the cause. 
There is a need for more transparent 
communication about increases in 
tuition, sophomore Andrew Brown said . 
"I would have liked to have heard 
more explanation," said Brown. 
Orwig explained the 
reasons for tuition increase. 
"We are a personnel-heavy enterprise," 
Orwig said. "Certain fields that depend on a 
highly-educated labor pool, like dentistry, 
medicine and education are always going 
to have above-average inflationary costs." 
Healthcare benefits and technology, 
in particular, represent significant yearly 
increases in operating costs, Orwig said. 
In an attempt to counteract 
While we know we 
probably can't ever stop 
incrementally 
raising tuition, we know 
that it has real impacts on 
families, and we want to do 
everything we can to try to 
a yy minimize that, 
Greg Orwig 
vice president of admissions 
and financial aid 
rising cpsts, Whitworth will increase 
its financial aid budget for next 
year by 12 percent, Orwig said. 
Tuition has been gradually increasing 
in proportion with rising inflation rates. 
"At this point, [after] three years here 
I'm not surprised because [tuition] goes up 
every single year," Junior Mikayla Coglas 
said. "As a student, I don't really have any 
control over it, but I just want to be in 
the know about why this is happening." 
"While we know we probably can't 
ever stop incrementally raising tuition, 
we know that it has real impacts on 
families, and we want to do everything we 
can to try to minimize that," Orwig said. 
Contact Joshua Worden at 
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source of 
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth 
• community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an 
organization composed entirely of students which 
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper and 
thewhitworthian.news. 
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Students of Whitworth University (ASWU), the 
university, its administration, faculty/staff or 
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through 
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by 
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU. 
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Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the 
opinions of their individual creators and not 
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The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in 
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed 
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses 
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth 
community. Send letters to cmurphyl8@ 
my.whitworth.edu. 
Limit to 250 words. 
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Whitworth wins the Chartered 




We have competed in it six or seven 
years from now and we have won the 
last four years. 
Duff Bergquist 
finance professor 
Five Whitworth students from the 
Whitworth Investment Group won 
first place in fhe Chartered Financial 
Analysis [CFA] Research Institute 
Challenge annual competition was 
held Feb. 9 at Eastern Washington 
University. After winning the local-level 
competition, the team is now headed 
toward the regional competition. Washington University, 
The CFA research team from State University, Gonzaga 






Photo courtesy of Tserenlkham Tsogbadrakh 
The Whitworth Investment Group with their award from the CFA tournament. Pictured 
left to right, the team consists of senior Nathaniel Segarra, Zane Coble, %17 , senior 
Marika Witt, senior Tserenlkham Tsogbadrakh and junior Tanner Stepp. 
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The CFA Research Institute holds an 
annual global competition that provides 
university students with hands-on 
mentoring and intensive training in financial 
analysis. Students work in teams to research 
and analyze a publicly traded company -
sometimes even meeting face-to-face with 
company management. Each team writes a 
research report on their assigned company 
with a buy, sell or hold recommendation and 
may be asked to present and defend their 
analysis to a panel of industry professionals. 
"It's been a great experiences for them 
and they have spent a thousand hours doing 
research and the commitment to the process," 
said Duff Bergquist, finance professor. "We 
have competed in it six or seven years from 
now and we have won the last four years." 
The CFA local competition 
is a two-part contest. 
"In the local CFA research challenge, 
Whitworth was one of eight schools 
competing. All of these schools are tasked 
with researching and providing an investment 
recommendation on the same publicly-
traded company: Red Lion Hotels. The 
scoring for the competition is divided into 
two parts, a written report and a presentation. 
Whitworth;s team produced a 30-page 
report on Red Lion and then showcased 
their research through a presentation in 
front of a panel of CFA charter holders and 
analysts," senior Nathaniel Segarra said. 
After the local-level competition, 
the winners will proceed to the regional 
competition which will be held March 18. 
"The top school goes to the regional 
competition in Boston, where the top 55 
teams from North and South America 
compete," senior Marika Witt said. 
The team is comprised of people 
with different majors and backgrounds. 
"I was worried about being the only one on 
the team who was not a finance major, but it 
really satisfying to see how I could apply my 
math and econ skills to make our evaluation 
unique," Witt said "Even though the process 
got really challenging for all of us at times, 
I learned a lot through my experience. 
It was incredibly rewarding at the end." 
The team conducted research throughout 
Ian Term. Conducting the research as a team 
was hard because she was in Mongolia the 
entire Jan Term butwe still managed to do 
it. We had to be in constant contact with 
each other so I was on the phone a lot, 
senior Tserenlkham Tsogbadrakh said. 
"It was really special for me because I 
am an international student that faced a 
lot of challenges but, it was an adventure 
for me and has given me the chance 
to meet friends," Tsogbadrakh said. 
If victorious at the CFA Americas 
Regional Competition the team will 
represent the country in Malaysia. 
The international competition will 
have two representatives from America, 
one from Europe and one from Asia. 
Contact Ezekiel Pagaduan at 
epagaduan21 @my. whitworth. edu 
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Gossip Squirrel: 
Where do you draw 
the line? 
Social media accounts need to be 
mindful of their audience 
Illegal immigration 
must be reviewed 
Illegal immigration may be 
affecting citizens' opportunities 
Gun control is only a 
part of the solution 
Media exposure of tragic events 
must be limited 
Ein Huie 
Columnist 
You all know the name. @whitworth_ 
gossip_squirrel has about 1,100 followers on 
Instagram and has been a point of humor 
and contention over the past year. This 
anonymous account posts pictures a few 
times a week and has a wide range of people 
throughout campus they post about. There 
are many mysterious things involved in this 
account, but one of the biggest questions 
that has come up is in relation to its owner. 
Though we may never answer the question 
of who it is, I would ask the question, "Should 
someone have that much 
power?" 
For many of the early 
posts, Gossip Squirrel 
commented on any 
interaction on campus that 
they thought was appealing 
to them and could be 
appealing to others on campus. Oftentimes, 
actual names of the people in the photos 
were used. For example, two people 
casually having a conversation and laughing 
about it starts out as an innocent, platonic 
conversation, but once a photo is taken 
and a caption is thrown on, now the two 
people seem to be flirting with each other 
or they are in an argument. This twist on an 
innocent interaction can lead to rumors that 
cycle back to these people and assumptions 
get made. This is too much power for one 
person to wield. 
A few months ago, the account was forced 
to remove one of its photos. At Midnight 
Madness, Gossip Squirrel took a photo of 
one of our leading basketball scorers and 
added a caption to it that ran something 
along the lines of the unnamed basketball 
player being in the spotlight "where he 
belongs" and that he seeks attention, etc. 
This player commented back saying, "I don't 
know what I did to deserve this, but okay..." 
and the post got taken down within a day 
or two. There were many other comments 
that supported the basketball player and put 
down Gossip Squirrel instead. The person 
behind this account was using their dislike 
of the basketball player to fuel their post and 
attacked a Whitworth student directly as an 
attention-seeking and prideful athlete. This 
is not the only offensive post this anonymous 
student account has posted. Earlier in 
February, a photo of a Whitworth professor 
in her convocation robes was posted with 
the caption, "Spotted: Someone who paid 
thousands of dollars to look like a bumble 
bee." 
Many of these posts have dark or sarcastic 
captions directed at a certain person or 
group. These captions often seem to assume 
the worst of people as a joke, and yet is not 
taken that way by its followers and can just 
come across hurtful or simply confusing. 
Where do you draw the line as someone 
who has enough power to tear down a 
student or start unwanted rumors about 
people? Is it okay if we as followers just 
flag what we can after the 
post has been made? The 
difference between this 
account and other accounts 
on Instagram is the fact 
that this person remains 
anonymous and cannot be 
held personally responsible 
for anything they write or 
post. Sure, this happens on the public web, 
but the fact that this account is seen by 
Whitworth students makes it much more of 
a relevant attack on the person being posted 
about because many people at Whitworth 
will know them or quickly figure out who 
they are. 
So what do we do? An anonymous account * 
at Whitworth University cannot abuse its 
power by calling out individual students and 
making fun of them or tearing them down. If 
they do so, the account needs to be reported. 
If the person behind the Gossip Squirrei 
account can't be respectful of the Whitworth 
community, someone else can and will. 
And many other anonymous accounts 
have been created and are very amusing to 
follow. I would encourage you to check these 
out: @becktaylormemes, @whitworth_ 
exposed, @whitworthmeninscarves @ 
whitworthhistory, @whitworthcelebs @ 
feetofwhitworth, @whitworth_university_ 
official, and @whitworth__secrets 
Contact Ein Huie at 
dhuiel 9@my. whitworth.edu 
"This is too much 




On Feb. 14, 2018, 17 students were killed 
and 15 were injured in a shooting at Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, 
Florida. Since then, students who experienced 
this shooting first-hand have spoken up 
about gun control laws in the United States. 
"The tragedy at Stoneman Douglas was not 
because of Stoneman Douglas. It was because 
people like (shooter) Nik-Nikolas Cruz 
were able to buy these weapons," student 
Cameron Kasky said to "Meet the Press." 
Mass shootings have become somewhat 
commonplace in America, and this particular 
shooting has incited more activism than 
before. Students, teachers, 
politicians and even 
celebrities have added their 
views into the mix, which 
has resulted in a national 
discussion on what we should 
do about gun control laws. 
I believe that having 
access to such deadly 
weapons as the .223-caliber 
AR-15 should not be available 
to any citizen who has not 
undergone extensive weapon 
safety classes, training and 
psychological evaluations. However, I do not 
believe that access to this weapon was what 
caused this mass shooting, nor do I believe 
that this causes any mass shooting. I believe 
that the real reason these mass shootings 
continue to plague our country is because 
we create such a media storm around it. 
Like horror movies, we are captivated by 
disturbing behavior and can't stop watching. 
The increased use of social media in events 
like mass shootings extends the availability 
of information. Young people may see this 
sort of news coverage and misunderstand 
the severity of the issue. The public is 
exposed to news articles again and again 
that show mourning families, the closed-
down school and the masses of people that 
come to pay respects. It's an image of great 
influence that one person had over so many 
people. Seeing these images may trigger 
a desire to have that sort of influence over 
people. All it took in many instances was a 
weapon readily available, and a public place. 
Instead of the constant media coverage of 
mass shootings, a more laid-back approach 
would limit the exposure of these horrific 
events to the public. This media coverage 
shows the influence and power of a shooter 
who may have felt powerless. Although it 
is our right as the public to know what is 
happening in our country and world, we 
need to take into account the power of media. 
News coverage should center around 
healthy growth and development of people, 
teaching us how to respond to mental health 
crises or to look out for signs 
of depression and other 
psychological disorders, and 
what to do if we notice one. 
If we are more informed 
in this aspect, we can 
watch out carefully for our 
neighbors and peers, looking 
to help all those around us 
find a place of peace and 
health. We do not need to 
wonder if the schools are 
safe for our children if we 
look to the world to find 
the warning signs before they become 
problems on a larger scale. Guns may be the 
weapon of choice, but it is our awareness 
of our peers that will help us to develop 
a more psychologically healthy society. 
Contact Abby Nye at 
any el 9@ my. whitworth. edu 
The increased 
use of media in 
events like mass 
shootings extends 




DACA, which stands for the Deferred 
Action for Childhood Arrivals program, 
is one of the most complicated issues 
that affects us as a student body and a 
university. I believe we need to help the 
undocumented people who are already 
in this country, but at 
some point, we need 
to crack down on 
illegal immigration, 
so we don't have 
more people flooding 
in and taking the 
opportunities that 
would otherwise go 
to people who legally 
immigrated here 
or were born here. 
DACA began 
in 1996. Former 
President Bill Clinton 
passed The Illegal Immigration Reform 
and Immigrant Responsibility Act into 
law. This made it next to impossible for 
illegal aliens and their children to get 
legal status. This policy, like most other 
government policies, didn't go according 
to plan. To fix that in 2001, The DREAM 
Act was introduced, and it would give 
children of illegal immigrants otherwise 
known as DREAMers a pathway to 
citizenship. In 2012, Congress was still 
stalling on the DREAM Act, so Former 
President Barack Obama created DACA. 
DACA doesn't give these children a 
path to citizenship, but it does protect 
them from deportation, and allows them 
to work and go to college in the US. 
I have met people that have received 
help from DACA and I sympathize with 
their situation. Ultimately, they didn't ask 
to be in this situation. It would be great 
if there was an easy path to citizenship 
for these students, but this is just one 
of the many issues that affects our 
immigration system. We need to help the 
undocumented persons who are already 
here, but we need to stop helping illegal 
immigrants at some point. Otherwise, 
we are going to have even 
more people crossing 
over the border who 
would take opportunities, 
that would normally 
go to someone already 
here. As a university, 
we should encourage 
undocumented students 
that are already here to 
stay and help them in any 
way that we can, such as 
financially. However, in , 
the not too distant future 
we need to work and 
help the bright students that are citizens 
of the United States first. In the future, 
if we want to continue to be the land of 
second chances, we need to focus on 
helping the people in need who are here. 
Contact Josh Tandy at 
jtandy21 @my. whitworth. edu 
"We need to help 
the undocumented 
persons who are 
already here, but we 
need to stop helping 
illegal immigrants at 
. » some point. 
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EVENTS: get out and about! 
Lecture: Would There Be Christianity 
Without Migration: The Church as a 
Community of Migrants 
5 p.m. 
Gonzaga University Hemmingson Center 
A lecture by Peter Cho Phan, Chair of Social 
Thought at Georgetown University and 
the first non-Caucasian President of the 
Catholic Theological Society of America. 
Admission is free. 
Dance: Thursday Evening Swing 
6:30 p.m. 
Woman's Club of Spokane 
Weekly Swing Dance event including 
intermediate lesson at 6:30, beginner lesson 
at 7:15, and social dance from 8-10 p.m. 
Admission $8. 
Community: Lip Sync Battle fundraiser for 
Spokane Guilds' School 
7 p.m. 
HUB 
A fundraiser for the Spokane Guilds' School, 
a school which helps children age 0-3 with 
developmental disabilities and delays. 
Hosted by Mead High School students. 
Admission is free. 
Film: Leonard Oakland Film Festival 
Fri and Sat 7p.m., Sun 3 p.m. 
Weyerhauser Hall RTT 
The tenth annual film festival features the 
2017 Academy award winner for Best foreign 
Language film, an American comedic 
drama, and a docmentary created by a 
Whitworth graduate. 
Admission is free. 
Community: First Friday 
5 p.m. 
Downtown 
Art Galleries and businesses across 
downtown host receptions to showcase 
new art displays. Additional details at 
firstfridayspokane.org 
Admission is free. 
Music: Whitworth Symphony Orchestra 
Concerto Concert 
3 p.m. 
St. Luke Lutheran Church 
This concert will feature winners of 
the Whitworth Concerto Competition, 
accompanied by the orchestra. 
Admission is free. 
Art: Clay Hand-Building Workshop for 
Beginners 
10:30 a.m. 
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture 
A workshop led by artist and teacher Liz 
Bishop. 
Admission $27-$30. 
Music: Spokane Youth Symphony Concerto 
Competition 
1 p.m. 
Music Building room 122 
Local youth compete for a chance to 
be featured as a soloist with the Youth 
Symphony. 
Admission is free. 
Lecture: How to Stay in Your Lane While 
Still Being Intersectional: Feminism, Race, 
Power, & Pop Culture 
7 p.m. 
Weyerhauser Hall 
A lecture on modern intersectional 
feminism by Lisa Factora-Borchers, author 
of "Dear Sister: Letters from Survivors of 
Sexual Violence." 
Admission is free. 
Community: Spring Unplugged 
8 p.m. 
HUB 
A talent show including music, poetry, 
dance, and more. 
Admission is free. 
Music: Northwestern College A Capella 
Choir and Whitworth Choir Concert 
7 p.m. 
St. John's Cathedral 
Whitworth Choir and Northwestern College 
of Iowa perform a shared concert in the 
historic St. John's Cathedral downtown. 
Admission is free. 
Lecture: Gonzaga Visiting Writers Series: 
Marie Howe 
7:30 p.m. 
Gonzaga University Cataldo Hall Globe 
Room 
Marie Howe is an acclaimed American Poet 
whose most recent collection, "Magdalene, 
was selected for the 2017 National Book 
Award Longlist for Poetry. 
Admission is free. 
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The cast and crew of "Stalled" pose together for a photo after the performance. Left to Right: Bridget Fouquette, Alma Sunoo, Mathias 
Oliver, Cambria Pilger, Sarah Chandler, Mauguerite Ainsworth. 
Marisa Palazzo 
Staff Writer 
Theater major Mathias Oliver's senior 
project, "Stalled," played in Cowles Auditorium 
Stage II on Saturday, Feb. 17. "Stalled" was a 
staged reading of a play written and directed 
by Oliver. The cast consisted of four women; 
sophomores Marguerite Ainsworth and Sarah 
Chandler, and freshmen Cambria Pilger and 
Alina Sunoo. 
"Stalled" is a play about four very different 
women and how they handle problems 
concerning the way women are treated in the 
workplace. 
"I wanted to use 'Stalled' as an a 
opportunity to tell a story that I wanted 
to tell, because, being an actor, I'm 
usually at the disposal of some other 
playwright and director for what they 
want to say. So, I wanted to use Stalled 
as a way to tell something that I thought 
was really important story-wise," Oliver 
said. "I felt that, in regards to theater, 
women weren't really getting much 
of a say in the narrative that was being told 
about them, and there just weren't really any 
substantial plays that I found that addressed 
the issues that I wanted to talk about with 
regards to women in the workplace." 
"I worked with Mathias before and he's 
really, really talented and such an awesome 
person to work with, so I was really excited for 
the chance to get to work with him again," said 
Ainsworth, who played the role of Maye. 
The four women in the play were Maye, 
Jennifer, Esther, and Marge. Maye used her 
good looks and sense of humor to work her 
way up the ladder. Jennifer went about things 
very differently. She believed that hard work 
and education was the way to gain higher 
authority. Esther cared about everyone, she 
was the woman who did anything she could 
to ensure that everyone got along. Marge 
dressed more masculine than the rest and 
had a sense of humor. The story takes place in 
the restroom of their workplace. 
"My favorite scene is Act 1 Scene 6, which 
is between Marge and Esther because one 
it's this nice kind of charming break from 
the previous scene were everybody's kind of 
going at each other's throats, and Esther and 
Marge, this is where we really get to see the 
I wanted to use 'Stalled' as a way to 




development of their friendship... and it's just 
a really cute scene" Oliver said. 
The actors were cast at the end of fall 
semester 2017 and began rehearsing during 
Jan Term. 
"I was very excited. Maye is a very loud and 
exciting character, but it was also really cool 
to see her serious side and how she tackles 
issues in her own way. I thought [she] was 
very true to life even though she's a larger-
than-life person," Ainsworth said. "So, I was 
really excited reading through the script. I 
thought it was so funny and Mathias's writing 
is just so good." 
"I really liked the spaghetti scene. It was 
cool because during the rehearsal process we 
had so many talk backs and jokes and that was 
super fun to get close to the cast and work on 
[the play] at the same time and the spaghetti 
scene was one of those that we really bonded 
over constantly making jokes about spaghetti 
on and off script," Ainsworth said. 
Junior audience member Grace Carruth 
wanted to see "Stalled" because Oliver is a 
good friend of hers and she wanted to come 
out and support him. 
"["Stalled"] was very funny, and it was very 
well crafted for [Oliver's] first writing project," 
Carruth said. "[The play] was very 
humorous at times due to the snarky 
remarks that Maye and Jennifer threw 
back and forth at each other, but there 
was a more serious side, too, looking 
at the points of view of both women, 
especially because most women can 
relate. "["Stalled"] made me laugh and 
made me think." 
"There's one scene where Jennifer 
calls Maye a slut and the actresses did 
such a good job from just going from throwing 
these snarky barbs back and forth in quite a 
funny way to when she says that line Maye's 
really hurt, and I thought that all of the 
actresses did a really great job of showing how 
it went way too far," Carruth said. 
"Stalled" has been a work in progress 
since last spring semester. Oliver has revised 
it quite a few times with the help of his proj ect 
advisers. "Stalled" is still in the beginning 
stages, and it is Oliver's hope that one day it 
will be a published play, he said. 
Contact Marisa Palazzo at 
mpalazzol 7@my. whitworth. edu 
Opinion: The golden age of the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe 
Will Carsh 
StaffWriter 
I'm going to be completely 
honest: I really didn't like Marvel's 
films for quite some time. Sure, 
ever so often we'd get films like 
"Iron Man" and "Guardians of 
the Galaxy," but for the most part, 
the first several years of Marvel's 
Cinematic Universe showed more 
success as a marketing ploy than 
as a home for truly great films. 
Marvel constructed its cinematic 
universe to simply be acceptable, 
nothing more, nothing less. Even 
2012's acclaimed "The Avengers" 
was more of an event than a truly 
great film, the kind of movie that 
seems to get worse upon every 
rewatch. Few of the films were 
truly awful, but very few seemed 
built to last. And so, Marvel kept 
this up, sticking to its formula, 
playing things safe. 
Which is why I'm shocked to 
say that after eighteen films, I've 
actually become quite the fan of 
what the studio has been putting 
out lately. As franchise fans 
know, the films are categorized 
by "phases," groupings that 
essentially put the films into the 
equivalent of television seasons. 
We're currently in "Phase Three," 
which is set to conclude with 
a two-parter that's going to 
have every other previous film 
crossover. And while I'm worried 
about how that could possibly 
work as a film, I have to say, even 
if "Infinity War" tanks, Marvel 
Studios can rest well knowing 
that Phase Three was overall a 
huge step in the right direction. 
However, "Captain America: 
Civil War," the phase's kickoff, 
sticks out as the least of the 
bunch simply for how overstuffed 
the film feels. It feels less like an 
organized and structured film 
while the film gives us a familiar 
origin story, it also breaks form 
by giving us a hero who's fists 
are literally unusable. He can't 
destroy, only create. He doesn't 
win by beating the villain, but by 
having a better imagination. It's 
a small but significant twist, and 
the film benefits greatly from it. 
The second "Guardians of the 
^Marvel Studios has found recent success in 
equipping directors with the tools to achieve their 
own vision. The films that come from the studio 
now don't feel as much like formula as they do 
legitimately great films that have their place in each 
respective director's canon." 
and more like the studio putting 
their pieces in the right places for 
the future. It's not bad, per say; it's 
actually pretty solid overall. Even 
better, it has some of the first great 
dialogue scenes of the franchise. 
Still, it's not so much a passion 
project from its directors as a 
necessary component in a larger 
plan. The tonal inconsistency 
doesn't help, either. 
"Doctor Strange" picks things 
up and is the first film to highlight 
one of the massive fixes the 
franchise has made recently: the 
visual department. Eschewing 
the brighter tones and military 
bunkers of previous films in favor 
of a darker palette and some really 
trippy imagery. Furthermore, 
Galaxy film also benefited from 
mold-breaking special effects 
and storytelling, as did "Spider-
Man: Homecoming" "Thor 
Ragnarok" and "Black Panther." 
In essence, Marvel Studios has 
found recent success in equipping 
directors with the tools to achieve 
their own vision. The films that 
come from the studio now don't 
feel as much like formula as they 
do legitimately great films that 
have their place in each respective 
director's canon. "Black Panther," 
for example, could never be 
mistaken for anything other than 
a Ryan Coogler film, with heavy 
doses of social commentary 
his distinctive directing style 
and Michael B. Jordan elevating 
the film into greatness. All of 
these films take liberty with 
their source material, too. 
"Spider Man: Homecoming" 
practically throws away every 
archetype surrounding Spider 
Man as a character in order to 
create something new. "Thor: 
Ragnarok" takes one of the 
darkest arcs from the comics and 
turns it into a buddy comedy. The 
directors were clearly allowed 
and entrusted to make huge 
creative decisions rather than 
simply go through the motions. 
This represents a studio that 
has found the balance between 
artistry and marketability. The 
box office receipts for all of 
these films speak for themselves 
in terms of how continuously 
successful the franchise & 
and films like "Black Panther" 
have even surpassed box office 
expectations. Rotten Tomatoes 
scores have also been high, with 
five of the six films scoring 90 
percent or higher. For a franchise 
that is now eighteen films in, the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe has 
never been fresher. Time will tel 
whether or not "Avengers: Infinity 
War" continues this trend when 
it releases in May, but even if1 
doesn't, it seems that the studio is 
generally on the right track at long 
last, delivering quality cinema 0 
both superhero fans and fanS 0 
movies in general alike. 
Contact Will Carsh at 
hcarshl 8@my. whitworth.edu 
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Perspective: "A storm of 
milk and weirdness" 
One international student's thoughts on 
Whitworth's oldest community 
Guilhem Le Seaux 
Contributing Writer 
•When I first entered McMillan 
Hall, felt a great sense of narrowness 
accompanied by a great deal of 
confusion. The walls seemed to 
squeeze me like a cat would a mouse 
between two hairy paws. In front of me 
late August, he said he strongly felt 
the presence of the community that 
was built in that hall and was also 
strongly inclined to join it. McMillan 
has a community, or "brotherhood" as 
freshman Steven Dunn put it, and it is 
shared with Ballard, the female-only 
dorm next door. 
Dunn lives and loves each and every 
the second floor if I recall well. He lifted 
the door to the hidden compartment: 
there were two little figurines there 
—little ninjas. "It's one of the many 
secrets we have here," Dunn said. 
Lechner became McMillan and 
Ballard's resident director in 2016. 
She said she was delighted when she 
discovered the oddity of McMillan. 
The hidden rooms, the unexpected 
staircases of the hall made it unique, 
strange, lovely, Lechner said. 
« 
After 103 years of being 
around'[...] is this old 
building still a relevant 
place on campus? " 
GUILHEM LE SEAUX 
stood an army of bikes clinging to each 
side of the wall like knightley armors, 
showing the way for new visitors. The 
narrow, old corridors of a brown and 
white color reminded me of old houses 
i had once seen in some districts 
ifl London, like the ones in "Harry 
hotter." McMillan had a strong scent of 
stale air that was honestly oppressive, 
the lack of windows and of common 
sense might have contributed to this 
father unpleasant odor. 
Going up the stairs I felt like a giant 
as this building was built for smaller 
People more than a century ago. I 
went there to watch a movie and my 
small party of six managed to entirely 
®1 the little room in which we were 
and made it feel like we were a group 
°f 60. Maybe the room was too small 
for contemporary humans. Whether 
Jt is because of its windowless rooms, 
its cul-de-sac ways or its hidden 
staircases, this building brings you 
to a world of its own and makes you 
% 
This hall makes 
generations and ages 
collide in a storm of milk 
and weirdness. 
GUILHEM LE SEAUX 
senior 
leave it full of questions. As Meghan 
Lechner, Ballard and McMillan 
resident director, put it, it is a place of 
"nooks and crannies!" 
McMillan Hall was built in 1914, 
and was dedicated to the Presbyterian 
reverend Hugh McMillan. It stands as 
the oldest building on campus and 
used to house kitchens, classes and 
dormitories. After 103 years of being 
around it is now a male-only dorm, but 
is this old building still a relevant place 
on campus? It is small and smelly. 
Shouldn't it be changed, transformed 
to accommodate its dwellers in a 
better way? 
"It is a very old building, I actually 
prefer more modern buildings like 
Duvall or Oliver, and I feel that the 
traditions here are out of date," said 
Alexander Ghandour, an international 
student from Sweden. 
McMillan is an old building 
that can leave some people with 
an overwhelming feeling. When 
Ghandour arrived in the building in 
aspect of the hall, from its traditions 
to its complex history. He went over 
and encouraged all the traditions that 
are present in this interesting piece of 
history. 
"There's the Milk and Cookies one; 
it started two decades ago when a 
McMillan's resident's girlfriend from 
Ballard brought cookies and milk to 
everyone. People now celebrate this 
event every Wednesday, " Dunn said. 
They then proceed to sing a song 
and celebrate the friendship of the hall 
with fierce voices and a strong, loud 
community: "So grab a pint of milk my 
friends, and pull your shirt off proud!" 
Another tradition that contributes 
to the bonding of young students 
living in Mac is the "Snow Run." And it 
was with another big smile, similar to 
the one that welcomes you when you 
senior 
Like the juxtaposition of the older 
piano and the new soda machine 
in the hall's kitchen, this hall makes 
generations and ages collide in a 
storm of milk and weirdness. It is oTd 
and smelly and can act as a repellent 
should one not want to be involved 
in its "fraternity." It is hard to ignore 
the worn-out fireplace, the squeaking 
doors, the windowless study room. It 
is also hard to ignore the many secrets 
it has borne with it over the century, 
and it is hard to not appreciate the 
friendliness of its residents. 
It is a personal decision to like it 
or to hate it, but this landmark brings 
emotion when you enter. It might be 
an oppressive sense one could feel 
because of the omnipresent smell 
and the obviously aged walls, ceiling, 
floor and rugs, the strange decoration, 
or the oddly-thought architecture. 
But it might as well be a strong sense 
of being welcome, of being at home 
THEHfffllWPHTHMH 






In addition to the release of 
the excellent "Black Panther" 
film last week, an accompanying 
soundtrack curated by modern 
music legend Kendrick Lamar 
dropped on Feb. 9. It debuted 
at the No. I position on the 
Billboard top 200 and has 
earned a fairly positive response 
from critics thus far. Ihe 
film's director, Ryan Coogler, 
personally selected Lamar for 
the job, stating in an interview 
with Collider that Lamar's 
artistic themes align with 
those we explore in the film." 
The album doesn't necessarily 
function as a new Lamar project 
as much as a various artists' 
compilation that carries his 
personal touch and influence 
from track to track. And really, it 
is overall pretty stupendous. 
The album opens with Lamar 
is lyrically more aggressive. The 
line "You're dead to me" over a 
heavy bass and tribal drumming 
patterns drill into the listener's 
head. 
Another highlight is "I Am," 
performed by Jorja Smith. 
Featuring dissonant chords 
that give the track a chaotic feel 
despite Smith's lovely vocals, 
[Kendrick Lamar] has made a bit of a name 
for himself for his ability to tell 
stories and experiment in his music, and this 
album is thankfully no exception. " 
going solo for the titular track. 
Clocking in at 2:11, it's a short 
piece, but one that adequately 
sets up the direction that Lamar 
has chosen for the project. 
Historically, he has made a bit of 
a name for himself for his ability 
to tell stories and experiment 
in his mtisic, and this album is 
thankfully no exception. 
The soundtrack works 
best after one has already 
watched the film: Kendrick's 
exclamation of "I am T'Challa" 
at the end of the opener makes 
it clear that the lyrics and the 
film's story are meant to be tied 
together closely. Ihe track itself 
features a lovely piano bit that 
transitions into more dissonant, 
exotic sounds. 
Next up is the album's 
lead single, "All the Stars',' a 
collaboration piece between 
Lamar and SZA. The track 
peaked at No. 9 on the Hot 
100 chart, and it's not hard 
to see why it was a success. 
a 
it s one that slowly grows on the 
listener over time. "Paramedic!" 
is another fun one, the lyrics 
taking on the voice of the film's 
villain for the first time. 
"Redemption" and "Pray for 
Me" are other tracks to look out 
for, the latter of which features 
an unexpected collaboration 
between Kendrick Lamar and 
The Weekend. Overall, there 
isn't an incredibly weak track on 
the record, musically speaking. 
It doesn't stray far from the 
hip-hop genre, but manages 
to find variety through guest 
collaborations and different 
sounds to go with the beats. 
Lyrically, the album as 
a whole makes more sense 
once one has seen the film. 
Kendrick focuses more on the 
themes of the story than plot 
details, allowing the album to 
fit in fairly well with the themes 
featured within his body of 
work. It's not hard to see why 
Coogler chose him for the job; 
While it may not be quite as groundbreaking 
as the film that inspired it, fans of hip-hop 
and the film will definitely want to check this 
one out. 
enter the Hall, that Dunn explained it, 
"When the first snow falls in the year, 
we all run around the loop and come 
back." 
Another tradition is the "Mac 
Birthday." When it's a resident's 
birthday, everyone gathers before 
midnight to yell the countdown to 
midnight for that person's birthday. 
They proceed to yell and chant "Happy 
Birthday." 
Whitworth's administration shut 
down one of the hall's traditions: In 
the 1980s, people used to have water 
balloon fights, and there is a photo 
of residents throwing water balloons 
at pedestrians and other residents 
from the upper floors on display in 
Whitworth's library. 
Dunn showed me a hidden cache 
between two banisters of the main 
staircase. It was between the third and 
within its secrets, its traditions and its 
weird, nice and dirty oddity. 
Around 1968, a big smiley face 
was painted on the floor in front of 
bMcMmttrrSenL" 
which dwell together small spaces and 
hi(? hearts It is with a genuine smile 
,hi, Dunn shared hjs.hough^bou. 
the community that ]ias become as 
immovable as the old brick walls of 
here. There happy to say that 
cbell20@my-whitwo 
Catchy, soothing, defiant, and 
equally fitting for both the film 
and for pop radio, the song is 
musically one of the album's 
strongest. It's lyrics, however, 
seem more disconnected from 
the narrative. One could be 
forgiven for not recognizing it 
as part of what's essentially a 
concept album. 
The next cut, "X" is oddly 
the first track that carries what 
becomes the general vibe of 
the album. A pure hip-hop 
track, it features Schoolboy Q, 
2 Chainz, and Saudi coupled 
with some memorable, 
enjoyably repetitive lyrics. The 
often-repeated line "Are you 
on ten yet?" quickly becomes 
infectious. From this point on, 
the songs stick to the format 
of solid grooves, beats, and 
performances by some great 
choices of guest artists. 
A favorite of mine is 
"Opps," a track that's featured 
predominantly during the film's 
centerpiece action sequence. 
Featuring performances by 
Vince Staples and Yugen 
Blakrok and boasting a flute as 
part of its main beat, the track 
his wit, wordplay, and honesty 
remain intact on every track. 
"Black Panther" is a thought-
provoking film, and Lamar 
has made a name for himself 
penning thought-provoking 
lyrics. He is a perfect fit for this 
sort of project. 
It may be a controversial 
claim to make, but as a whole, 
the record actually may be a bit 
better than last year's already 
strong "Damn." It certainly 
leans less in a pop direction— 
a couple of tracks aside— and 
generally features a more 
aggressive, harsher-sounding 
hip-hop direction. It's a solid 
addition to Kendrick Lamar's 
catalogue, and while it may not 
be quite as groundbreaking as 
the film that inspired it, fans 
of hip-hop and the film will 
definitely want to check this one 
out. 
8/10 
Contact Will Carsh at 
hcarshl 8@my. whitworth. edu 
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George Fox 7-0 (L) 
George Fox 5-0 (L) 
Next week: 
3/2-4 Leadoff Classic @ Tucson, AZ 
Last week: 
SPU Final Qualifier (Indoor) 
Next week: 
3/3 Ed Boitano Invitational @ UPS 
Matt Logie has led men's basketball to six NWC 
Championships in seven years 
Last week: 
Whitman 91-88 (W) 
NWC Champions 
Upcoming: 
NCAA Tournament TBD 
Last week: 
Col. of Idaho 9-0 (W) 
Highline CC 7-2 (W) 
Spokane CC 9-0 (W) 
Next week: 
3/2 @ Willamette 2 p.m. 
3/3 @ Pacific 1 p.m. 
3/4 @ Linfield 11 p.m. 
Last week: 
Lewis-Clark St. 9-0 (L) 
Next week: 
3/3 Pacific 10 a.m. 
3/4 Linfield 10 a.m. 
Last week: 
Cancelled due to snow 
Next week: 
3/3 @ Willamette 11 and 2 a.m. 
3/4 @ Willamette 12 p.m. 
Head Coach Matt Logie has been coaching the Whitworth Pirates 
for seven seasons and has brought the program some of its greatest 
triumphs. 
Logie started his basketball career playing at Mercer Island High 
School. From there he went to play at the collegiate level for Lehigh 
University in Pennsylvania from 2001 to 2003. After graduating from 
Lehigh, Logie went on to play a season of professional basketball 
in the United States Basketball League. This league is essentially 
a minor league to the NBA. After playing professionally, he knew 
that playing professionally wasn't for him and he started pursuing 
coaching. 
Logie volunteered at Lehigh as the director of basketball 
operations and began learning the ins and outs of collegiate 
basketball management. His first year on staff, Lehigh made a 
NCAA tournament berth for the first time in 16 years. 
"For me that was an awesome experience because I had put so 
much into the program as a player," Logie said. 
This led to an assistant coaching position at Lehigh the following 
two years as Logie pursued his master's degree in educational 
leadership. After his time at Lehigh, Logie was hired as the director 
of basketball operations at Kent State University in Ohio. He then 
returned to Lehigh after a coaching change was made to act as the 
full-time assistant coach. 
However, the pull of family and home coupled with the 
Photo courtesy of Steve Flegel 
Logie cuts down the net Saturday 
Logie speaks to his team during the NWC final last Saturday 
opportunity to coach in the Pacific Northwest again drew Logie 
to Spokane to coach the Pirates. Logie said he was immediately 
impressed by the basketball culture at Whitworth and credits to the 
program's continued success. Since joining the program in 2012, 
Logie has earned six Northwest Conference Championships and a 
streak of five straight from 2012 to 2016. He has been named NWC 
coach of the year three times and has amassed a record of 173 wins 
and 28 losses. 
"The exciting thing about this year, and this team, is that we only 
have one senior. We will return almost everybody and will have an 
opportunity to build on everything we have accomplished this year," 
Logie said. 
After Saturday's electric finish to earn Logie and the Whitworth 
pirates the Northwest Conference Championship, the top ranked 
Pirates look to make a major push in the NCAA tournament and 
bring home a National Championship. 
Photo courtesy ot Steve tlegei 
Kyle Roach with Logie holidng the NWC Championship trophy 
Contact Henry Miller at 
henrymiller21 @my. whitworth. edu 
The Basketball Podcast, produced by Ian Busik, interviews players from the men's basketball team, including Isaiah 
Hernandez and Kea Vargas, Kevin Crosno, Jared Christy and lordan Lester, Reed Brown and James Harland. It's available 
on iTunes, SoundCloud and Google Play. 
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Last week, the Whitworth Softball team gave 11 of their players 
suspensions of various levels for their first conference matches against 
George Fox. The players were suspended for breaking team policies 
about alcohol consumption. However, Cristal Brown, head Softball 
coach, is convinced these suspensions will only make their team stronger 
and more trust-oriented in the future. 
The softball team holds specific rules about alcohol consumption 
for their players. The policy is straightforward: no drinking for underage 
players, and no alcohol consumption by 
anyone during the 19 weeks of Softball season. 
"Everyone understands it from day one" 
Brown said, "We don't condone a party culture. 
We want people who are serious about doing 
their best and giving their best and we believe 
that this is part of it. So people who choose to 
come and be a part of the program need to be 
aboard with that." 
Although the policy is simple, the team does 
not have blanket consequences. Rather, they 
handle it on a case by case basis, believing that 
each individual is a different scenario. Over the 
past few weeks, Brown said the coaching staff 
had some suspicion that some drinking was 
happening, and they just went to the team and 
asked them. 
"We really promote a culture of honesty and 
trust," Brown said. "And when we asked, people 
came forward. They were just honest with us. ftrYliro 
We understand that mistakes happen, but own them and we 11 figure 
h°ItlTexep,Lnined that the team's alcohol policy stems from something 
r ^ i r tViat thpv strive to live bv: 
'We don't condone a party 
culture. We want people who are 
serious about doing their best and 
giving their best and we believe 
that this is part of it. So people 
who choose to come and be a part 
of the program need to be on 
board with that. 
CRISTAL BROWN 
head softball coach 
provide the team with a reason for their standards. Their alcohol policy 
is important to them because it pushes them to earn everything. It allows 
them to be mentally prepared, and helps them realize what it means 
to protect the team. Softball players and recruits know about the core 
values from day one. Brown says they talk about it at the beginning of 
season, at the end of season, and constantly along the way. Their ticket 
into practice on the first day of the fall is a signed core value sheet saying 
that they understand it and are on board with it. 
Over the years, the coaching staff has worked to 
cultivate the character and reputation of the softball 
team and has already seen the results of that. 
"Softball is more of a platform for us," Brown 
said. "I came to Whitworth because of what you 
can do as a coach and the impact you can make on 
lives'' 
She explained that the reputation of the softball 
team affects the kinds of people they are able 
to recruit and the people they get to spend time 
with. The softball team has won the NWC for the 
past three seasons, but they also have a record of 
academic excellence. In 2015 they had the tenth 
highest GPA of Div. Ill softball teams across the 
country. In 2016, they had the third highest GPA. 
Brown said this weekend's suspensions are a part 
of creating that culture of excellence. According to 
her, no one is bitter or angry, rather everyone is on 
board and is Rooking forward to making it right. She 
is convinced that it is going to impact the team for 
good in the long run. 
"We're all excited to move on" Brown said. "The first week was a bit 
rough as we're trying to figure it all out, but as a team we're already just 
I • . T 11 • L 1_ M n RILTV* fllO Brown explained that the team's striv^todiw by: joying each other again and it's realty just been neat to see almost the 
much deeper. The team has four core valu Y h and recoverv happening so soon after. I think that can be attributed to the 
protect the teami enthusiasm and positivity^ mental tou^ess 
mental preparedness, and earn everything. These values are m p 
both on the field and off the field and define who they want to be as 
Deoole, Brown said. . ^ r 
"I don't think people want to follow rules just for 
rule's sake. You can hold people to behavioral 
standards when there is a reason for those 
standards," Brown said. 
According to Brown, the core values 
y i    ft r.  t i  t t   tt i t  t  t  
character that we have. Everyone makes mistakes, but we have people 
who love each other and want to make a positive impact on each other, 
who want to do right by the team and leave a good strong legacy for 
Whitworth softball." 
Contact Kara Need 
kneed 18@my. whitworth. edu 
Women's Tennis: Emma Jo Wiley 
Nicole Oh 
Staff Writer 
The Pirates opened up their 2018 tennis season 
mid-February in Lewiston, Idaho and are now 
on a mission to get to the Northwest Conference 
Tournament in April. The top four teams in the 
conference will qualify. This past weekend the Pirates 
played against the College of Idaho. On Saturday 
and Sunday the pirates faced Highline Community 
College and Community Colleges of Spokane. 
Emma Jo Wiley is a junior from Fort Collins, 
Colorado majoring in health science and Spanish 
in addition to being a member of the Whitworth 
women's tennis team for three years. Some of he;r 
hobbies include swimming and camping. Wiley 
has been playing tennis for ten years, ever since 
she was in middle school. Wiley's mom, who also 
played tennis in college, exposed Wiley to the game 
and encouraged her to get out and play as well. She 
absolutely fell in love with the game, Wiley said. Her 
biggest accomplishment so far would be placing 
second at the state match her junior year of high 
school. 
"One of my favorite parts of being on this team 
is the atmosphere with all of the girls. We are such 
a small team and that allows us to really get to know 
each other and cheer each other on. It makes an 
individual sport a team sport," Wiley said. 
There are 11 women on the team this season. 
"Every year during spring break our team travels 
to California," Wiley said. "It allows us play tennis, 
hangout on the beach, and grow together as team. It 
is always a highlight." 
Wiley is excited for the 2018 season and what it 
will bring both individually and for the team. One of 
the biggest challenges she faces is the mental aspect 
pf the sport. 
"When you're out there competing you're all 
alone, and it is can be frustrating to stay mentally 
tough sometimes. It is just you and your thoughts. 
We love when people come out to support. It helps us 
mentally and is tons of fun," stated Wiley. 
The Pirates will be playing again March 2 at 
Willamette University in Salem, Oregon at 2 p.m. 
Their next home game will be March 10 and 11 facing 
Lewis & Clark and George Fox. 
Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth. edu 
FEB. 28,2018 SPORTS THE WHITWORTHIAN 
Coach says softball suspensions will be used 
to create a culture of excellence 
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Heidi Thom | Photographer 
ASWU president senior Jeff DeBray discusses opinions on the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals Act 
and Dreamers at the beginning of the first spring semester Town Hall on Tuesday, Feb. 20,2018. 
Last semester, ASWU president senior Jeff DeBray and other 
ASWU coordinators began the "Town Hall" series as a time for 
students to congregate and discuss important issues outside of 
the classroom or ASWU meeting. Dealing with issues such as the 
NFL kneeling controversy last fall, the Town Halls are intended to 
be open for students to share their experiences and ask questions 
on difficult topics. For the first Town Hall of this spring semester, 
and in partnership with Spokane Dream Project, ASWU hosted a 
discussion on the topic of immigration, including Deferred Action 
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) and Dreamers. The event was 
put on in order for students to engage with peers on this issue by 
considering thoughtful questions, sharing diverse experiences and 
learning about avenues for action and engagement in the future. 
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY 
TOWN HALL 
Heidi Thom | Photographer 
Senior Joshua Seideman discusses what he believes to be a 
Christian response to DACA legislation at the Town Hall meeting. 
Heidi Thom | Photographer 
Senior Hannah Howell (far left) in discussion group with senior William Henzler about Christian 
response to immigrants and DACA at the first spring semester Town Hall on Tuesday, Feb. 20,2018. 
% Heidi Thom | Photographer 
Students wrote or signed pre written letters to representatives urging them to support DACA at the ASWU 
Town Hall meeting. In addition to giving students a space for open discussion, the Town Hall meeting 
organizers want students to be able to participate in other civic engagement activities at the meetings. 
Heidi Thom | Photographer 
Cultural events coordinator senior Kamau Chege discusses how 
Christians should respond to DACA and Dreamers at the first spring 
semester Town Hall on Tuesday, Feb. 20,2018. 
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Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
Sophomore Nathaneal Drotts pole vaults this weekend at the Buc Scoring Invite, tying with Whitworth freshman Travis Herrara for 
fourth place on March 17. Next Thursday, March 22 track & field hosts the Sam Adams Classic Invite at home. Read more on page 7. 
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After receiving its full funding from 
One Pine Day, the Help-a-Pirate Meal 
Assistance program will provide meals 
from Sodexo to students experiencing 
food insecurity. Meal Assistance Program 
(MAP) is an expansion of the Help-a-
Pirate program which provides funding 
for students in the event of personal 
emergencies. 
MAP will allow students to focus on 
their studies rather than hunger and will 
ease their worries about meeting this 
basic need. 
Tim Caldwell, director of residence 
life, meets with students and helps 
connect them to MAP's benefits. 
"This program was started in 2015 
and it seeks to find creative ways to 
help students in need of assistance. This 
assistance won't affect their financial aid. 
For example, the assistance can take the 
form of a gift card that is being donated 
by faculty or staff who wants to help," 
Caldwell said. 
If a staff or faculty member notices or 
identifies a student, they can reach out to 
the program for help, Caldwell said. 
James O'Brien, general manager of 
U Recent studies have 
reported that approximately 
20 percent of all college 
students at four-year 
universities will experience 
some form of food 
insecurity during their time 
in college. 
JAMES O'BRIEN 
Sodexo general manager 
food and services at Sodexo works t with 
Caldwell to help identify and provide 
meals to students who would benefit 
from the program. 
"Recent studies have reported that 
approximately 20 percent of all college 
students at four-year universities will 
experience some form of food insecurity 
during their time in college," O'Brien said. 
Students have donated meals to help 
fellow students. Faculty and staff have 
also been a major support to the program, 
O'Brien said. 
"I think that off-campus students 
would benefit from this because they are 
the ones that struggle the most in terms of 
getting meals," O'Brien said. 
"Help-A-Pirate was started by 
Whitworth aiming to pay attention 
to student needs, but we needed to 
be creative in order for the "help" to 
not impact student's financial aid in a 
negative way, so a committee of student 
life, academic affairs, and administration 
created a process for faculty and staff to 
provide gift cards for students in need," 
director of student success Landon 
Crecelius said. 
The MAP program had a goal of $3,500 
for One Pine Day and received $4,281. 
In the future when the program is more 
structured and is more established, many 
people can donate or benefit from this 
program, O'Brien said. 
Contact Ezekiel Pagaduan at 


















The "Arguing Bucs" win first place 
Abebaye Bekele 
News Editor 
The Whitworth forensics team won 
first place in the National Christian 
College Forensics Association National 
Tournament(NCCFA). 
The 21st national Christian College 
Forensics Invitational was held from March 
8-10. 
This tournament, held at Azusa Pacific 
University in Azusa, CA, included 19 Christian 
schools from 14 states who are members 
of the Council for Christian Colleges and 
Universities (CCCU) or have a similar Christian 
commitment, according to the forensics team 
press release. 
"The way that the scoring works, you really 
have the opportunity to add up everybody's 
points, so all 13 Pirates contributed to the 
team victory," said Mike Ingram, professor 
of communication studies and director of 
forensics. 
Sophomore Jessie Lewis took second place 
in junior varsity. 
"It is really a unique competition because it 
is nationals for one, and for two, because it is 
the Christian college event and so when we get 
to all sit down with all of those other Christian 
students. It is really cool because we get to 
have fellowship time and it is not as ruthless 
as the rest of other tournaments," Lewis 
said. 
The tournament's theme verse is Colossians 
4:6: "Let your conversation be always full of 
grace, seasoned with salt, so that you may 
know how to answer everyone." 
"You actually get to talk with your 
""The way that the scoring 
works, you really have the 
opportunity to add up 
everybody's points, so all 13 
Pirates contributed to the team 
victory. 
MIKE INGRAM 
director of forensics 
opponents more afterward; they are more 
willing to talk to you. It is just nice knowing 
that we are all brothers and sisters in Christ 
and that we are all working toward the same 
goal; to have intellectual conversation about 
things that matter and not tear each other 
down," Lewis said. 
Sophomore Tucker Wilson won the national 
championship for After Dinner Speaking. 
"The people that go there (NCCFA) go 
very intentionally because it is the national 
tournament, it is a big stage. It is a very 
prestigious thing to do well there because 
everyone there is really talented," Wilson said. 
Freshman Brendan Thompson won the 
national championship for novice informative. 
Thompson is an engineering major who 
has participated in debate and speech since 
the age of 12. 
"I have always been passionate about 
math and science and a lot of math concepts 
people just push off and science concepts 
people say it is too complicated for me. I 
have been really passionate about explaining 
different math and science concepts to other 
people," Thompson said. "My speech this 
year was on gravitational waves, how they 
work and how they were discovered. My 
favorite part was how I was able to explain 
that to any person or any judge that came by. 
So, I really want to be able to take that into 
whatever career I go into." 
The team this year is composed of two-
thirds freshmen and male which is unique 
because usually, the majority of the members 
are female, Ingram said. 
"I am really proud of them for having 
stepped up to the plate and creating so much 
success this year because they are freshmen 
and some of them did not have any experience 
coming in this year," 
Lewis said. 
The next debate 
t o u r n a m e n t ,  
International Public 
Debate Association 
(IPDA), will be 
hosted at Whitworth 
University from March 
24-27. 
"IPDA has its roots 
in the American South 
and it has only been 
out of the South twice. 
It was at Boise State in 
2015," Ingram said. "It 
is the first time on the 
West Coast, the first 
time in Spokane and 
the first time on our 
campus." 
The team hopes 
people will be able 
to attend the IPDA 
tournament despite 
spring break. 
Thirty to 50 schools 
are expected to take 
part in the upcoming 
IPDA tournament. 
Contact Abebaye 
Bekele at abekele20@ 
my. whitworth. edu 
Photo courtesy of Mike Ingram 
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source of 
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth 
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an 
organization composed entirely of students which 
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper and 
thewhitworthian.news. 
OUR MISSION 
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting 
accurate and relevant information in an innovative 
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while 
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for 
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community. 
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The print edition of The Whitworthian is published 
weekly, except during January and student vacations. 
The content is generated entirely by students. 
The college administration does not review the 
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed 
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual 
artists, writers and student editors, and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the Associated 
Students of Whitworth University (ASWU), the 
university, its administration, faculty/staff or 
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through 
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by 
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU. 
OPINIONS POLICY 
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the 
opinions of their individual creators and not 
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its 
editors or its staff. 
PUBLIC FORUM 
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in 
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed 
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses^ 
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth 
community. Send letters to cmurphyl8@ 
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NEWS 
Beeksma Theology Center breaks ground 
The picture on the left shows the current construction being conducted near Seeley Mudd Chapel and the picture on the right shows a 
projection of what the Beeksma Theology Center is intended to look like upon completion. The project is projected to end in ta 
Contact Ezekiel Pagadua 
Pagaduan21 @my. whitworth.edu 
FORREST BUCKNER 
dean of spiritual life and campus 
"It's going to be great for the 
experience of students who will 
take theology classes and who are 
involved in theology, as well as the 
church engagement. The new offices 
of church engagement will help 
Whitworth connect with the broader 
church community around the world 
and this has been beneficial to many. 
students," Buckner said. 
This new addition will help the 
chapel be accessible to a lot more 
people, Buckner said. 
"The purpose of building and 
renovating the place is to make a 
more warm and welcoming space for 
students, ministry staff, and people 
that will visit Whitworth," Buckner 
said. 
The extension to the chapel will be 
in front of Ballard and McMillan hall. 
"I am happy for the theology 
department that they will get to 
have more space. However, I am a 
chagrined that construction is going 
on during the pre-frosh visiting that 
is happening because normally when 
they are visiting they see the natural 
beauty of BMac, ... and the Ballard 
boardwalk will also be blocked for 
the moment," junior Ballard resident. 
Chloe Taton said. 
Barney Beeksma is a Whitworth 
alum and three of his grandchildren 
currently attend Whitworth. 
To my knowledge, my grandfather 
Barney Beeksma wanted to donate 
money toward the theology 
department because he wanted to see 
more of lesus in our campus and he 
made the donation last year and now 
the construction has started," senior 
Stuart Beeksma is resident assistant in 
Macmillan Hall, said. 
I have heard from a couple of 
people from the BMac community 
some complaints that because they 
love to frolf that this might interrupt 
their frolfing, but it is a worthwhile 
disruption other than the view 
disruption," he said. 
The renovation project will 
continue through the summer and will 
fall of 2018 before classes start. 
Ezekiel Pagaduan 
Staff Writer 
Whitworth University officially announced 
a $ 1.5 million chapel expansion last Oct. 25, 
2017. The remodeled Seeley Mudd Chapel 
will become a new home for the theology 
department, office of church engagement 
and campus ministries. The money for the 
expansion was donated by Barney and Joyce 
Beeksma, and it will be named The Beeksma 
Family Theology Center. 
The new facility will provide a bigger 
worship space and new offices for the theology 
department. "The university has been planning 
to do this renovation," said Forrest Buckner, 
dean of spiritual life and campus pastor. 
There are going to be three major 
elements. The first is the addition of offices for 
the theology department and office of church 
engagement, next is renovation and update of 
existing chapel. The goal is to have a new wing 
for students and faculty to use for meetings, 
Buckner said. This will also help to clearly 
distinguish between campus ministry and the 
pastor 
academic department of theology. The new 
renovation will also provide more workable 
space for the office of church and engagement 
Buckner said, the university has been 
planning for a chapel renovation for 
several years. 
"it's going to be great for 
the experience of students 
who will take theology 
classes and who are 
involved in theology, as 
well as the office of church 
engagement. 







The Associated Students of Whitworth University 
(ASWU) made a decision to write a resolution that 
would express the stance of Whitworth's student body 
on supporting DACA recipients in late February. This 
decision was called into action by a few ASWU members. 
The decision was passed unanimously within ASWU. 
As an off-campus student, I was uninformed that this 
resolution would reflect the opinion of ASWU, which 
strives to represent the student body, according to this 
resolution. 
Resolutions are a rare occurrence, and the ASWU 
bylaws give no information as to how they are passed. 
I would have expected this resolution about DACA to 
come with a more personal outreach in order to get an 
understanding about where all students stand, both in 
support and against. However, many students didn't 
receive information that this decision was being made to 
reflect the stance of the student body. 
ASWU is made up of both elected officials and hired 
members. According to the job description, residence hall 
senators elected from each residence hall are expected 
to "Insure that all constituencies of the residence hall 
student population... are well represented and informed." 
However, the ASWU bylaws state that senators and 
representatives are not obligated to vote according to the 
majority opinion of their constituents. 
However, many students 
didn't receive information 
that this decision was being 
made to reflect the stance of 
» the student body. 
Many ASWU leaders have expressed liberal political 
and social views. To some, the passing of this resolution 
seemed like a part of a personal agenda. 
"There are plenty of people on this campus 
support DACA and would disagree with ASWU speaking 
for them or not getting their input," junior Ali Forbush said. 
ASWU leadership have, as a result, created a leadership 
that appears unapproachable and biased toward their 
personal views. 
Whitworth is a diverse campus. With this comes 
varying opinions, and there are many students that 
would disagree with the decision to support DACA. The 
lack of information regarding this decision overlooked 
students who would have disagreed. Because they are not 
required to vote with the opinion of their constituents, 
residence hall senators and representatives can carry 
out a leadership that doesn't actually reflect the majority 
opinion. It's difficult to express support of an opposing 
view because there isn't any changes made. 
"I think that this just perpetuates the problem that 
many conservatives on campus feel that they cannot 
speak their mind to ASWU or other students because 
they either will not be listened to or their opinion is not 
valued," Forbush said. 
The lack of information regarding the passing of 
resolutions, and that they will reflect the opinion of the 
student body, brings to light the many ways that ASWU 
is not an accurate representation of the student body. 
Residence hall senators and representatives are allowed 
to vote in their own interest, which can easily overlook 
many opposing opinions. I believe these senators and 
representatives should consider their constituents 
opinions more for a more accurate representation. 
A leadership that requires more outreach and better 
representation of all students must be put into place 
for all students to feel as though Whitworth reflects 
majority opinions. Students deserve the opportunity to 
be heard. They deserve the chance to speak up, and have 
their opinion be expressed in ASWU. It's time for ASWU 
leadership to set aside their personal opinions to develop 
a student leadership in which all opinions can be safely 
expressed. 
Contact Abby Nye at any el 9@my. whitworth. edu 
Conservative opinions 
overlooked at Whitworth 
Liberal opinions should not be expected 
Grant Langley 
Contributing Writer 
I am a proud conservative. I voted for Donald Trump. 
I love this country and its laws. I love guns. I am proud 
of my heritage. I do not support DACA. I do not support 
restrictive gun legislation. I £o not support apologizing for 
my race. 
I attend a school that proclaims and supposedly 
relishes in diversity yet cannot conceive 
nor respect the fact that there are many 
students who have different political 
views than those in leadership. And I'm 
not just talking about students here. Some 
of the professors reading this are to blame 
as well with their quips and "coincidental 
examples" on the Trump presidency, 
guns, DACA and racial tension. 
Having talked to many other 
conservatives on campus, we feel our 
opinions and values are not held to the 
same standard as those of our peers 
because we are the minority and many of 
us are not willing to cause commotion to 
get ourselves heard. I am exhausted of it 
being assumed that I support everything 
preached and taught at this school just 
because it is popular or the "right" thing to do. 
For example, just because I am a Christian and have 
compassion for my fellow man does not mean I deem 
"justice" as being in favor of DACA as it is preached in 
chapel; just because I mourn for those lost and affected by 
school shootings does not mean I am going to forfeit my 
lawful right to own firearms; just because I detest socio­
economic and racial discrimination does not mean I am 
"i am exhausted of it 
being assumed that 
I support everything 
preached and taught 
at this school just 
because it is popular 
or the 'right' thing to 
A " do. 
sorry for being a middle-class, Caucasian male. 
But do I say anything? Rarely, because I'm not the sort 
to openly lament and complain until I am catered to. It just 
isn't worth my time. No, I am not going to disrespect my 
professor and disrupt the education of my peers by walking 
out of a classroom in the middle of their lecture to make 
a "non-political" political statement out of 
the deaths of those seventeen students and 
faculty killed that fateful day in Parkland. I 
also don't need to be told that this stance is 
wrong when I did not ask for an unwelcome 
opinion in the first place. 
I do understand that we are living in 
a very politically charged time, where we 
struggle to find a middle ground. However, 
I am not asking you to think the way I think, 
nor am I asking you to back down from 
what you believe in; I am simply asking for 
a little consideration next time you decide 
to voice your "anti-Trump" or similar 
opinion in class or try to criticize my way of 
life and thinking. I am calling on all of us, 
not just those who disagree with me, to act 
out of courtesy and thoughtfulness, not just 
on this campus, but in our communities back home and 
adventures abroad. Everyone deserves to have their voice 
heard and opinion respected. 
Contact Grant Langley at 
glangley20@my. whitworth.edu 
I'm your equal, not subordinate 
Teaching about diversity leads to understanding 
§ EinHuie Columnist 
It seems to me that Whitworth students could address the 
tpn of diversity, in a diffefenfewcty; by v 
g and listening ralhertfehar* be] 
tier 
Jye,, 
Although we say we want equality for all races and we want 
gender inequality to go away and everyone of all backgrounds 
to be at peace with each other, conversations about diversity 
can often deter certain people from standing up for equality. 
For the purpose of this article, I want to be clear that my 
definition of diversity encompasses race, gender, sexuality, 
socio-economic status and political status and not just one of 
these five characteristics of identity. 
I am a straight, white, middle-class male. I was raised in 
the liberal-leaning city of Seattle in a nuclear home with two 
parents, a brother and a dog. With that identity 
one might argue that I don't have the right to write 
this article, but my identity only adds to the point I 
am trying to express. 
Growing up, I did not have many friends 
from diverse backgrounds and unconsciously 
surrounded myself with people like me. As I 
entered public high school, I realized that issues 
of diversity were popular topics of conversation 
and yet also the most debated and emotionally 
charged conversations. Diversity has become a 
topic that we need to talk about yet not many people like to for 
fear of being on the wrong side or feeling shut down. Seeing as 
I knew very little about people different than me, I would often 
use inaccurate terminology or make ignorant comments about 
someone's culture or sexuality. Sometimes it was received well, 
sometimes I was criticized for it. 
Hearing "you can't say that" and "you wouldn't get it" or 
"you wouldn't understand" is not a proper response to an 
ignorant comment on diversity. If I do not know the correct 
terminology, please teach me. People who attempt to converse 
about race, sexuality or politics and are deemed as ignorant, 
•stupid, or indifferent lose the desire to learn more. If our goal 
in this culture is to seek equality for all people, and I make a 
mistake because I don't know any better, don't criticize me, 
teach me. I want to learn. 
This brings up another pertinent issue. lust because 
someone is not actively seeking out information about how to 
converse on topics they cannot relate to, does not mean they 
don't want to learn. Someone who has the ability to relate to 
race issues or issues of gender is more likely to fight for those 
rights because it directly affects them and they can relate to 
it. That does not mean that everyone else doesn't want the 
same thing. When a straight, white person is not constantly 
advocating for human rights, does not mean that they are not 
interested. Don't count them out because they cannot relate. 
The straight, white man that accidentally makes a mistake in 
their terminology should not be met with criticism; we need a 
teaching mentality. 
As a generation that voices our opinions and vocally stands 
up for what we believe in, it is of my opinion that we need to 
teach more and criticize others less. An African-American 
person cannot change the fact that they are African-American. 
A gay person cannot change the fact that they are gay. And a 
person who grew up upper-class or in a nuclear family cannot 
change their socio-economic status or family. If these people 
constantly hear "you wouldn't understand," can you really 
expect them to want to learn? Who else is going to teach 
them besides those who can understand and have the diverse 
backgrounds to relate? 
I believe this goes both ways. At the end of the day, no 
matter what combination of diverse characteristics make up 
a person's identity, there will be a time 
where each person will be on both sides of 
the conversation, those being taught and 
those doing the teaching. As someone 
who is a straight, white, middle-class 
male, I have my own culture that defines 
me, too. I have parts of me that many in 
my diverse "in-group" can relate to and 
if students converse with those that are 
different than us, such as international 
students or immigrants, as if they will 
never understand because they can't relate, then we are 
doing them more harm than good. Using my example of an 
immigrant, if they were to ask me about something they didn't 
understand in American culture and I told them "You just 
wouldn't understand, you're not from here',' I would give them 
no reason to want to learn or even stay in America and thus 
create a hierarchy that doesn't treat them as equal to me. We 
need to focus more on teaching and worry less about criticizing 
others or giving up on someone before we try to teach them. 
As a university that seeks a holistic education of mind and 
heart and aims to "love God, follow Christ, and serve humanity" 
Whitworth students need to serve humanity by teaching each 
other. Listen to someone's story and put aside your biases you 
may have based on their identity. Ask questions and if they 
make a mistake or say something out of ignorance, teach them. 
Whitworth students can all agree that we want equality in our 
society, so let's start by treating each other like equals and open 
our hearts to teaching and learning. 
Contact Ein Huie at dhuiel9@my.whitworth.edu 
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As most of you know, the 2018 midterm elections are 
coming up in August and I see this as 
an opportunity for young people of the 
United States. If larger numbers of young 
people across the country voted, it could 
change the course of politics in the United 
States. 
Various universities, such as Tufts 
University and Florida University, have 
estimates putting the voting range from 
around 45 percent to 50 percent. Which is 
higher than average for young voters, but 
this is still an abysmal showing compared 
to other groups that range from 57 percent 
to 70 percent. 
Eighteen-24-year-old voters have the ability to influence 
elections if they increase voting turnout. The millennial 
generation plus Generation Z (the generation most college 
students are in) are now officially bigger than baby boomers 
in voting population. 
The millennial 
generation plus 
Generation Z are 
now officially bigger 
than baby boomers in 
voting population. 
Social Security it appeals to baby boomers, who vote the most. 
So, what would happen if more millennials and 
more of Generation Z started voting? We can 
address issues that relate more to what we care 
about, like the rising national debt and student 
loans. 
In the end, it doesn't matter who you vote 
for. I ultimately want to encourage you to go 
out to vote, not just in the 2018 primary and 
general elections, but all small local elections, 
too. Politics can make a huge impact and 
sometimes the most important ones are small, 
local elections. If 2018 can be the year of young 
voters proving that our votes matter, maybe we 
could start a modern day political revolution. 
When most politicians talk about saving Medicare, and Contact Josh Tandy at jtandy21@my.whitworthedu 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21 
Music: Whitworth Wind Symphony and 
North Idaho College Symphony Concert 
7:30 p.m. 
North Idaho College Schuler Performing Arts 
Center 
A preview of the symphony's upcoming tour. 
Admission is free. 
Dance: Thursday Evening Swing 
6:30 p.m. 
Woman's Club of Spokane 
Weekly Swing Dance event including 
intermediate lesson at 6:30/ beginner lesson 
at 7:15, and social dance from 8-10 p.m. 
Admission $8. 
Culture: White People: a documentary 




A screening of MTV's award winning 
documentary "White People," followed by 
a conversation with Lucas Nydam, student 
featured in the documentary, and Kamau 
Chege, ASWU Cultural Events Coordinator. 
Admission is free. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 23 
Theatre: Cool Whip show 
7:30 p.m. 
Cowles Auditorium Stage II 
An improv show by the hilarious Cool Whip. 
Seating is limited. 
Admission is free. 
Art: "Re-Sisters:Books and Broadsides" art 
exhibit 
10 a.m. to 6p.m. 
Bryan Oliver Gallery 
Friday is the last chance to visit the current 
exhibit in Lied Center's Bryan Oliver Gallery. 
Admission is free. 
Community: Random Fandom Trivia 
Nights: Harry Potter 
6:30 p.m. 
Spokane Valley Library 
Bring your literary trivia knowledge and a 
snack. Cosplay is welcome. 
Admission is free. 
Community: North Spokane Library Book 
Sale 
March 23 and 24 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
North Spokane Library 
Grab something new to read on your way 
out for spring break! Hosted by the Friends 
of the Spokane County Library District. 
Proceeds go to library programs, activities, 
and services. 
Admission is free. 
NEXT WEEK 
The Whitworthian 
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Visit our updated website 
for stories throughout the 
week ,  exc lus ive  pho tos  and  
archived issues of 
The Whitworthian. 
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Whitworth FM debuts 
new shows for spring 
MARCH 21,2U18 
get out and about! 
Community: Rebel lunk Vintage Market 
March 23 from 6 to 9 p.m. 
and March 24 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Kootenai County Fairgrounds 
The two-day market showcases hundreds of 
antique, vintage, repurposed and upcycled 
items. 
Admission is $10 for both days or $5/day. 




Whitworth FM has some new radio 
shows: "Who is We," "Kickstart" and "The 
Grind" among them. The shows stream on 
their website throughout the week. 
"Who is We," a radio show about 
different perspectives on spirituality 
hosted by sophomores Samuel Lees and 
Wilson Sydenstricker 
plays at 6 p.m. on 
Monday nights. 
"Every week we 
interview somebody 
different," Lees said. 
"We try and get a real 
variety of walks of life, 
not just the typical 
Whitworth student 
but we try to get a 
range of people with 
different experiences 
and kind of just talk 
about it." 
Lees and Sydenstricker got into 
Whitworth FM because they knew 
somebody who had a radio show and 
it sounded fun and like something 
they would enjoy together, Lees said. 
Sydenstricker was in a class called "Gospel 
and Growth" where he was asked to 
interview non-Christians about their 
experiences with Christians, Lees said. 
"It was really interesting hearing what 
they said in those 
conversations, and 
that just kind of lead 
to me coming up 
with the, idea that 
would be a great 
fusion of the radio 
show and then 
having the option to 
get to have some of 
those conversations that we don't really 
get to have," Lees said. 
"Kickstart," hosted by sophomore 
Shelby Krug, is on Tuesday mornings at 10 
a.m. 
"The focus of my show is that it's the 
second day of the school week in the 
morning when a lot of people are in class, 
but just kickstarting your day and the 
rest of your week should push through 
because Monday has passed and now 
we're just gonna kickstart through the rest 
of it," Krug said. 
Krug designs her radio show around a 
different theme every week. 
"Focusing on the theme of the 
is really fun," Krug said. "1 already hJ 
playlists for the next few weeks and I 
kind of categorize them into a theme," y 
For example, the theme of Krug's 
radio show was family, and her 
recent show consisted 
theme, she said. 
"Kickstart" consists primarily of muSjc 
and shout-outs. Krug got into Whitworft 
FM because senior Colin Bondy, 
general manage; 
of a throwback 
"Radio is a creative platform 
that neither of us had 
previously explored, and so 




"it's so much fun just getting 
to be in the booth and feel all 
cool and professional 
SHELBY KRUG 
sophomore 
is a friend of hers 
"[It's] just a 
fun thing to get 
to do," Krug said, 
"It's so much fun 
just getting to be 
in the booth and 
feel all cool and 
professional." 
On Thursdays 
at noon freshmen 
Rebecca Ediger 
and Natalie Simek host "The Grind" 
"We play chill music, talk about local 
coffee houses and pretty much anything 
else that we feel like talking about," 
Ediger said. "For example, last Thursday 
we had a really great time talking about 
minimalism." 
Ediger and Simek got into Whitworth 
FM due to their friendship with Bondy and 
their enjoyment of a friend's radio show 
last semester. 
"Natalie and 
I tend to have 
really great and 
m e a n i n g f u l  
conversations with 
each other, and 
it's really fun to 
have some of those 
conversations on 
air," Ediger said. 
"Radio is a creative 
platform that neither of us had previously 
explored, and so far, we are having a lot of 
fun with it!" 
Get involved at Whitworth FM by 
contacting Colin Bondy at cbondyl8@ 
my.whitworth.edu, or tune into these 
shows and more at www.whitworth.fm. 
Contact Marisa Palazzo at 
mpalazzol 7@my.whitworth.edu 
March 24 to April 1 
Utah 
Backpacking, mountain biking, 
canyoneering and bouldering around the 
state of Utah. Contact Brad Pointer for more 
information (bpointer@whitworth.edu). 
Trip cost is $300. 
THE 
THURSDAYS 12-lpm 
Graphics courtesy of Colin Bondy and Isabelle 
Broussard. *> 
3oin us every Thursday on the air from 12~! for 
chill tunes, talks about local coffee houses, 
and more ract stuff! 
H O S T E D  B Y :  
B e c c a  E d i g e r  
N a t a l i e  S i m e k  
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REVIEWS: music, movies and more 
Movie: "The 
Meyerowitz Stories 
(New and Selected) y> 
Wisdom personified as a woman: an 
odyssey across texts and testaments 




Christine Yoder gave a theology lecture on the topic of 
wisdom personified as a woman on Tuesday, March 13. The 
Eric Johnston Science Center auditorium was filled with 
students. 
Yoder is a professor of Old Testament theology at Columbia 
Theological Seminary. Her 
interest in studying the topic 
, of wisdom first began when 
she came across a quote from 
Samuel Terrain: "Wisdom is the 
theological vessel of the logos 
made flesh among us." Yoder 
began her lecture with this 
quote. 
Yoder used many biblical 
passages in her lecture that 
personified wisdom as a woman, meaning attaching human 
attributes to something inhuman. These passages were 
taken from the book of Job, the book of Proverbs, and from 
apocryphal books. 
Proverbs 8:1 reads "Does not wisdom cry out, and 
understanding lift up her voice?" 
Each passage tells the reader something about this 
Wisdom figure. Nevertheless, many things still seem unclear; 
Wisdom may have existed before God, or she may have been 
created by God before creation, Yoder said. Depending on 
what passage you look at, Wisdom is compared to the tree of 
life, to the Holy Spirit and a prophet. 
In Proverbs 8:22-23, it suggests that Wisdom is a being 
who was created before the Earth, Yoder said. 
"The Lord possessed me at the beginning of His way, 
before His works of old. I have been established from 
It was really exciting to hear about a 
figure who was in a close relationship with 
God [...] who is feminine. 
ALEXANDRA BEGLEY 
junior 
everlasting, from the beginning, before there was ever an 
earth," the passagp reads. 
Junior Alexandra Begley attended the lecture because it 
was a requirement for one of her classes. However, she said 
that she found the lecture enjoyable. 
"It was really exciting to hear about a figure [Wisdom] 
who was in a close relationship with God and may or may 
not be equivalent to God who is feminine," Begley said. "It's 
interesting that we don't talk about that more." 
The lecture made Begley 
feel intrigued and excited, 
she said. 
"It made me feel like 
there is so much more to 
learn about the way gender 
is understood and presented 
in the Bible which made me 
hopeful," she said. 
"I know there are a vast 
majority of things that one 
can study in theology," Begley said, "but I find it a little 
baffling to think that we wouldn't be studying this mysterious 
feminine figure who is in such a close relationship with God 
more." 
By the end of the lecture, Yoder made a few statements 
about wisdom. Seeking wisdom is a journey we should 
all partake in, however, only God can reach her, Yoder 
said. Wisdom is a source of life and well-being. Wisdom's 
relationship with God is unclear at)d.xejna ins a mystery. 
Wisdom is at the center of relationships between God, 
creation and humanity. 






Adam Sandler is typically 
associated with a long string 
of ill-conceived and poorly 
executed comic misfires 
with an occasional winner. 
Ben Stiller is perhaps a more 
beloved actor, starring in 
cult films like "Zoolander" 
and "Dodgeball," with a few 
dramatic performances tossed 
in for good measure. He is, 
however, still fairly well-known 
for lowbrow comedy as well. 
< It's somewhat of a miracle, 
then, that once the two actors 
are united together by director 
and writer Noah Baumbach 
("Frances Ha," "While 
We're Young" and "Mistress 
Amerifca") they both rise to the 
occasion and deliver some of 
the best performances of their 
respective careers. That in and 
of itself would make the film 
a 
Colleen Bell 
Arts and Culture Editor 
-The Whitworth Gaming Club held their annual 
gaming convention last weekend, March 16-18. 
?he convention was held in Weyerhauser hall and 
various other locations across campus ^ 
The convention includes events for gamers 
and non-gamers alike," according to the clubs 
webpage These events include various video game 
tournaments, a sword fighting tournament, live 
.• r-rJpnlav Dungeons & Dragons and more. 
The Gaming Club collaborated this year with the 
Super Smash Bros Club and the Pokemon Club, two 
newer clubs, to put on the convention. 
Contact Colleen Bell at 
cbell20@my-whitworth.edu 
TOD Left- Saturday's main event was a tournament 
nf the popular video game Super Smash Bros. 
T!T Right- A group of students participate m 
Friday's "Knight Night" live action roleplay (LARP) 
iTttom Left: The convention included elements 
similar to larger comic conventions, including 
merchandise tables. 
Bottom Middle: Senior Jacqueline Lee and junior 
JD Jamieson duke it out with foam and duct tape 
weapons during the LARP. 
Bottom Right: Max Garcia, Johnny Thomas, and 
iuniors Peter Johnson and Victor Xie play in the 
Super Smash Bros tournament at the convention. 
shoulders. It's quite the gamble, 
but it pays off beautifully. At 
first, Sandler's Danny appears 
fairly similar to other characters 
he has played in the past. An 
incredibly moving early scene, 
however, shows more layers to 
his performance that just keep 
unpeeling more and more as the 
film progresses. The same can 
be said of Stiller, who ultimately 
Adam Sandler is typically associated with a long 
string of ill-conceived and poorly executed comic 
misfires with an occasional winner. 
worthy of recommendation, 
but fortunately enough, the film 
that surrounds them is pretty 
stellar too. 
The picture begins with 
Adam Sandler's Danny 
Meyerowitz entering a new 
stage of life. A stay-at-home dad 
fresh off of a divorce, Danny 
opts to move in with his father, 
Harold (Dustin Hoffman) and 
stepmother Maureen (Emma 
Thompson) while also saying 
farewell to his college-bound, 
aspiring filmmaker daughter, 
Eliza (Grace Van Petten). 
The Meyerowitz family is an 
artistic one, with Harold being 
a once-prominent artist who 
still tries to live in his glory 
days. His microaggressions 
toward the musically gifted but 
underperforming Danny form 
early tension; the film is less 
about presenting a complex plot 
as it is exploring the subtleties 
of a deeply dysfunctional family 
dynamic. 
This dysfunction extends to 
Danny's half-sibling, Matthew 
(Ben Stiller) and blood-sister, 
Jean (Elizabeth Marvel). 
Matthew is a highly successful 
financier, a disappointment 
to Harold. Jean pursued art, 
yet received little recognition 
gets the film's single most 
heartbreaking and touching 
moment toward the end. Both 
actors reveal sides of their 
talents rarely seen on film. The 
supporting cast is stupendous-
it's a shame that Marvel isn't 
elevated to the role of a primary 
character in the same way that 
Sandler and Stiller are—but all 
in all, it's an incredibly well put 
together film. 
In terms of flaws, there are a 
couple, but they are odd ones. A 
running joke With Eliza's fixation 
on producing sexually explicit 
films is admittedly humorous, 
but does feel slightly out of 
place and excessive. While the 
film is primarily focused on the 
relationship between the two 
half-siblings and their father, 
Jean feels oddly pushed to the 
side in places where she seems 
integral. And while not a flaw, 
the intentionally slow pacing 
and subtle humor may not 
necessarily be to every viewer's 
tastes. 
Still, at the end of the day, 
"The Meyerowitz Stories (New 
and Selected)" is an incredibly 
strong film. Fans of dialogue-
centric films in particular are 
sure to enjoy it, and those 
who are curious to see what 
C<It>s a witty and thoughtful film, one^that stands 
out as one of 2017's finest 
anyway. The way the film 
depicts Harold's interactions 
with each of his children rests 
entirely on quiet emotional 
abuse rather than the way films 
tend to approach the topic. 
There's little shouting and no 
violence, just words that slyly 
imply disappointment. 
The film is a dialogue-centric 
one, the type that either sinks 
or sails depending on the 
strengths of its script and cast. 
Fortunately, both Baumbach 
and his cast deliver. While some 
characters may be more fleshed 
out than others, no one feels 
underdeveloped in the context 
of the story. Most surprising of 
all is Baumbach's decision to 
place a significant amount of the 
emotional weight on Sandler's 
Adam Sandler can do with 
good material should also be 
entertained. It's a witty and 
thoughtful film, one that stands 
out as one of 2017's finest. The 
few flaws may be a turnoff for 
some, but it's hard to deny that 
Baumbach and his cast deliver. 
The film is a Netflix original, 
making it easy to check out to 
those who are interested. 
Contact Will Carsh at 
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been an avid March Madness 
participant through high school 
and college. 
With plenty of basketball 
to be played and the sweet 
sixteen teams finalized, bracket 
architects will watch patiently 
number lour Gonzaga ao they 
play in the round of 16 on March 
22, 
the tournament until Friday "After a performance like that 
night. you can't not root for [Loyola-
"It was like the disciples Chicago]/'Roberts said, 
hearing Jesus had risen from The 2017 National 
the dead," said Trevor Roberts, Champions, the North Carolina 
20," a college basketball fan and Tarheels, were upset in the 
founder of one of the largest second round when they 
Henry Miller 
Staff Writer 
With the NCAA Men's 
basketball kicking off last 
Thursday, Whitworth students 
researched college basketball 
: ^ mm 
predict the perfect bracket. Hie 
first round concluding Friday 
night with the most historic 
upset in tournament history. 
Number 16 seeded University7 
of Maryland Baltimore County 
defeated Virginia, the number 
one team in the country, 74-54 
A 16-seeded team had never 
made it past the first round of 
reported that 18.5 percent, 
about three million, of all 
brackets submitted had number 
one Virginia winning this year's 
National Championship. 
The upsets continued 
Saturday in the second round 
of the tournament with number 
three Tennessee losing to 
number 11 Loyola Chicago. 
Tarheels were coming ofi of 
the schools seventh National 
Championship when they were 
shocked by Texas A&M. 
"Everything is bigger in 
Texas. It's the year of the upset 
and UNC took their matchup 
for granted," Alex Mowrey 
said. Mowrey is the Senator for 
Baldwin Jenkins hall and has 
Contact Henry Miller at 
henrymiller21 @my. whitworth. 
edu 
MARCH 21,2018 




PLU 5-4 (L) 
Bellevue CC) 
Next week: 
3/26 (©Occidental 4 p.m. 
3/28 @Biola 2 p.m. 
3/2 (©Chapman 1 p.m. 
Next week: 
3/24 Willamette 9 a.m. 
3/26 (©Occidental 5 p.m. 
3/27 (©caltech 2 p.m. 
3/29 (©Chapman 5 p.m. 
Last week: 
PLU 6-5 (L) 
PLU 15-9 (L) 
PLU 6-2 (L) 
Next week: 
3/20 Whitman 12 p.m. and 3 p.m. 
3/24 UPS 12 p.m. and 3 p.m. 
3/25 UPS 12 p.m. 
Last week: 
PLU 7-1 (W) 
PLU 8-7 (W) 
PLU 4-0 (W) 
PLU 
Next week: 
3/24 Willamette 12 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
3/25 Willamette 12 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
Last week: 
BUG Scoring Invitational 
Next week: 
3/22-23 Sam Adams / Combined 
Event 
Next week: 
3/21-24 Div. Ill Championships 
Baseball falls to PLU 
3-for-5 with a home run, double and two runs 
batted in. 
Sunday's game three was an opportunity for 
Whitworth to avoid a sweep. The Bucs were in the 
fight going into the top of the third down 2-1, but 
a hot sixth and seventh inning put the Lutes up 
6-1. The Pirates scored in the eight after Poffenroth 
scored on a PLU throwing error, but it wasn't 
enough. Whitworth pitcher Matthew Young, '20, 
finished with seven strikeouts in five innings and 
only allowed two runs. 
The Pirates will play a this weekend at home 
against UPS. They will play Saturday at 12 p.m. and 
3 p.m. and Sunday at 12 p.m. 
Contact Henry Miller at 
henrymiller21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Henry Miller 
Staff Writer 
The Pirates traveled to Parkland to pay Pacific 
Lutheran in a three-game conference series 
last weekend. The Whitworth pitching staff that 
dominated George Fox the week before allowed 15 
hits in the first game of Saturday s double header. 
Whitworth went down 5-6 in Saturday^s first game 
that went into the 13th inning. It wasn't until a 
bottom of the 13th walk-off homerun from Pacific 
Lutheran's Jacob Bockelie that the hard-fought 
game would end in disappointment for the Bucs. 
Saturday's .second Game ended 15-9 in favor of 
the Lutes. Whitworth led 6-4 going into the top of 
the fifth when PLU scored six runs to go up 10-4. 
A sacrifice fly in the bottom of the seventh would 
finish off the Lutes scoring to ensure a victory. 
Despite the loss, the Pirate offense finished with 10 
hits and eight runs batted in. The offense was led 
by center fielder Taylor Poffenroth, '20, who went 
Above: Senior Brady Simmeiink pitching in win against George Fox on 
March 10. 
Below: Whitworth team in dugout on March 10. 
Softball sweeps 
Pacific Lutheran 
Ian Busik | Photographer 




Last weekend the Whitworth women's Softball team 
competed against Pacific Lutheran University. In a series of 
four games, the Pirates won the first game of the weekend 
with a score of 7-1. The Pirates also took home the win in game 
two with a score of 8-7. On Sunday the Pirates continued their 
dominance in game three with a score of 4-0 and finished 
game four with a final score of 10-2. 
After this weekend the Pirates are 14-8 overall and 7-3 
in conference play. They are currently ranked third in the 
Northwest Conference behind first place Linfield College 
and second place George Fox University. Following this 
weekend Pacific Lutheran is now 3-9 in Northwest 
Conference play. 
Freshman Sara Gayer had three RBIs and 
four runs to help lead the Pirates Saturday 
to the sweep, and on Sunday senior Michelle 
Silva led the Pirates with five RBIs, two runs, and 
finished things off with a grand slam. 
"Having it be a home opener was a big motivator," senior 
Allie Rude said. "We took each game one at a time, each pitch 
one at a time, and just tried to compete during every pitch." 
Looking ahead to next the games next week Rude said"there 
is always room for improvement one thing we want to do is to 
try and score more runs to make it easier on the pitcher." 
"This weekend we came out big and we are going to try and 
keep that competitive streak going," Rude said. "The Pirates 
are going to be a scary team to face later on in the season. We 
want to compete in the conference tournament." 
Next weekend on March 24 and 25 the Pirates will take on 
Willamette University, a Northwest Conference team, in a 
home game at Marks Field. The games will be at 12:30 p.m. 
and 2:30 p.m. each day. 
Kaylie Lowrey '21 Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth. edu 





For Whitworth sports teams, budgeting is a 
difficult area that includes faithful stewardship 
of money from the school, tough decisions 
regarding where money should be spent and 
fundraising to cover excess costs. 
Jo Wagstaff, Associate Director of Athletics, 
said that on a typical year, each team will get a 
budget with allotments for categories such as 
travel, equipment and coaching salaries. 
"For example, a few years ago baseball 
got $37,000 for travel. Each budget allocation 
would theoretically all get spent in the year, 
and then on July 1 they get a new budget with 
all the same allocations. If the college says, 
okay, everyone gets a two percent increase, 
then every line gets a little bit more money. 
Sometimes they will ask us where we want 
to put the two percent, and we will basically 
always put it in travel. Travel is just out of this 
world," Wagstaff said. 
Initially, each sport is equal per-diem. 
For example, for travel, the same amount is 
allocated per person per day regardless of the 
sport. Equipment allocations necessarily vary 
because of the sport because different sports 
had different needs. 
"But we even try to keep that as equal 
as we can," Wagstaff said, "Women's soccer 
and men's soccer have the same equipment 
budget. Softball and baseball have the same 
equipment budget." 
Although budgets amounts are decided 
though categorizing money into travel, 
equipment, and other pertinent categories, 
once the teams get the money they are free to 
use the funds however they think it will best 
benefit the program. Rod Sandberg, head 
football coach, said this is one of the reasons 
that he loves Whitworth. 
"They only really 
care about the 
bottom line. So if 
I'm able to cut costs 
out of one area, I can 
spend it in another. 
Nobody ever gets 
as much money as 
they want. So to be 
able to have that 
flexibility is a huge 
blessing," Sandberg 
said. 
aSo if I'm able to cut costs out of 
one area, I can spend it in another. 
Nobody ever gets as much money as 
they want. So to be able to have that 
11 . yy flexibility is a huge blessing 
ROD SANDBERG 
Head Football Coach 
TRAVEL 
One challenge 
for Whitworth sports teams specifically is 
travel. Out of the 440-450 Division III teams in 
the country, Whitworth is the most isolated, 
Bryan Olson said. Whitman College, the 
closest NWC opponent, is 3.5 hours away door 
to door, and the next closest is a five hour trip 
to Tacoma. 
"There is no other school in the country 
with that kind of distance to travel," Olson 
said. "Going to Tacoma once and Portland 
three times means that travel is a huge piece 
of our budget." 
When looking to cut costs on travel for 
women's soccer, Olson looks specifically at 
the kind of transportation. 
"We can look at taking the huge bus, or 
what we've done in the past and look to do 
more in the future is taking passenger vans. 
And you end up saving about $1900 per trip 
if you take vans instead of busses," Olson said. 
"So we look of the trade-offs between student 
athletes wanting to study and the experience 
on the travel, versus how we can use our funds 
to actually do this" 
Sandberg said that 
when he coached 
at Wheaton College 
before coming to 
Whitworth, his team 
only flew to a game one 
time in his 25 years as 
a coach, and they only 
had one or two games 
per year that required 
an overnight stay. For 
Whitworth however, 
almost every away 
game is an overnight. L 
"Because travel 
takes so much money, some of my other 
.budget categories are a little bit lower," 
Sandberg said. "The challenge is that whole 
travel piece, in taking such a large piece of 
the pie, you have less for other things. I think 
that's the number one challenge." 
Pre-season travel is also a difficult area to 
budget. Olson wants to be able to travel every 
single player each weekend and especially for 
the pre-season trips, he said. 
"That adds to the costs that we don't 
necessarily have to incur, but for our program 
I think it's a great great thing," Olson said. 
For football, Sandberg said that they do not 
have a ton of pre-season options. He explained 
that it is typical to work two year deals, where 
once you go to them, and the next year they 
come to you. But it can be difficult for teams 
who want to make this deal with Whitworth. 
"They could choose a different opponent that 
would be a lot cheaper," Sandberg said, "They 
don't want to hurt their budget either so that's 
a problem. But they also don't want to come 
and spend all this money and maybe get beat. 
That makes them think long and hard about 
it. So it's become a big challenge because we 
don't have a lot of options." 
EQUIPMENT 
Another major portion of the budget 
for sports teams is equipment. Sandberg 
explained that because ' other areas 
such as travel and recruiting can't be 
compromised, often equipment for players is 
what must be cut down. 
"That leaves things for your players. And 
you don't want to skimp them on uniforms 
and equipment and stuff like that so it's really 
a tough piece to balance," Sandberg said. 
Read the full article online at 
www.thewhitworthian.news 
Contact, Kara Need at 
kneedl 8@myjvhitworth. edu 
Sophomore Nathaneal Drotts pole vaulting at Whitworth's home track meet. Drotts and his teammate Travis Herrera, '21, placed fourth in pole vault on Saturday. 
MARCH 21,2018 
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Nicole Oh 
StaffWriter 
Ian Fisher is a member of the 2018 Whitworth men's 
tennis team. Fisher is from Caldwell, Idaho and is 
majoring in mathematical economics. Some of his 
hobbies include fishing, reading and spending time 
outdoors. 
Fisher's passion for tennis started when he was 
young. 
"As a child I played with family and attended 
clinics, in addition to, playing soccer and 
basketball,"Fisher said. "In high school I got more 
and more serious and during the summer of senior 
year decided I was going to continue and play for 
Whitworth." This year marks Fisher's fourth playing 
for the Pirates, and he is team captain. 
One of Fisher's favorite memories from the team 
is the trip during spring break. Every year during 
spring break the team alternates from competing 
in either California or Florida. Next week the team 
will travel to Los Angeles to compete against three 
other teams, including Chapman, Caltech, and 
Occidental. 
"We not only get to play matches, but we get to 
hang out on the beach and overall it is a great time 
for team bonding and getting the opportunity to 
know the guys better" Fisher said. 
One of Fisher's most memorable matches was 
recently competing in doubles with junior Nick 
Hughes and winning in a tiebreaker against George 
Fox University. 
Since he is the only senior on the team this 
year, Fisher has had a large impact on the young 
team. In terms of growth Fisher has improved in 
his "abilities to lead other, especially during times 
of lower team morale and being able to build up 
the underclassman," he said. One of his goals is to 
"start a good foundation for future teams and shape 
how the freshman approach the team, and to start 
everyone off on a good path for future years," he said. 
Currently the Pirates $re 1-3 with conference 
matches. 
"This is one of my best seasons, especially 
in doubles with Hughes we have only lost once 
in conference play," Fisher stated "[singles] it is 
tougher and the level of play from opponents has 
been high," he said.With six out of seven members 
being underclassmen, there is "lots of good energy 
and it is just tons of fun to come out and play every 
day," Fisher said. 
The Pirates next matches will be on March 26 
at Occidental at 5 p.m., March 27 at Caltech at 2 
p.m.,and March 29 at Chapman at 5 p.m. 
Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth.edu 
Track and Field gets eight team wins at home meet 
Craig Russell 
StaffWriter 
This weekend, track and field was home hosting five other 
teams. The Pirates came out with six individual event wins and 
eight team wins, four for both men and women. 
The meet was scored like a dual meet, as if each team was 
facing only one other team. Eastern Washington University 
swept the meet taking in 10 wins. Whitworth was able to beat 
Gonzaga, Lewis and Clark, Spokane Community College and 
Washington State, and Eastern Washington. 
On the track the women found four individual wins. 
Kameha Medallada, '20, won the 200-meter with a time of 25.77 
seconds. Medallada also took second in the 100-meter with 
a time of 12.72 seconds. In the 1500-meter, Kayla Leland,'18, 
took first with a time of 4:36.83. Leland just came back from 
competing in nationals for the 5000 meter, where she took fifth. 
Leland did not run the 5000 meter this meet, but three of her 
teammates placed high in the event. Marissa Mount,'20, Bailey 
Scott,'18, and Thais Pedro-Trujillo,'18, took third, fifth and sixth 
respectively in the event. 
On the field the women had a victory in the triple jump. 
Kayla Brase,'18, won with a distance of 11.49 meters. She also 
took second in the high jump, with a height of 1.54 meters. 
The men won two events on the track. lohn-Robert 
Woolley,'18, took first in the 400-meter hurdles. 
"It's still very early in the season and the times I am putting 
down now are hopefully predictive of a successful conference 
and post season to finish out my college running career. For 
our team, it's all about conference. Our 4x400 squad will be 
tough to beat, especially with healthy, experienced guys who 
know what a conference meet is like," Woolley said. Woolley 
was also on the winning men's 4x400-meter team along with 
lalen Robinson-McClure,'20, William Glick,'21, and Daniel 
Harper,' 18. 
For field, the men took first in javelin. Andrew Bloom,'18, 
threw 64.92 meters, beating second place by more than seven 
meters. 
Next week, track and field is home again at the Pine Bowl. 
The meet begins Thursday, March 22, and wraps up the next 
day. Both days start at 12 p.m. 
Contact Craig Russell at 
crussell21 @my. whitworth. edu 
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Members of the Hawaiian Club perform a dance at Whitworth's 48th Annual 
Luau on Friday, March 18,2018. 
•— pomenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
Faculty members and their families perform a dance at Whitworth's 48th 
Annual Luau on Friday, March 16,2018. 
Caleb Scoon | Photographer 
Artist-Scholar in Residence Aisha Fukushima speaks at the third annual 
Diversity Monologues at Whitworth University on Thursday Mar. 15,2018. 
1 
M' -h 
PIRATES WANTED !! 
To rent 6 Bedroom House 1 block from Whitworth 
(10022 N. Waikiki Ave.) Corner of College Ave. 
Across the street, north of Le Petit Chat 
Easy walk or ride your bike to campus 
Sleeps 7 students. Have 3 or 4? I may assemble a larger group. 
2 Bathrooms, Garage, Shed, Fireplace, Large Yard & Patio 
2 Refrigerators, Dishwasher, Washer & Dryer, 2 Couches 
Coffee Tables, Kitchen Table & 6 Chairs 
MORE ECONOMICAL THAN DORMS 
$2,iso/mo. & share utilities (gas, electric, internet: assumes $210) 
Student/Month=$393(6) OR $337(7) 
vs. Dorms =$604, Single; $521, Double 
TEXT OR CALL BOB NILES (509) 821-0026 
Avail. 5/22/18 to 5/21/19 
TheWhitwo tMan 
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Photo courtesy of Noelle Brouillard 
Whitworth's new lacrosse team poses at one of their practices. Ihe team, which will be made up of current students and incoming 
students, will start their season next February. They put on clinics for middle school and high school girls. Read about them on page 6. 




Earlier this April, a team of site evaluators 
from the Northwest Commission on Colleges 
and Universities (NWCCU) came to Whitworth 
to evaluate the renewal of Whitworth s 
accreditation status. 
Whitworth has been accredited by the 
NWCCU since 1933, but this was the first full 
evaluation cycle since the NWCCU changed 
their accreditation standards in 2010, 
according to an April 2 email from President 
Beck Taylor. The NWCCU requires that an 
accredited institution must have a defined 
mission and core themes, possess resources 
and capacity to fulfill that mission, give 
future plans to implement the mission, show 
effective improvement, and be able to evaluate 
their progress in order to show sustainability, 
according to their website, Each of these 
standards is broken down into sub-standards 
and specific guidelines. 
In preparation for evaluators to visit 
campus, last fall, Beyond the Pines, the 
student-led public relations agency, headed 
a campaign to educate students, faculty and 
staff about Whitworth's mission, as reported 
by the Whitworthian in a Nov. 15 article. 
On April 5, the evaluators held three 
"open-dialogue" meetings with staff, faculty 
and students, respectively, in order to get a 
sense that Whitworth's mission was clear and 
effective within the university. More than 100 
students came to the meeting in Robinson 
Teaching Theater, where the evaluators 
identified themselves as a "peer review" group 
consisting of representatives of other regional 
universities. 
The evaluators asked the students questions 
about why they chose to come to Whitworth, 
and whether they knew Whitworth's mission 
statement. 
Most students responded positively and 
said they understood the university's mission. 
Junior Joe Spencer said the "community of 
wuwmmn 
mmmsm 
Integrating faith and worldview devlopment 
Graphic by senior Suzanne Goodale 
Graphics like this one illustrating one of Whitworth's core themes were used in Beyond 
the Pines' campaign last fall to raise awareness about the core themes leading up to the 
accreditation process. 
people [at Whitworth] is ridiculously hard to 
beat," and mentioned that he enjoyed aspects 
of campus life such as the Hello Walk. 
Other students said they valued the liberal 
arts education model, or that they came for a 
specific department. Students also mentioned 
they knew the mission statement because it is 
on every syllabus, and that it is a part of "every 
single speech from President Taylor," senior 
Austriauna Brooks said. 
Students raised several concerns about 
campus life, such as that some students do not 
feel they have much of a voice when it comes 
to large capital projects, or the cost of tuition 
and attendance. Overall, however, students 
in the meeting said they felt they were safe on 
campus and that they understood procedures 
for reporting crimes or contacting security, 
and could name people on campus that could 
help with these issues. 
One other concern students said they 
had was related to students' ability to be on 
committees. While most students agreed 
they had adequate representation on search 
committees for new faculty, coaches and 
changes to academic departments, many 
said they felt there was not adequate student 
representation to the board of trustees, and on 
issues of curriculum. 
The respective meetings for faculty and 
staff were conducted similarly to the student 
meeting, English professor Fred Johnson said. 
In addition to these three meetings, the 
team of evaluators held smaller focus-group-
style meetings with students to talk about 
specific aspects of Whitworth's "main pillars," 
senior Lauren Klepinger said. 
Klepinger was a volunteer for the 
Core program group meeting. She was 
recommended by her Core 350 discussion 
group leader from last fall, because she has 
completed all three Core classes, she said. 
Senior Lydia Pierson was also in this focus 
group, and was selected in a similar way as 
Klepinger. 
The group was comprised of students 
from all majors, and was intended for the 
accreditors to hear from students and not 
faculty, Klepinger said. 
The next morning, the accreditors and 
Whitworth faculty held an exit meeting to 
debrief* the campus community on results 
from the accreditation meeting. According to 
an April 6 email from Taylor after the event, the 
site evaluators issued a "strong report" and that 
they will "recommend without hesitation that 
Whitworth's accreditation through NWCCU be 
reaffirmed at the upcoming June meetings of 
the accrediting body." 
After the accreditation meeting in June, the 
Whitworth community will be made aware of 
the final accreditation report. 
Contact Courtney Murphy at 
























As part of the new strategic enrollment 
plan, Whitworth will offer a new criminology 
and criminal justice major beginning fall 
2018. Whitworth currently offers a sociology 
major with a criminal justice track. 
The sociology department is 
implementing three new courses for the 
criminology and criminal justice major: 
sociology of gender, policing and courts & 
corrections. The program will also change 
sociological theory to criminological theory 
for criminology and criminal justice majors. 
The courses will focus on building a 
diverse program while helping the students 
be well-prepared for the work environment, 
said Jacqueline VanWormer, criminology 
and criminal justice professor. It will help 
make criminal justice students marketable 
and connect them with federal and local 
companies during their time as a student, 
she said. 
"I think it's really important in the 
classroom to balance...the theory with 
the practical side of how these systems... 
actually operate and function," VanWormer 
said. 
Courses through other departments, 
such as communication, political science 
and leadership studies, will also be 
incorporated in the new degree program. 
These classes include American national 
politics, principles of service and leadership, 
law and society, American constitutional 
law, intergroup dialogue, small group 
communication, and organizational 
communication. Each interdisciplinary 
course will give students more depth and 
understanding about criminal justice and 
its relation to multiple other disciplines, said 
Jason Wollschleger, sociology department 
chair. 
VanWormer will be one of the main 
professors in charge of the program. She has 
experience in criminology, having worked 
in criminal justice for 25 years before 
finishing her doctorate. 
VanWormer will also be introducing 
Alpha Phi Sigma, a national criminal justice 
honor society, to help students practice 
networking, attend conferences and meet 
other students pursuing the same degree. 
Criminology and criminal justice majors 
will be able to participate in the club on 
campus and gain experience through off-
campus events, VanWormer said. 
"I think my base excitement is our ability 
to give the students that are passionate 
about criminology or criminal justice 
reform...a better education than what we've 
been doing before," Wollschleger said. 
Before VanWormer was hired by 
Whitworth, the sociology department 
lacked enough faculty resources to design 
a major program rather than just a track, 
Wollschleger said. 
The implementation of the criminology 
and criminal justice major will hopefully 
attract more students to Whitworth, 
Wollschleger said. 
Current sophomores in the criminal 
justice track can switch to the major program 
and complete their requirements in time to 
graduate. Juniors currently studying will 
need to continue on the track because they 
will not be able to offer all the courses in one 
year, Wollschleger said. 
The strategic enrollment plan is designed 
to increase Whitworth's revenue and student 
enrollment. There are three possible ways to 
get more revenue: increasing tuition and 
other costs, getting 
Continued on pg. 2 
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source of 
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth 
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an 
organization composed entirely of students which 
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper and 
thewhitworthian.news. 
OUR MISSION 
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting 
accurate and relevant information in an innovative 
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while 
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for 
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published 
weekly, except during January and student vacations. 
The content is generated entirely by students. 
The college administration does not review the 
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed 
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual 
artists, writers and student editors, and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the Associated 
Students of Whitworth University (ASWU), the 
university, its administration, faculty/staff or 
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through 
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by 
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU. 
OPINIONS POLICY 
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the 
opinions of their individual creators and not 
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its 
editors or its staff. 
PUBLIC FORUM 
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in 
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed 
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States. 
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If you have a comment or question about the fairness 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses 
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth 
community. Send letters to cmurphyl8@ 
my.whitworth.edu Limit to 250 words. 
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Mike Ingram: The man behind the 






Mike Ingram, director 
forensics team and a 
communication studies 
Whitworth communication department in 
1988. He coached speakers 
and debaters on nationally 
ranked teams in the National 
Discussion Contest, American 
Forensics Association and 
National Parliamentary 
Debate Association. Ingram 
also worked in the tournament 
control room at several 
national speech and national 
debate tournaments. He has 
served as president of the 
Whitworth Faculty Assembly 
for two years. He is also a 
licensed Baptist minister and 
preaches at area churches. 
Ingram joined Whitworth 
because it reminded him of the 
Christian liberal arts college 
he attended in Tennessee as 
an undergraduate. 
His research interests 
include argumentation, ethics 
and conflict management. 
"I have been at Whitworth 
since 1988, so I'm part of old 
guard now. I previously served 
as the department chair, 
and later, associate provost/' 
Ingram said. 
Ingram said the secret to 
the forensics team success is 
working together. 
The forensics team gives 
people a place to come and 
compete with their peers and 
gives students a chance to go 
toe to toe with students from 
big universities. He is proud 
of his students who work hard, 
find success and be the best 
across the country, Ingram 
said. 
Ingram is passionate about students 
that can find their voices with his help and 
articulate what they believe. 
"That's what gets me up in the morning, 
Ingram coached Whitworth Forensics working students, and they 
from 1988 until 1997, the program was wojtogmth hard ^ ^ 
discontinued from 1997 to 2011. hosting weddings of forensics 
Ingram said that forensics has been one of He also 
the best parts of his life at Whitworth. has taught me how to be an 
Ingram's passion for forensics started in t rmai listener fellow communication 
high school. He joined .he forensics .earn said. 
"Mike is an incredible asset not just 
to the department but to the university, 
he is collegial, just plain smart, he knows 
his topic well as well as being effective in 
the classroom," Salkin said. 
She also said Ingram deeply cares 
about students and in many ways 
represents many of Whitworth s ideals. 
Salkin's favorite memory of Ingram 
was when lim McPherson was still 
working in the communication 
department. 
"Mike and lim have always been 
different on ideological ends of political 
spectrum. Mike is very conservative and 
lim is very liberal but, they were the best 
of friends. It was really fun to see how two 
people could talk to each other about 
politics, absolutely disagree but doing it 
so respectfully and kindly. They would 
still go to the baseball game afterward," 
she said. 
Sophomore Tucker Wilson said he is 
very grateful to have Ingram as a coach. 
"He is really great person to work with 
and I pretty much attribute most of the 
reason why our team is so successful to 
Mike Ingram's coaching," Wilson said. "I 
came in to the Whitworth Forensics team 
with no speech and debate experience 
and through his tillage I was able to win 
some awards." 
Ingram enjoys training anyone who 
is interested in Forensics regardless of 
experience. 
"I have learned to take my chances 
on people, and I have come to relish 
that experience of training a student 
like Tucker who has no experience in 
the speech and debate training to make 
them successful," Ingram said. 
Heidi Thorn | Photographer 
Professor Michael Ingram holding a Northwest Forensics Confer­
ence sweepstakes champion trophy. 
because he wanted to be a future president 
or to use his skill for ministry, but ended up 
falling in love with forensics itself. 
Contact 'Ezekiel Pagaduan at 
epagaduan21 @my. whitworth.edu. 
THE WHITWORTH WOMEN'S CHOIR 
Debbie Hansen, director 
Geoff Rich, piano 
ADMISSION IS FREE 
For more information, please contact the Whitworth Music 






Continued from pg. 1 
more donations, or enrolling more 
students, VP for admissions & financial 
aid, Greg Orwig said. 
The plan recommends implementing 
two new undergraduate academic 
programs to offer to new or returning 
students, and two new and two expanded 
graduate programs as well as five new 
marketing strategies and one retention 
strategy, Orwig said. If all the programs 
and strategies work as planned, Orwig 
projects that, over five years, they will 
enroll 500 more students and get a return 
on their investment of four and a half 
million more than Whitworth would have 
received without the strategies. 
"It was a year-long, campus-wide 
initiative to identify, vet (meaning review 
and analyze) and prioritize strategies to 
boost enrollment and retention," Orwig 
said. 
In addition to the new degree programs, 
the plan also outlines a retention strategy 
to expand BUCS Bridge participation/ 
inclusion. The plan originally began with 
86 ideas and was broken down to 25 that 
the university created a five-year plan 
for and 12 that were recommended for 
implementation. 
Four strategies will begin to be 
implemented during the fall of 2018, 
but many are waiting on enrollment and 
budget results to determine availability 
of resources, according to the strategic 
enrollment plan. 
More than 50 people on campus have 
participated in the creation of the plan, 
Orwig said. 
In addition to criminology and criminal 
justice, undergraduate students will have 
the opportunity to pursue a bachelor of 
science degree in data analytics. 
Graduate studies will offer a new 
doctorate in physical therapy, M.Ed, 
in Montessori , education/diploma, 
expanded master's program in applied 
behavioral analysis, and MA in gifted and 
talented education. 
Contact Cambria Pilger at 
cpilger21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Music 
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APRIL 18,2018 . OPINIONS THE WHITWORTHIAN 
In the absence of 
endorsements 
EDITORIAL: 
IN THE LOOP 
president's duties and her inability to fully answer 
questions about her vision...swayed the board toward 
DeBray," who was familiar with ASWU's system and had 
worked extensively with then-president Bre Lyons. 
This year, the board could make no such definitive 
statements about the candidates after the debates. A 
The Whitworthian editorial board has often running theme throughout the debates was "listening to 
endorsed candidates for the ASWU executive positions students." Every candidate said aversion of this when 
of president, executive vice president and financial vice asked about what makes a successful leader. When asked 
president. These endorsements are historically made about marginalized student groups, the presidential 
based off of the qualifications of the candidates, their 
campaign strategies, the time commitments of the 
candidates and their performance in the annual ASWU 
executive debates. Each editor chooses a candidate they 
believe should be endorsed as objectively as possible, 
and then these recommendations are 
combined into an official endorsement 
that all editors are comfortable 
representing. 
This year the editorial board decided 
not to issue an official endorsement. 
Some members of the editorial board 
received many emails, texts and in-
person questions about the lack of an 
endorsement on the election days. * 
The decision to not issue an endorsement was not 
due to the fact we felt the candidates were unqualified 
for the positions. On the contrary, we believe each 
candidate in the general election would have been able 
to successfully represent the student body in ASWU, 
and would have been able to perform their respective 
positions competently. However, the decision came 
out of a place of ambivalence about how candidates 
answered questions in the debate, and a sense that, 
compared to previous years, this year's candidates 
seemed to run without concrete platforms, or at least did 
not advertise them during the debate, to the point where 
it was difficult to differentiate between candidates. 
In last year's endorsement article, the editorial board 
made specific statements about why one candidate was 
endorsed over another based on their platforms during 
the debates. For example, the board endorsed current 
ASWU president left DeBray over opponent Hannah 
LeRoy because "LeRoy's lack of knowledge about the 
candidates named at least one marginalized group, but 
failed to offer a concrete strategy on how to support 
these students besides listening to them. Cultural events 
coordinator Kamau Chege asked what the candidates 
would do if a majority of students wanted to implement 
something but the administration 
said no, citing last year's Generation 
Action club issue as an example. 
President-elect Tersa Almaw 
admitted it would be "difficult to 
sway" the administration, but did 
not attempt to directly answer 
the question, nor did any other 
candidate. This was a consistent 
trend. Candidates neglected to 
directly answer questions, and instead relied on the 
"listening to students" response. 
"Listening to students" is not a platform. It's a great 
quality for any leader, but it's also a given for any of the 
three elected positions, as they are elected to represent 
the student body. Because of this, the editorial board did 
not feel comfortable endorsing candidates this year. We 
wish the best to the executive-elects, and look forward 
to seeing them in office next year. 
This year the editorial 
board decided not 
to issue an official 
» 
endorsement. 
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect 
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board, 
comprised of five editors. 
Whitworth needs a better 
Big Three-education program 
Abby Nye 
Opinions Editor 
Whitworth University is unique in many aspects/ 
especially when it comes to its Big Three rules. The Big 
Three rules outline some of the core values Whitworth 
employs for its students and staff. These rules prohibit 
disturbing the peace, presence of drugs and alcohol 
on campus, and cohabitation. Although these rules are 
clearly stated and consequences for 
breaking these rules are outlined, there 
are still many violations. 
The Big Three are intended to ensure 
safety and security for students and 
adhere to principal Christian values. 
However, there is no real discussion 
beyond the statement of the rules. I 
believe that ignoring the reality of these 
rules being broken can be incredibly 
damaging to those students who don't 
fully understand the safety concerns. 
Whitworth proudly lives into its 
vocation as a Christian university and upholds the 
prohibition of cohabitation and drugs and alcohol for 
this reason. I believe it is appropriate for Whitworth 
to set that standard as a Christian university, however 
upholding these standards on campus does not eliminate 
the possibility of adverse action occurring. Many students 
at Whitworth come from more conservative Christian 
backgrounds where discussion of* substance usage and 
sex is often ignored. Current Christian culture has done 
a remarkable job of shaming its believers into not talking 
about these subjects, even though they are pervasive in 
our culture. 
Many colleges and universities require their incoming 
students to take online courses that address the safety 
concerns of alcohol and drug use and discuss ways to 
Simply going to a 
Christian school does 
not automatically 
prevent the 
occurrence of sexual 
assault. 
have safe sex. These courses include information about 
sexual assault and harassment and provide the rights of 
the individual upon experiencing this. These courses 
also include information about alcohol consumption 
including the alcohol content of popular drinks and how 
to identify and deal with alcohol poisoning for yourself or 
another person. 
Within a Christian context, sex is often an avoided 
subject. Young Christians are not well-informed about 
contraception and the dangers of unsafe sex. This 
avoidance of talk about sex also overlooks the real 
existence of sexual assault and harassment. Simply going 
to a Christian school does not automatically prevent the 
occurrence of sexual assault. 
Students should be provided with 
information about what sexual assault 
and harassment is, what their legal rights 
as an individual are and what measures 
their school will take upon learning of the 
occurrence. Along with that, providing 
students with information about the 
spread of STDs, risk of pregnancy, and 
the different options of contraception 
could help decrease the risks from unsafe 
sexual behaviors as a whole. 
I believe Whitworth is withholding 
a wholesome Christian education by not providing 
students with that information. By informing students of 
the dangers of STDs, alcohol and drug abuse and the legal 
process in the event of a sexual assault, provides students 
with a foundation to make their own educated decisions-
We are called to protect each other and guard each other 
in the faith. Whitworth can show a level of respect for their 
students by providing safety information that may prevent 
risks that can result from those actions. 
y y  
Contact Abby Nye at any el 9@my. whitworth. edu. 
Call to action for 




The opinions editor of The Whitworthian (Abby Nye), whose 
articles I'm always eager to read and whom I respect, wrote in the 
most recent issue of the paper that "ASWU does not accurately 
represent the student body." Her argument was founded on the 
recent ratification of a resolution by the Associated Students of 
Whitworth University (ASWU) and lack of constituency outreach 
by ASWU senators and representatives to garner input about that 
resolution. I'm writing now because I am one of three off-campus 
representatives, and I helped craft the resolution. I care deeply to 
hear, digest and thoughtfully respond to that feedback, because it 
pertains unequivocally to me. 
I want to begin with a sincere apology to all off-campus students 
who feel their elected representation is failing them, followed by an 
invitation—or an exhortation, rather—to work with us. On February 
23, six days before the vote on the resolution took place, off-campus 
senator Grade Meiners sent an email to all 1,000-1,200 off-campus 
students explaining the resolution. Her email explicitly stated that 
it would express "Whitworth University students' support of our 
undocumented students, immigrant students, and students with 
immigrant families here at our university," and invited feedback 
either through email or at the next meeting. 
We want to do our best by our off-campus community, but we 
simply can't represent the opinions we don t hear. The fact of the 
matter is that of those who responded to our email, all but six 
urged us to vote yes on this resolution, which segues into another 
valid concern. It's not lost on me that perhaps few people vocalized 
opposition of the resolution because they felt that couldn't. In 
the words of a contributing writer in a contemporaneous article 
("Conservative opinions overlooked at Whitworth"), a swath of the 
off-campus community might not have reached out to us because 
they experience Whitworth as a place that "cannot conceive nor 
respect the fact that there are many students who have different 
political views than those in leadership." They may fear we (off-
campus leadership) will "criticize [their] way of life and thinking." 
The author of the opinion editorial, Grant Langley says, "we are the 
minority," and he personally is "not the sort to openly lament apd 
4 We want to do our best by our off-campus 
community, but we simply can't represent the 
opinions we don't hear. 
complain" until catered to. 
Consider our dilemma. On the one hand, the conservative 
contributing writer who clearly states he does "not support DACA" 
says he and like-minded students are in the minority and reluctant 
"to cause commotion to get [themselvesj heard." Fair enough. On 
the other hand, Nye says, "A leadership that requires more outreach 
and better representation of all students must be put into place for 
all students to feel as though Whitworth reflects majority opinions." 
(Emphasis added). A valid point. Now let's reexamine the resolution 
ASWU passed. The vast majority of what was heard both on and off-
campus from students was support of the resolution. We did "reflect 
majority opinions" by adopting the resolution. So, our dilemma is: if 
a quantitative majority calls on us four off-campus representatives 
in ASWU—three reps and one senator—to vote one way, are we to 
assume that the minority of what we hear is actually a quiet majority 
disinclined to speak their mind, and vote the other way? It's a 
Catch-22. 
I truly empathize with the Nye's frustration—in which I know 
she's not alone—that & smorgasbord of valuable voices doesn't 
have a seat at the table when it comes to ASWU decisions. That is 
indisputably a problem that needs fixing. All things considered, I 
propose a small step toward addressing the problem and navigating 
the aforementioned Catchf-22. When it comes to achieving more 
accurate representation of off-campus students, we need suggestions 
about how to better confer and receive information if email isn't 
working (which it evidently isn't). Would off-campus students like to 
give us their addresses and receive a physical newsletter in the mail? 
We can make that happen. Would they like information through 
texts? We can do that, if they give us their numbers. Should we set up 
a Facebookpage that off-campus students can like or follow? If that's 
helpful, we'll make one immediately. 
Off-campUs students can and should tell us how to do our jobs 
better for them. I propose that off-campus students engage. Writing 
an op-ed expressing disappointment in ASWU is an excellent first 
step and I commend Nye for doing so, but to see any change moving 
forward, we need concrete suggestions for solutions from the rest of 
the off-campus community. Students do "deserve the opportunity 
to be heard." They do deserve to "have their opinion be expressed in 
ASWU." They do "deserve the chance to speak up." Now, it's time for 
them to seize that opportunity. 
Contact Hannah Howell at hhowelll8@my.whitworth.edu. 
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get out and about! 
THURSDAY, APRIL 19 
Film: Gordon Jackson Conference on Media 
Law and Ethics 
7:30 p.m. 
Weyerhauser Robinson Teaching Theater 
A screening of the Oscar-nominated 
movie "The Post" introduced by former 
Washington Times reporter Julia Duin. 
Admission is free. 
Dance: Thursday Evening Swing 
6:30 p.m. 
Woman's Club of Spokane 
Weekly Swing Dance event including 
intermediate lesson at 6:30, beginner lesson 
at 7:15, and social dance from 8-10 p.m. 
Admission $8. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 20 
Theatre: Argonautika 
Fri and Sat 7:30 p.m. 
Cowles Auditorium 
Join Jason and the Argonauts as they set sail 
across the Mediterranean in this retelling of 
the classical Greek tale. 
Admission is free for students with ID. 
Community: Literary Live Action CLUE 
7 p.m. 
Westminster Hall 
Roam the halls of Westminster to solve a 
mystery with Westminster Round. 
Admission is free. 
Dance: Third Friday Swing Dance with 
Whitworth Jazz Ensemble 
7 p.m. 
Woman's Club of Spokane 
Strictly Swing Spokane will be giving a 
beginner lesson, followed by live music from 
the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble. 
Admission $10 
SATURDAY, APRIL 21 
Community: Spring Spike-Off 
9 a.m. 
Athletic Fields 
Roundnet (aka "Spikeball") tournament 
hosted by Whitworth Roundnet Club. Free 
t-shirts for the first 20 teams to register. 
Admission is free. 
Music: Peter Underhill Senior Piano Recital 
3 p.m. 
Music Building Recital Hall 
Pieces include music by Bach, Beethoven, 
Mendelssohn and Berg. ' 
Admission is free. 
Theatre: Argonautika 
Fri and Sat 7:30 p.m. 
Cowles Auditorium 
Join Jason and the Argonauts as they set sail 
across the Mediterranean in this retelling of 
the classical Greek tale. 
Admission is free for students with ID. 
Dance: Spring N Shout 
8 p.m. 
HUB 
Arend Hall's annual spring dance. 
Admission is $2. 
SUNDAY, APRIL 22 
Community: Earth Day Festival 
1 p.m. 
KIPOS community garden 
Free food, live music, garden tours, crafts, 
plant-your-own succulents, and more. 
Admission is free. 
Music: Luke Verst (violin) and Sophia 
Ridgeway (viola) concert. 
6 p.m. 
Music Building Recital Hall 
Pieces include music by Bach, Brahms, 
Mendellsohn and Bartok. 
Admission is free. 
MONDAY, APRIL 23 
Community: ASWU Town Hall 
6 p.m. 
HUB 
Discussion on the topic "Diversity in 
Faith: Non-Christian Students at Christian 
Universities." 
Admission is free. 
TUESDAY, APRIL 24 
Music: Concert Band Spring Concert 
8 p.m. 
Cowles Auditorium 
The Whitworth Concert Band will perform 
their spring concert, entitled "The Hounds 
of Spring." 











Richard Strauch, conductor 
ARTS & CULTURE ^ 
' Argonautika'' provides opportunity for student̂  
I •Illllll in mi. —1 /-„11QOr. Roll AS music a,ltl \ 
Top: sophomore Madison Oliver (center) and others operate puppets 
during a rehearsal. 
Bottom: Jason (senior Connor Hughes) receives the quest from his 
ailing uncle King Pelias(senior Mathias Oliver) to retrieve the Golden 
Fleece. 
Photos by Heidi Thorn, staff photographer. 
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It's amazing that we were able 
to involve Whitworth composers 
[...jand have their work presented 




Arts & Culture Editor 
Whitworth Theatre's production of "Argonautika," 
written by Mary Zimmerman, premiered last Friday, 
April 13. The play is based on the classical Greek story 
of "Jason and the Argonauts," in which Greek prince 
Jason and a crew of heroes set out on a voyage across 
the treacherous Mediterranean Sea to recover the 
priceless Golden Fleece from a foreign king, aided by 
goddesses Athena and Hera. 
The production is directed by Naphtali Leyland 
Fields, visiting assistant 
professor of theater. The cast is 
composed of 14 students from 
a variety of majors and years. 
Sophomore Madison 
Oliver, a communication and 
visual design in computing 
major, played Pollux, one 
of twin sons of Zeus who 
accompanied Jason on his 
voyage. 
"The play is full of great 
comedic moments, but also 
hits some very serious topics of what it means to be 
a hero, tragedy and the role of fate and free choice in 
life right on the head," Oliver said. "I was immediately 
excited to be in the show as soon as I read the script. 
The musical score for the production was composed 
by sophomores Brian Wittenberg and Cary Jeffery, who 
are both music majors in the composition track. 
"The playwright of Argonautika, Mary Zimmerman, 
actually encouraged directors 
to have their own musical 
score created for the show, so 
I think it's great that we are 
following her advice," Oliver 
said. "I also think it's amazing 
that we were able to involve 
Whitworth composers on 
campus and have an avenue 
for them to gain experience 
and have their work presented with a live show." 
Jeffery and Wittenberg, along with their composition 
seminar class, were offered the opportunity to compose 
for the show last fall, and the final composers were 
chosen by Fields through an audition process. 
"It was a little weird [to be chosen] because I 
had conducted that audition a little bit late after the 
deadline, but I was super excited to be on board 
anyway," Jeffery said. 
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The remaining performances of "Argonautika 
Friday, April 20 and Saturday, April 21 at T 30 pm 
Cowles Auditorium. General admission is SIS. or! 
for Whitworth students with valid student I!1 
Contact Colleen Bell at 
cbell20@my. whitworth.edu 
MARTIN WOLDSON THEATER 
AT THE FOX 
ADMISSION: $7 REGULAR, $5 SENIORS (62-PLUS) 
ALL STUDENTS FREE WITH SCHOOL I.D. 
TICKETS: foxtheaterspokane.org or 509.624.1200 
with guest artists 
TRAVIS BRASS 
of the 
United States Air Force Band of the Golden West 
+* 1 + 
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> opportunity for student composers 
Colleen Bell 
Arts & Culture Editor 
Whitworth Theatre's production of "Argonautika," 
written by Mary Zimmerman, premiered last Friday, 
April 13. The play is based on the classical Greek story 
of "Jason and the Argonauts," in which Greek prince 
Jason and a crew of heroes set out on a voyage across 
the treacherous Mediterranean Sea to recover the 
priceless Golden Fleece from a foreign king, aided y 
goddesses Athena and Hera. 
The production is directed by Naphtah Leyland 
Fields, visiting assistant 
professor of theater. The cast is 
composed of 14 students from 
a variety of majors and years. 
Sophomore Madison 
Oliver, a communication and 
visual design in computing 
major, played Pollux, one 
of twin sons of Zeus who 
accompanied Jason on his 
a 
voyage. 
"The play is full of great 
comedic moments, but also 
It's amazing that we were able 
to involve Whitworth composers 
[...]and have their work presented 
with a live show. 
MADISON OLIVER 
sophomore 
As music comPosition ma'ors' was an 
opportunity fo, Jeffery and Wittenberg to gain 
experience in tj,eir desired career path. 
"I was extrejiely excited because this is sort of the 
realm of what I »vant t0 cl°' comPosing for games or 
movies, and s0 jhis Is a ^rst step int0 tllat ̂ nd of thing," 
Wittenberg said 
Jeffery and Wittenberg worked with Fields starting 
late fall semestet, beginning with a list of "examples 
of certain em0|jve and style £lualities" which Fields 
wanted the score to have, they said. 
"[Fields] gaveus just a list of all the tracks that she 
wanted," Wittenberg said. 
"She had a length of time that 
she wanted and kind of a feel 
that she was going for and so 
we would just kind of write for 
that, show her the next week, 
and tweak that based on what 
she wanted." 
Jeffery and Wittenberg 
composed a variety of pieces 
for the show, including 
themes for each of the main 
characters. 
» 
hits some very serious topics of what it means to be "There wereinore [tracks] that ended up in the play 
a hero, tragedy and the role of fate and free choice in than were originally [suggested]," Wittenberg said, 
life right on the head," Oliver said. "I was immediately "Pretty earlyon [we decided] we wanted character 
—.... j .i__oc T rpnH the srrint" themes, which* didn't get to repeat too much but 
it gave us a goad feel and a good way to control the 
direction of how the story was going and what the 
characters wereabout," Jeffery said. 
Overall, Jeffery and 
Wittenberg are pleased with 
the final product, they said. a 
excited to be in the show as soon as I ead c p . 
The musical score for the production was composed 
by sophomores Brian Wittenberg and Cary Jeffery, who 
are both mtisic majors in the composition track. 
"The playwright of Argonautika, Mary Zimmerman, 
actually encouraged directors 
to have their own musical 
score created for the show, so 
I think it's great that we are 
following her advice," Oliver 
said. "J also think it's amazing 
that we were able to involve 
Whitworth composers on 
campus and have an avenue 
for them to gain experience 
and have their work presented with a live show." 
Jeffery and Wittenberg, along with their composition 
seminar class, were offered the opportunity to compose 
for the show last fall, and the final composers were 
:hosen by Fields through an audition process. 
"It was a little weird [to be chosen] because I 
dad conducted that audition a little bit late after the 
deadline, but I was super excited to be on board 
anyway," Jeffery said. 
I was extremely excited because 
this is sort of the realm of what I 
i » want to do. 
BRIAN WITTENBERG 
sophomore 
"I really do like how it 
turned out," Wittenberg said, 
"I wish that there was maybe 
a little bit more music just to 
flesh out some of the scenes a 
bit more or that we had more 
time to flesh out some of our 
musical ideas, because fitting 
a whole musical idea in 20 seconds is pretty hard." 
The remaining performances of "Argonautika" are 
Friday, April 20 and Saturday, April 21 at 7:30 p.m. in 
Cowles Auditorium. General admission is $15, or free 
for Whitworth students with valid student ID. 













u 2013, Guillermo Del Toro released 
Pacific Rim," a fun, "mindless robots vs. 
giant monsters" flick that benefited greatly 
from Del Toro's sense of scale and visual 
grandiose. It managed to win over most 
critics and audiences, and in the last five 
years has garnered a cult following for 
its unique world and creature designs. A 
sequel was rumored to be in development, 
but nothing seemed to emerge until within 
the last year, "Pacific Rim: Uprising" was 
suddenly announced. Unfortunately, - it 
is not a Del Toro film, and without the 
mastermind pulling the reins, the new film 
shoots itself in both feet. 
First-time director Steven S. DeKnight 
picks up where Del Toro left off, introducing 
us to John Boyega's Jake Pentecost, the 
son of Idris Elba's character from the first 
film. Right off the bat, a few things become 
clear: Boyega is an excellent pick for the 
lead, but the humor is terrible and the 
directing is inconsistent. To be blunt, this 
cc 
Seriously, if you're going to 
watch this movie, the plot and 
characters are really not the 
. » point. 
is the dumbest kind of movie possible, the 
kind where the robot-on-monster carnage 
really is comparatively the smartest part of 
the movie. I could go on about all the less-
than-half-baked characters, but it's not 
really worth it. I could talk about the plot, 
but there's not much to say other than it's 
even worse than you'd expect. To be brief: 
the monsters are back and are planning on 
destroying the world by putting their brains 
in mechanical suits of armor and setting off 
the ring of fire. Yeah, we may be in spoiler 
territory here, but seriously, if you're going 
to watch this movie, the plot and characters 
are really not the point. -
Thankfully, the movie almost seems to 
realize this before the halfway mark and 
starts dumping action scene after action 
scene on the audience. And you know 
what? It's actually pretty fun. It's nowhere 
near "good" filmmaking, but the action 
scenes are undeniably exciting, even if they 
almost totally lack real context. It's cool to 
watch two giant robots plummet below a 
"'Pacific Rim: Uprising' is 
the sort of film that is best 
watched when aired on TV 
and played in the background 
» 
during a social gathering. 
polar ice cap, taking swings at each other 
the whole way down. It's cool to watch John 
Boyega's mech dive after a falling helicopter, 
sparks flying in slow motion as metal makes 
contact with metal. It's really co6l to watch 
a team of mechanical suits go up against 
a team of monsters in the film's finale. It 
delivers on the spectacle, which is probably 
what audiences want anyway. And, because 
it makes up half the movie, at least half of 
the movie is pretty entertaining. 
But here's the problem: for as much as 
I enjoyed "Pacific Rim: Uprising" for its 
spectacle, it also gave me a headache for 
most of the stuff that surrounded it. I can't 
really recommend an irritating film with 
cool action scenes. It also hurts to think 
of what this film really could have been 
had Del Toro stayed and directed. "Pacific 
Rim: Uprising" is the sort of film that's best 
watched when aired on TV and played in 
the background during a social gathering. 
It's not worth seeing in theaters unless you 
really need your robots vs. monsters fix. 
There's just no other way around it: "Pacific 
Rim: Uprising" is a disappointing, shallow 
sequel that only succeeds in providing 
admittedly exciting CGI carnage. 












Underoath is one of those bands that may never 
be on the top of the charts, but whose reputation 
still precedes them regardless. Legendary within 
the heavy music scene, the band basically wrote 
the formula for emo-infused hardcore with their 
breakout album "They're Only Chasing Safety" 
in 2004, before shattering it with their even more 
influential and chaotic "Define the Great Line" in 
2006. The band became a staple on Vans .Warped 
Tour and other popular hardcore venues, crafting 
unorthodox anthems that struck a chord with 
the community. The trade­
off between vocalists Spencer 
Chamberlain and Aaron 
Gillespie— the former's shriek 
turning into a menacing growl 
over the years and the latter 
maintaining a consistently 
appealing high-pitched "clean" 
voice— rocketed the band to 
success. However, as all good things unfortunately 
must, Underoath came to an end in 2013. While 
members of the band stayed active in the music 
scene through various music projects—Gillespie's 
The Almost and Chamberlain's Sleepwave being 
the most notable—Underoath stayed dormant 
until late 2015, in which the band started playing 
shows together again. While this was certainly 
exciting for longtime fans of the band, for three 
years the question hung in the air: was there going 
to be a new album? 
It should come as no surprise that 2018's long-
awaited "Erase Me" is 
a very different sort of 
Underoath than the one 
heard in their last full-
length album, 2010's 
"0 (Disambiguation)." 
While a couple of 
songs produced after 
that album as part of 
a compilation effort 
hinted a bit toward 
the new direction the 
band was heading in, 
"Erase Me" is still a bit 
surprising. Gillespie 
and Chamberlain 
resume their dynamic 
vocal interplay last 
heard on 2'008's 
"Lost in the Sound 
of Separation," but 
Chamberlain dominates with both clean and 
harsher vocals. The production, however, also 
highlights Gillespie's incredible drumming in 
a way that makes it sound fresh and puts it right 
in center stage. Perhaps most notable of all is 
the increased emphasis on Christopher Dudley's 
keys and synthesizers, something that has always 
been a part of their sound, but never capitalized 
on quite like this. Timothy McTague and James 
Smith's guitar work sometimes invokes earlier 
material, but just as often finds itself being utilized 
in completely new and different ways. Grant 
Brandell's bass is thankfully kept audible and 
thick in the mix, providing a groovy underbite to 
the album's punchy sound. 
Much like their previous album, the songs are 
more conventionally structured when compared to 
earlier material, but never abandon the emphasis 
on atmosphere, or experimentation. More 
subgenres get incorporated 
into the mix as well, creating 
easily the band's most musically 
diverse album to date without 
sacrificing their strong sense of 
album direction and cohesion. 
This is very much an album 
crafted with the intention of 
being played from front to 
back, a sonic journey through various moods and 
styles that still carries a sense of intentionality for 
the placement, specific sound, and lyrics of each 
track. 
Some long time fans may object to 
Chamberlain's preference of clean singing over 
screaming on the record, but to say that the 
album is "radio-friendly" or that Chamberlain's 
delivery isn't incredible would be doing the 
band a disservice. For every song designed to 
drill melodies and hooks into the listener's head, 
there's one that kicks their teeth in with a metalcore 
onslaught. Highlights of the former camp include 
"Wake Me" and "Bloodlust" dark-sounding hard 
rock tracks that put Chamberlain's brooding and 
powerful vocal range on display. Of the latter 
camp, there's opener "It Has to Start Somewhere" 
Really, there isn't a 
particularly weak or 
unengaging track in the 
bunch. 
Album art courtesyofFearlessRecords.com 
a 
and "Sink With You',' songs that feature trade-offs 
between different vocal styles without sacrificing 
intensity for a second. In the middle, there's songs 
like "In Motion" and "ihateit" which ultimately 
deliver in both hooks and aggressiveness. 
Elsewhere, oddball song "No Frame" plays with 
electronics, ambience, and dissohance, becoming 
a highlight in its own right. Really, there isn't a 
particularly weak or unengaging track on the 
bunch, especially when the album is listened 
to as a whole. Even on repeat, there's a strong 
sense that the band is consistently trying to keep 
the listener on their toes, 
and while some songs may 
blend together at first, their 
individual identities become 
more and more defined upon 
each subsequent listen. 
Lyrically, Underoath 
has always been a band 
that's embraced honesty 
and vulnerability, and this one is absolutely no 
exception. While some longtime listeners may 
be taken aback by just how dark they manage to 
get at times—the titular line of "God, erase me, I 
don't deserve the life you give" is a good example 
of the lyrical intensity on display—there's never 
once a doubt that Chamberlain is putting his 
heart and soul into the writing department. 
Much of the album deals with the themes of 
disillusionment and eventual freedom, both from 
toxic relationships and with the often hypocritical 
and judgmental nature of current Christian 
culture. While it's pretty 
bleak stuff, it's also an 
invaluable perspective, 
and one that 
Chamberlain ought 
to be commended 
for. Even the more 
simple lines—"Sink 
With You" contains the 
repeated exclamation 
of "You can't make .it 
okay!"—avoid being 
corny or cliche because 
of how they serve 
the greater whole 
both sonically and 
lyrically. A particular 
lyrical highlight is 
album closer "I Gave 
Up," a track that feels 
particularly personal 
in its subject matter. While one would never 
accuse the album of being too hopeful, the lyrics 
very successfully keep the album engaging and 
interesting throughout. 
In terms of objective flaws, it's all pretty small. 
While "Rapture" is an absolute banger of a track 
that opens up the sonic scape after the album's 
frantic opener, it does feel a bit like too much of 
a 180 degree turn, especially in between "It Has 
To Start Somewhere" and "On My Teeth" For 
an album that generally does an excellent job in 
terms of track placement, it feels like a small, early 
bump that's thankfully not indicative of the album 
as a whole. While the album is still very much 
experimental, it also doesn't quite reach "Define 
the Great Line" in terms of genre-shattering 
unpredictability. Even this, however, isn't so 
much a flaw as just space to grow in this new sonic 
landscape Underoath has cut out for themselves. 
At the end of the day, it's 
impossible to call "Erase 
Me" anything other than 
excellent. It may be a tough 
pill to swallow for fans at 
first, but part of the charm of 
Underoath has always been 
their variety between albums. 
Sonic leaps into different 
directions really shouldn't be surprising, and 
while the band has definitely made something 
that's perhaps a little more accessible than some 
of their older material, it's never anywhere close 
to boring or conventional and absolutely oozes 
creative energy from start to finish. It's a fiery 
album, one that's designed to turn the heads of 
longtime listeners and potential newcomers alike. 
If Underoath was your favorite band, give the 
album some time to grow on you. If they've nqver 
interested you before, this is a good place to start. 
"Erase Me" is 2018's first standout heavy album 
and will likely find itself on several "best of" lists 
come the year's end. It's rare to see a band return 
in such strong form, but they've certainly pulled 
that off here. Welcome back, Underoath! 
Contact Will Carsh at 
hcarshl8@my. whitworth. edu 
At the end of the day, it's 
impossible to call 'Erase 
Me' anything other than 
excellent. 
At 
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Softball goes 1-3 against 
Pacific 




Whitman 6-3 (L) 
Next week: 
4/21-22 NWC Tournament TBA 
mmiim 
Last week: 
Whitman 9-0 (L) 
PLU 7-2 (W) 
Last week: 
Pacific 7-0 (W) 
Pacific 6-5 (L) 
Pacific 9-2 (W) 
Next week: 
4/20-22 NWC Tournament TBA 
Last week: 
Pacific 9-7 (L) 
Pacific 8-1 (L) 
Pacific 7-4 (W) 
Pacific 10-6 (L) 
Next week: 
4/20-22 NWC Tournament TBA 
Last week: 




4/20-21 NWC Championships 
Last week: 
Willamette Spring Thaw 3rd of 8 
Next Week: 
4/21-22 NWC Tournament 
Last week: 
Willamette Spring Thaw 
Next Week: 
4/21-22 NWC Tournament 
Nicole Oh 
Staff Writer 
Last Friday and Saturday the Whitworth 
Pirates traveled to Forest Grove, Or. to play 
Pacific University. On Friday the Pirates 
fell in both games, 7-9 in the first and 1-8 in 
the second game of the day. On Saturday 
the Pirates won the first game with a final 
score of 7-4, however fell to the Boxers 
in the second game with a score of 6-10. 
After playing this weekend the Pirates are 
now 15-11 in the Northwest Conference. 
Pacific is currently 15-13. 
In the first game on Friday senior 
Michelle Silva and freshman Kinsey 
McNaught worked together to get one run 
back after a 2-0 lead by the Boxers. In the 
fourth inning the bases were loaded for the 
Pirates. Freshman Kaylie Lowery walked 
in a run, and on top of that, senior Chelsea 
Hayes cleared the bases with a three-run 
double. In the second game the Pirates fell 
behind early, but with help by senior Allie 
Rude singling home freshman Morgan 
Portlock to gave the Pirates one point. 
"Although Friday was really tough to 
go through we flushed it and moved on 
to Saturday," Portlock said. "We had good 
energy and positivity. Overall we learned 
a lot about ourselves, our mentality and 
what we need to work on." 
On Saturday the Pirates came back 
and won their first game. Freshman Sara 
Gayer drove a double into right center 
field, scoring the two runners on first 
and second base. Senior Kelsey Downey 
singled home Gayer, giving the Pirates 
another run. At this point, the Pirates had 
a 3-0 lead. In the sixth inning both the 
Boxers and the Pirates were able to add 
a run. Sophomore Natalie Edlin scored 
freshman Brynn Radke, upping the score 
to 4-2. Hayes, Silva and Portlock each 
added another run. In the last game of 
the weekend, Pacific started things off 
scoring six straight runs to open up the 
lead immediately. After a three-run fifth 
inning which included a RBI triple from 
McNaught, the Pirates looked to bounce 
back however, the Boxers three runs in the 
fifth and sixth innings gave them the win. 
"It was not our best showing, we were 
hoping to clench that third place spot, but 
now we will have to win against Willamette 
on Tuesday,"McNaught said."We will work 
on cleaning up defense and working on 
fixing mental mistakes. We are going to 
work on taking things pitch by pitch and 
making adjustments as needed." 
If the Pirates win their make-up game 
on April 17 against Willamette University 
they will secure their team goal of being 
the third seed going into the conference 
tournament. 
Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Head coach Helen Higgs steps 
down after 24 seasons 
Henry Miller 
Staff Writer 
Head Coach Helen Higgs announced last week that she 
is retiring after 24 seasons of coaching the Pirates women's 
basketball team. Coach Higgs is the winningest coach in 
Whitworth Women's basketball history. Higgs coached 
college basketball for 31 years and the wear and tear of 
coaching had begun to take its toll. 
"I feel like a senior," Higgs said. "I've been sitting around 
with senior players this year asking, 'What are we going to 
do next year?"' 
Higgs said she has multiple options for what path to 
travel down next in her life. 
"I've considered ministry, I've considered teaching 
abroad, I've considered working with coaches and athletes," 
she said. 
Higgs plans to first take some time off to relax and 
recuperate after her long tenure as head coach. This she 
deemed the "Summer of whatever Helen wants to do." While 
she coached, Helen had no fall break, only an occasional 
Thanksgiving and five days for Christmas. Her summers 
were often busy as well as she devoted time to making sure 
athletes were academically ready for competition. Higgs 
was also the chief recruiter for the women's basketball team, 
which further intensified her already busy schedule. Higgs 
is especially looking forward to reconnecting to friends she 
has been out of contact with after this season. 
Higgs said that a major influence on her decision was a 
religious calling to pursue other areas in her life. 
"I have some passions in some other areas that this job 
doesn't give me the freedom to pursue," Higgs said. 
Coach Higgs has a lot of great memories to reminisce. 
"There was one year where we had not beaten George Fox 
at George Fox yet, and to make it to the playoffs we would 
have to win. We ended up winning on a last second shot," 
Higgs said. Higgs remembers the gym being "deafening." 
"One year we started 14-0, but it's really just the relationships and 
the people I've coached," Higgs said. Higgs found her first year at 
Whitworth to be the most influential. 
"Those women that I coached early on, a lot of them are close 
friends now and are there for each other, there were plenty of last 
second shots and incredibly strong seasons, but the real highlights 
were the relationships I formed. Being a part of the community 
at Whitworth has kept me here for a long time and made this job 
fantastic," Higgs said. "There were 
plenty of last second shots and 
incredibly strong seasons, but the 
real highlights were the relationships 
I formed." 
Higgs placed her full confidence in 
the Whitworth athletic staff in finding 
a new coach. 
"Coaches like men's basketball 
coach Matt Logie and softball coach 
Cristal Brown are both examples 
of how Tim Demant [the athletic 
director] has been able to recruit the 
Photo courtesy of Kelly Logie, 2017 
best coaches around." 
Higgs finished her career at Whitworth with NWC championships 
in 1995 and 2003. She accumulated three coach of the year awards, 
and produced three conference player of the year winners. 
Contact Henry Miller at 
henrymiller21 @my. whitworth. edu 
WHITWORTH MEN'S CHORUS 
Marc A.Hafso, director 
Emma Thackston, piano 
WEDNESDAY 
WW 
COWLES MUSIC CENTER 
STORM CHORAL REHEARSAL ROOM 122 
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Track and Field: 
Krystal Roberts 
[Crystal Roberts, a freshman from Walla Walla, is a distance runner on this 
r's track team. Roberts is majoring in elementary education, and when 
i is not practicing or competing you can find her spending time with her 
lily and friends, volunteering, taking photos and baking. 
In high school, Roberts played on the varsity soccer team for four years 
i first got into running while training for the soccer team. In addition to 
cer, Roberts joined the track team as a freshman and throughout her 
h school career found herself running and falling in love with the longer 
tance track events. 
"One aspect of track that I love is the dynamics of the team. If there is one 
rd to describe our team it would be family. Everyone works hard, pushes 
» another, and supports every single person on the team," Roberts said, 
the 13th annual Sam Adams Classic Roberts qualified to compete in the 
rthwest Conference meet in Linfield, Oregon with a time of 40:29 in the 
kilometer race which is 6.2 miles and 25 laps around the track. Robert s 
ishing time was four minutes faster than the qualifying mark. 
Roberts said how incredible it is "when you're on lap 17 of the 10k and you 
ir not only distance runners cheering you on, but throwers, jumpers and 
inters" Roberts has also competed in the 800,1500, and 5k this season. 
Roberts is also a member of the cross country team, and said one of her 
orite memories and biggest accomplishments collegiately so far has been 
cine with [her] teammates at regionals in California and finding out that 
r team placed second and got to compete together at nationals in Illinois, 
the regional meet, Roberts raced to a 25th place finish and at nationals 
; placed 208th out of 279 women. 
This Friday and Saturday, April 19 and 20, Roberts anddie> res^fth 
ates will travel to McMinnville, Oregon to compete in the 2018 Northwest 
nference championships. 
Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Women's lacrosse 
prepares to take 




Next spring the Whitworth women's lacrosse team will start 
its first season. 
In March 2017; Whitworth announced its decision to add 
women's lacrosse to the school's list of sports. This will be the 
11th sport at Whitworth. 
Noelle Brouillard was selected to be the head coach of 
Whitworth's new team. 
"There will be challenging times our first year, but my 
goal as a coach is to help us to bond as a unit so that during 
difficult games we can lean on each other," Brouillard said. "My 
expectation is that we are a team who fights hard and doesn't 
give up no matter what the score or what the circumstances we 
may encounter along that first year." 
Brouillard coached at University of Scranton as a assistant 
coach for two years, and at the University of York in England for 
a year. She also played lacrosse at the collegiate level for four 
years at Allegheny College in Pennsylvania. 
Starting a new team has many challenges, especially in an 
area where lacrosse has not yet become popular, Brouillard 
said. 
"One of the challenges we've faced has been spreading 
information about the sport of women's lacrosse throughout 
the Pacific Northwest," Brouillard said. "It has a fairly large 
presence in Portland and Seattle, but out on this side of 
Washington, most people have never seen a game before." 
Brouillard isn't working alone. The new players have been 
working to help grow the team as well. 
"We've been spreading the word to get girls to come play. 
Some of us have been part of a student panel and have been 
overnight hosts for recruits," said Liah Gingerich, '20. 
"It involves a lot of marketing the school to potential lacrosse 
athletes who otherwise would not have put Whitworth on their 
list of college choices due to the fact 
that lacrosse was not an option in 
previous years," Brouillard said. 
This decision opens up doors 
to students like Caitlin Thomas, a 
current Whitworth junior. 
"I played for eightyears and always 
dreamed of playing in college but 
ended up laying those dreams down 
once I decided to pursue music. 
Once I heard lacrosse was coming 
to Whitworth I knew I wanted to be 
involved," Thomas said. 
Currently, five schools in the 
Northwest Conference are competing 
in lacrosse. This will grow to seven in 
the 2018-19 season with the addition 
of both Whitworth and Willamette. 
The addition of both teams is very 
significant for the conference. With 
seven teams competing, the NWC 
will be eligible to send teams to the 
Photo courtesy of Noelle Brouillard 
NCAA Division III Tournament for lacrosse. The current 2018 
season so far has George Fox leading the conference 7-0. 
Willamette made the decision to add a lacrosse team in 
December of 2016. 
"After careful consideration of levels of interest in high 
school sports, student interest surveys completed on campus 
last spring, and competition available within the Northwest 
Conference, lacrosse quickly emerged as the top candidate for 
Willamette's new women's sport," according to Valerie Cleary, 
Willamette University athletics director, on the university's 
sports page. In luly 2016, the school selected Sarah Lautenbach 
as head coach, and began recruiting their varsity team to 
practice this year. 
Tim Demant, Whitworth's athletic director, according to 
a March 2017 Whitworthian article, said that they expected 
the lacrosse program to bring in both money and broaden 
the scope for potential students. Willamette's announcement 
may have also been a factor in Whitworth's decision to add a 
lacrosse team. 
Whitworth's first lacrosse season will begin February of 
2019. In the meantime, the team is practicing and running 
clinics for girls grades 5-12. 
Contact Craig Russell at 
crussell21 @my. whitworth. edu 
Photo courtesy of Noelle Brouillard 
Nicole Oh 
StaffWriter 
P I R A T E  P R O F I L E  
For more information, please contact the Whitworth Music 
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WHITWORTH 
U N I V E R S I T Y  
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
Maria Alvarez learns typical Latino dances at Whitworth's HOLA event on 
Friday, April 13th. 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
Whitworth students learn typical Latino dances such as salsa, bachata, and meringue at 
HOLA's event "Ven Bailalo" on Friday, April 13th. 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
lira Hammond and Ingrid Anzueto teach a dance at HOLA's Ven Bailalo event on Friday, 
April 13th. 
Kyla Fague, conductor 
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HOLA 
Heritage of Latino Americans 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
HOLA, which stands for Heritage of Latino Americans, is a club that intends to 
teach Whitworth Students about Latino culture. In HOLA's recent event called 
Ven Bdilalo invites students to become part of the culture and learn typical 
cultural dances. 
The Whitworthian 
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Ian Busik | Photographer 
Grade Meiners, ASWU off-campus senator, plays on the inflatables during Springfest. The Saturday, May 5 event, comprised of vendors, 
inflatables and games, and club-run activities, drew hundreds of students, faculty, staff and community members to the Loop. 
Non-discrimination clause does not 
explicitly list LGBTQ+ community 
Abebaye Bekele 
News editor 
Whitworth's non-discrimination clause on 
job applications and the employee handbook 
does not explicitly list sexual orientation and 
gender identity under its protected classes. 
Race, color, national origin, age, sex and 
disability are listed as protected classes. 
This policy does not apply to students or 
student employees. 
"Whitworth complies with all federal, state 
and local non-discrimination laws that are 
applicable to religious non-profit institutions 
and does not engage in unlawful discrimination 
on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, 
sex or disability," according to Whitworth job 
application non-discrimination clause. 
The institution has chosen not to take a 
stance on the issue to foster discussion on 
issues that thoughtful Christians disagree on. 
While others have felt like not taking a stance 
is taking a stance by itself. 
There are different opinions among the 
Whitworth faculty and staff as to what this 
actually means and on the reasoning behind 
the policy. 
Whitworth hires the best people for the 
job based on their qualifications, said Forest 
Buckner, dean of spiritual life. 
"Just because it is not listed, to me, it 
doesn't mean that Whitworth is actually 
discriminating in that direction," Buckner said. 
Whitworth chooses to take a middle 
ground on issues that are not agreed upon by 
most Christians and that will upset both sides, 
Buckner said. 
"We [Whitworth] recently have been talking 
more about being a "bullseye" institution, 
where we focus on the center, which we would 
say as a Christian institution is the person and 
work of Jesus Christ according to the authority 
of scripture. That's the center and then other 
things around that are not the essentials 
that Christians disagree on that we have not. 
Whitworth, as an institution, has chosen not 
take sides on a lot of those things," Buckner 
said. 
Dolores Humston, associate vice president 
of human resources, said Whitworth has 
chosen not to take a stance on the issue to 
allow for conversation to happen on campus 
with regards to the issue. 
"Once the institution takes a stance, then it 
makes it hard to have a real open conversation 
because there is already an edict saying this is 
the way we are doing it here," Buckner said. 
Jason Wollschleger, professor of sociology, 
was aware of the hiring policy before he started 
working at Whitworth. 
Wollschleger said conversation with 
regards to this issue is not happening often 
on campus. Certain groups have discussed it 
in the past but not the majority of the student 
body. ASWU also passed a resolution in 2015 
with regards to sexual orientation. 
"Be it resolvjed that the administration add 
"sexual orientation" to the list of protected 
classes on page twenty of the Employee 
Handbook for Faculty & Staff under the section 
entitled Policy Prohibiting Discrimination, 
Harassment, and Retaliation" according to 
resolution 2014-2015 .01. 
This is an ASWU policy and not a university 
policy. The employee handbook as published 
November 2017 doesn't explicitly list sexual 
orientation and gender identity in its protected 
clause. 
"I think it's problematic from a Christian 
perspective. I think that being hospitable is 
essential to who we are.... and that we have 
made it very clear that this category of people 
is not welcome here as faculty by having that 
policy," Wollschleger said. 
Whitworth was a governing member 
of the Council of Christian Colleges and 
Universities (CCU) of higher education 
association. It became a collaborative member 
in 2017 because Whitworth chose not to define 
marriage as between a man and a woman. 
-
Whitworth University has an affirmative duty to maintain a work and study environment free from 
discrimination, harassment, and retaliation of any kind. Whitworth University will not tolerate 
discrimination, harassment, or retaliation since these behaviors would be in violation of the 
standards of the Whitworth community. The University will take positive action where necessary to 
eliminate such practices or remedy their effects. Discrimination, or harassment on any of the 
bases covered by state or federal anti-discrimination statutes, including race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, disability, age or any other applicable statutorily protected status are unlawful and 
a violation of Whitworth University policy; as a religious educational institution affiliated with the 
Presbyterian church, Whitworth University reserves the right to hire employees who share a 
commitment to the Christian faith. The essential importance of academic freedom is recognized 
and a standard of reasonableness will guide the University. Only when academic freedom is used 
to disguise or is a vehicle for prohibited conduct, will it be questioned. Whitworth University 
believes that ideas, creativity, and free expression thrive and, indeed can only exist for the entire 










The results from the recent election 
resulted in junior Tersa Almaw for president, 
sophomore Andrews Boateng for executive 
vice president and sophomore Chelsea 
Shearer for financial vice president. Each 
elect said they had a different experience 
during the campaign process and looks 
forward to working in ASWU and developing 
new relationships within the Whitworth 
community. 
Whitworth University employee handbook, Published Nov. 2017 
The decision by Whitworth not to define 
marriage shows Whitworth's commitment to 
take the middle ground on this issue, Buckner 
said. 
"Whitworth is saying we are going to stay 
in the middle. What it does is make everyone 
a litde unhappy. So, we don't get full member 
voting status in CCU and others would say 
we are not doing a good enough job of caring 
for those gay community members," Buckner 
said. 
Not guaranteeing this protection for the 
LGBTQ+ community creates a legitimate fear 
that one might lose their job if they come out 
as gay, Wollschleger said. 
"I know for fact we do [have LGBTQ+ 
staff and faculty]," Wollschleger said. "I am 
confident the administration right now would 
not do that but the administration could 
change and contacts could change so I think it 
is a real possibility." 
Kathy Lee professor of political science said 
having LGBTQ+ faculty is important because 
it is vital for students to have representation. 
"I think one of the most troubling aspects 
from my perspective is that the institution in 
an indirect way communicates to LGBTQ+ 
students that we don't include yoii in quite 
the same way as we include other students. 
So we say to students of color, 'we would like 
to hire more faculty of color to be role models 
people that have experienced what you have 
experienced, to talk with, to share experiences 
with.' When it comes to LGBTQ+ students the 
institution doesn't seem to have that same 
perspective," she said. 
Members of Whitworth faculty and staff 
are comprised of people with different 
faith backgrounds. Thus, there are different 
interpretations of scripture and different 
views on marriage. 
"My perspective is having the clause 
[sexual orientation and gender identity] is an 
alignment with Christian valufes. I think that 
we have a call to embrace everyone and I think 
the kingdom of God is diverse 
and inclusive and I think that 
having that clause would more 
align us with Christian values," 
Wollschleger said. 
Lee said, her interpretation of 
scripture doesn't exclude people 
with different sexual orientation 
and gender orientation. 
"I think it is more complex 
than a simple "Christian" answer. 
Instead, as Christians, I think we 
are invited to engage with the 
complexity looking at Scripture, 
engaging with loving people as 
we seek to honor God above all," 
Buckner said. 
Contact Abebaye Bekele at 
abekele20@my. whitworth. edu 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
(Left to right) president-elect Tersa Al­
maw, Executive vice president-elect 
Andrews Boateng, and financial 
vice president-elect Chelsea Sheare 
Almaw said she wants to better unite 
Whitworthians in order to give them a 
shared experience as well as to find new 
ways to get more students involved in 
events. She also hopes to spark conversation 
about the issues in our community. 
Boateng said he desires to help 
Whitworth students become more service-
oriented both on and off campus. He plans 
to make ASWU more inclusive through 
brainstorming how to incorporate different 
groups that do not feel like their voices are 
being heard currently. 
One of Shearer's goals is to make 
the responsibilities of the financial vice 
president role more known and present 
at Whitworth. She plans to meet with 
club leaders frequently and to create a 
comfortable environment for students to 
talk with her. Along with clubs and club 
leaders, Shearer said she will continue 
meeting new people on campus. 
"I think next year there's going to be a 
lot of changes," Shearer said. "I think there 
were so many more people voting in this 
election because they want change, and so I 
think that Teri and Andrews and I are going 
to implement a lot more of what students 
have been asking for." 
As president, Almaw also hopes to 
integrate intersectionality more because it 
is very important to her. Since she is taking 
less credits next semester, Almaw will have 
more time to serve and give all that she can 
to the community. 
One Of Boateng's goals is to make ASWU 
more transparent. He will work alongside 
Shearer to communicate with students 
about how their money is being used. 
Contact Cambria Pilger at 
cpilger21 @my. whitworth. edu 
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Ihe Whitworthian has served as the main source of 
news, arts and sports coverage for the Whitworth 
community since 1905. Ihe Whitworthian is an 
organization composed entirely of students which 
produces Ihe Whitworthian weekly newspapef and 
thewhitworthian.news. 
OUR MISSION 
Ihe Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting 
accurate and relevant information in an innovative 
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while 
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for 
expressing the interests of the Whitworth community. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Ihe print edition of Ihe Whitworthian is published 
weekly, except during January and student vacations. 
Ihe content is generated entirely by students. 
Ihe college administration does not review the 
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed 
in Ihe Whitworthian are those of the individual 
artists, writers and student editors, and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the Associated 
Students of Whitworth University (ASWU), the 
university, its administration, faculty/staff or 
advertisers. Ihe Whitworthian is paid for through 
advertising and subscription revenue and in part by 
student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU. 
OPINIONS POLICY 
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the 
opinions of their individual creators and not 
necessarily the opinion of Ihe Whitworthian, its 
editors or its staff. 
PUBLIC FORUM 
Ihe Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in 
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed 
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States. 
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If you have a comment or question about the fairness 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Ihe Whitworthian welcomes reader responses 
to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth 
community. Send letters to cmurphyl8@ 
my.whitworth.edu Limit to 250 words. 
Panelists discuss gun violence 
- _ — Un OOl 
Cambria Pilger 
Staff Writer 
Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) held 
a discussion last week on how people of faith 
should respond to gun violence and mass 
shootings. It focused on how people can 
incorporate faith through response to current 
issues. 
Reverend Palmer, Spokane County Sheriff 
Ozzie Knezovich, forensics coach professor 
Mike Ingram, and political science professor 
Julia Stronks. Students filled the room to listen 
and discuss with the panelists. 
Gun violence is an important issue that 
is very prominent today, sophomore Peyton 
Smetana said. Smetana helped set up the event 
as member of the YAF club. Ihe discussion 
was a way for students to hear different 
d he did not feel all views 
perspectives and form their own conclusions said equally expressed or fairly c0"S'^t r~ ^ 
about what they believe should be done, he wereeq ^ comments stoo 
said. 
"It's easy to get caught up in the painstream 
media and to get just one perspective on 
the issue," junior Madison Habersetzer said. 
Habersetzer led the discussion and set up t e 
event as the chair of Whitworth s chapter o 
YAF. 
The panelists brought in came trom 
various areas of the political spectrum, some 
conservative, some moderate, Habersetzer 
said. 
Although Stronks was on the moderate side, 
there was no liberal voice truly represented 
during the discussion, freshman Daniel Moore 
said. Conservatives have felt a similar way 
with their voices not being heard during other 
events on campus, but the liberal voice was still 
underreoresented during the discussion, he 
reequ^iyexp — ̂ ^s comments stood 
,m smetana Palmer said gun control is 
^"conservative,' repubUcan Issue However 
grtoget their fair'say in, and that while [the 
Seriff] had some points that I agreed with, he 
also brought up things that, as a history major, 
I thought [were] not historically accurate. 
Smetana said he thought that Whitworths 
campus is more liberal than conservative, 
and liberal voices are amplified more t an 
conservative ones. This panel was a way to get 
conservative views about an important topic 
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(Left to right) Moderator Madison Habersetzer, panelists Reverend Riley Palmer, Sheriff Ozzie, Mike Ingram and Julia Stronks. 
out there in Whitworth's campus, and the 
panelists did a good job of staying civil and 
being respectful of one another, lie said. 
Everyone was respectful to one another 
even when they disagreed with other's 
views, freshman Katie Ludlam said. Ludlam 
attended the discussion to learn more 
about the topic. 
Stronks was one of the liberal-leaning 
panelists. Her views were important 
because she shared she owns a gun and 
came from a background that may be very 
different than those living in the Pacific 
Northwest, freshman Adrienne Dixon 
said. Stronks is from Chicago, where gang 
violence seems much more present than in 
Spokane, Dixon said. 
The sheriff mentioned that guns aren't 
the only problem and that there are other 
factors that contribute to violence, which 
was important to note, Ludlam said. He 
said gun violence has been more present 
now rather than in the past, which Ludlam 
disagreed with this. She said gun violence 
has been very present both in the past and 
now. 
"There is not just one solution because 
there are so many different problems," 
Ludlam said. "I think it's super important 
to have those discussions [because] this 
is such a hot topic right now, yet I feel like 
very little people know about the facts, 
including myself." 
The last student that asked a question 
to the panel is in the education program 
and he asked if teachers should be allowed 
to carry a gun in school or not. It is a good 
question to consider, and there are many 
different parts to look at before being able 
to implement a response, but part of the 
discussion was to help students form their 
own opinions on the matter, Habersetzer 
said. 
"I hope [the attendees] viewed it as a 
source of information that pushes them to 
reaffirm their beliefs while also searching 
for information that goes against their 
beliefs," Moore said. 
Hopefully students will be able to make 
their own conclusions about issues instead 
of being influenced by others' political 
beliefs, Smetana said. He hopes they walk 
away being able to better form their own 
opinions on the issues. 
Smetana said he is glad the event 
showed how people with differing opinions 
can have a civil discussion about a hot-
topic issue. 
Education is a really powerful tool in 
this discussion," Habersetzer said. 
Its important for people to have their 
own perspectives on the issue and to spend 
ime iscussing other viewpoints about it, 
a ersetzer said. It is important to open up 
stes ^CUSsions ab°ut big, current issues, 
Contact Cambria Pilger at 





Uniform tassels may 
dimmish pride in 
students' areas of study 
OPINIONS THE WHITWORTHIAN 
Editorial: 
IN THE LOOP 
Historically, Whitworth 
has followed the tradition of 
having departmental colored 
tassels, however this year, 
graduates will be wearing 
uniformly colored tassels. 
The different colored tassels distinguish the different 
disciplines recognized at the graduation ceremony. There 
is no clear reason as to why the tassels were changed to 
be uniform this year, the different colored tassels are often 
associated with the pride of graduating with a specific 
area of study. # 
Choosing to provide all graduates with a uniformly 
colored tassel overlooks the diverse areas of study 
Whitworth offers its students. Because all students must 
take similar gen-ed classes, like Core, studying different 
disciplines can provide the gen-ed classes with a more 
diverse perspective. Providing students with the same 
colored tassel diminishes the benefits of the diverse areas 
of study Whitworth offers. 
At a liberal arts institution like Whitworth, focusing on 
different areas of study is encouraged. Providing students 
with departmental colored tassel allows a graduate to feel 
pride for their specific area of study. Especially for the 
majors that do not have as many participants, having a 
ai am not just a graduate from 
Whitworth, I am a graduate from 
the School of Education. 
MARGO JENSEN 
senior early education major 
different colored tassel can bring awareness and attention 
to the qualifications of each major. 
"I am not just a graduate from Whitworth, I am a 
graduate from the School of Education/' senior Margo 
Jensen said. 
While departmental tassels may offer a sense of pride 
to the graduating students, there may be sotim Mtiho feel 
overlooked or left out of this system. For example, math 
majors don't have their own color, and are either grouped 
with the science majors or the liberal arts majors. In the 
same way, some majors may feel as though their tassel's 
color does not accurately reflect their field of study. Art 
majors are given the color "drab," which us a brown color 
and doesn't necessarily reflect the major, which is often 
associated with many different colors. 
"Coming from someone that would have had a color 
that I really didn't care for, I am happy that I will have a 
tassel that I will be happy to wear and would probably use 
and display later in life as well," senior Melissa Johnson 
said. 
Although there are differing opinions, there are 
students who don't have a preference of whether or not 
tassels are uniform or reflect a specific department. The 
color of a tassel may be considered insignificant to the 
major and area of study of a student. 
"It would have been cool to have some kind of 
differentiation to reflect four years of study, but it's just a 
tassel," said senior Kylie Guenther. 
There are many benefits and drawbacks of the decision 
to implement uniformly colored tassels. For some 
students, it may be a relief to wear a more appealing 
colored tassel than they were assigned. For others, it may 
feel diminishing to their area of study. Departmental 
colored tassels reflect the diverse perspectives that 
Whitworth values. Distinguishing the different areas of 
study at the graduation ceremony may bring a sense of 
pride to students who value the contributions of their 
specific field to the Whitworth's liberal arts program. 
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect 
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board, 
comprised of five editors. 
A note on last month's "Call 
to action for students who 
feel misrepresented": 
In the April 18 newspaper, vol. 108 issue 7, we printed 
a guest column from senior Hannah Howell titled "Call to 
action for students who feel misrepresented." During the 
editing process, several changes were made that resulted 
in typos in the article, both print and online. Specifically, 
names were added to the article that the author intended 
to keep anonymous. These changes were not meant to 
compromise Howell's article in any way, and were the 
result of miscommunication during editing. The article has 
been amended online to remove the typos. We apologize 
for any confusion these mistakes may have caused. 
Helicopter parenting prevents 
necessary growth in kids 
"'Helicopter parenting  ̂
can be very dangerous to 




"Helicopter parenting" refers to when parents or guardians 
monitor every aspect of their student's life* "Helicopter 
parenting" can be very dangerous to the growth needed to 
reach adulthood. Although there can be some benefits to that, 
adverse effects greatly outweigh the long-term effects on the 
student. 
In high school, parenting strategies that utilize high child-
parent involvement and monitoring have a necessary place in 
the family. The family unit is where effective communication 
and long-term relationships are created, grown and taught. 
For some, the family unit is where connection happens and 
gives parents a chance to try different parenting strategies. 
In addition, growing up in a family unit gives the children a 
chance to ideate and shape their worldviews and personalities 
and decide what their role is in the family. When students are 
in high school, family roles have been 
established and made routine for the 
past 17 to 18 years. Then comes college. 
According to Collegeboard, about 
20 percent of college students still live 
at home during their college years. The 
majority of students leave the family 
unit, returning for breaks and possibly 
for the summer. In college, individual 
roles change in the family. This change 
in the family unit is inevitable and yet parents often don't 
transition as well as their children. 
"But now [as parents] live in fear that something will happen 
to [their kids]...It's a more amorphous fear of a community and 
a culture that is not geared toward protecting children. And 
so we postpone giving them any sort of independence until it 
would be embarrassing not to," Naomi Riley wrote in an article 
for the "New York Post" on helicopter parenting. College is 
often far away in an unfamiliar city, so the root of fear being 
in a lack of community and individual trust is thoroughly 
validated. 
As a college student, it is usually easy to make that transition. 
New friends become like brothers and sisters, a cafeteria feeds 
you for every meal and facilities attendants typically clean 
your residence hall and bathroom. 
As stated in a March 7 article, "Whitworth Meets Criteria for 
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs," Whitworth does well at meeting 
a student's basic needs, similar to a parent or guardian 
supplying basic needs in childhood. If parents were highly 
involved in their child's middle and high school life, they might 
expect to be as involved in their college career. This could grow 
from the fact that children have always been under their wing 
to be protected and watched over and now are out "in the real 
world." 
RMMMiVHmttJi 
to the equation of keeping their child safe, but none of them 
are in their immediate control anymore. Without immediate 
control, parents feel as if they have to try get involved as often 
as possible and text or call or email often to "stay in the loop" -
this is the embodiment of a helicopter parent. 
As many have experienced, college is difficult. Therefore, 
having highly involved parents can seem beneficial. They send 
reminders when payments are due and to talk to professors, 
they stay up-to-date on your grades, they know who then-
child's friends are and all about their love life and the list goes 
on. 
From the outside, having helicopter parents can seem like 
a beneficial lifestyle in college. However, it is controlling and 
needs to be stood up to. As the years go on, the high level of 
parent involvement needs to decrease if parents truly want 
their children to reach independent adulthood. 
The parents should not be the only people wanting this; 
students need to want this too and understand the long-term 
consequences for their own lives. If by the end of the student's 
years in college parents have done all the reminding for the 
student so that they are conditioned to not have to write 
things down or learn from missing an assignment or payment, 
adulthood will hit the fresh graduate like a train. 
We have all heard college is the place for growing adults 
and growing independence. That includes 
independence from parents. Allowing 
parents to be helicopters for four years will 
leave students with an inability to fend for 
themselves in the "real world;" they have 
never been "thrown into the deep end." 
I am not saying parents should throw 
their children into the deep end and walk 
away. I am arguing that parents need to be 
aware of their level of involvement in their 
students' lives. 
"Separation is good and essential for you both. It's truistic 
to state that children need to become independent decision­
makers who learn from their own mistakes and failures. 
Otherwise, how will [your children] manage to put your affairs 
in order on the day you die? Since you cannot promise to live 
forever, you have to learn to let them go," Phillip Hodson wrote 
in the article "My message to the parents who can't let their 
children go: grow up" for "The Guardian." 
The transition for parents to let go of their kids and remove 
themselves from acting on helicopter tendencies will benefit 
both the parent and the student greatly. Parents would be most 
effective in growing their children into adults by giving them 
a sense of independence that allows the child to go to them 
when they want. Helicopter parenting is a poor parenting 
strategy, which robs parents of their own individual growth, as 
well as robs their children of necessary growth as they strive to 
reach independent adulthood. 
Contact Ein Huie at dhuiel 9@my. whitworth. edu 
Remember the first ladies 




The former first lady, Barbara Bush, passed away on 
April 17 of this year. In honor of her passing, I believe it is 
necessary to remember the ways in which the first ladies 
have influenced American politics and culture. Although 
there is no job description given for the position of the first 
lady, Encyclopaedia Brittanica states that many first ladies 
used their influence to bring changes within legislation, 
social reforms and particularly women's rights. 
The second first lady, Abigail Adams supported women's 
rights in letters she wrote to her husband, President John 
Adams. In 1776 she asked him to "Remember the Ladies 
and be more generous and favorable to them than your 
ancestors." This action was one of the first in the long 
tradition of first ladies addressing social justice issues of 
their time. Adams focused particularly on women's rights 
and encouraged others to as well. According to the National 
Archives, Adams wrote to John, "If perticuliar care and 
attention is not paid to the Laidies we are determined to 
foment a Rebelion (sic), and will not hold ourselves bound 
by any Laws in which we have no voice, 
or Representation." Adams' desire for 
gender equality resonates with our 
culture today as we still address social 
injustices committed particularly 
toward women. 
Sarah Childress Polk redefined the 
ways American women were viewed 
and limited to motherhood in the 
1840s. According to whitehouse.gov, in 
a time where women's jobs were as mothers, Polk had to 
define a place for herself, due to her childlessness. In her 
spare time, she became involved in the political activities of 
her husband, such as helping him write speeches, copying 
his correspondence and giving him advice. Polk redefined 
the boundaries of women at her time, securing a place 
outside of motherhood, within politics, to find success. 
Caroline Harrison, the 23rd first lady acted in ways that 
supported women in more prominent career positions and 
lived out her interests in art. According to whltehouse.gov, 
Harrison enjoyed dancing, painting and playing piano. She 
involved her daughter in dance lessons and encouraged 
creativity. Harrison advocated for women's rights by 
raising funds for Johns Hopkins University medical 
school under the condition that they admit women and 
established the Daughters of the American Revolution, 
honoring their patriotism and family's service to American 
« 
independence. Harrison's influence today may encourage 
some to donate to causes that are important to them, such 
as the arts and women's rights. 
Eleanor Roosevelt served as the first lady from 1933-
1945. Roosevelt redefined what it meant to be a first 
lady. She traveled to all parts of the country, held press 
conferences and even began her own radio broadcast and 
newspaper column. After her husband's death, Roosevelt 
began her service as an American spokeswoman in the 
United Nations. Despite the role of "hostess" the first lady 
was expected to play, Roosevelt made her own way by 
working in American politics and the United Nations. 
In her role as first lady, Barbara Bush won over the 
affection of Americans through her grandmotherly charm 
and smart wit. Bush lived out her role as first lady based 
on compassion, after losing a young daughter to leukemia. 
According to whitehouse.gov, she chose to take on the 
literacy of America as her special cause, and become an 
honorary chairperson of the Barbara Bush Foundation of 
Family Literacy. 
As the first African-American first lady, Michelle 
Obama took on many social issues that were close to 
her heart, addressing women's rights, children's health 
and education for international girls. Obama launched 
education programs such as Reach Higher, which 
encouraged all students to continue 
their education beyond high school, 
and Let Girls Learn, which called 
countries around the world to 
support education for women. 
From advocating for women's 
rights, pursuing roles in politics and 
supporting children in academic 
success, first ladies have made 
prominent changes to American 
politics and culture. In honor of Barbara Bush's recent 
death, I believe it is appropriate to bring attention to all the 
work first ladies have done and continue to do. We cannot 
forget that politics do not belong strictly to the president, 
but the first ladies as well. I hope by remembering our first 
ladies, their legacy may live on and we may find a place of 
hope and promise in the work they have done. 
We cannot forget that 
politics do not belong 
strictly to the president, but 
the first ladies as well. 
Contact Abby Nye at any el 9@my. whitworth. edu 
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An exhibit of portraits of students with 
diagnosed mental illness. 
Admission is free. 
Music: Ice Cream and Jazz social 
2 p.m. 
Library courtyard 
Whitworth Jazz ensembles perform an 
outdoor concert, with free ice cream for 
anyone who stops by. 
Admission is free. 
THURSDAY, MAY 10 
Dance: Thursday Evening Swing 
6:30 p.m. 
Woman's Club of Spokane 
Weekly Swing Dance event including 
intermediate lesson at 6:30, beginner lesson 
at 7:15, and social dance from 8 to JO p.m. 
Admission $8. 
Community: Yearbook Distribution 
4 p.m. 
HUB Atrium 
Come pick up your yearbook! They are free 
to all full-time students, $25 for part-time 
students. President Beck Taylor will be 
present for autographs from 4 to 5 p.m. 
Music: Jazz Ensembles I and II Concert 
4:30 p.m. 
HUBMPR 
Whitworth's Jazz ensembles will perform 
their spring program, free and open to the 
public. 
Admission is free. 
FRIDAY, MAY 11 
Community: BBQ and Book Sale 
11:30 a.m. 
Westminster Hall and Lied Center Courtyard 
Stop by to support the English department 
and maintenance of the garden between 
Westminster Hall and Lied Center. 
Prices are all under $5. 
Theatre: Broadway Unbound 
7:30 p.m. 
Cowles Auditorium Main Stage 
A revue featuring a taste of Broadway with 
a variety of student actors, musicians, and 
dancers. 
Admission $5. 
Music: Hannah Fulton Composition Recital 
3 p.m. 
Music Building Recital Hall 
Senior recital of original compositions 
performed by Whitworth students. 
Admission is free. 
SUNDAY, MAY 13 
Music: Chamber Ensemble concert 
8 p.m. 
Music Building Rehearsal Room 119 
Chamber concert featuring various 
ensembles of student musicians. 
Admission is free. 
Art:. "Becoming" Senior Art Exhibit • 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. all week 
Lied Center Bryan Oliver Gallery 
Last chance to visit this year's senior 
art exhibition featuring photography, 
printmaking, painting, sculpture, and more 
from the art department's graduating 
seniors. 
Admission is free. 
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Freshman Sarah Sugano (left) and senior Carter Hudson (right) perform at Unplugged last semester on October 6,2017. 
Zachary Monroe 
Contributing Writer 
The Woodshed Bar and Grill on Sprague 
Avenue is a karaoke haunt. On Thursday, April 
26, there were few enough people that one could 
hear each individual conversation. Several 
people sat alone at the bar, bobbing their heads 
to the beat, some even singing along, as Kyle 
Johnson, a recent Whitworth alumnus from 
Colfax, Wash., performed his rendition of "Hotel 
California." 
Charles Bumpas, a regular at the Woodshed, 
said, "I like the way he sounds... I hope this boy 
does good." 
Many Whitworthians are involved in the 
Spokane music scene, which can be an excellent 
way for students to break through the infamous 
"pinecone curtain." 
"You have students who have been here 
for four years[...] I feel like they don't ever go 
south," said Chris Reichart, a senior. 
« 
You have students who have 
been here for four years[...] I feel 
like they don't ever go south." 
CHRIS REICHART 
senior 
"Sometimes it feels like two separate worlds," 
said Carter Hudson, another senior. "But it's 
nice to try and bridge that a little bit." Music is a 
potential cure for this problem, he said. "I think 
it's rad to be out in the community. It's super 
easy to get stuck on campus." 
Hudson started playing guitar when he was 
eight. Now, he has recorded an EP of all original 
music in collaboration with his older brother 
and Benjamin Olsen, an alumnus. Around 
Spokane, Hudson played at Boots Bakery, open 
mic night at The Bartlett, Bloomsday, and in a 
church worship band. His method of getting 
involved has been "mostly relational," in his 
words. 
"I guess I have my feet in a lot of different 
musical things," Hudson said. From writing his 
own music to performing covers, he has met 
many people in the Spokane music community. 
Live music can be a potential remedy for the 
'pinecone curtain' phenomenon which seems 
endemic to the Whitworth experience. The 
alumni and parent relations office at Whitworth 
were able to identify 41 alum who 
work at least work part time in 
music. They range from recent grads 
to people 
who went to 
Whitworth in 





to owners of 




graduates who are involved in 
music can be, if anything, more 
encouragement for students to 
get out and go to a symphony 
or bar to experience Spokane 
culture. Having an alum or fellow 
student out in the community 
doing something musical can be a 
personal connection for Whitworth students. 
Students have performed 
at bars, restaurants, 
bakeries, farmers markets, 
churches, and public 
events all across Spokane. 
Lane King, a senior 
from the Tri-Cities has 
used his guitar talent to 
produce one album and 
do gigs across Spokane, 
especially at farmers 
markets. The reason King focuses on farmers 
markets is because his style of music fits that 
type of venue. He said that getting in the gig 
scene is about "marketing yourself as somebody 
who has something to offer." 
Whitworth music students, especially in the 
jazz department, are generally encouraged to 
get out in the community and perform. 
Our music department is 
really phenomenal. I think they 
do promote student teaching 
and student performing." 
CHRIS REICHART 
senior 
"If a person is ca^ed to be a musician, 
then... it's a shame if they are unable to make 





environment may lead 
to greater well-being of 
music students. 
"I consider myself a 
professional. I do what I 
do, I do it regularly, I do 
it well, I get paid to do 
it," Reichart said. "Our 
music department is 
really phenomenal and I think they do promote 
student teaching, [and] student perforrrfing... I 
think its a healthy environment for that because 
you are with other musicians." 
As Johnson closed up his night at the 
Woodshed, the bartender went up to sing with 
him, putting the second microphone to use. 
Johnson is taking a path that many musicians 
probably dream of. It is a path that will also 
continue to connect 
Whitworth to the rest 
of the world. While 
discussing his future 
plans, Johnson voiced 
that he wants to buy 
a van and tour the 
country, booking gigs 
where he can and start 
making connections. 
"This is what I'm 
doing full time... I want to make it," he said. 
a 
Sometimes it feels like two 
separate worlds, but it's nice to 
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Colleen Bell 
Arts & Culture Editor 
The third annual WhitTED took place Tuelay, 
May 1, with six Whitworth seniors presentingdeir 
research in a TED talk style format. The six wonfli-'-
Alexis Paperman, Courtney Murphy, Hanah 
Howell, Rachel Messer, Marissa Moffett and Mia 
Pierson—presented on a variety of topics, Mm 
organizing chaos to reinvesting in the community 
and even the subtexts regarding race and gender in 
Disney films. 
The event took place in the physics lecturehaH 
in Eric Johnston Science Center, and there were 
several dozen students and faculty in attendance. 
Paperman, an English major, spoke about fining 
a balance between the chaos of everyday life and 
the organization that can be expressed through art. 
"I chose my topic because it's something d^t's 
been necessary for me these last four yearsjfehe 
said. "As college students, it can be difficult to tow 
how to deal with things." 
Moffett, a computer science major, presented on 
the need for equal gender employment in the Wd 
of computer science, and the effect that positive 
narratives around gender and work can have en a 
generation. 
I chose my topic because we were working off 
previous research and it was the largest resea^h I 
had done to that point," she said, "also, it is a topic 
that I am extremely passionate about." 
The WhitTED class is listed in the course 
catalogue as Honors 400H, but you don't necessarily 
have to be involved in the George Whitworth Honors 
program to register for it. 
I m not actually in honors — I might have 
slipped in under the radar," Paperman said, 0I% 
found out about the [George Whitworth Honors 
Program] this year." 
Pictured at right: (clockwise from top) 
Rachel Messer presented on the important of 
pouring back into the community. 
Alexis Paperman spoke on finding organizaU°n 
through art. 
Hannah Howell spoke on racial and gl­
ased subtexts in Disney films, and how fa# l«s 
can work toward cultural reconciliation th» 
onest conversations with children. 
Lydia Pierson promoted the virtue of se&m* 
beauty in the mundane and exploring the j^lce 
at can follow when we change our percept^ of 
the world around us. ; 
Marissa Moffett presented on gender equal^ 
computer science, and how positive narrative* an 
shape a workplace environment. 
Not Pictured: 
Courtney Murphy reflected on how the.job 
market ls ripe with opportunities t0 dJ^P 
any field^13118^13516 Skills that 
can be app^e *° 
* .  
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"Avengers: Infinity War" is a tricky film to 
review. The nineteenth addition to the Marvel 
Cinematic Universe comes hot on the heels of 
"Black Panther," a self-contained film that told a 
smaller, more personal story than usual. Back to 
back, the two films couldn't be more different: 
while "Black Panther" required little outside 
context for newer viewers, "Avengers: Infinity 
War" almost requires viewers to have seen 
every previous entry of the franchise. It spends 
little time with reintroductions of characters 
or concepts from previous films. While it does 
have an overarching thread, it's also basically 
four or five movies in one, with characters 
all being split off into separate groups and 
plotlines that sometimes even split off into 
more subgroups and plotlines. Love it or hate it, 
there's no denying that "Avengers: Infinity War" 
is a lot to process. 
Props must be given to the directing and 
writing team—a collaboration of the Russo 
Brothers behind the camera and Christopher 
Markus and Stephen McFeely penning the 
script—for holding the movie together despite 
its massivity. Right off the bat, it's clear that the 
people in charge of the film's production put 
Joss Whedon's haphazard style to shame. The 
direction is strong, the visuals striking. The 
writing is sharp. And most importantly of all, 
there's a definite willingness to take risks—both 
stylistically and narratively—than any other 
film in the franchise to date. It's doubtful that 
anyone's predictions will completely hold up 
here, and even the more predictable elements are 
still surprising in the way that they're delivered. 
The film very quickly establishes higher stakes 
than any previous film, making for a somewhat 
nerve-wracking viewing experience as beloved 
characters are constantly faced with possiMe 
death. From a craftsmanship standpoint, tP^ 
film doesn't entirely escape the sepse that 
perhaps a little too much is going on at once, 
at least at first, but it does manage to constantly 
keep the viewer interested in what's going on 
at a time, briskly taking them from location 
to location until its outstanding finale. By the 
time it reaches the end, it feels as though it has 
justified its risky narrative choices. It's rather 
brilliant in this regard. 
The cast of actors and the characters that they 
play also hold up pretty well despite appearing 
in an overwhelming amount. On the one hand, 
in the midst of all of it. In terms of physicality, 
he also fixes a running issue of the franchise 
in that him and his minions feel like a genuine 
match for the heroes. Their battles are titanic, 
sprawling bouts that push the boundaries of 
CGI carnage. Those looking for spectacle in the 
film's battles along with a true sense of danger 
will find plenty to soak in here. Thanos and his 
team represent a thrilling counter to the earth's 
mightiest heroes, resulting in both dramatic 
and Combat-filled encounters that should leave 
viewers on the edge of their seats. Several times 
throughout, the film left me with my jaw on the 
floor from the visuals alone. It easily is Marvels 
most striking film in this regard. 
If this review has been rather vague, its 
because I've taken great effort to be spoiler 
free while still addressing potential quality 
concerns. "Avengers: Infinity War isnt an 
easy film to dig into without quickly reaching 
"spoiler" territory. It's also not an easy film 
to digest, as it has more going on in it than 
perhaps any film ever has. I haven't seen a film 
quite like this before, and while I suspect that 
those who are fans of the franchise will find 
the film fantastic, those who haven't done their 
homework or only casually enjoy the films may 
find themselves only invested in the spectacle. 
Think of it as the first part to a season finale of 
a TV show: it's just not going to mean a whole 
lot unless you're caught up on and enjoyed the 
season beforehand. It's also not going to offer 
complete closure, so prepare to spend the next 
year until the fourth Avengers film speculating 
and wondering about where the story is going 
next. 
"Overall, 'Infinity War' is an incredible film for those that have 
kept up to date with the Marvel Cinematic Universe, a jolt to 
the system that won't soon be forgotten. 
viewers will likely feel disappointed that some 
characters are pushed to the background in favor 
of others. While this is necessary for the sake 
of cohesion and clarity, it is still a bit odd that 
some very popular characters get so little screen 
time while some normally tangential ones find 
themselves in the forefront of the story. While 
it is necessary to keep the film digestible and 
isn't necessarily a flaw, I feel obligated to issue 
that warning: not all your favorite characters 
are going to have equal screen time or relevance 
here. However, compliments are owed for 
the specific groupings the film presents the 
audience with. Tony Stark and Doctor Strange, 
in particular, mirror each other well, with both 
characters exposing the other's similarities and 
dissimilarities. Surprisingly, Thor and Rocket 
also play off of each other well, injecting the 
film with some heart along the way. While the 
film may at times threatens to lose sight of its 
characters, it ultimately cleverly utilizes them 
for strong dramatic effect. Not everyone gets 
equal play, but everyone is at least characterized 
consistently with previous appearances. 
It seems necessary to devote an entire section 
to the film's villain, Thanos, played in motion 
capture by Josh Brolin. The special effects on the 
character are solid: while no one will mistake it 
for anything other than CGI, it's still state of the 
art and a marvel (no pun intended) to behold. 
Brolin's acting is also strong, giving the titan a 
sense of calmness and confidence throughout. 
Thankfully, Thanos also gets some much-
needed fleshing out over the course of the movie. 
While some viewers may still find Killmonger 
from "Black Panther" a more successful villain, 
there's no denying that Thanos is one of the 
strongest in the series, boasting twisted-but 
-clear motivations and some genuine humanity 
Still, there's no getting around the fact that 
far more often than not, "Avengers: Infinity 
War" challenges and subverts the superhero 
genre. It's an ambitious film, one that perhaps 
stumbles once or twice in small ways trying to 
juggle more than it can always handle. However, 
it never completely drops the ball, and, by the 
end, justifies its seemingly more questionable 
creative decisions with perhaps the most jaw-
dropping conclusion to a superhero film in the 
history of the genre. Whatever few issues there 
may be are overwhelmed by the staggering 
achievement this film really is when taken in 
as a whole. From a craftsmanship perspective, 
there's never been a film like it. From a visual 
perspective, you'll get more than, your money's 
worth. Hats off to the cast and crew for taking 
my breath away, and hats off to Marvel studios 
for continuing to push themselves. If Black 
Panther" was a masterwork of the solo-
superhero movie, then "Infinity War" is the first 
masterwork of the superhero team-up movie. 
Overall, "Infinity War" is an incredible film for 
those that have kept up to date with the Marvel 
Cinematic Universe, a jolt to the system that 
won't soon be forgotten. While casual watchers 
of the films will definitely need to catch up 
first and those that haven't been entirely won 
over yet likely still won't be here, there's really 
no getting around it: Infinity War is one of the 
biggest wins yet for Marvel Studios and their 
second brilliant film in a row. I'm floored. 
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Pirates claim Mdlroy-Lewis All-Sports Trophy for 2017-18 
Henry Miller 
Staff Writer 
Whitworth has secured the coveted Mcllroy-Lewis all-sports 
trophy for the 11th year in a row. Whitworth edged Pacific 
Lutheran University by 14 points to claim the trophy once 
again. The trophy has been a symbol of Whitworth's athletic 
dominance over the past 11 years. 
"That's the cool thing about this award/' athletic director 
Tim Demant said. "We can't rely on just one sport to win. Every 
sport has the opportunity to contribute the same amount of 
points, so every sport at Whitworth contributed to this award 
this year." 
Points are tallied based on where a sport finishes in their 
% conference ranking. 
Whitworth's win is significant considering the lack of two 
sports other universities in the Northwest Conference offer. 
Whitworth does not offer a women's rowing program and until 
recently did not offer a women's lacrosse program. Pacific 
Lutheran University was able to gather 18 points from women's 
rowing this year, which put them in serious contention with 
Whitworth. 
The overall dominance over such a long period of time has 
only been done once before by PLU, which held the trophy 
from 1986 to 1993 and then from 1995 to 2000. * 
It takes a strong effort across the board 
to win this award. 
TIM DEMANT 
athletic director 
"The award really speaks to the overall excellence of our 
athletic program," Demant said. "Whitworth also leads the 
conference in scholar athletes. This just shows the culture of 
success at Whitworth and the community that attracts high 
caliber athletes." 
Whitworth celebrated Northwest Conference championships 
in women's cross country, men's swimming and men's 
basketball. Pirate football finished in second place with a record 
of 5-2. Women's golf finished second place in the NWC with 24 
total points from tournaments. Women's soccer finished third 
place in the NWC with a record of 11-3-2. Women's volleyball 
had a second place finish with an overall record of 12-4. 
Whitworth has built a strong assortment of student athletes. 
"We have presidential and faculty support for all our athletics 
and that has helped us build a winning culture here," Demant 
said. "Every coach has won this award. Football doesn't account 
for more points than swimming or tennis. It takes a strong effort 
across the board to win this award." 
With the school year and spring athletic season coming to 
a close, another strong year of athletics has been capped off by 
recognizing Whitworth's dominance over the year. 
Contact Henry Miller at 
henrymiller21 @my. whitworth. edu 
TEAM: Track and Field fosters team mentality 
Craig Russell 
StaffWriter 
Whitworth's track and field team has a special emphasis 
when it comes to their TEAM. TEAM is not an acronym nor a 
code, but a reference to the special bond between the athletes. 
"Capital 'T-E-A-M' is just a distinguishing title. We know 
our coach is talking about this team, not other teams," Daniel 
Harper, a mid- distance senior, said. Harper said the idea is to 
emphasize how special the relationships of the members of this 
group is. There are alot of teams out there, but only one TEAM. 
"I started capitalizing TEAM about 20 years ago because 
everyone talks about teamwork and sports teams and being 
a team but not very many people understand what TEAM 
really means," said Toby Schwartz, the head coach of the team. 
Schwartz said that being intentional with "TEAM" helps to 
remind athletes of what they really are apart of. 
"My goal is to take the best part of high school sports and 
combine it with the best part of college sports. The best part of 
high school sports is the emphasis and identity to a school or 
team. Most high school athletes grew up their whole life with 
the same people from elementary school to their senior year. 
They are bonded. In college, unfortunately, athletes come from 
various schools and cultures and backgrounds, and become 
self-centered and selfish and tend to worry about their spot on 
the team instead of the success of the TEAM," Schwartz said. 
Athletes also talked about how the emphasis on the TEAM 
makes the program about more than just athletics. 
"The idea is that there is a lot of things this program tries 
to be that is more than simply athletes competing together. 
Toby pushes for this culture of people empowering each other 
and driving each other rather than just individuals," said Grant 
Bingham, a senior distance runner. 
Sarah Cool, a mid-distance sophomore, also stressed the 
importance of team support and the team culture. 
"One of the best things about our TEAM is that we know 
everyone's name, despite how big the team is," Cool said. The 
TEAM strives to be the loudest, cheering on each team member 
by name. 
One of the ways they push the idea of a TEAM is by baring 
the number "210" on the back of all their jerseys. A score of 210 
means the team took first and scored 10 points in all 21 events. 
The team strives for perfection, but knows they can't do that 
alone. 
The TEAM mentality, even for an individual sport, has a big 
impact on the athletes. 
"If I was out there running just for myself it would be pretty 
easy to quit," Bingham said. "But when I'm with the TEAM, 
it's almost like I have a job that's bigger than just fulfilling my 
own goals. Even if I'm not having the performance I want, it's 
important that I'm performing the best I can on a specific day 
so that the TEAM can do the best they can." 
"Being on a team and trying to accomplish goals within the 
team is a lot more fulfilling than just focusing on yourself. You 
can find joy in other people's success and the group's success," 
Harper said. 
Schwartz hopes to instill a team mentality for the athletes in 
both their sports encounters and their lives. 
"It starts from the recruiting process until the final TEAM 
gathering an athletes senior year. The TEAM is emphasized 
more than any individual," Schwartz said. 
This past weekend, Whitworth's track and field TEAM 
competed at Oregon Twilight in Eugene, Oregon and at Linfield 
Open in McMinnville, Oregon. These meets are in preparation 
for the Division III finals Thursday, May 24. 
Contact Craig Russell at 
crussell21 @my. whitworth. edu 
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Senior Reflections: 
Jenny Adams and Joel Condraey 
Nicole Oh 
Staff Writer 
Jennifer Adams and Joel Condreay are both senior student 
athletes that competed as Pirates for the past four years. Both 
athletes share and reflect on their individual experiences, and 
share what will be next for them. 
Jennifer Adams is a member of Whitworth women's tennis 
team. She is graduating with a nursing major and some of her 
hobbies include playing the piano and guitar as well as going 
on mission trips. 
"My overall experience as a member of the Whitworth tennis 
team has been extremely good, thanks to the coaches who have 
served not only as coaches, but as mentors. The amount of care 
and support people put in is a reflection of how much it matters 
to everyone," Adams said. 
"One of my favorite memories from freshman year was 
when we came in and competed in this tournament with a 
bunch of players from the entire conference. Going in with no 
expectations, we won every match, but lost in the final. It was 
super exciting and a great experience." 
A best memory from junior year included the success her 
and her doubles partner, Bella Hoyos, had. "We honestly had 
such an incredible time. We upset several nationally ranked 
teams and played in sync. It was a great season to learn how to 
compete at such a high level," she said. 
During her senior year it was the team aspect and the people 
who made it such a incredible year. 
One of the biggest things Adams learned is "how to manage 
time and see the busyness as a good thing. It is all about being 
able to prioritize your time while pursuing what you love." 
Adams is currently applying to be a nurse at Sacred Heart. 
"Right now the plan is to stay in Spokane and help assistant 
The amount of care and support people 
put in is a reflection of how much it 
» 
matters to everyone. 
JENNIFER ADAMS 
senior tennis player 
coach, it is pretty up the air but you never know what may 
happen," she said. 
Joel Condreay is a four-year member of the baseball team. 
Condreay is majoring in accounting and outside of playing 
baseball, enjoys watching sports and reading. 
"My overall experience at Whitworth playing baseball has been 
overwhelmingly positive. You never know what you are going to 
get when you come to a school. However, for me the experience 
I signed up for was exactly the one I got," he said. 
Throughout Condreay's career he has been a part of two 
Northwest Conference Championship teams, which are some 
of his best memories, he said. 
"Anytime you win a conference tournament it is one of the 
best feelings," he said. 
One of the biggest Jessons Condreay will take away from 
this team is "understanding no matter what you're doing 
you're competing to be successful. You don't need to wait for 
opportunity, just go after all the ones you get." 
After graduating this spring, Condreay has a job set up as 
an accountant in Seattle. With baseball being a huge passion of 
Condraey, he will wait to see what happens in terms of playing 
baseball after college, and possibly even pursue a career as a 
baseball coach. 
"Overall my plan is to wait and see if I can play professionally 
and weigh the job that I've already been offered," Condreay 
said. 
Contact Nicole Oh at 
noh21 @my. whitworth.edu 
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Bangarang prepares for future, names Anna 
McNulty as first coach 
Kara Need 
Sports Editor 
Whitworth's Ultimate Frisbee team, named "Bangarang 
after the Lost Boys in the movie "Hook," placed 23rd this 
year out of a total of 350 teams in the country. Ultimate is a 
club sport, meaning it is not NCAA, but they play in a league 
sanctioned by USA Ultimate. Each year, Bangarang travels 
around the Pacific Northwest, and occasionally to California, 
to compete in tournaments and to play other universities. 
In Ultimate, teams play 7 v. 7 with the goal to get the frisbee 
into the endzone to score points. The team is a men s team, 
although there are a few women who practice with them 
regularly. In the past, Whitworth has had a women s team as 
well, although this year there was not enough interest to field 
a team. 
Although Whitworth has a big frisbee culture, many ot the 
students who come out to play Ultimate have little experience 
with the game. p 
"We like to be pretty open about it—just inviting. So it you 
want to come out and try it for a few days that's totally welcome. 
We're trying to get people experience," said Daniel Gimbel, 19, 
a current captain who has been playing and practicing with 
Bangarang since he was a sophomore in high schoo . 
This year, Bangarang had 20 players officially rostered, but 
they are always trying to get as many people as possible. 
The team plays in four or five tournaments per year, but at 
the end of the year, the regional tournament determines whic 
teams move on to the national tournament. The top team or 
sometimes top two teams, at the regional tournament get to 
move on to the national tournament. 
"Regionals brings out a different attitude from everyone. AU 
tournaments are a really fun, warm vibe. But when regionds 
come it's a complete shift. Were still having fun and being goofy 
because that's just who we are. But you can feel the change. Its 
one o/my favorite tournaments because that intensity is such 
an adrenaline rush," Gimbel said. nnrket to 
As a club sport, each player must pay a fee out of pocket 
be rostered and the team is currently captain-led. 
Every year we elect three or four captains Gimbel said. 
"Thevtendtoead by taking care of everything they need to do 
« «lng »"> of tournaments and games and 
leading practices and any srtup.^ McNulty to step in to 
However, Banga:ra 8 next year. McNulty currendy 
a kind of coaching ro ^ whitworth, hut she has a 
E^un^Ultimate and is exched about the possibility 
of becoming more 1"p°^usi^laying Ultimate in college at the 
McNulty started seriously at ^ 
University of Iowa, n McNulty played for the team for 




coaches and some do not. However, McNulty and Gimble both 
expressed the difficulty of walking the line between coach, 
captain and player. 
"Having Anna would bring a lot of change. It would be nice 
to have a main leader. Even though I was kind of coaching this 
year I was also part of the team and it's a hard line to walk. It s 
hard to be on both sides of that. But if we had someone in that 
position it would just be huge in terms of leadership, and just 
getting things done and improving in general" Gimbel said. 
Scott Maxa, '20, who was voted to be a captain next year, 
also expressed the positive change that McNulty could bring 
to the team. 
"There is only one person on our team who has ever had a 
coach before. She just has so much more knowledge than I do 
or any of the other captains do. So she can help us run practice 
and teach people and do everything a captain does but more 
and better than we could," Maxa said. 
McNulty is looking forward to the opportunity to be more 
invovled with the team. 
"I was just really honored that they asked me. I thought that 
was really cool that they want to learn from me. I just have such 
a passion for the sport, not only at the college level but at the 
youth level, at the club level. In my opinion, everyone can play 
at those levels. I just want more people to learn about the sport, 
and I think these guys do too and that's really cool," McNulty 
said. 
Next year, Bangarang is losing nine of their 20 rostered 
players. However, Maxa is hopeful that they will be able to get a 
solid group to come in next year and is already planning some 
recruiting strategies. 
"They also have a really core group of freshman. That is really 
exciting...we just need some more people who are willing to 
learn the sport and come out and have no fears. I totally believe 
it is possible," McNulty said. 
Maxa and Gimbel both expressed how much fun it is to be a 
part of the team. 
"I have always been a part of a sport and a team so still 
having that when I came into college was really nice. It's people 
you can say "hi" to, eat lunch with. Last year we had a lot of 
dinners after practice. We would all mob over to saga and eat 
dinner together. Good community. Good conversations," Maxa 
said. 
Gimbel also talked about the joyful atmosphere of 
Bangarang. 
"My favorite part is definitely the people on it. I've been 
a part of the team for six years and the atmosphere is just so 
different from any team that I've ever experienced. It's just 
kinda like a big brotherhood—it's like its own family," Gimbel 
said. 
Contact Kara Need at 
kneedl 8@my. whitworth. edu 
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five years. While she was there, she was listed as the third best 
defensive player in the nation. 
"\Vhile I played there, our program grew where we were 
going to tournaments and traveling a lot and we had a coach, 
which was amazing because we learned a lot of fundamentals 
and just a lot about the game. It became basically my entire life 
in college, aside from school, and I made lifelong friends. And 
it's been an incredible experience for me," McNulty said. 
McNulty has been going to practices with Bangarang off and 
Photo courtsey of Daniel Gimbel 
Anna McNulty, who works in the registrar's office, is 
planning on stepping into a coaching role for Bangarang's 
next season. 
<». 
on for the past year and has been helping where she can and 
playing a little with them. Recently, a few of the captains of the 
team approached her about possibly coaching the team next 
year. 
"Since I've gotten to know them a little more over the past 
year, it's something that I've' always wanted to do. I had a great 
experience with my coach and I've always wanted to get back in 
that way," McNulty said. 
Although details have not been worked out yet, McNulty said 
she is willing to play any role that the players would like her to 
play. A coach can play a lot of different roles, from calling full 
lines in games and running practices, to being more a support 
role in helping players sign up for tournaments, set up practice 
schedules, or learn more about the game. 
Because Ultimate is still a growing sport, some teams have 
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first 400 people in line. 
Ian Busik | Photographer 
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Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
The Whitworth Gaming Club hosted a LARPing tournament at Spriugfest on 
Saturday, May 5, 
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Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
Hannah Palmer, Stuart Beeksma, and Parker Durr perform "Unaware" by Allen Stone at 
Pirate Idol on Thursday, May 3. 
PIRATE IDOL 
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photo Editor 
Hollie Blue and Bryn Redal sing a mashup at Whitworth's Pirate Idol on Thursday, May 3. 
